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«Ich wollte sagen: Womit beschäftigt sich die medizinisc
Wissenschaft? Ich verstehe ja natürlich nichts davon, aber
beschäftigt sich doch mit dem Menschen. Und die Juristerei,
Gesetzgebung und Rechtsprechung? Auch mit dem Mens
Und die Sprachforschung, mit der ja meistenteils die Ausüb
des pädagogischen Berufs verbunden ist? Und die Theologie
Seelsorge, das geistliche Hirtenamt? Alle mit dem Menschen
sind alles bloß Abschattierungen von ein und demsel
wichtigen und... hauptsächlichen Interesse, nämlich d
Interesse am Menschen, es sind die humanistischen Berufe
einem Wort, und wenn man sie studieren will, so lernt man
Grundlage vor allem einmal die alten Sprachen, nicht wahr, 
formalen Bildung halber, wie man sagt. Sie wundern s
vielleicht, das ich so davon rede, ich bin ja bloß Real
Techniker. Aber ich habe noch neulich im Liegen darüb
nachgedacht: es ist doch ausgezeichnet, eine ausgezeic
Einrichtung in der Welt, daß man jeder Art von humanistisch
Beruf das Formale, die Idee der Form, der schönen Fo
wissen Sie, zugrunde legt, — das bringt so etwas Nobles
Überflüssiges in die Sache und außerdem so etwas von G
und... Höflichkeit, — das Interesse wird dadurch beinahe sc
zu etwas wie einem galanten Anliegen...»

Thomas Mann,
Der Zauberberg
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Summary

Object-oriented development is viewed by many as the silver bullet that will solve the so
crisis. The confidence found amongst its practitioners is sometimes such that “object-ori
has become a thaumaturgy. 

However, although the use of object-oriented development methods increases the qu
software by leading to better, modular architectures, it does not provide correctness by
because “software is created by error-prone human” (Boehm). Thus, testing remains an impo
tant task even for object-oriented software development. Since the object-oriented tech
promotes reuse, it could be argued that the need for meticulously tested components 
more important. Furthermore, contrary to some belief, traditional test methods cann
applied directly to object-oriented software. 

In this dissertation, we first examine what the key points of an object-oriented architectu
to identify the constructions that need testing, and we give an introduction to CO-OPN/2, a
concurrent object-oriented specification language based on order-sorted algebras and
chical Petri nets, that we use as specification formalism.

Then we examine issues in software testing and relate them to object-oriented softwa
analysis of these issues serves as requirement for the test method that is presented in t
ment. We settle some basic concepts around testing in general, such as purpose, strateg
cess, and quality control, and relate them to object-oriented software, for instanc
organization of testing in levels consistent with the architecture of object-oriented sys
Then, we examine some of the errors induced by the mechanisms specific to object-o
programming languages. Some aspects of the object-oriented paradigm, such as encap
inheritance and polymorphism, introduce problems that were not previously found in 
tured software and require adapting the test methods. 

Next, we propose a solution to some of those issues: a test selection method for specifica-
tion-based testing.

For object-oriented software, test selection is intricate because the behavior of an obje
not only depend on the input domain of its methods, but also on its history because of th
ence of a persistent state. Thus, methods must not be tested individually, but in inter
Moreover, it is necessary to consider the possible and impossible sequences of messag
combinatorial explosion implies to carefully determine that only necessary test cases are pro-
vided. We propose a test method to take this issue into account: an adaptation to the ob
ented paradigm of an existing theory of specification-based testing developed at th
1
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(University of Paris-Sud, Orsay) by Bernot, Gaudel and Marre for algebraic specification
essence is to perform test selection as a reduction process: the exhaustive test set, whic
as reference of correctness, is reduced into a practicable test set by stating on the p
under test reduction hypotheses that preserve the pertinence of the exhaustive test 
advantage of this theory is that the quality of a test set only depends on the quality 
hypotheses. We present the theoretical changes that are necessary to adapt this fram
object-oriented software, and a format for test cases based on the Hennessy-Milner te
logic.

Once those theoretical grounds set, we present the method for putting this theory into practice
We show how to determine test shapes that are appropriate for the component under t
we describe some of the hypotheses that can effectively be applied to object-oriented so
The practical test selection process is actually implemented as a selection process that emulate
the theoretical reduction process. The idea is to consider the exhaustive test set as a ff
which is a formula with variables universally quantified, i.e. f is a variable that stands for all it
possible instantiations. The aim of test selection becomes the reduction of the level of abstrac
tion of the formula f until it is ground. 

We select practicable test sets by including only test cases which substitute for f instantiations
that satisfy selection hypotheses: to each reduction hypothesis on the program corres
selection hypothesis that mirrors in the practical test process a reduction hypothesis of t
oretical process. A selection hypothesis is expressed by means of constraints that the te
must satisfy. Elementary constraints can be combined to form complex constraints. 

We describe a practical process for test selection, based on the construction of those co
and we present the operational strategies used in practice. First, we define several re
hypotheses, which are m:n generalizations of the program behavior. Those hypotheses are
to select test cases based on a shape, on the state of the involved objects, or on thei
Regularity hypotheses are not sufficient to obtain ground formulae. We show how the re
ing variables can be instantiated using uniformity hypotheses, which are 1:n generalizations of
the program behavior, and how the quality of test sets can be enhanced by combining
mity hypotheses and subdomain decomposition. Subdomain decomposition is perform
analyzing the possible behaviors of a test case in function of the axioms of its methods.

To take inheritance into account, we propose hypotheses of incrementallity. Capitalizi
inheritance can be very useful in minimizing the effort of testing a descendant class giv
test set developed for the parent class. The incrementallity hypotheses take advantag
relationship between the test sets of two specifications for two programs. If one progra
been successfully tested, “unchanged” methods need no further testing, and test sets define
for a parent class can be reused to reduce the test sets to be selected to test the descen
The whole problem lies in finding which methods are unchanged, because of the side 
that redefined methods can have on inherited ones.

For handling polymorphism, we also study the case of object substitution by examinin
consequences of run-time polymorphism on testing, and we propose techniques to red
number of test cases to be run in presence of subtyping.
2
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Résumé

La technologie des objets est considérée par de nombreux informaticiens comme la s
miracle qui résoudra la crise du logiciel. La confiance que l’on retrouve chez certains 
supporters est parfois telle que “par objets” est devenu une thaumarturgie.

Cependant, bien que l’utilisation de méthodes de développement par objets augmente
lité du logiciel, car elle conduit à des architectures meilleures et plus modulaires
n’entraîne pas automatiquement la correction, car “le logiciel est créé par des humains, suje
à l’erreur” (Boehm). Dès lors, le test demeure une tâche importante, y compris pour le lo
à objets. Puisque la technologie des objets promeut la réutilisation, on peut même argu
que le besoin de composants méticuleusement testés est plus important. De plus, contra
à certaines opinions, les méthodes de test traditionnelles ne peuvent pas être directeme
quées au logiciel à objets.

Dans cette thèse, nous examinons d’abord les concepts clefs de l’architecture des sys
objets, pour identifier les constructions qui nécessitent d’être testées. Nous donnons aussi une
introduction à CO-OPN/2, un langage de spécification par objets concurrent, basé sur les
bres à sortes ordonnées et les réseaux de Petri hiérarchiques, que nous utiliserons
mécanisme de formalisation.

Ensuite, nous examinons les problèmes du test de logiciels et nous les lions à la tech
des objets. L’analyse de ces problèmes nous sert de cahier des charges pour la méthod
qui est présentée dans ce document. Nous définissons quelques concepts de base auto
en général, tel que son but, l’organisation du test, le contrôle de qualité, et nous les li
logiciel à objets, par exemple, l’organisation du test en niveaux cohérents avec l’archit
des systèmes à objets. Nous examinons également quelques unes des erreurs induite
mécanismes spécifiques au langages de programmation à objets. Quelques aspects 
digme à objets, comme l’encapsulation, l’héritage et le polymorphisme, introduisent de
blèmes qui n’existent pas dans la programmation structurée et nécessitent une adapta
méthodes de test.

Puis nous proposons une solution à certains de ces problèmes: une méthode de séle
tests pour le test basé spécifications.

Pour le logiciel à objets, la sélection de test est complexe parce que le comporteme
objet ne dépend pas seulement du domaine d’entrée de ses méthodes, mais aussi de so
que, en raison de la présence d’un état persistent. Dès lors, ses méthodes ne doivent
testées individuellement, mais en interaction. De plus, il est nécessaire de considé
3
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séquences possibles et impossibles de message. Cette explosion combinatoire imp
déterminer soigneusement que seul les cas de test nécessaires sont fournis. Nous p
une méthode de test qui prenne en compte ces problèmes: une adaptation au parad
objets d’un théorie existante du test basé spécifications développée au LRI (Université de
Paris-Sud, Orsay), par Bernot, Gaudel et Marre pour les spécifications algébrique
essence est d’effectuer la sélection de test comme un processus de réduction: le jeu
exhaustif, qui sert de référence de correction, est réduit en un jeu de test praticable en
des hypothèses de réduction sur le programme sous test qui préservent la pertinence du jeu d
test exhaustif. L’avantage de cette théorie est que la qualité d’un jeu de test ne dépend q
qualité de hypothèses. Nous présentons les changements théoriques qui sont nécessa
adapter ce cadre au logiciel à objets, un format de cas de test basé sur la logique temp
Hennessy-Milner.

Une fois ces fondements établis, nous présentons la méthode pour mettre en pratiq
théorie. Nous montrons comment déterminer des formes de test qui sont appropriées 
composant sous test, et nous décrivons quelques hypothèses qui peuvent être effic
appliquées pour le processus de sélection qui émule le processus théorique de réductio
est de considérer le jeu de test exhaustif comme une formule f qui est une formule aux varia
bles universellement quantifiées, c’est-à-dire que f subsume toutes ses possibles instantiatio
L’objectif de la sélection de test devient la réduction du niveau d’abstraction de la formf
jusqu’à ce qu’elle soit close. Nous sélectionnons des jeux de test praticables en n’y in
que des cas de test qui substituent à f des instantiations qui satisfont les hypothèses de sé
tion: à chaque hypothèse de réduction correspond une hypothèse de sélection qui reflè
le processus pratique de test une hypothèse de réduction du processus théorique. Un
thèse de sélection s’exprime au moyen de contraintes que les cas de test doivent satisfa
contraintes élémentaires peuvent être combinées pour former des contraintes complexe

Nous décrivons un processus pratique pour la sélection de test, basé sur la construction d
contraintes, et nous présentons les stratégies opérationnelles utilisées en pratique. D
nous définissons plusieurs hypothèses de régularité, qui sont des généralisations m:n du com-
portement du programme. Ces hypothèses sont utilisées pour sélectionner des cas de t
sur une forme, sur l’état des objets impliqués, ou sur leurs événements. Les hypothè
régularité sont insuffisantes pour obtenir des formules closes. Nous montrons comm
variables restantes peuvent être instanciées en utilisant des hypothèses d’uniformité, q
des généralisations 1:n du comportement du programme, et comment la qualité des jeux d
peut être améliorée en combinant les hypothèses d’uniformité avec la décomposit
sous-domaines. La décomposition en sous-domaines est accomplie par l’analyse des 
tements possibles d’un cas de test en fonction des axiomes de ses méthodes.

Pour prendre en compte l’héritage, nous proposons des hypothèses d’incrémentalité. C
ser sur l’héritage peut être très utile pour minimiser l’effort de test d’un descendant étant
le jeu de test développé pour sa classe parente. Les hypothèses d’incrémentalité tirent
la relation entre deux spécifications et deux programmes. Si l’un des programmes a é
avec succès, seules les méthodes “changées”ou ajoutées nécessitent des tests supplé
et les jeux de test définis pour une classe parent peuvent être réutilisés pour réduire les
test à sélectionner pour tester ses descendants. Le problème est de trouver quelles m
sont “changées”, à cause des effets de bord que les méthodes redéfinies peuvent avo
méthodes héritées.

Pour gérer le polymorphisme, nous étudions également le cas de la substitution d’ob
examinant les conséquences sur le test du polymorphisme à l’exécution, et nous propos
techniques pour réduire la somme de test à accomplir en présence du sous-typage.
4
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Introduction

1.1 MOTIVATION

Object-oriented development is considered by many as the silver bullet that will solve th
ware crisis. The confidence found amongst its practitioners is sometimes such that “obje
ented” has become a thaumaturgy.

The use of object-oriented development methods actually increases the quality of so
because object-oriented modeling can lead to a better system architecture and object-
programming languages enforce a disciplined coding style. 

However, within object-oriented approaches, verification and validation have received
attention than analysis, design, and coding. This situation has of course methodologic
sons. As noted by Muller [110], the evolution of software development methods, object-
ented or not, always follows the path from programming to analysis, overlooking
validation and verification phases.

This lack of interest is also caused by a strong belief that the object-oriented technology
ultimate answer to the software crisis, i.e. some proponents of the object-oriented techn
have faith that object-orientation will lead by itself to quality software. For example, alth
Rumbaugh et al. assert their willingness to apply the object-oriented technology to all stag
the software development life cycle, they deny the importance of testing for object-ori
software: 

“Both testing and maintenance are simplified by an object-oriented approach,
but the traditional methods used in the phases are not significantly altered. 

However, an object-oriented approach produces a clean, well-understood design
that is easier to test, maintain, and extend than non-object-oriented designs
because the object classes provide a natural unit of modularity.”

— J. Rumbaugh et al., [123]
9
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However, recent studies show that “object-orientedness” is not really a silver bullet.

“The Self group has produced 100’000 lines of C++ and 40’000 lines of Self. We
have at least as many bugs in the Self code as in the C++ code, and these bugs
are usually found by testing.

I believe that language features are no substitute for testing.”

— D. Ungar, [136]

Object-oriented software development methods do not by themselves guarantee the pro
of correct programs, because, alas, “software is created by error-prone human” (Boehm, in
[118]). They are by no means shields against programmers’ mistakes or lack of unders
of a specification. Experience shows that object-oriented software cannot escape to a
tion and verification process. Thus, testing software remains an important task, ev
object-oriented software systems. 

Since the object-oriented paradigm promotes reuse, it can be argued that the need for 
lously tested components is even more important for object-oriented software than for
tional software: software components will be used and reused in various contexts
significantly different from those that the component’s developer had in mind. Thus robu
well-tested components are needed.

“For reusable components, which may be used in thousands of different applica-
tions, the potential consequences of incorrect behavior are even more serious
than for application-specific developments.”

— B. Meyer, [102]

Metrics show (see table 1) that despite the conviction of the early adopters of object-or
methods, the partition of effort in object-oriented life cycles still requires a large amou
time and resources for testing. 

In 1988 Meyer estimated that testing would only require ten percent of development tim
favor of an increase of the weight of modeling, whereas a more recent life cycle, the Ra
development process1, recommends scheduling four more times for the testing phase. In
own experience, software engineering students devote more than half of their time to 

Traditional 
Development
[101], cited in 

[58]

Object-Oriented Development

 Meyer ([101], 
cited in [58])

LGL Fusion 
experiments 

[55]

Rational 
Development 
Process[79]

Requirements & 
Analysis

20% 30% 24% 14%

Architecture & Design 30% 50% 21% 21%

Implementation 35% 20%

55%

42%
Unit Testing

15% 10%Integration & 
Acceptance Testing

21%

Table 1: Partition of effort in the traditional and object-oriented life cycle
10
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tains all
mentation and testing, This is almost twice the estimated time suggested by Mey
Birss [28] asserts, reusable components need two to four times more testing than uniqu
ponents due to their increased level of use.

1.2 OBJECT-ORIENTED SOFTWARE AND TRADITIONAL  TESTING TECH-
NIQUES

When it comes to testing, the proponents of object-oriented technology sometimes h
amazing trust in some values of the traditional software engineering methods. For insta
the previous quotation, Rumbaugh et al. also argue that, besides being of lesser importan
testing object-oriented software is similar enough to testing traditional software that it do
require specific strategies. Object-oriented software systems are so close to applications 
oped with a traditional method that they can be tested using traditional testing method
traditional software development, we understand functional decomposition.)

However, we argue that traditional testing methods cannot be applied directly to obje
ented software since these systems differ on several key issues. Testing must take into acco
the specifics of the object-oriented development methods, and the structure of object-o
software. Some aspects of the object-oriented paradigm, such as encapsulation, inherita
polymorphism, introduce problems that were not previously found in structured software
therefore require adapting the traditional strategies. 

In the structured architecture, a program is decomposed functionally into subprograms
independently implement the services of the program. The basic unit of test is a subp
which can consist of or make use of other (possibly embedded) subprograms, which can
bly be simulated by stubs. Bigger units of testing are assembled from already tested s
grams (bottom-up integration), or alternatively, stubs are progressively replaced by 
subprograms (top-down integration). Data handling is accomplished by subprograms, 
may not be related, and which can be scattered throughout the system. It results diffic
creating a complete test unit. Subprograms communicate either by passing parameters, or by
using global variables.

The object-oriented architecture is indeed different from the procedure-oriented architec

 • There are no global data, and data handling is not shared between units. A class con
the properties that can affect the state of its instance.

1. The numbers in the table are an approximation based on a more complete life cycle including other
stages such as planning, management, and maintenance.

Procedural software Object-oriented software

Orientation algorithm-oriented data-oriented

Basic Unit subprogram class and object 

Decomposition functional decomposition recursive composition and
inheritance

Global data global variables class variables, shared objects

Table 2: Procedural software vs. object-oriented software
11
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 • A method is not a testable component, i.e. it can only be tested through an instan
class. It is no longer possible to consider the subprogram as basic unit of testin
object-oriented approaches, the basic unit of organization is the class construct. Alt
the methods of a class could arguably be tested individually, it is impossible to redu
testing of a class to the independent testing of its methods. The test cases cannot be
designed, coded, and run as if the methods were “free-floating” subprograms instead
being related to an object.

 • It is impossible, unlike in procedure-oriented (traditional) testing, to build either a 
tom-up or a top-down testing strategy based on a sequence of invocations since the 
case comprises no sequential order in which the methods of a class can be invoked.

 • Every object carries a state. The context in which a method is executed is not only d
by its possible parameters, but mainly by the values of the attributes of the object by 
it is invoked (i.e. its state) (see figure 1). 

Furthermore, any method can modify these values. Therefore, the behavior of a m
cannot be considered independent of the object for which it is defined. 

To be more concrete, a simple case of testing taken from [112] will be examined.

“The program reads three integer values from a card. The three values are inter-
preted as representing the lengths of the sides of a triangle. The program prints a
message that states whether the triangle is scalene, isosceles, equilateral.”

G. J. Myers, [112]

What Myers had in mind when suggesting this exercise to his readers was to show th
culty of selecting a test set that would adequately test a unit such as the procedure-o
(Pascal) unit (see figure 2). 

Current
state

Input Output

New

parameter
values

parameter
values

state

Process+ +

Traditional 

testing

Fig. 1. The von Neumann process adapted to object-oriented software ([132])

Fig. 2. “Procedure-oriented” test unit

type Kind: (scalene, isosceles, equilateral, error);

function Kind_of (Length1, Length_2, Length_3: Integer): Kind
begin

...
end ;
12
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In the context of object-oriented programming, the unit to test would probably resemb
class on figure 3 (in C++ and Ada 95).

The noticeable changes from the first architecture to the second are:

 • Encapsulation/hiding

All the methods and related types, even some which are not useful (like Homothety or Simi-
lar) to solve the problem, are encapsulated in the class. The method Kind_of is not an isolated
algorithm. It cannot be tested without being invoked by an instance of Triangle, the data
structure of which is hidden. The only way to access it is by invoking observer metho
defined in the interface, such as Length_Of. 

 • Methods binding

The methods of the class Triangle are tightly bound. It is not possible to apply the metho
Length_Of and Kind_Of to an object triangle before Create is invoked to create an instance
Thus, it becomes necessary to monitor the changes that take place in the features in 
of the methods interactions.

 • Inheritance

The class Triangle inherits the features of the class Shape. Triangle can therefore rely on
Shape for both its representation (data structure) and its behavior (methods implem
tion).

 • Polymorphism

The method Fits_Inside takes as argument an object of class Shape, which can be an objec
of class Circle, Square, another Triangle,... As a result of dynamic binding, every object w
come with its own implementation, which can be different from that of the base class Shape.

Fig. 3. “Object-oriented” test unit (left C++, right Ada 95)

enum  kind 
{scalene, isosceles, equilateral};

class  Length_Error;

class  Triangle : public  Shape
{

public :
Triangle (int  length1,

int  length2,
int  length3);

~Triangle ();

virtual  int  length_of (int  side);

virtual  kind kind_of ();

virtual  void  homothety (int  factor);

bool  fits_inside (
Shape *a_shape);

private :
// data representation of a triangle

};

package  Triangles is

type  Kind is  
(scalene, isosceles, equilateral);

Length_Error : exception ;

type  Triangle is  new  Shape 
with  private ;

function  Create
(Length1, Length2, Length3: Integer)
return  Triangle;

function  Length_Of (T: Triangle; 
Side: Integer)
return  Integer;

function  Kind_Of (T: Triangle) 
return  Kind;

procedure  Homothety 
(T: in  out  Triangle;
Factor: in  Integer);

function  Fits_Inside (T:Triangle,
S: Shape’Class)
return  Boolean;

private
-- full declaration of Triangle

end Triangles;
13
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Hence, the input domain of the methods does not only consist of a set of values, bu
set of behaviors.

We must also consider that object-oriented architectures are not always purely object-or
For instance, in this example, the type Kind is not a class. Such systems are called hyb
object-oriented systems. In a pure object-oriented view, all the entities are objects, where
hybrid approach, the entities without identity are modeled as values.

Besides these technical issues, another reason to consider testing object-oriented sof
being different from traditional testing is the variation in the software life cycle. The traditi
development life cycle (waterfall) is challenged by continuous development methods (
mental development, prototyping). Testing does not occur anymore at the steady last ste
development, but occurs repetitively for every refinement of a software component. To b
cient, a tester has to write flexible test cases and stress incremental testing, to make 
mum reuse of existing test code.

1.3 SCOPE

As the title implies, this work is about “Test selection for specification-based unit testing
object-oriented software based on formal specifications”. Of course, narrowing our research t
that title entails some limitations:

 • Object-oriented software

We consider systems specified in an object-oriented fashion, and programmed in obje
ented programming languages, with an emphasis on their main characteristics s
encapsulation or inheritance. 

As mentioned above, object-oriented software is not similar to traditional software. 
some advantages and some drawbacks with regard to testing. Here, those issues
focused on. Although some of the ideas to be discussed can be applied to non obj
ented software, we do not pretend that this work generalizes to all kinds of software 
opment.

 • Unit testing

There are several levels in software testing, ranging from unit testing to acceptance t
These levels cover testing individual components, groups of components, and entir
tems.

In this dissertation, we concentrate on a particular level: unit testing. For object-ori
software, it will be shown that methods should not be tested individually, and that te
the interaction of methods on one object is the lowest level of testing, that we call o
integration. Thus the object will be considered as unit of test, and object integration a
testing.

 • Specification-based testing

There are several techniques to perform testing ([120], [112], [17]). These techniqu
complementary. One technique should uncover errors that another is unable to disco
this dissertation, we will not address other techniques than specification-based testin
technique is well suited for the object-oriented paradigm, because of the “multiple im
mentations of one specification” paradigm. 

Given the requirement to detect faults in a program by comparing it against a specific
specification-based testing is decomposed in three steps: i) a test selection step, in which
14
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test cases are selected from the specification, ii)  a test execution step, in which the test cases
are executed and results of the execution collected, and iii)  a test satisfaction step, in which
the results obtained during the test execution phase are compared to the expected
This last step is commonly performed through the help of an oracle. The results of this
parison give the result of the requirement, ‘yes’ if it is verified, ‘no’ it is not, and ‘un
cided’ if the oracle is unable to analyze the result or if the test execution did not y
result. If the answer is ‘no’, then the test set has detected errors in the program, and t
grammer can correct the implementation to remove them. 

 • Test selection

Of those three steps, we will focus on test selection. The main problem is to build a t
that has the ability to detect the largest number of errors, so that a ‘yes’ answer gives
dence to the programmer that the program meets its specification. For object-oriente
ware, test selection is intricate because the behavior of an object does not only dep
the input domain of its methods, but also on its history because of the presence of a
tent state. Thus, methods must not be tested individually, but in interaction. Moreove
necessary to consider the possible and impossible sequences of messages. This co
rial explosion implies to carefully determine that only necessary test cases are provided. 

Of course, test selection cannot be examined independently of the other two steps. 
the second and third steps must also be considered, especially the oracle step, to en
selected test sets can be executed on the program, and that they are observable thr
oracle.

 • Formal specifications

By nature, testing requires a specification and a program. We will not consider a particula
object-oriented programming language. Examples written in widely used object-ori
programming languages such as Ada 95, Eiffel, C++, Java or CLOS will be given. 
ever, all specifications will be written in a formal language: CO-OPN/2. (Although our
work could arguably be easily adapted to other formalisms.) There are two main reasons for
using formal specifications:

• Given the complexity of today’s software, sound test selection principles cannot b
mulated without a rigorous foundation for the theoretical, methodological and o
tional aspects. 

• Using formal specifications instead of other models or even the natural language 
being more precise about the properties of the specification, and having a con
description of the intended behavior of the tested unit. 

Several strategies for testing object-oriented software have already been proposed. H
most of these strategies lack the theoretical basis necessary to ensure the quality of th
opment, and especially the meaning of the ‘yes’ answer.

To take this issue into account, we propose a generalization of the testing method deve
the LRI (Laboratoire de Recherche en Informatique, University of Paris-Sud, Orsay) by
not, Gaudel and Marre [21], adapted to object-oriented software. This method is based
theory of testing presented in [34] and [20]. Practical experiences at an industrial lev
example the application to an automatic subway [50], have shown that this method can b
successfully for complex problems. 

This theory only considers the testing of abstract data types[68], and we will enhance it t
the specifics of object-oriented systems. Since this theory is formally defined, we will kee
rigor in our adaptation. Another advantage of this theory is that it is fit for automatizati
tool, called LOFT [94], has already been implemented for algebraic specifications.
15
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1.4 PLAN

The content of this dissertation (see figure 4) is organized in three parts:

In part I, we present the prolegomena of this thesis, i.e. an introduction to the main co
that are needed to apprehend this work. 

In chapter 2, we define the object model that we use in this work. We examine what th
points of an object-oriented architecture are, to identify the constructions that need testi
also present the syntax and the semantics of CO-OPN/2, a concurrent object-oriented specif
cation language based on order-sorted algebras and hierarchical Petri nets, that we wi
specification formalism.

In chapter 3, we relate the object model described in chapter 2 to testing. We settle som
concepts around testing in general, such as purpose, strategies, process, and quality
and relate them to object-oriented software, for instance the organization of testing in
consistent with the architecture of object-oriented systems. We present the issues in 
induced by the mechanisms specific to object-oriented programming languages, encaps
(visibility problems), inheritance (incremental testing problems) and polymorphism (und
ability problems). We also present an overview of existing strategies for specification-
testing of object-oriented software. (A comparison with our approach is made in the co
sion.)

Part of these results was already published in [10], [8], and [14].

In part II, we present an approach of test selection for specification-based unit test
object-oriented software based on formal specifications. The analysis of the testing issu
sented in chapter 3 serves as requirement for this test method.

In chapter 4, the theoretical framework of this approach is presented: an adapta
object-oriented systems of the theory of specification-based testing by Bernot, Gaud
Marre. Its essence is to perform test selection as a reduction process. The exhaustive test se
which serves as a reference of correctness, is reduced into a practicable test set by
reduction hypotheses on the program under test, while preserving the pertinence of the e
tive test set. The advantage of this theory is that the quality of a test set only depends

Fig. 4. Plan of the research work

Definition of an object model

Analysis of the problematics of testing for object-oriented software
Requirements for an approach for testing

Theoretical grounds

CO-OPN/2 

Practical techniques
Practical test process
Regularity hypotheses
Uniformity hypotheses and subdomain decomposition
Incrementallity hypotheses
16
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quality of the hypotheses. We present the theoretical changes that are necessary to ge
this algebraic specifications-oriented methods to environments in which the specificatio
guage and the test cases format are different. We instantiate this framework to use CO-OPN/2
as specification language and the Hennessy-Milner temporal logic, HML, as format for test
cases.

Chapter 5 deals with the method for putting the theory into practice. We first describe a 
cal test selection process. This process is actually implemented as a selection process that emu-
lates the theoretical reduction process. The idea is to consider the exhaustive test s
formula f which is a formula with variables universally quantified, i.e. f is a variable that stands
for all its possible instantiations. The aim of the test selection becomes the reduction
level of abstraction of the formula f until it is ground. 

We select practicable test sets by including only test cases that substitute for f instantiations
that satisfy selection hypotheses: to each reduction hypothesis on the program corres
selection hypothesis that mirrors in the practical test process the reduction hypotheses
theoretical process. A selection hypothesis is expressed by means of constraints that
cases must satisfy. Elementary constraints can be combined to form complex constrai
introduce the language HMLSP, X, to express non-ground test cases, and we define a lang
CONSTRAINTSP, X, for expressing constraints.

In chapter 6, several regularity hypotheses, which are m:n generalizations of the program
behavior are defined. Those hypotheses are used to select test cases based on a shape, on 
state of the involved objects, or on their events.

Chapter 7 shows how the remaining variables can be instantiated using uniformity hypo
which are 1:n generalizations of the program behavior, and how the quality of test sets c
enhanced by combining uniformity hypotheses and subdomain decomposition. We pre
refined uniformity hypothesis which increases the quality of the test sets by applying s
main decomposition. Subdomain decomposition is performed by analyzing the possible 
iors of a test case in function of the axioms of its methods.

In chapter 8, incrementallity hypotheses are proposed to take into account inheritance. C
izing on inheritance can be very useful in minimizing the effort of testing a descendantclass
given the test set developed for the parent class. The incrementallity hypotheses take
tage of the relationship between the test sets of two specifications for two programs. If 
the program has been successfully tested, “unchanged” methods need no further tes
test sets defined for a parent class can be reused to reduce the test sets to be selected 
descendant class. The whole problem lies in finding which methods are unchanged, bec
the side effects that redefined methods can have on inherited ones. We present a m
inheritance that is suited to testing, a study of existing methods for incremental testing, 
approach to calculate differences between two classes related by inheritance, to reuse te
selected for the parent, and to integrate new and overridden methods in added test sets.

In chapter 9, for handling polymorphism, a study is done on the case of object substitut
examining the consequences of run-time polymorphism on testing, and we propose tech
to reduce the number of test cases to be run in presence of subtyping by adapting the re
and uniformity hypotheses for types and values. Moreover, we propose to use the subtypin
relationship in the same way as inheritance to reduce the size of test sets in presence of
ing.

Part of these results was already published in [7], [10], [11], and, more specifically for Ada 95,
in [9].
17
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The annexes are grouped in part III. They contain a summary of the UML notation, whi
use to draw the logical view of object models, the CO-OPN/2 source code of some specifica
tions that are used in the examples, and a summary of the method Fusion, which will b
as example of object-oriented software development method. 

1.5 CONTRIBUTION

The main contributions of this work are the following:

 • A study of the problems of the object-oriented paradigm with regard to testing.

We present an analysis of the problematics of testing for object-oriented software. We
tify the requirements of a method for specification-based unit testing for object-orie
software, and the issues specific to the object-oriented paradigm.

 • An (adapted) theory of testing suited to object-oriented software.

We propose an approach for specification-based unit testing. We generalize the theory
Bernot, Gaudel and Marre to systems where the specification and the test sets are g
different languages, and we instantiate it for CO-ONP/2 and HML.

 • A test format adapted to object-oriented software.

We define test sets that can be used for systems with persistent states. We introduce 
of test case that considers the possible and impossible sequences of events. Those tases
are fully compatible with program satisfaction based on bisimulation, which allows th
of an observational equivalence as oracle. 

 • A set of hypothesis for the test selection specific to object-oriented software.

We present classes of reduction hypotheses that can be applied to programs for selecting a
finite and pertinent test set from an exhaustive one. 

We propose systematic techniques for test selection which aim at translating red
hypotheses into concrete test set selection strategies and which allow generating t
semi-automatically.

To increase the quality of the test sets, we propose a technique for subdomain deco
tion.

 • Hypotheses to handle inheritance and polymorphism.

To take inheritance and polymorphism into account, we propose an incrementallity hy
esis, and an adaptation of the regularity and uniformity hypotheses that considers 
mity on types and values instead of just values.

These contributions are of course not the work of a single person, but the fruitful resu
team effort. Particularly, earlier versions of the part about the theory of testing (chapter
were written in collaboration with Cécile Péraire and Didier Buchs, and the section 2
derived from the description of CO-OPN/2 found in the papers by Olivier Biberstein, Didie
Buchs and Nicolas Guelfi.
18
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Chapter 2
Object-Oriented

Software Systems

The object-oriented paradigm is an approach to viewing the whole software developm
terms of objects. It takes its root in the observation that human beings naturally see the
ronment in terms of objects. For software development, this premise is however clutte
the complexity of the world, that leads to design objects in function of the observed face
by the fact that software systems do not model the real-world, but model a model 
real-world [108].

The concepts of the object-oriented paradigm were first introduced in languages, bu
since appeared in databases, user interfaces, and in many other domains. As a malevolent c
sequence, the same terminology has been used with different meanings, with a lack of
standing of the basic concepts and of a common vocabulary for discussing them, albeit
the impression of seamlessness amidst the different models.

Traditionally, the concepts behind the object-oriented paradigm are classified according
taxonomy of Wegner [139], in which the object-oriented paradigm is built upon three co
tual steps:

 • Object-based systems: support for the notion of objects (encapsulated transition s
that alter a state by the application of methods).

 • Class-based systems: object-based systems where each object is an instance of a
template from which objects with uniform behavior can be created.

 • Object-oriented systems: class-based systems which support a mechanism to increm
define classes from other classes.

This taxonomy is arguable because it is based on the features of programming languag
challenged by many, and recent studies have been trying to capture the essence of ob
ented systems in terms of key concepts rather than language features. 

This second approach, albeit better, also has its drawbacks. It leads to varying-length 
abstract features (see for instance the four characteristics of Blair [29], the four major a
21
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three minor criteria of Booch [31], or the twenty criteria on the road to objects of M
[108]2.)

The goal of this chapter is not to give a complete presentation of the object-oriented te
ogy, nor to unify the different object models, but to define the object-oriented framewo
which our research is settled. First, we will define the vocabulary that will be used in thi
sertation, and to clarify the intended use of object-oriented concepts. This terminolo
adapted from the OMG terminology [127]. Second, we will present the specification lang
CO-OPN/2, an object-oriented formalism aimed at the specification and design of large
current object-oriented systems. This formalism is used throughout this report to spec
systems under test.

2.1 OBJECT-ORIENTED SYSTEMS 

In this section, we introduce the main constituents of an object-oriented architecture.

2.1.1 Objects

As its name implies, the main constituents of an object-oriented system are objects. An
object-oriented system is a set of objects connected in many fashions. The definition
term object is very broad: every perceived entity in a system can be considered as an
[56]. Generally, an object is an item that represents a concept that is either abstract, or
an entity of the real world [30]. 

An object embodies an abstraction. An abstraction denotes the essential characteristics of
object that distinguishes it from all other kinds of objects and thus provides crisply de
conceptual boundaries, relative to the perspective of the viewer [31]. Thus an object is 
characterized by the meaning it has to its clients, i.e. by the services that its client can r
independently of its data structure or its implementation. This process of singularizing o
elements of an abstraction in a public contractual interface and a private implementa
called encapsulation. The advantage of isolating clients from the details of an object’s im
mentation is to allow changing the implementation of an object without having to modif
clients.

An object is usually made up of three properties: an identity, a state, and services. 

 • The services of an object are the subprograms, its methods, which represent its behavior an
can give information on an object or alter its state. 

 • The state of an object memorizes the effects of the services and consists of a s
attributes. In pure object-oriented systems, which do not admit other entities than ob
the attributes are all connected or embedded objects. In hybrid object-oriented m
which also admit the existence of entities without identity such as natural numbers or
eans, the attributes can also be values.

 • The identity allows identifying an object independently of its state.

2. To be honest, Meyer admits that not all those criteria must be satisfied for a system to be object-o
ented, and that these criteria may be balanced with other considerations.
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The set of all attributes and all methods of an object are called its features, whereas the proper-
ties of an object denote both its features and its other characteristics, such as its imple
tion and the description of its semantics (by assertions, axioms,...).

The presence of services is optional: an object can be meaningful by its existence on
instance, this is the case of the black token of Petri Nets). Similarly, the presence of a 
not required (for an object the services of which do not require memorization.)

Objects are usually nameless, and are accessed through named entities called references. Sev-
eral references can designate the same object. 

Objects have a life cycle. They are created, some services are requested to them, an
they are not needed anymore, they are destroyed. The life cycle of an object may outl
life cycle of the system in which it has been created. Such objects are called persistent o

For instance, we introduce a small but significant example: a simplified phonecard sy
This example models the behavior of a telephone machine that can be used with a pho
Each phonecard includes an identification code that is also known to the user, and is re
by the telephone machine when the user tries to make a phone call and to pay with th
The remaining balance is also stored on the card. The user manipulates the telephone
the use of a receiver.

From this description, we can identify several entities such as telephone, phonecard, pi
and money. Amongst these entities, several are objects, which have an identity that
them discernible from other objects with the same state (telephone, receiver, and phon
whereas other entities are merely values (pin-code and money).

The state of an object phonecard consists of the amount of money available on the card
a pin-code. A phonecard provides services to withdraw money from the card, chec
pin-code, or yield the balance of the remaining money on the card. The state of a tele
consists of the amount of money collected by the telephone, and a (possibly) connected
card. A telephone offers services to insert a card, eject it, buy communication time,...

2.1.2 Classes, types and modules

A class is a typed modular template from which objects are instantiated. It has two functi

First, a class is a type. It is a means of classifying objects with similar properties. Each c
represents the notion of a set of similar objects, i.e. of objects sharing a common structu
behavior. Associated to each class, there is a predicate that defines the criterion for clas
bership. 

Second, a class is a module. Modularity is the property of a system that has been decompo
into cohesive and loosely coupled modules [31]. A class encapsulates the features of i
instances and can hide the data structures and other implementation details that shoul
available outside of the class. The non-hidden features form the interface of the class. They
usually services only. Therefore programmers can manipulate objects only by invoking
public methods and do not have to give special attention to the data representation of th
This separation between interface and implementation is very important: a single specif
can lead to multiple implementations. Since classes encapsulate a complete abstractio
are easily isolated and can be reused in many applications.
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Although every class defines a type, which led several researchers to unify those two co
types and classes are different. A type is a specification for a behavior whereas a cla
includes an implementation of that behavior.

 • A type specifies both a set of values, and a set of methods and their semantics at som
of abstraction. Typing guarantees that objects of different types may not be interchang
at the most, in very restricted ways. Types need not be disjoint, and an object may be
several types, although an object usually has a specific type, the type of the class from
which it has been instantiated.

 • A class provides a specific implementation of a type. Classes need not be disjoint, and
classes can be constructed on top of each other.

Some particular classes, albeit defining a type, do not allow the instantiation of objects
because these classes have only a partial implementation, or because their purpose is 
root of a hierarchy. These classes are called abstract classes.

Besides being templates for to-be-instantiated objects, classes also have a state, the class
attributes, usually information that will be shared among the instances of the class. The
have a behavior, the class methods. They provide services for the creation and possibly 
destruction of objects, and a set of services related to the typing of objects (such as qu
find out whether a given object belongs to a specific class, or to a class hierarchy rooted a
given class). Of course, other kinds of services can be provided. Moreover, a class c
encompass an invocation protocol, also named metaobject protocol, which specifies wh
pens when a service is invoked on objects.

We will name the part of the classes that handles the behavior of objects, the object manage-
ment part, and the part that handles the class behavior, the class management part. This dis-
tinction is not always applicable, because some methods may be included in both parts.

In the telephone example, we can design classes for the objects in the telephone syste
as phonecard, the class of all phonecard objects. The classes appear on the logical vie
system (see figure 5). This model is given in the UML notation, a summary of which c
found in annex A.

The features of the classes are either public or private (encapsulated). On the figure 5
encapsulated features are prefixed by “-”, whereas the public ones are prefixed by a “+
instance, for the class Telephone, the method insert, enter, and buy are public, whereas the
method eject is private. It can be invoked by the other methods of Telephone (for instance if the
insertion of a phonecard failed), but it is not available outside the class. 

Besides the services already mentioned, the classes offer methods for the creation
instances of objects, such as create (p: Pin) for the phonecard. This method will create instanc
of the class phonecard, and assign them the value given as parameter for the attributepin, and
the initial value 20 for the attribute balance. The class methods are underlined on the log
view.

2.1.3 Methods

Every method is characterized by its name, its signature (i.e. the arity and types of formal
ments, the type of the optional result, and possibly a list of exceptions), and its contra
behavior it guarantees to offer. A contract can be expressed by axioms, pre- and pos
tions,... in a specification language, and directly by code in a programming language, o
by both fashions in a language such as Eiffel. A specific invocation of a method, with a
24
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parameters is called a message, or, for concurrent synchronizations, an event. Methods
only way to request services from an object.

The methods of a class are grouped in five categories: constructors, observers, iterators, muta
tors, and destructors:

 • Constructors

A constructor for an object of a given type returns new objects of this type. Constru
have two functions. First, constructors allow the creation of objects by providing them
age and an identity. Also constructors make the reference designate the newly c
object. Second, constructors have an initialization function: the state is initialized wit
tial values and references. From this initial state, the creation method is executed to 
object in its “constructed” state. Constructors include the creation methods, but also
ods for copying objects,...

 • Observers (also known as selectors)

An observer is a method that yields results of another type than that of the object. Obs
allow observing the state of the referenced object, but not to modify its state or that 
other connected object.

 • Iterators

An iterator is a special kind of observer that permits to access to all parts of an obje
given order.

ReloadablePhoneCard

+ create (p : Pin; m: Money)
+ reload (m : Money)

Pin

+ first-pin () : Pin
+ new-pin (p : Pin) : Pin
+ "=" (p : Pin) : Boolean

Money

Natural

+ "+" (n : Natural) : Natural
+ "-" (n: Natural) : Natural

Receiver

+ dial ()
+ hang-up ()
+ pulse ()

PhoneCard

- balance : Money = 20
- id : Pin

+ create (p : Pin)
+ get-pin () : Pin
+ withdraw (m : Money)
+ get-balance () : Money

Telephone

- collected : Money

+ insert (p : PhoneCard)
+ enter (p : Pin)
+ buy (m : Money; b: Boolean)

pilots

Fig. 5. Logical view of the telephone system

- eject ()

0..1

1

1

+ create ()

+ create ()

...

{subtyping}

{inheritance}
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 • Mutators (also known as modifiers)

A mutator modifies the state of an object by modifying its attributes, or those of any 
connected object. 

 • Destructors

A destructor is a method that will ensure that the services of the object on which it is a
will not be available anymore. Additionally, a destructor may perform other tasks su
memory management.

A method can be both an observer and a mutator (e.g. the service Pop offered by a class Stack
modifies the state of a stack and returns the top element). 

As mentioned before, observers, iterators, and mutators are methods of the objects, w
constructors and destructors are methods of the class.

For instance, the class PhoneCard has a constructor method, create, two observers, get-pin and
get-balance, and a mutator, withdraw.

2.1.4 Relationships 

In the logical view of systems, relationships model the correspondence between o
belonging to classes. We will call sets of related objects, respectively classes, clusters of
objects, respectively of classes. Relationships describe the different ways that objec
classes can be connected. We can distinguish between two families of relationships: clie
plier relationships and hierarchy relationships.

2.1.4.1 Client/supplier relationships

Client/supplier relationships establish connections between objects in which an object r
another one for the definition of its state or of its services. A client/supplier relationsh
characterized by the client object owning a reference to the supplier object.

 • Association (“name” and “roles”)

Associations denote semantic dependencies among otherwise unrelated classes. An 
tions has a name, roles, and cardinalities. It can possibly have attributes. The cardi
indicate the potential number of associations in which a particular object can take par

 • Aggregation (has-a)

Aggregation is used to model physical composition. An object can be composed of 
more other objects. For example, a car has 1 motor, 4 wheels, along with other parts.

 • Containment (contains)

An object may serve as a container for other objects. For example, a stack of dimes
made of dimes, but contains dimes, a plane contains passengers,... Containment is a
aggregation, except that the life cycle of the contained objects is independent of t
cycle of the container object. 

 • Delegation (uses)

Delegation is a relationship in which an object relies on certain services of another o
For instance, a “text processor” object relies on the services of a “printer object” to ac
plish the task of printing a document.
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The aggregation, containment and delegation relationships are refined associations 
is_part_of, contains and uses.

In the telephone example, the classes Telephone and PhoneCard are related by an aggregatio
relationship. A telephone can contain zero or one phonecard, and there is a mandatory 
tion between the classes Telephone and the Receiver. To each receiver corresponds a telepho
which it pilots.

2.1.4.2 Hierarchy relationships

Besides the client/supplier relationships, a characteristic of the object-oriented paradig
allow classes to be ordered in hierarchies. We distinguish three forms of ordering:

 • Subclassing

Subclassing is a dependency relationship among classes as modules. Subclassing is a syn-
tactic relationship. It supports reusability. New behaviors can be defined by leveragi
existing ones.

Subclassing is usually obtained by inheritance, an implementation mechanism for sharin
code and representation. Inheritance is a language feature provided to build new cla
incremental modification of one or more existing classes. A descendant is a class derived
from one (single inheritance) or several (multiple inheritance) parent classes (its parents). A
descendant may add new properties, modify existing properties (redefinition), or 
remove properties from its parent classes. Both classes share their similarities while p
serving their differences. Usually, all classes are derived from an implicit or explicit
class that defines standard methods such as equality or copy. The set of all classes derived
directly or indirectly from a given class, called the root class, forms a hierarchy.

 • Subtyping

Subtyping is a semantic relationship among classes as types. Intuitively, a subtype is one
whose objects provide all the behavior of objects of another type, the supertype, plus some-
thing extra. Subtyping supports the conformance of an object to a set of types relate
subtyping relationship. As for subclassing, a class can be a subtype of more than one 
(multiple subtyping). 

The subtype relationship is based on the idea of substitution. Since objects of a supertyp
share the properties of their parents, they can be used wherever an object of the typ
parent can appear. As early as 1987, Barbara Liskov gave a keynote address at OOP
data abstraction and hierarchy, in which she described some of the problems promp
inheritance [89]. She gave a general rule to relate implementations of data abstract
another hierarchically, saying that types should be hierarchically organized followin
subtype relationship, which she described as the following rule:

Definition 1. Liskov’s substitution principle ([89], p. 25)

If for each object os of type s there is an object ot of type t such that for all programs P
defined in terms of t, the behavior of P is unchanged when os is substituted for ot, then s
is a subtype of t. ◊

More intuitively, this rule states that objects of type s can always be used in any context 
which an object of type t is expected. 

Two forms of the principle have been established: the weak form and the strong form.
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• The weak form of the principle says that “s is a subtype of t if an instance of type s can be
substituted when an instance of type t is expected and no type error will occur”. In oth
words, an instance of type t “understands” at least all messages of an instance of typs,
and no “message not understood” will occur.

• The strong form of the principle, requires not only that no type error occurs but also
the behavior of the entire system is preserved. This principle says that “for a systeS, s
is a subtype of t if an instance of type s can be substituted when an instance of type t is
expected and the behavior of S remains unchanged”.

Programming languages often relate subtyping with the weak form of the principle be
it does not involve semantic constraints, and provide weak-subtyping as an add-on 
classing. Thus, subclassing and subtyping coincide in a single relationship. However
more safety is needed, especially for specification languages, the strong form of the 
ple is more interesting than the weak one.

Of course, subtyping can be achieved through inheritance, as it is the case in object-o
programming languages, but this is not a condition. A subtyping relation can relat
classes completely unrelated by their implementation.

 • Is-a

Is-a is a specialization relationship, i.e. it describes one kind of object as a special c
another. The is-a relationship is important for understanding logical relationships a
objects, but it is not especially related to classes. Is-a relationships are usually neith
mally specified, nor coded.

One of the major problems with most modern object-oriented programming languages
dual role played by the inheritance mechanism, used for both subtyping and subcl
whereas, in general, subclassing and subtyping (and is-a) are orthogonal notions [83]:

 • Subtyping is not subclassing: for instance, a Bounded Stack may be a subclass of an Array,
but not a subtype.

 • Subtyping is not Is-a: for instance, a Set is-a special kind of Bag that does not allow dupli-
cates without set being a subtype of bag, or a Bus is a special kind of Car that only allows a
bus driver as driver, and not any random person.

 • Is-a is not subclassing: a Set is-a special kind of Bag, but those two classes may not share
common representation or a common implementation.

For instance, in the telephone example, Naturals and Money are related by subclassing, becau
they share the same features. However, despite the implementation of Naturals is the same as
the implementation of Money, the two classes are not substitutable. The classes PhoneCard and
ReloadablePhoneCard are related by subclassing and subtyping. The implementation of Reload-
ablePhoneCard is simply an extension of that of PhoneCard, plus a method to reload the phon
card. Also, a reloadable phonecard can be used at any place where a normal phonecar
used, and ReloadablePhoneCard is a subtype of PhoneCard.

2.1.5 Polymorphism

Related to the notion of hierarchy is polymorphism. Polymorphism makes it possible for a sin
gle name to denote entities of different kinds. Cardelli and Wegner [40] have identified s
forms of polymorphism (figure 6). Universal polymorphism is a form of polymorphism
which polymorphic subprograms work on a possibly infinite number of types, by ta
advantage of a common structure. On the other hand, ad hoc polymorphism only work
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limited number of types, which can be completely unrelated. Universal polymorphism c
considered as the true form of polymorphism whereas ad hoc polymorphism is only a faç
polymorphism. 

2.1.5.1 Ad hoc polymorphism

Overloading is an ad hoc form of polymorphism. Here a name can designate different su
grams which may share a common semantics in the eyes of the programmer (“Open” a
document, “Add” two integer number, two real numbers,...), but have completely diff
behaviors. Their signatures can be only name-compatible. Overloaded methods must 
sidered as a set of monomorphic methods rather than a polymorphic one.

Coercion is also an ad hoc form of polymorphism in which operands are implicitly conve
to the type defined for the needed method. In programming languages, this is often the 
integer and real values.

2.1.5.2 Universal polymorphism

Inclusion polymorphism is the form of universal polymorphism that corresponds to the se
different implementations of a method in a class hierarchy. It is called inclusion polymorp
because an object belonging to a subtype simultaneously belongs to the classes in w
subtype is included. Thus, every object of a subtype can be used in a place where an o
the class is expected, and the implementation of the messages sent to that object will b
of its specific type. 

For instance, in the telephone example, instances of PhoneCard or of ReloadablePhoneCard can
be passed as parameter to the method insert of Telephone.

If a method has several different implementations within a subtype hierarchy, it is impo
for the compiler to choose which implementation to invoke for a method on an object de
by such a name. This choice is postponed until run-time, when it will be made according
specific class of the object denoted by the name. This mechanism is called dynamic binding.

In universal parametric polymorphism, “the same object or function can be used uniformly
different type contexts without change, coercion, or any kind of run-time test or special e
ing of representation” [40]. This kind of polymorphism comes in two fashions: the synt
and the semantic fashion.

polymorphism

universal
parametric

syntactic

semantic



inclusion





ad hoc
overloading

coercion

















Fig. 6. Varieties of polymorphism
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 • The syntactic fashion corresponds to generic units. This polymorphism is only syntac
because, to be used, the generic units must be instantiated with actual parameters th
be clearly designated at compile-time. Thus, there is no run-time polymorphism and
call to a subprogram in a generic unit can be statically bound. Generic instantiation
generic unit can be considered as a set of monomorphic units. It differs however from
loading, because all units in the set will share a common behavior, parameterized by
generic parameters.

 • The semantic fashion is the purest form of polymorphism. Unlike overloading, inclusi
polymorphism and universal parametric syntactic polymorphism, it does not provide 
morphism through a set of different implementations selected at compile-time 
run-time, but through a unique implementation that can be uniformly invoked va
objects. Class-wide subprograms in Ada 95 are an example of universal parametric 
tic polymorphism.

2.1.6 Systems and subsystems

A system is a collection of objects used to implement an application. Systems have a 
behavior [19], and are modeled as active entities that interact with an environment m
other active entities called agents (see figure 7).

In the case of the telephone system, we can imagine that the system communicates w
agents, the user, who will make phone calls, and the central to which it is connected.

The services that a system offers are called its operations, or system operations. Operations are
generally offered as a method of a class in the system, but operations need not be grou
single class System. An operation involves a set of objects, that interact and take actions to
vide the service. A system operation begins with an externally generated event in resp
which some sequences of messages are generated. In Fusion, these sequences of messages 
their ordering are defined in interaction graphs. The order in which the operations of a s
can be invoked is called its life cycle. For instance, on figure 7, the Telephone system reacts to
the system operation Dial Number by sending the message Request Line to the agent Central and
Ringing Tone to the agent User.

Because systems can be very large and complex, they are usually decomposed into subsystems.
Subsystems are logical collections of classes and objects that collaborate to provide a
related services. Each subsystem defines an interface that the rest of the system wil
invoke services. Subsystems of a general nature (frameworks) can have a high degree of reu
ability. The notion of system and of subsystem can possibly be unified: a subsystem is a sy
with a lesser set of services than the encompassing system, but both notions are conceptua
the same.

User

Telephone System

Central

Fig. 7. The telephone system and its agents (left); Scenarios and system operations (right)

dial

User Telephone System Central
Dial Number

Request Line

Connect

Connected

Talk

Ringing Tone
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We make a difference between a cluster and a subsystem: both of them are sets of objects (or of
classes). However, subsystems have a specified interface that defines what services i
whereas the interface of a cluster is the union of the specification of its components.

2.2 SPECIFYING OBJECT-ORIENTED SYSTEMS — CO-OPN/2

The work presented in this document does not require the use of a specific specification for-
malism. Meanwhile, to achieve our goals, it is necessary to rely on a specification of th
under test that is as complete and consistent as possible, and that is expressed in suc
that operational methods can be defined. Although they cannot ensure entire completen
consistency — which will remain the task of the programmer —, the use of a formal spec
tion language can only be beneficial for our purpose.

Therefore, we have settled to use the formalism CO-OPN/2 (Concurrent Object-Oriented Pet
Nets/2) for specifying our test units. It will be used to instantiate the testing princi
CO-OPN/2 is the latest release of CO-OPN. The CO-OPN project was initiated in 1989. Thre
versions of the language were released so far: CO-OPN/1 [38], which is object-based
CO-OPN1.5, which mainly consists of a syntactical update, and CO-OPN/2, which is fully
object-oriented. CO-OPN/2 belongs to the category of high-level Petri nets, which are n
widely used in both theoretical analysis and practical development of concurrent system

CO-OPN/2 is designed for the architecture and the specification of large and complex co
rent systems:

 • It provides a sound mathematical formalism, allowing the expression of the particula
of complex systems through the use of two underlying formalisms, algebraic specifica
to describe data structures and functional aspects of a system, and Petri nets, to m
concurrent aspects. Those mathematical properties allow performing proofs.

 • It features a complete set of structuring capabilities, to cope with complexity in a mo
fashion, by effectively decomposing problems into modules that can be indepen
developed and allow abstraction and encapsulation. Structuration is also a prerequi
reuse.

 • It allows the system to evolve from vague requirement to a fully specified system by
viding means for incremental development though refinement and enrichment of the 
fication.

On top of those features, this language presents the advantage of integrating a very c
set of object-oriented concepts: abstraction, hybrid object-orientation, modularity, enca
tion, object identity, persistent state, dynamic creation, inheritance, subtyping, substi
genericity,... These features make the language suited to illustrate our theory. An introd
and a comparison of object-oriented formalisms, including CO-OPN/2, can be found in [66].

In this section, we will describe various aspects of CO-OPN/2: its architecture, its syntax, an
its semantics. This presentation is neither a complete description, nor a rationale to CO-OPN/2.
It does not cover all of the language, but only the parts interesting for this work. Inter
readers will find thorough information in [23], [25], and [26]. The complete and formal de
tion, together with the proofs of the propositions and of the theorems exposed below, 
found in [22].
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2.2.1 CO-OPN/2 object model

Although the object-oriented paradigm is considered by many as an unifying para
CO-OPN/2, like Ada 95, follows the modern point of view that it is better to provide the u
with building blocks, i.e. with structuring primitives, to effectively control the specificat
process. The building blocks of CO-OPN/2 specifications are shown on the CO-OPN/2 meta-
model (see figure 8). The attributes types appearing in bold on this model are the disjo
S, F, M, P, V, O, the sets of all sorts, operations, methods, places, variables and static o
names. S is made of the two disjoint sets SA and SC, the sets of sort names in algebraic spe
fications and of type names in classes. 

2.2.1.1 Abstraction

Abstraction in CO-OPN/2 is provided by two kinds of sorts: algebraic sorts and class ty
Not all entities in a CO-OPN/2 system are objects, some of them are merely algebraic va
without identity. Thus CO-OPN/2 stands in the class of hybrid object-oriented specificat
languages. Sorts provide services, called functions for algebraic sorts, and methods for 
Methods are special transitions that are accessible by the clients of an object. Invocat
methods are called messages or events. A CO-OPN/2 system is a collection of interconnecte
autonomous active objects and data structures. 

Algebraic sorts and class types are specified using different formalisms, respec
order-sorted algebras and algebraic Petri nets.

Order-sorted algebras [64] are based on many-sorted algebra. In this approach, data t
defined as one or several sets of values, called carrier sets and named by sorts, toget
some operations on these sets. The signature of a data type is composed by the sorts
operations together with their profile. Equations are included to express the properties
operations given in the signature. Terms are constructed over the signature. 
many-sorted algebra, subsorting, partial operations, polymorphism and overloadin
notions which are well encompassed within the order-sorted algebra framework. Subso
introduced by a subsort relationship that imposes restrictions on carrier sets to be related by
inclusion, thus providing inclusion polymorphism.

Class types are specified through the use of algebraic nets. Algebraic nets mix Petri nets and
algebraic specifications. They are similar to Petri nets in that they are based on the no
places, multi-sets that represent the state of the systems, and transitions, that repres
changes. However, unlike Petri nets, the tokens contained in the places are of various ki
are described by means of algebraic specifications. The transitions are defined by a pr
tion and a postcondition on the state of the net. A precondition defines how many token
be in the input places for triggering the transition, and a postcondition describes how m
tokens are produced in the output places after the transition is triggered.

Each class defines a type, and each class instance has an identity, also called object id
of that type. All the object identities belong to a specific order-sorted algebra, called 
identifier algebra, in which each carrier set corresponds to one type. The state of an obje
sists in a collection of places, that can hold either values of algebraic types, which are d
in ADT modules, or references to other object. Its methods consist in transitions, which 
spontaneous or require a specific invocation. 

Objects communicate with each other by sending messages, or, in a concurrency-frien
minology, by triggering events. We distinguish three kinds of services: 
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Fig. 8. CO-OPN/2 metamodel
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 • creation services, which allow dynamic creation of a new object,

 • methods, which provide changes of the state of an object, or allow the observation 
state,

 • destruction methods, to allow the destruction of objects.

The synchronization on the active objects is specified by means of synchronization expre
that appear in the axioms of the classes. Synchronization expressions may involve man
ners, as well as synchronization operators of three kinds: sequence, simultaneity and 
tive. To communicate with an instance of a class (an object), i.e. to send it a message, a clie
object must synchronize itself with that object by means of triggering one of its ext
events. 

2.2.1.2 Modularity

Types and modules are not unified in CO-OPN/2. They are different concepts because wher
modules allow structuring and encapsulation of entities, types allow the specification of
entities. Objects and data structures are defined in different kinds of module, respe
abstract data types (ADT), and objects or classes. These modules are used to define s
their related operations. A module is of one of the four kinds:

 • effective, if it is directly usable,

 • abstract, if it defines types for which no instances can be created,

 • generic, if it is parameterized by other modules,

 • parameter, if it defines the properties of a module parameter in a generic module.

Modules are related either with a client relationship or an inheritance (subclassing) relation-
ship. 

All modules have a similar structure. In addition to a header, each module has a public p
interface, and a private part, its body. 

 • ADTs modules contain data structure definitions. As mentioned earlier, those data stru
are defined with algebraic sorts and functions. Their behavior is defined by algebra
mulae and theorems. These sorts are used to describe passive entities that have no
such as values of primitive sorts (boolean, integer, enumeration types,...) or purely
tional sorts (stacks,...).

 • Class modules are templates for objects. They define types from which objects c
dynamically created. An object is an encapsulated entity that holds an internal state a
vides the outside with various services. Objects are defined by class types and m
Their behavior is defined using hierarchical Petri nets. They are autonomous and c
concurrently. 

 • Objects modules are akin to classes, except that no dynamic creation of objects is a
and that they define a single instance of an object. In the following text, we will con
object modules as a special case of class modules.

A dependency graph can be build for the modules in a specification. A module is said
dependent on another module if the former imports the latter, if the former inherits fro
latter, or if the latter is used as actual generic parameter. A well-formed CO-OPN/2 specifica-
tion does not allow cycles in the dependency graph.
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During specification, choosing between the different kinds of modules can be difficul
shown on figure 9, the same entity can be specified using the different modules. Select

teria between ADTs and class modules include the need for a persistent state, for conc
and for entities to hold an identity. Selection criteria between class and object modules 
requirement for dynamic allocation and the cardinality of the class.

2.2.1.3 Encapsulation

Since the modules have a public and a private part, objects are fully encapsulated, and 
way to access them is through the services they provide. The services provided to the ou
are listed in the interface, whereas the properties in the private part are not visible outs
module. 

2.2.1.4 Hierarchy

CO-OPN/2 provides two means of structuring specifications: subclassing, and subsorting and
subtyping. These are two different relationships. Subclassing is a relationship between

Fig. 9. Examples of modules

ADT Class module Object module
ADT Account;
Interface

Use Money, Booleans;
Sort  account;
Generators

empty : -> account;
deposit _ _ : 

account money -> account;
Operations

get-balance _ : 
account -> money;

withdraw _ _ :
account money -> account;

Body

Axioms

get-balance (empty) = 0;
get-balance (deposit (a, m) =

get-balance (a) + m;
get-balance (withdraw (a, m)) =

get-balance (a) - m;

(m <= get-balance (a)) = true =>
withdraw (a, m) =

deposit (a, 
get-balance (a) - m);

Where
a: account;
m: money;

End  Account;

Class  Account;
Interface

Use Money, Booleans;
Type  account;
Creation

create;

Methods
get-balance _ : money;

deposit _ : money;
withdraw _ : money;

Body
Places

balance _ : money;

Axioms
create : -> balance 0;
get-balance (m):

balance m -> balance m;

deposit (m):
balance b -> balance b + m;

(m <= b) = true => 
withdraw (m):

balance b -> 
balance b - m;

Where
m, b : money;

End  Account;

Object  Account;
Interface

Use Money, Booleans;
Type account;

Methods
get-balance _ : money;

deposit _ : money;
withdraw _ : money;

Body
Places

balance _ : money;
Initial

balance 0;
Axioms

get-balance (m):
balance m -> balance m;

deposit (m):
balance b -> balance b + m;

(m <= b) = true => 
withdraw (m):

balance b -> 
balance b - m;

Where
m, b : money;

End  Account;
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ules, whereas subtyping and subsorting, noted ≤ on the metamodel, are relationships amo
types. Inheritance is the syntactic mechanism to implement subclassing. It allows reu
refinement of a class, whereas subtyping address a semantic conformance relationship b
types. Inheritance allows a selective selection of inheritance components, permitt
rename, redefine and undefine components, whereas subsorting and subtyping limit the
ment to what is allowed by the strong substitution principle. The correctness of the modelin
of the subtyping constraints must be established by proving the semantics constraints im
by subtyping. Inheritance and subtyping in CO-OPN/2 correspond to the notion of subclassin
and subtyping given earlier, and we will use subclassing for the relationship, and inher
for the mechanism.

Both subclassing and subtyping relationships must be explicitly declared, and the hiera
generated by these relationships do not necessarily coincide.

CO-OPN/2 supports three of the four kinds of polymorphism classified by Cardelli and W
ner [40]. Overloading is supported in the sense that operations and methods can have se
arities. Parametric polymorphism is supported by genericity. Inclusion polymorphism is
ported by subsorting and subtyping: a function that works for a sort or a type works for a
sorts and all subtypes. Inclusion polymorphism is a logical consequence of subt
References are polymorphic, since they contain values of a special order-sorted algeb
encompasses the subtyping hierarchy. Coercion polymorphism is not needed.

2.2.1.5 Concurrency

CO-OPN/2 objects are not restricted to sequential processes. CO-OPN/2 provides both inter-
and intra-objects concurrency, because the granularity of concurrency is associated to m
invocations rather than to objects. Each object possesses its own behavior and conc
evolves with other objects, and a set of method calls can be concurrently performed 
same object. 

Interaction with objects is synchronous. Thus, when an object invokes a method on a
object, it asks to be synchronized with the method of the object provider, which will only 
if the object provider can offer the service.

2.2.2 Syntax

The purpose of this section is to describe simultaneously the concrete and the abstrac
of CO-OPN/2. Recall that a CO-OPN/2 specification is composed of two kinds of module
ADT modules and Class modules. The ADT modules are used to describe the algeb
abstract data types involved in a CO-OPN/2 specification, whereas the Class modules cor
spond to the description of the objects that are obtained by instantiation. We prese
approach of hierarchical order-sorted algebraic specifications in which operations are to
sub-sorts. It has been shown that this approach is powerful enough to model partiality [6

The “S-sorted” notation facilitates the subsequent development. Let S be a set, then a S-sorte
set A is a family of sets indexed by S, and we write A = (As) s ∈ S. A S-sorted set of disjoint sets
of variables is called a S-sorted variable set. Given two S-Sorted sets A and B, a S-sorted func-
tion µ : A → B is a family of functions indexed by S denoted µ = (µs : As → Bs) s ∈ S. We fre-
quently use the extension of partial order ≤ ⊆ (S × S) to strings in S* of equal length s1,..., sn ≤
s’1,...,s’n if si ≤ s’i (1 ≤ i ≤ n).
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2.2.2.1 Abstract data types

Each abstract data type module contains four sections (the keywords starting each se
clause are written in bold):

The header contains information to identify the module, inheritance and genericity info
tion. This section is introduced by the keyword ADT, followed by the module name. An
optional Inheritance clause, that defines the inherited modules, and allow a finer selectio
the inherited components (though the clauses Rename, Redefine and Undefine.) Generic
ADTs are prefixed by the keyword Generic, and the parameter module follows the identifier
the ADT (between parentheses).

The Interface includes the information on the components of the module that are accessible to
its clients. This section includes: a Use clause, that lists the modules used by the interface defi
nition, a Sort clause, to declare the names of the sorts specified in the package, a Subsort
clause, to specify the subsort relationships among sorts, and a list of operations, in two s
clauses: Generator and Operation. These operations are coupled with their profile in wh
the underscore character ‘_’ gives the position of the respective arguments. This mix-fix
tion allows pre-fix, post-fix, in-fix and out-fix profiles.

More formally the signature of an ADT module consists of three elements of an algebrai
type, i.e. a set of sorts, a subsort relation, and some operations. Since the specificat
structured into modules, they can use elements not locally defined, i.e. defined outside t
nature itself. Thus, the profiles of the operations as well as the subsort relations are d
over the set of all sort names SA and not over the set of sorts defined in the module SA. Other-
wise the signature is said to be complete

Definition 2. ADT signature, order-sorted signature, complete ADT signature

The signature of an ADT (over S and F) is a triplet ΣA = 〈SA, ≤A, F〉 where 

 • SA is a set of sort names of SA;

 • ≤A ⊆ (SA × SA) ∪ (SA × SA) is a partial order (partial subsort relation);

 • F = (Fw, s) w ∈ S*, s ∈ S is a (S* × SA)-sorted set of function names of F.

An order-sorted signature is a triplet Σ = 〈S, ≤, F〉 in which S ⊆ S, ≤ ⊆ S × S, and F is a
(S* × S)-sorted function.

A signature is said to be complete if it only uses elements locally defined. ◊

We often denote a function name f ∈  by f : s1,...,sn → s, and a constant f ∈ Fe, s by
f : → s (ε being the empty string).

Some properties are required on order-sorted signatures such as monotonicity, regular
coherence for the well-definedness of term interpretation and the existence of quotient s
tures.

Definition 3. Preregular, regular, and coherent signature

An order-sorted signature Σ = 〈S, ≤, F〉 is preregular iff for given w0 ≤ w1 in S* and given
f ∈ Fw1,s1

, there is a least sort s ∈ S such that f ∈ Fw,s and w0 ≤ w for some w ∈ S*. 

Σ is regular iff there is a least 〈 w, s 〉 ∈ S* × S such that w0 ≤ w and f ∈ Fw,s. 

Fs1...sn s,
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Σ is coherent iff it is regular and each sort s has a maximum in S. ◊

These definitions allow defining a decidable type system. (All terms must be unequivo
typed.)

Inside ADT signatures, functions are divided into two groups, generators and operations

Definition 4. Generators and operations

Inside F we can distinguish C and OP, respectively a finite set of constructors, also
called generators, and a finite set of operations, sometimes called defined or derived
operations. The sets C and OP are disjoint. Moreover we have F = C ∪ OP. ◊

At an abstract level, these two notions can be assimilated.

The Body section describes the local aspects of the module, such as the behavior of its
tions, by means of axioms. (These properties are not exported by the specification.) C
Use, Sort, Subsort, Generator and Operation can be reiterated for private components. T
Axiom clause allows the expression of the operations properties by means of formulae, 
oms. Properties that are logical consequences of the axioms can be expressed in a Theorem
clause. The formulae are mainly used as conditional positive equations:

[Id:] [Cond =>] Term-1 = Term-2

where Id is an optional identifier, Cond an optional condition to limit the validity of the axiom
to a certain context, Term-1 and Term-2 are constructed from module interfaces. Each equa
states that both expressions denote the same value. Besides conditional positive equat
axioms can contain definedness formulae:

[Id:] Def Term

which merely establish that Term is defined. Definedness formulae are used to specify the 
inition domain of the (partial) operations. (An example of definedness formula is the formula
Def true, that can be found in the specification of Booleans.) The variables used in the a
or in the theorems clauses must be defined in a Where clause that follows the former clauses.

These variables are said to form a S-Sorted variable set.

Definition 5. S-sorted variable set

Let Σ = 〈S, ≤, F〉 be a complete signature. An S-sorted set of Σ-variables is an S-indexed
set X = (Xs) s ∈ S of disjoint subsets of X. ◊

As usual, the properties of the operations of a signature are described by means of eq
(more generally conditional positive equations) which consist of pair of terms.

Definition 6. Set of all terms

Let Σ = 〈S, ≤, F〉 be a complete order-sorted signature and X be a S-sorted variable set.
The set of all terms over Σ and X is the least S-sorted set TΣ, X = ((TΣ, X)s)s ∈ S inductively
defined as:

 • x ∈ (TΣ, X)s for all x ∈ Xs;
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 • f ∈ (TΣ, X)s for all f : → s’ ∈ F such that s’ ≤ s;

 • f (t1, ..., tn) ∈ (TΣ, X)s for all f : s1, ..., sn → s’ such that s’ ≤ s and for all ti ∈ (TΣ,

X)si
 (1 ≤ i ≤ n). ◊

Given a regular order-sorted signature Σ = 〈S, ≤, F〉, for every term t ∈ (TΣ, X) there is a least
sort s ∈ S, denoted LS (t) [64]. We say that two sorts are in the same connected compo
when they are related in the transitive symmetric closure of the subsort relation. 

Definition 7. Variables, groundness and linearity of terms

Let Σ = 〈S, ≤, F〉 be a complete signature and X be an S-sorted variable set. Var (t) is the
set of variables occurring in the term t ∈ (TΣ,X)s. When Var (t) = ∅, the term t is said to
be ground, and when each variable is present no more than once, t is said linear. ◊

However, since we are in an order-sorted approach, i.e. with subsorting, both terms of a
tion need not have comparable sorts, but their least sort must be in the same connected
nent, i.e. they must be related in the transitive symmetric closure of the subsort relation.

As usual, the properties of the operations of a signature are described by means of eq
(more generally conditional positive equations) which consist of a pair of terms. Howev
the order-sorted approach, both the terms of an equation do not necessary have comparable
sorts, but their least sort must be in the same connected component as explained in [64

Definition 8. Equation and positive conditional equation

Let Σ = 〈S, ≤, F〉 be a complete signature and X be an S-sorted variable set. An equation
is a pair 〈 t, t' 〉 of equally sorted terms: ∃ a sort s such that t, t' ∈ (TΣ,X)s. A positive con-
ditional equation is an expression e1 ∧ ... ∧ en ⇒ e where e, ei (1 ≤ i ≤ n) are equations.

◊

Thus, the description of an ADT module consists of an ADT signature, which may us
ments not locally defined, a set of axioms, and some variables.

Definition 9. ADT module

Let Σ be a set of ADT signatures, and Ω be a set of Class interfaces (see definition 10)
such that the global signature (see definition 17) ΣΣ,Ω = 〈S, ≤, F〉 is complete. An ADT
module is a triplet MdA

Σ, Ω = 〈ΣΑ, X, Φ〉 where:

 • ΣΑ is an ADT signature;

 • X = (Xs)s ∈ S is a S-disjointly-sorted set of variables of V;

 • Φ is a set of formulae (axioms) over ΣΣ,Ω and X. ◊

The profile of the operations is defined over S, and not SA, so that the variables and the com
ponents of the profile of the operations can be of sort SC. Thus, it is possible that an ADT
describes data structure of object identifiers, such as containers.
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2.2.2.2 Classes

Classes have a structure similar to ADTs. They also include three parts that play the sa
but contain different information.

The header starts with the keyword Class, followed by the identifier of the class. Possibly, th
keyword can be prefixed by the keyword Generic, like for ADT modules, or by the keyword
Abstract, if the class is not aimed to be implemented, for example because its sole purp
classification. In this case no instance of this class may be created. A clause Inherit  can also
appear in the header.

In the Interface section, the clause Use declares all modules required for the class definitio
The clause Type declares the name of the type of the instances of the class. In an unified
of class and types, this clause may seem redundant with regard to the name of the mod
it is useful to avoid any confusion between those two concepts, especially to distin
between subclassing and subtyping. The clause Object declares static instances of the clas
The clause Method declares the services provided by the class. The clause Creation list meth-
ods concerned with the dynamic creation of instances of the class. Similarly, the 
Destruction may appear to declare methods that deal with the deletion of objects.

Thus the interface of a class includes the type of the class, a subtype relation with othe
the set of methods that corresponds to the services that this class offer, and the set
defined instances of that class.

Definition 10. Class interface and interface

A Class interface (over S, M, and O) is a quadruplet ΩC = 〈{ c}, ≤C, M, O〉 in which

 • c ∈ SC is the type name of the class module;

 • ≤C ⊆ ({c} × SC) ∪ (SC × {c}) is a partial order (partial subtype relation);

 • M = (Mc, w) c ∈ {c}, w ∈ S* is a finite ({c}  × S*)-sorted set of method names of M;

O = (Oc) c ∈ S
c is a finite SC-sorted set of static object names of O. ◊

For a type to be a subtype of another type, the profile of its methods must follow the follo
contravariance condition:

Definition 11. Contravariance condition

A set of Class interfaces Ω satisfies the contravariance condition iff for any class inter-
face 〈{ c},  ≤C, M, O〉 and 〈{ c’},  ≤C’, M’ , O’〉 in Ω, the following property holds: if
c ≤∅,Ω c’ then for each method mc’ : s’1, ..., s’n in M’  there exists a method mc : s1, ..., sn
in M such that s’i ≤ si (1 ≤ i ≤ n). ◊

Note that the traditional covariance rule need not be stated for CO-OPN/2 because methods ar
parameterized synchronizations, and not functions.

The contravariance condition only puts a condition on the syntax of the methods. Clea
the strong subtype relationship, semantic properties must also be preserved. These co
will be presented in the description of the semantics.
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Since each Class interface includes two elements closely in relation with the algebraic p
type of the class, and the subtype relation), each Class interface also induces an ADT
ture.

Definition 12. ADT signature induced by a Class interface

The ADT signature induced by a Class interface ΩC = 〈{ c}, ≤C, M, O〉 is defined as a
triplet ΣA

Ω = 〈{ c}, ≤c, FΩc〉 in which FΩc contains the object-identifier management
operations which are defined on the global subsort/subtype relation as follows:

◊

The section Body includes a Use section, and some internal methods (in a Method clause
spontaneous transitions declared under the Transition  clause. The state of the objects 
described in a clause Places, as a list of attributes. The clause Initial  declares the initial mark-
ing or the static initializations of each instance of the class. 

Algebraic nets use the notion of multi-set so as to have indistinguishable copies of indep
values. Thus, to express terms over multi-sets, we define now the multi-set extensio
signature. Formally a multi-set over a set E is a mapping from E to . The set of all multi-sets
over a set E is defined by the set of all functions [E] = { f | f : E → } equipped with the
following operations:

We note ∅[E] the element of [E] such that ∅[E] (e) = 0 for all e ∈ E.

The multi-set extension of a given order-sorted signature consists of the signature, enric
each sort, with the multi-set sort, the multi-set subsort relation, and the multi-set operations∅
(empty set), [_] (coercion to the single-element set) and + (set union).

Definition 13. Multi-set extension of a signature

Let Σ = 〈S, ≤, F〉 be an order-sorted signature. The multi-set extension of Σ is

◊

Finally, the properties of the methods and internal transitions are described by means of
ioral axioms within the clause Axioms. Before defining behavioral formulae, we must rec
that CO-OPN/2 provides two different kinds of events, namely invisible events and the ob

F
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able events. Both of them can involve an optional synchronization expression. The inv
events describe the spontaneous reactions of an object to some stimuli they correspon
internal transitions and are denoted by τ in the abstract syntax, and by a specific name in 
concrete syntax. The observable events correspond to the methods which are accessible out-
side the module. 

A synchronization expression is an expression in which the keyword With  plays the role of an
abstraction operator. This expression allows an object to synchronize itself with pa
including itself, to provide a service. A synchronization expression is composed of even
synchronization operators. Three synchronization operators are defined: “//”  for simultaneity,
“ ..”  for sequence, and “+”  for alternative. 

The set of all events over a set of parameter values A, a set of methods M, a set of object iden-
tifiers O, and a set of types of Class modules C is written as EA, M, O, C. Because this set is use
for various purposes, we give it a generic definition.

Definition 14. Set of all events

Let S = SA ∪ SC be a set of sorts such that SA ∈ SA and SC ∈ SC. Let us consider a set of
parameter values A = (As)s ∈ S, a set of methods M = (Ms, w)s ∈ S

C
, w ∈ S*, a set of object

identifiers O = (Os)s ∈ S
C, and the set of types C ⊆ SC. Events Event of the set of all

events (over A, M, O, C) denoted EA, M, O, C are built following this syntax:

 • Event → Invisible | Invisible with  Synchronization | Observable | Observable
with  Synchronization

 • Invisible → self.τ

 • Observable → self.m (a1, .., an) | Observable SynchronizationOperator Observ-
able

 • Synchronization → o.m (a1, .., an) | o.create | o.destroy | Synchronization Syn-
chronizationOperator Synchronization

 • SynchronizationOperator → .. | // | +

where s ∈ SC, si, s’i ∈ S (1 ≤ i ≤ n), a1, ..., an ∈ As1, ×..,.× Asn
, m ∈ Ms, s’1, ..., s’n

, o ∈ Os,
c ∈ C, and self ∈ Oc and such that si , s’i (1 ≤ i ≤ n) belong to the same connected component.
◊

For example, the observable event o.m (a1, a2) with  o1.m1 (a1) // o2.m2 represents the simulta
neous synchronization of the method m of an object o with both the methods m1 and m2 of two
objects o1 and o2.

Now, we give the definition of the behavioral axioms which are used to describe the prop
of observable and invisible events (respectively, methods and internal transitions). The 
of the behavioral axiom is 

[Condition =>] Event [With  SynchroExpression]: Precondition -> Postcondition

in which

 • Condition is a condition on the algebraic values, expressed with a conjunction of equ
between algebraic terms.
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 • Event is an internal transition name or a method with term parameters, with an optiona
chronization expression SynchroExpression.

 • Precondition and Postcondition correspond respectively to what is consumed and to wha
produced in the different places within the net (in arcs and out arcs in the net).

Definition 15. Behavioral formula

Let Σ = 〈S, ≤, F〉 be a complete order-sorted signature such that S = SA ∪ SC (SA ∈ SA

and SC ∈ SC). For a given (SC × S*)-sorted set of methods M, a S-disjointly-sorted set of
places P, a set of types C ⊆ SC, and a S-disjointly-sorted set of variables X = XA ∪ XC

where XA and XC are, respectively, a SA-sorted and a SC-sorted variable set. A behavioral
formula is a quadruplet 〈Event, Condition, Precondition, Postcondition〉 where

 • Event ∈ E (TΣ, X
), M, (TΣ, X

)
s
, C such that s ∈ SC;

 • Condition is a set of equations over Σ and X;

 • Precondition = (Prep) p ∈P is a family of terms over ([Σ], X) indexed by P, such
that

(∀s ∈ S) (∀p ∈ Ps) (Prep ∈ (T[Σ], X)[s]);

 • Postcondition = (Postp) p ∈P is a family of terms over ([Σ], X) indexed by P,
such that

(∀s ∈ S) (∀p ∈ Ps) (Postp ∈ (T[Σ], X)[s]).

◊

Consequently, we can define a class module as its interface, a state represented a
together with their initial values, behavioral axioms that defines the properties of its me
and of its internal transitions, and variables used in those definitions. 

Definition 16. Class module

Let Σ be a set of ADT signatures, and Ω be a set of Class interfaces such that the global
signature (see definition 17) ΣΣ,Ω = 〈S, ≤, F〉 is complete. A Class module is a quintuplet
MdC

Σ,Ω = 〈ΩC, P, I, X, Ψ〉 in which:

 • ΩC = 〈{ c},  ≤C, M, O〉 is a Class interface;

 • P = (Ps) s ∈ S is a finite S-disjointly-sorted set of place names of P;

 • I = (Ip) p ∈ P is an initial marking, a family of terms indexed by P such that

(∀s ∈ S) (∀p ∈ Ps) (Ip ∈ (T[Σ], X)[s]);

 • X = (Xs) s ∈ S is a S-disjointly-sorted set of variables of V;

 • Ψ is a set of behavioral formulae over the global signature ΣΣ,Ω, a set of meth-
ods composed of M and all the methods of Ω, the set of places P, the type of the
class {c}, and X. ◊

Note that the places, the variables, as well as the profile of the methods can be of sorts SC, thus
the objects are able to store and exchange object identifiers.
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2.2.2.3 Syntax of a specification

Given those definitions (9, 16), it is possible to define the global signature and the global in
face of a CO-OPN/2 specification, and the CO-OPN/2 specification itself.

Definition 17. Global subsort/subtype relationship, signature and global interface

Let Σ = (ΣA
i)1 ≤ i ≤ n be a set of ADT signatures, and Ω = (ΩC

j)1 ≤ j ≤ m be a set of Class
interfaces such that ΣA

i = 〈SA
i, ≤A

i, Fi〉 and ΩC
j = 〈{ cj} , ≤C

j, Mj, Oj〉. 

The global subsort/subtype relationship over Σ and Ω, noted ≤Σ, Ω, is:

The global signature over Σ and Ω, noted ΣΣ, Ω, is

The global interface over Ω is 

◊

Definition 18. CO-OPN/2 specification

Let Σ be a set of ADT signatures and Ω be a set of Class interfaces such that the globa
signature ΣΣ,Ω is complete and coherent, and such that ΩΩ satisfies the contravariance
condition. A CO-OPN/2 specification consists of a set of ADT and Class modules:

SpecΣ,Ω = {(MdA
Σ,Ω)i | 1 ≤ i ≤ n} ∪ {(MdC

Σ,Ω)j | 1 ≤ j ≤ m}.

We denote a CO-OPN/2 specification SpecΣ,Ω by Spec and the global subsort/subtype
relation ≤Σ,Ω by ≤ when Σ and Ω are, respectively, included in the global signature and in
the global interface of the specification. In this case, the specification is considered compl
◊

From a specification Spec, two dependency graphs can be constructed. The first one consi
the dependencies which concerns the algebraic part of the specification, i.e. between t
ous ADT signatures. The second dependency graph corresponds to the client-ship rela
between the Class modules. Both of these graphs consist of the specification Spec and of a
binary relation over Spec denoted AD for the algebraic dependency graph, and CD for the cli-
ent-ship dependency graph. The relation AD is constructed as follows: for any modules Md,
Md’ of Spec, 〈 Md, Md' 〉 is in CD iff the ADT module or the ADT signature induced by Md
uses something defined in the ADT signature or the ADT signature induced by Md’. As for the
relation CD, for any Class module Md, Md’, 〈 Md, Md' 〉 is in CD iff there is a synchronization
expression of a behavioral axiom of Md which involves a method of Md’.

≤
Σ Ω,

≤i
A

1 i n≤ ≤

∪ ≤j
C

1 j m≤ ≤

∪∪〈 〉 *=

Σ
Σ Ω,

Si
A

1 i n≤ ≤

∪ cj{ }

1 j m≤ ≤

∪ ≤
Σ Ω,

Fi

1 i n≤ ≤

∪,, FΩj
C

1 j m≤ ≤

∪∪ ∪〈 〉=

Ω
Ω

cj{ }

1 j m≤ ≤

∪ ≤j
C

1 j m≤ ≤

∪
 
 
 
 

*, Mj

1 j m≤ ≤

∪, Oj

1 j m≤ ≤

∪,〈 〉=
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Thus, a well-formed CO-OPN/2 specification is a specification with two constraints conce
ing the dependencies between the modules that compose the specification. These hier
constraints are necessary in the theory of algebraic specifications and in the class mo
dimension of our formalism as it will be shown in the next section. 

A CO-OPN/2 specification is said to be well-formed if there is no cycle in its depende
graphs.

Definition 19. Well-formed specification

A complete CO-OPN/2 specification Spec is well-formed iff 

 • the algebraic dependency graph 〈 Spec, AD 〉 has no cycle; 

 • the client relationship dependency graph 〈 Spec, CD 〉 has no cycle. ◊

2.2.2.4 Summary of the syntax of CO-OPN/2

The summary of the syntax of CO-OPN/2, together with the symbols used for its differe
components are given in the table 3. 

Module ADT Class

Signature signature Σ interface Ω

Sort/Type algebraic sorts S class type {c}

Hierarchy subsort relation ≤A subtype relation ≤C

Services
operations 

(generators and 
functions)

F
methods 

(public and private)
M

Static instances — objects O

Body

State — places P

Initial State — initial markings I

Reaction — internal transitions τ

Specification of 
behavior

algebraic formula 
(axioms and 

definedness for-
mula)

Φ behavioral formula Ψ

defined with algebraic terms events

using variables X X

Table 3: Summary of the syntax of CO-OPN/2
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2.2.3 Semantics

This section presents the semantic aspects of the CO-OPN/2 formalism which are mainly
based on the notion of order-sorted algebra and the notion of transition system. First we
recall some basic definitions in relation with the semantics of order-sorted algebraic spe
tion and their multi-set extension. Then, we introduce an essential element of our form
namely the object identifier algebra which is organized so as to capture the notion of sub
between object identifiers. Last all the inference rules that construct the semantics
CO-OPN/2 specification in terms of transition systems are presented.

In short, the semantics of a CO-OPN/2 specification is expressed as transition systems. A se
inference rules is provided for that purpose. The construction of the semantics of a spe
tion consists first in determining the semantics, called partial semantics, of each class m
taken separately. Once this is performed, the various partial semantics are mixed accord
partial order given by the synchronizations. The combination of the partial semantics co
in applying successively a stabilization procedure and a closure operation. The stabil
procedure allows producing a transition system in which all invisible and internal trans
have been taken into account. The closure application adds to a transition system all its 
tial behaviors, simultaneous or alternate, and solves all synchronizations requests.

2.2.3.1 Order-sorted algebras and multi-set extension

Definition 20. Partial order-sorted algebras,

Let Spec be a well-formed CO-OPN/2 specification, and SpecA = 〈 Σ, X, Φ 〉 be its asso-
ciated order-sorted algebraic specification in which Σ = 〈 S,  ≤ , F 〉. 

A partial order-sorted Σ-algebra consists of a S-sorted set A = (As)s ∈ S and a family of
partial functions FA =  where  is a function from

 into As such that:

 • s ≤ s' implies As ⊆ A’s; 

 • f ∈  with (s1, ..., sn, s) ≤ (s’1, ..., s’n, s’) implies

 

for all ai ∈ Asi
 (1 ≤ i ≤ n). ◊

We usually omit the family FA and write A for an order-sorted Σ-algebra (A, FA). We denote the
set of all order-sorted Σ-algebras by Alg (Σ).

Definition 21. Order-sorted Σ-homomorphism, assignment and interpretation

Let Σ = 〈 S,  ≤, F 〉 be a regular signature, X be a S-sorted variable set and A in Alg (Σ).

An order-sorted Σ-homomorphism between A, B ∈ Alg (Σ) is a S-sorted function µ =
(µs : As → Bs)s  ∈ S that is compatible with the operations of the signature and that sati
fies the condition: for all s, s' ∈ S, s ≤ s' implies µs (a) = µs’ (a) for all a ∈ As. 

An assignment is a S-sorted function σ = (σs : Xs → As)s ∈ S. 

fs1 ... sn s, , ,
A

 
 

f:s1...sn ,s s→ F∈ fAs
1...sn ,s

As1
... Asn

××

Fs1 ... sn s, , , Fs′1 ... s′n s′, , ,∩

fs1 ... sn s, , ,
A

a1 ..., an,( ) fs1′ ... sn′ s′, , ,
A

a1 ..., an,( )=
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An interpretation of terms of TΣ, X in A is a S-sorted partial function
 defined as follows:

 • if x ∈ Xs and s ≤ s' then 

 • if f : → s ∈ F and s ≤ s' then 

 • if f : s1, ..., sn → s ∈ F and s ≤ s' then 

◊

When it is necessary to specify the Σ-algebra, we write .

A Σ-algebra A satisfies an equation 〈 t, t' 〉 for an assignment σ : X → A iff , we
note this A,σ 〈t, t'〉 . A,σ  iff (∀ i) A,σ |=  φi implies A,σ |=  φ'. A positive con-
ditional equation φ is valid in a Σ-algebra A iff A, σ |=  φ for any assignment σ, we note this A |=
φ. An algebraic specification SpecA is valid in a Σ-algebra A iff all the conditional positive
equations of SpecA are valid in A. A model of SpecA is a Σ-algebra in which SpecA is valid. The
set of models of SpecA is a subclass of Alg (Σ) which in noted Mod (SpecA).

To perform the semantic multi-set extension of an order-sorted Σ-algebra A, we directly pro-
vide the semantics of the multi-sets. The semantics extension of an order-sorted Σ-algebra A is 

The multi-set syntactic extension of an algebraic specification SpecA = 〈 Σ, X, Φ 〉 is noted
[SpecA] = 〈 [Σ], X, Φ 〉. We restrict the set of models of [SpecA] to

2.2.3.2 Object identifier algebra

As previously mentioned, each object possesses an identity which is an algebraic valu
order-sorted algebra called object identifier algebra Aoid. This algebra allows assigning a
identity to each newly created object, and determining, for instance, whether an object bongs
to a given type. For a given CO-OPN/2 specification having SC for class sort identifiers which
are related by ≤C, an object identifier order sorted algebra has to be built to reflect the su
relationship among the different classes of the specification. 

Aoid is an order-sorted algebra which defines the carrier sets (Ac)c ∈ S
C, a subsort relation

induced by ≤C and four kinds of operation: init, new, sub and super. Ac reflects the carrier set for
the object identifiers of a class c. In fact this carrier set includes a special subset written Ac for
the identifiers of objects of type c which are not of any of the subtypes of c. This is necessary
to control the type of object instances. If we consider two class types c and c' such that c ≤C c',
then the operation initcwill return the first value for the object identifiers of type c which is in
Ac (it corresponds to the initialization of the class), newc returns the next object identifier avail
able which is the successor of the last created object identifier of type c, subc’  and superc are
used to move between carrier sets of object identifier related by the subsort relation. They

_[[  ]] : T ΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣΣ X,( )s As→

x[[  ]] s′
σ σs x( )=

def

f[[  ]] s′
σ

fs
A=

def

f t1 ... tn, ,( )[[  ]]
s′
σ fs

A
t1[[  ]]

s1

σ
... tn[[  ]]

sn

σ, , 
   if all ti[[  ]]

si

σ
 are defined

undefined otherwise




=
def

[[ _ ]]σA

t[[  ]]
σ

t′[[  ]]
σ

=
|= ∧1 i n≤ ≤ φi( ) φ′⇒

A[ ] A As[ ]

s S∈

∪
 
 
 
 

∪ F
A ∅

As[ ]
 _ [ ]

As[ ]
+

As[ ]
, ,

s S∈

∪
 
 
 
 

∪,〈 〉 .=

Mod Spec
A[ ]( ) A[ ] | A Mod Spec

A( )∈{ }=
def
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respect the following properties: subc’(superc (oid)) = oid and subc’(newc (superc (oid))) =
newc (oid). 

We write Modoid (SpecA) for the class of models of SpecA which respect the constraint
sketched above. Thus, as the carrier sets and operations for object identifiers are fixed
construction, we have: Modoid (SpecA) ⊆ Mod (SpecA).

2.2.3.3 Management of object identifiers

Whenever a new class instance has to be created, a new object identifier must be provided.
Then, for each type, the last object identifier that has been provided has to be memorize
to be able to compute the next object identifier at any time. This is achieved by the set o
tions Loid = {f : SC → Aoid | f (c) ∈ Ac} (Loid: Last object identifier) for a given set of class
type SC. For each class type s in SC, the computation of a new identifier is performed by t
family of functions {newloids: Loid → Loid | s∈ SC} (new last object identifier).

This family of functions newloidc will be used in the inference rule regarding the creation
new instances (see definition 26).

2.2.3.4 Object states

The state of an object is based on the notion of marking, i.e. a mapping that returns a m
of algebraic values for each place of the object. However, this usual notion of marking do
well capture the states of a set of class instances. For a given CO-OPN/2 specification Spec and
a model A of Modoid (SpecA), we consider S as being the set of sorts of SpecA and P as being
the S-sorted set of places of the specification. Thus, given Spec and A of Modoid (SpecA), we
define a marking m as follows:

For a given set of sorts S and a S-sorted set of places P a marking m : Aoid × P → [A] such that
p ∈ Ps and o ∈ Aoid implies m (o, p) ∈ As. We denote by MarkSpec, A the set of all markings.

Definition 22. Marking, definition domain, state

Let Spec be a CO-OPN/2 specification and A be a model in Modoid (SpecA). Let S =
Sorts(Spec) and P = Places (Spec), a marking is a partial function m : Aoid × P → [A]
such that if o ∈ Aoid and p ∈ Ps with s ∈ S them m (o, p) ∈ [As]. We denote the set of all
markings over Spec and A by MarkSpec, A. The definition domain of a marking m ∈
MarkSpec, A is defined as 

DomSpec, A (m) = { 〈 o, p 〉 | m (o, p) is defined, p ∈ P, o ∈ Aoid}

A marking m is denoted ⊥ when DomSpec, A (m) = ∅. We denote the state space, i.e. the
set of all states, by StatesSpec, A. ◊

If Dom (m) =∅ then we denote m by ⊥.

c c′ S
C

newloidc loid( ),∈,∀ loid′ s.t. loid′ c′( ) newc
A

oid

loid c( )( ) if c ′ c= =

loid′ c′( ) loid c( ) otherwise=



=
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Definition 23. Transition system

Let Spec be a CO-OPN/2 specification and A be a model in Modoid (SpecA). Let SC =
Types (Spec) and M = Methods (Spec). A transition system over Spec and A is defined as 

TSSpec, A = 〈 MarkSpec, A × EA, M (Spec), A
oid

, S
C × MarkSpec, A 〉

The set of all transitions systems over Spec and A is denoted TSSpec, A. A triple 〈state,
event, state’ 〉 is called a transition; an event e between two states state and state’ is com-
monly written state

e
→  state’. ◊

We introduce three basic operators on markings, namely +,  and . Informally,m1 +
m2 is an operation that adds two sets of places, m1  m2 is a predicate which determines 
two markings are equal on their common places, m1  m2 considers two markings and
returns a marking with the values of the marking m1 plus the values of the places of m2 which
are not present in m1.

Definition 24. Sum of markings, common markings, fusion of markings

Let Spec be a CO-OPN/2 specification and A be a model in Modoid (SpecA). Let S =
Sorts(Spec) and P = Places (Spec). For two markings m1, m2 ∈ MarkSpec, A

 • The sum of two markings is + : MarkSpec, A × MarkSpec, A → MarkSpec, A

 • The common marking predicate is  : MarkSpec, A × MarkSpec, A→ Boolean 

 • The fusion of two markings is : MarkSpec, A × MarkSpec, A → MarkSpec, A

◊

When a new object is dynamically created, it is necessary to give it an initial state. The
tion Init takes charge of this initialization. We denote by P the set of place names of a class Cc
(which has the type c) and by initmarkp the algebraic value of the initial marking related to t
place p.

∩ ∪
→

∩ 

∪
→

s S∈∀( ) p P∈∀( ) o A
oid∈∀( )

m1 m2+( ) o p,( )

m1 o p,( ) +
As[ ]

 m1 o p,( ) if o p,( ) Dom m1( ) Dom m2( )∩∈

m1 o p,( ) if o p,〈 〉 Dom m1( )\Dom m2( )∈

m2 o p,( ) if o p,〈 〉 Dom m2( )\Dom m1( )∈

undefined otherwise









=

∩ 

m1 m∩ 
2 for all o p,〈 〉 A

oid
P×∈⇔

o p,〈 〉 Dom m1( ) Dom m2( )∩∈ m1 o p,( )⇒ m2 o p,( )=

∪
→

m1 m2∪
→

m3 is such that o p,( ) A
oid

P×∈∀=

m3 o p,( )

m1 o p,( ) if o p,〈 〉 Dom m1( )∈

m2 o p,( ) if o p,〈 〉 Dom m2( )\Dom m1( )∈

undefined otherwise





=
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Definition 25. Init marking

Let Spec be a CO-OPN/2 specification, and A be a model in Modoid (SpecA). Let us con-
sider a Class module MdC, c its type, P its set of places, and the initial algebraic value
initmarkp of a place p ∈ P. The partial function Init : Aoid × SC → MarkSpec, A is defined
as follows: 

◊

2.2.3.5 Inference rules

To construct the semantics, mainly two concurrent transition systems, of a CO-OPN/2 specifi-
cation we provide a set of inference rules. The first transition system → is used to compute the
unstabilized behavior whereas the second ∗→ is used to described the only observable eve
after the stabilization process. The stabilization process is used to compute, maxima
action of the internal transitions. These rules, grouped into three categories, realize the 
ing tasks: 

 • for a given class, the rules CLASS and MONO build, its partial transition system according 
its methods, places, and behavioral axioms, CREATE takes charge of the dynamic creatio
and the initialization of new class instances,

 • SEQ, SIM and ALT compute all deducible sequential and concurrent behaviors, while SYNC
solves all the synchronizations between the transition systems,

 • STAB “eliminates” all invisible or spontaneous events which correspond to the internal
sition of the classes.

2.2.3.6 Partial semantics of a class

The partial semantics of a class specification, built over an algebra for the algebraic p
developed in this section. This semantics introduce the potential transitions, noted →, that can
be produced by the axioms without considering the synchronization and stabilization pro

Definition 26. Partial semantics of a class

Let Spec be a CO-OPN/2 specification, A ∈ Modoid (SpecA) a model and the Class mod-
ule MdC = 〈 ΩC, P, I, X, Ψ〉 of Spec where ΩC = 〈{ c}, ≤C, M, Ο〉. The partial semantics
of MdC, noted PSemA (MdC), is the transition system 〈 MarkSpec, A × EA, M (Spec), A

oid
, S

C

× MarkSpec, A 〉, noted →, which is the least fixed point resulting from the application of
the inference rules CLASS, CREATE and MONO given in figure 10 ◊

Informally, the rule CLASS generates the basic observable and invisible transitions that fo
from the behavioral formulae of a class. The rule CREATE generates the transitions aimed at t
dynamic creation of new objects. The rule MONO generates all the firable transitions from th
transitions already generated.

In a more procedural approach, we can formulate CLASS as follows [38]3.

Init oid t,( ) m such that 
m o p),( ) initmarkp= p Pc if o Ac∈∈∀

not defined otherwise



=
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 1. An event Event defined by the behavioral axiom Cond ⇒ Event: Pre → Post is firable (or
enabled) if:

• All the equations of Cond are satisfied for the algebraic axioms.

• ∀ p all the terms of Prep are matched4 by terms in place p. This means that the curren
marking satisfies the preconditions of Event both quantitatively, because there are
enough tokens, and qualitatively, because the values of the chosen tokens conform to
algebraic predicates of the precondition, or, in other words, because each term of Prep is
equal to some token of place p.

• The expression Event is satisfied for the assignment σ and its synchronization part is
firable. The actual firing of the synchronization part is done only at step 3 below.
decomposition is justified by the possibility of performing recursive method calls.

 2. Before firing Event do:

• Remove the terms of Pre from the current marking.

 3. When firing Event do:

• Fire the synchronization part of Event according to the rules given in 2.2.3.6.

 4. After firing Event do:

• Add the terms of Post to the current marking.

How a candidate axiom is selected is not specified. Among all enabled axioms, any one 
fired at random, provided that the choice respects the additional semantics of CO-OPN/2.
Likewise, the tokens to be removed from the current marking (step 2 above) may be pic

3. In [38], this rule was called EVAL , and was augmented to select the object to activate in the specifica
tion hierarchy, choice which is now made in the application SemA (Spec) defined below. The ordering
of the actions has also been slightly adapted to stay consistent with the execution rules to be gi
later.

4. For the moment we will say that two terms match if they are strictly equal, or can be made equal by
giving suitable values to their variables. 

∀ m, m', m'' ∈ MarkSpec, A, l ∈ Loid, e ∈ EA, M (Spec), A
oid

, S
C

 

Fig. 10. Inference rules for the partial semantics construction

Event :: Cond Pre Post Ψ σ : X A,→∃,∈→⇒

CLASS
A σ Cond[[  ]] A[ ]

σ
|=,

l Pre[[  ]] A[ ]
σ,〈 〉

Event[[  ]] E
A M A

oid
c{ }, , ,

σ

----------------------------------------------------------> l Post[[  ]] A[ ]
σ,〈 〉

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CREATE
oid Ac∈ oid loid c( )=,

l ⊥,〈 〉 oid.create
----------------------------> newloidc l( ) Init oid c,( ),〈 〉

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO

l m,〈 〉 e
-------> l m′,〈 〉

l m m″+,〈 〉 e
-------> l m′ m″+,〈 〉

----------------------------------------------------------------------
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will as long as they satisfy the conditions of the axiom. This kind of behavior is said non-deter-
ministic, because the evolution of the object depends on an arbitrary choice instead of
determined entirely by its current state.

2.2.3.7 Semantics of a CO-OPN/2 specification

The idea behind the construction of the semantics of a set of class module is to consid
partial semantics and to solve the synchronizations requested by the events as well as t
lization process. This process cannot be performed in any order. This is due to the re
view of the stabilization process that implies that only modules already stable can be c
ered when methods are fired. As long as internal transitions can call methods, this impli
stabilization can be initiated only on classes build over stable classes states. A stable
state is a class state (the resulting state of all its objects) in which internal transitions can
fired.

To build the semantics we introduce for a given partial order induced by the dependency
CD a total order CD ⊆  that will be used to induce the semantics. Given MdC

0 the lowest
module of the hierarchy and given that MdC

i  MdC
i+1, (0 ≤ i <n) we will introduce all mod-

ule MdC
i, (0 ≤ i <n) semantics from the bottom to the top.

Definition 27. Closure operation

Given Spec a CO-OPN/2 specification and A ∈ Modoid (SpecA) an algebraic model, the
closure operation consists of the function Closure : TSSpec, A × TSSpec, A such that Clo-
sure (TS) is the least fixed point which results from the application on TS of the inference
rules SEQ, SIM, ALT-1, ALT-2, and SYNC given in figure 11. ◊

Informally, the rule SEQ infers the sequence of two transitions provided that the mark
shared between m1’  and m2 are equal. The rule SIM infers the simultaneity of two transitions
The rules ALT provide all the alternative behaviors. Two rules are necessary for the com
tivity of the alternative operator +. The rule SYNC solves the synchronization request by gen
ating the event which behaves the same way as e1 with  e2 asking to be synchronized with th
event e2.

To avoid any confusion, it should be emphasized that these rules determine the behavio
called objects rather than that of the caller (the emitter of the synchronization).

The application Stab on transition systems → and ∗→ build a transition system ∗→ by sup-
pressing the transition leading to non-stable states.

Definition 28. Stabilization process

Given Spec a CO-OPN/2 specification and A ∈ Modoid (SpecA) a model, the stabilization
process consists of the function Stab : TSSpec, A × TSSpec, A defined as follows, 

in which PreStab : TSSpec, A × TSSpec, A is a function such that PreStab (TS) is the least
fixed point which results from the application on TS of the inference rules STAB-1 and
STAB-2 given in figure 12. ◊

∠
∠

Stab TS( ) m
e
-------> m′ TS∈

 
 
 

m *
e
-------> m′ PreStab TS( )∈ m′ o.τ

-----------> m″ PreStab TS( )f∈∃¬
 
 
 

∪=
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Informally, the rules STAB-1 and STAB-2 are used respectively to generate all the observa
event which can be merged with invisible events if they lead to an unstable state, and to
an event leading to a non-stable state and the invisible event which can occur “in seque

Proposition 29. Stab and Closure are defined operations

Given a specification Spec with finite stabilization (there is no infinite sequence of inter-
nal transitions) and transition systems → and ∗→, Stab and Closure are unique and
defined operations. ◊

∀ m, m', m1, m1', m2, m2' ∈ MarkSpec, A, l ∈ Loid, e, e1, e2 ∈ EA, M (Spec), A
oid

, S
C

 

Fig. 11. Inference rules for the closure operation

SEQ

m′1 m2
∩ l m1,〈 〉 *

e1
---------> l m1′,〈 〉 l m2,〈 〉

e2
---------> l m2′,〈 〉, ,

l m1 m2∪
→

,〈 〉
e1 .. e2
---------------------> l m2′ m1′∪

→
,〈 〉

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SIM

l m1,〈 〉
e1
---------> l m1′,〈 〉 l m2,〈 〉

e2
---------> l m2′,〈 〉,

l m1 m2+,〈 〉
e1 // e2----------------------> l m1′ m2′+,〈 〉

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

ALT-1
l m,〈 〉

e1
---------> l m′,〈 〉

l m,〈 〉
e1 e2+
---------------------> l m′,〈 〉

---------------------------------------------------------- ALT-2
l m,〈 〉

e1
---------> l m′,〈 〉

l m,〈 〉
e2 e1+
---------------------> l m′,〈 〉

----------------------------------------------------------

SYNC

l m1,〈 〉
e1with e2
----------------------------> l m1′,〈 〉 l m2,〈 〉 *

e2
---------> l m2′,〈 〉,

l m1 m2+,〈 〉
e1with e2----------------------------> l m2′ m1′+,〈 〉

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

∀ m, m', m1, m1', m2, m2' ∈ MarkSpec, A, l ∈ Loid, e ∈ EA, M (Spec), A
oid

, S
C

 

Fig. 12. Inference rules for the stabilization process

STAB-1
m′1 m2

∩ l m1,〈 〉 *
e
-------> l m1′,〈 〉 l m2,〈 〉 τ

-------> l m2′,〈 〉, ,

l m1 m2∪
→

,〈 〉*
e
-------> l m2′ m1′∪

→
,〈 〉

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STAB-2
l m,〈 〉 e

-------> l m′,〈 〉

l m,〈 〉*
e
-------> l m′,〈 〉

-----------------------------------------------
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The purpose of the second STAB rule is simply to perform the coercion that is needed to co
pute observable stable behavior. Note that the notion of objects is completely absent fr
definition of Stab, which suggests that they do not have modular semantics.

The semantics expressed by the rules given below is that the behavior of a set of object
culated by starting from the lowest object in the hierarchy and repeatedly adding a new
to the system. We may thus build the graph of all the possible behaviors of a specificatio
mutually recursive nature of the synchronization and stabilization process appears cle
this definition. A consequence of this semantics is that mutual dependencies are not a
within a system.

Definition 30. Semantics of a CO-OPN/2 specification

Given a specification Spec which includes a set of classes MdC
i, (0 ≤ i ≤ m) and an alge-

bra A ∈ Modoid (SpecA). The semantics  (Spec) is defined as:

 •  (∪0 ≤ i ≤ k MdC
i) = 

limn → ∞ (Stab ° Closure)n (Stab (  (∪0 ≤ i ≤ k-1 MdC
i) ∪ PSemA (MdC

k)))

 • (∅) = ∅ ◊

In the rest of the dissertation, we will use SemA (Spec) instead of  (Spec).

We consider only specifications for which the semantics is independent of the total orde
Hulaas has shown that for some cases this condition does not hold true [74]. Since obje
required to be finitely stabilizable, applications that need to model infinite loops may n
directly specified as such. 

2.2.3.8 Summary of the semantics of CO-OPN/2

For a well formed specification with finite stabilization and a model A of its algebraic part, we
have given its semantics in term of transition systems. We have already noted that this 
tics is well defined, thus we can add that this semantics is modular for the class part (for the
algebraic part we do not detail the necessary modular constraints that can be found i
Furthermore, we will see in the section about refinement that the modularity of the sem
leads to separate refinement of modules.

It must be noted that two problems remain:

 • What is the observational behavior of a specification? From the above semantics, it 
obtained by just keeping transitions labeled by terms with simultaneity operators and 

entary events from the ∗→ transition system with the (elementary
events ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n). 

 • We do not define how the subtype constraint is satisfied, only syntactic constraint hav
given, corresponding to weak subtyping. We will see in the next section the constrain
must be satisfied for the strong satisfaction of the subtype relationship.

2.2.4 Refinement

An important notion which is present in the software development process from the f
specification up to the actual implementation, is step-wise refinement. Intuitively, a refine

SemA
∠

SemA
∠

SemA
∠

SemA
∠

SemA
∠

m
t1 // t2 // ... // tn

--------------------------------------- m′→
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is the substitution of a part of a specification, which is in general more concrete, for an
part. Obviously, we expect that such a substitution preserves the semantics of the origina
ification with respect to the meaning of the term “semantics preservation” we adopt. In
various levels of semantics preservation may be given. For example, one might be too 
tive and require that both semantics have to be isomorphic. On the other hand, anothe
oper can have a weaker point of view and choose bisimulation or observational equivale

In other words, saying that one part of a specification is a refinement of another one mea
one is able to compare the semantics of these two parts and deduce the semantic prese

More formally, but still in an abstract way, we could define what a “good” refinement is a
lows. Let Spec be a specification and Cl, Cl' be two sets of classes such that Cl ⊆ Spec. Cl' is a
refinement of Cl (preserving the signature and interfaces), written Cl'  Cl, if there exists a
relation  such that (\ is the set difference)

Sem (Cl')  Sem (Cl) ⇒ Sem ((Spec \ Cl) ∪ Cl')  Sem (Spec)

This formula expresses that Cl' is a refinement of Cl. The definition we gave describes a cla
of refinements because the semantic comparison criterion is free. This freedom allows
select the criterion according to its needs. Thus, one could choose bisimulation, observ
equivalence or trace equivalence, for example.

2.2.4.1 Strong concurrent bisimulation

Here we give the definition of the strong concurrent bisimulation and we put the previou
inition in a concrete form. In other words, we are going to establish that bisimulation stan
our previous refinement definition by means of theorem 32.

Definition 31. Strong concurrent bisimulation

Given a model A and two concurrent transition systems TSA, 1 and TSA, 2. A bisimulation
between TSA, 1 and TSA, 2 is the greatest relation R ⊆ Mark (TSA, 1) × Mark (TSA, 2) such
that ∀ e of the form t1 // t2 // ... // tn with the (elementary) events ti (1 ≤ i ≤ n).

 • if m1 R m2 and m1 ∗→ 

e
 m'1 ∈ TSA, 1 then there is m2 ∗→ 

e
m'2 ∈ TSA, 2 such that

m'1 R m'2.

 • if m2 R m1 and m2 ∗→ 

e
 m'2 ∈ TSA, 2 then there is m1 ∗→ 

e
 m'1 ∈ TSA, 1 such

that m'1 R m'2.

 • m2
init

 R m1 
init

We say that TSA, 1 and TSA, 2 are bisimilar if there exists a non empty relation R between
TSA, 1 and TSA, 2, we denote this by TSA, 1 ↔ c TSA, 2. ◊

Moreover, let Spec, Spec’ be two CO-OPN/2 specifications. We say that Spec and Spec’ are
bisimilar, we write this Spec ↔ c Spec’, when the transition systems of Sem (Spec) and
Sem(Spec’) are bisimilar. We consider that the specifications have the same algebraic s
cation and the transition systems are built up from the same algebraic model.

For a given model A, the notation TSA (Cl) denotes the concurrent system associated with
semantics of the set of classes Cl. In the following theorem we consider a unique algebr
specification and transition system build up from the same algebraic model.

Sem

Sem Sem
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Theorem 32. Theorem of substitution

Let Spec be a well formed CO-OPN/2 specification and Cl and Cl' be two well formed
sets of classes such that Cl ⊆ Spec and Cl' ⊆ Spec. 

TSA (Cl') |Cl ↔ c TSA (Cl) ⇒ TSA ((Spec \ Cl) ∪ Cl') |Spec ↔ c TSA (Spec)

The notation TSA (Cl')|Cl means that the concurrent transition system associated to t
semantics of Cl' is limited to the elements of Cl. ◊

We have the following correspondence with the previous general definition of refinemen

_ |Cl ↔ c _ iff _ ≤Sem _ 

2.2.5 Subtyping

We can formalize the notion of subtype in a similar way we did for the refinement consid
subtyping as a special case of refinement. Although refinement deals with class subst
here we are concerned with class instance substitution at the semantic level.

Let Spec be a specification and s, t be two types associated to both the classes Cs and Ct respec-
tively. Our subtype definition is as follows: we say that the type s is a subtype of t, written s
≤Class t for a given criterion, if there exists a relation ≤Sem such that 

Sem (Cs) ≤Sem Sem (Ct) ⇒ Sem (Spec \ {Ct})  ← Ct ← Cs
 Sem (Cs) ≤Sem Sem (Spec)

This definition means that for classes having a semantics subtype relation (≤Sem), their use in a
specification implies a similar behavior if we substitute a class Cs for a class Ct whenever s
≤Class t. This substitution is realized by the operator ←Ct ← Cs

 which renames all the objec
identifiers and then inserts the new semantics.

We finally are able to introduce the class of models satisfying the axioms and the sub
relation. Given Spec a CO-OPN/2 well-formed specification, the class of models Mod (Spec)
is: 

Mod (Spec) = 

{ SemA (Spec) | A ∈ Modoid (SpecA) and
∀ s, t ∈ SC and Cs, Ct two class modules included in Spec, 

s ≤Class t ⇒ SemA (Cs) ≤Sem SemA (Ct)}

2.3 EXAMPLE

To illustrate CO-OPN/2, we will specify the example of the telephone system, the descrip
of which was given in section 2.1.

Several modules are encompassed in this system:

 • ADTs (Pin, Money, Booleans and Naturals),

 • classes (Receiver, PhoneCard and Telephone).
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In figure 13, we give a partial representation of the classes, their synchronizations and their c
ent relationships with abstract data types. This figure follows the following conventions:

 • The grey rectangles represent ADT modules.

 • The ellipses represent class modules, the inside of the ellipses representing what is e
lated:

• The solid black rectangles represent the methods.

• The white rectangles correspond to the internal transitions.

• The solid grey rectangles correspond to the creation methods.

• The circles identify the places or the objects attributes.

 • The solid arrows indicate the data flow.

 • The grey arrows indicate the synchronizations.

 • The dotted arrows indicate dependency on ADTs.

2.3.1 ADT modules

In our example, the balance (ADT Money) as well as the personal identification number (AD
Pin) require no concurrency, and do not require a persistent state. They are modeled as 
data types (see figure 14). The ADTs Booleans and Naturals are standard data types axiomatiz
as usual (see annex B.2. and annex B.3).

Since the ADT Money is defined to model balance, it seems natural to describe this type
copy of the ADT Naturals. It inherits all the operations of Naturals, and change the name of th

Pin

Telephone

Money

insert (c)

enter (p) enter (p)

ready-to-eject

buy (m, true)

stop-buy
idle

wait-for-pin wait-for buy

PhoneCard

id

balance

get-pin (p)
get-balance (b)

withdraw (m)

b b

b b - m p p

s

c, s
c, s

c, s

c, s c, s

c, s+m
c, s

c, s

c, s

c, ss

eject

create (p)

create

p

Receiver

dial

pulse

hang-up

stop

c, s

c, s

@

@
@

@

@

@

@

@

buy (m, false)

create

Fig. 13. The classes and their internal description and synchronizations
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sort natural into money. So the modules Naturals and Money are related by a subclassing relatio
ship, but the types natural and money are not related by a subsort relationship, thus no subs
tion is possible for those two types.

The ADT Pin imports the ADT Boolean. Its signature consists of a sort, pin, and three opera-
tions: two generators to create new pins, and one function to compare two pins. The ge
first-pin has no parameter, the generator new-pin has a postfixed parameter of sort pin. The func-
tion “=” is an infix operation, with two parameters of sort pin.

The axioms of Pin define the algebraic conditions that hold between the various operatio
the specification. All functions are totally defined. These axioms make use of two variabn
and m, of sort pin.

2.3.2 Class modules

The figure 15 shows the textual description of the class PhoneCard. (The graphical representa
tion in figure 13 is equivalent to this textual representation). This module imports the 
modules Pin and Money. It defines a type, phonecard, together with four exported methods. Th
first method, create, must be called to create a phonecard. It is given a parameter of typpin.
The three other methods, get-pin, withdraw and get-balance provide services to get the pin-cod
(get-pin), to access the balance (get-balance), and to reduce it (withdraw). Since it is a
throw-away card, it is not possible to reload it.

The state of a phonecard is encapsulated in the body of the module. It includes the plbal-
ance, a multi-set of algebraic values of sort money, which stores the money still available on th
card, and id, which stores the pin-code. For each new card, the balance is initialized to an
marking in which the constant value 20 is assigned as initial amount of money on the card.

In the field Axioms, the behavior of the methods is given by Petri net causal relations. S
the places are independently accessed through the methods, concurrent access can be per-
formed on the places id and balance. However, it is not possible to simultaneously read the b
ance and withdraw money, because get-balance and withdraw use the same critical resourc
balance.

.

Fig. 14. The ADTs Pin and Money

ADT Pin;
Interface

Use 
Booleans;

Sorts  
pin;

Generators
first-pin : -> pin;
new-pin _ : pin -> pin;

Operations
_ = _ : pin pin -> boolean;

Body
Axioms

 (new-pin (n) = new-pin (m)) = (n = m);
 (new-pin (n) = first-pin) = false;
 (first-pin = new-pin (m)) = false;
 (first-pin = first-pin) = true;

Where 
n, m : pin;

End  Pin;

ADT Money;
Inherit  

Naturals;
Rename  

natural -> money;
End  Money;
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The creation method implicitly performs the initialization of a newly created object, and s
a pin-code in the place id. Get-pin returns the value of this place, assuming that the card
been created (and that the place id is not empty). Get-balance has the same behavior, but on th
place balance, to return the amount of money still available on the phonecard. The methodwith-
draw can only be fired if the amount of money available on the card is greater than the a
of money that the client wants to withdraw. These axioms make use of three variables
imported sorts money and pin.

We can imagine another kind of phone card which allows reloading cards (see figure 16

Fig. 15. Textual specification of the class PhoneCard

Class  PhoneCard;
Interface

Use 
Pin, Money, Booleans; 

Type  
phonecard;

Creation
create _ : pin;

Methods
get-pin _ : pin;
withdraw _ , get-balance _ : money;

Body
Places  

balance : money; 
id : pin;

Initial
balance 20;

Axioms
create (p) : -> id p;
get-pin (p) : id p -> id p;
get-balance (b) : balance b -> balance b;
 (b >= m) = true => withdraw (m) : balance b -> balance b - m;

Where 
b, m: money;
p: pin;

End  PhoneCard;

Fig. 16. Textual specification of the class ReloadablePhoneCard

Class  ReloadablePhoneCard;
Inherits  PhoneCard;

Rename  
phonecard -> reloadablephonecard;

Interface
Use 

PhoneCard; 
Subtype

reloadablephonecard < phonecard;
Creation

create _ : pin;
Methods

reload _ : money;
Body

Axioms
create (p, b) : -> id p;
reload (m) : balance b -> balance b +m;

Where 
b, m: money;
p: pin;

End  ReloadablePhoneCard;
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The class module ReloadablePhoneCard inherits from the Class module PhoneCard, and
renames the type phonecard in reloadablephonecard. These two types are related by a subty
relation, in the clause Subtype, which states that reloadablephonecard is a subtype of phonecard.
This class provides two new methods, a method create which has the same semantics as 
method create in the class PhoneCard, but must be defined since creation methods are 
inherited. It also provides a method reload to increase the amount of money stored on the c
The method create of PhoneCard need not be undefined, since creation methods are not in
ited. 

The class Telephone (figure 17) specifies the behavior of the automaton which accepts a 
waits for and checks a pin-code, and, as long as the pin-code is correct, reduces the ba
the card of a given amount corresponding to the price of a phone call. It imports three
modules, Pin, Money, and Booleans, and a Class module, PhoneCard.

A type, telephone, is defined inside Telephone, as well as a static instance of that type nam
cabin. Three public services are provided by this class. These services are methods corre
ing to the methods insert, enter and buy, which can be activated sequentially. Since no crea
method is provided, instances of that class can be dynamically created by invoking a im
method named create, which will only do the initialization.

Fig. 17. Textual specification of the class Telephone 

Class  Telephone;
Interface

Use  
Pin, Money, PhoneCard, Booleans; 

Type
telephone; 

Object  
cabin : telephone;

Methods
insert _ : phonecard;
enter _ : pin;
buy _ _: money, boolean;
stop-buy;

Body
Places  

idle : money;
wait-for-pin: phonecard money;
wait-for-buy: phonecard money;
ready-to-eject: phonecard money;

Initial 
idle 0;

Transition
eject;

Axioms
insert (c): idle s -> wait-for-pin c s;
 (pp = p) = true => enter (p) With  c.get-pin (pp):

wait-for-pin c s -> wait-for-buy c s;
 (pp = p) = false => enter (p) With  c.get-pin (pp):

wait-for-pin c s -> ready-to-eject c s;
 (m >= b) = true => buy (m, false) With  c.get-balance (b):

wait-for-buy c s -> wait-for-buy c s;
 (m >= b) = false => buy (m, true) With  c.get-balance (b) .. c.withdraw (m):

wait-for-buy c s -> wait-for-buy c s+m;
stop-buy: wait-for-buy c s -> ready-to-eject c s;
eject: ready-to-eject c s -> idle s;

Where 
s, m, b: money; 
c: phonecard; 
p, pp : pin;

End  Telephone;
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The places of the class are used to describe the state of the telephone. In this state fi
money already collected by the telephone, and, when the machine contains a card (i.e. e
instance of phonecard or of reloadablephonecard) a reference to this card. These places are a
used to sequentialize the events that are possibly triggered.

Besides the observable events defined in the interface, an invisible event, the internal tra
eject, is defined in the body of the specification. It is automatically activated if an error oc
or when the process is finished. Its effects are not directly observable, but correspond
rejection of the card. 

The behavior of the telephone is defined through its axioms. The class Telephone makes syn-
chronization requests to the phonecard in two cases. The first time is to check the pi
when a phone-card is inserted in the telephone, and the second time is when money 
withdrawn from the card to pay for a call. This second behavior is modeled by the follo
two axioms:

 (m >= b) = true => buy (m, false) With  c.get-balance (b):
wait-for-buy c s -> wait-for-buy c s;

(m >= b) = false => buy (m, true) With  c.get-balance (b) .. c.withdraw (m):
wait-for-buy c s -> wait-for-buy c s+m;

In the second axiom, the telephone synchronizes itself twice in sequence with the pho
The first time is to get the balance, and, provided that the amount of money available 
card is sufficient to pay for the call, the second time is to withdraw the price of the call.

The last Class module Receiver models the part of the telephone automaton that is dire
managed by the user. The methods of this class reflect directly the action made by th
when they want to use the telephone.

Fig. 18. Textual specification of the class Receiver

Class  Receiver;
Interface

Type  
receiver; 

Object  
one-receiver: receiver;

Methods
dial;
hang-up;
pulse;

Body
Uses 

Unique, Telephone, Money;
Places

wait-for-call: unique;
currently-used: unique;

Initial 
wait-for-call @;

Transition 
stop;

Axioms
 dial With  cabin.buy (pulse-cost true):

wait-for-call @ -> currently-used @ ;
 hang-up With  cabin.stop-buy:

currently-used @ -> wait-for-call @;
 pulse With  cabin.buy (pulse-cost true):

currently-used @ -> currently-used @ ;
 stop With  cabin.buy (pulse-cost false) .. cabin.stop-buy:

currently-used @ -> wait-for-call @ ;
End Receiver;
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The method dial is the event produced by picking up the receiver switch (and compos
number and obtaining a line, which is not shown in the system), while hang-up corresponds to
releasing the switch. Automatic hang-up is performed through the transition stop when no
more money is available on the card.

The inference rules on figure 19 show an example of the semantics of CO-OPN/2. The behav-
ioral formula c.create (1234) .. c.withdraw (12) .. c.get-balance (8) is inferred. We can calculate th
behavior of this formula by calculating the partial semantics of each event, through the
CREATE (for the event CREATE), CLASS (for the other events), and MONO (to introduce addi-
tional contextual state when necessary), and performing successive Stab and Closure (rules
STAB and SEQ).

From this inference tree, we can for instance deduce the initial and final object state nee
the behavioral formula to succeed. The place balance must be initialized to 20, and finally con
tain the value 8, whereas the place Id must be empty (⊥) and will eventually contain 1234.

R1:

CLASS l ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 c.create 1234( )
------------------------------------------------> l ′

id   1234

balance  20 c
,〈 〉

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STAB l ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create 1234( )------------------------------------------------> l ′

id  1234

balance  20 c
,〈 〉

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
CLASS l″ balance  20[ ]c′,〈 〉 c′ .withdraw 12( )

----------------------------------------------------> l″ balance  8[ ]c′,〈 〉
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO l″
id   i1

balance  20 c′
,〈 〉 c′ .withdraw 12( )

----------------------------------------------------> l″
id   i1

balance  8 c′
,〈 〉

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEQ l ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 c.create 1234( )..c.withdraw 12( )
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> l ′

id  1234

balance  8 c
,〈 〉

STAB l ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create 1234( )..c.withdraw 12( )----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> l ′

id   1234

balance  8 c
,〈 〉

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R1
OBJECT-SEM l ′ ′′ balance  8[ ]c″,〈 〉 c″.get-balance8( )---------------------------------------------------------> l ′′ ′ balance  8[ ]c″,〈 〉
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO l ′ ′′
id   1234

balance  8 c″
,〈 〉 c″.get-balance8( )

---------------------------------------------------------> l ′′ ′
id  1234

balance  8 c″
,〈 〉

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEQ l ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 c.create 1234( )..c.withdraw 12( )..c.get-balance 8( )------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> l ′
id   1234

balance  8 c
,〈 〉

STAB l ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create 1234( )..c.withdraw 12( )..c.get-balance 8( )------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> l ′

id  1234

balance  8 c
,〈 〉

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Fig. 19. Derivation tree for the event
c.create (1234) .. c.withdraw (12) .. c.get-balance (8)
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Chapter 3
Testing and

Object-Oriented Software

The goal of this chapter is to examine issues in software testing and to relate th
object-oriented software. The analysis of these issues will serve as requirements for the test
method that will be presented in the part II of this work.

Testing is a verification activity. It starts with a given requirement, usually to detect fault
program by comparing it against a specification which is called conformance testing. 
requirements include testing the robustness of the program, its performance,... In this
only conformance testing, which we will simply call testing, will be addressed. 

The first section of this chapter will settle some basic concepts about testing in general, 
its purpose, its main approaches, its process, and its quality control. These concepts w
be related to object-oriented software, for instance the organization of testing in levels c
tent with the architecture of object-oriented systems. We will then examine some of the
induced in object-oriented programs by the mechanisms introduced in object-oriente
gramming languages, that are not present in structured languages, such as encapsulatio
itance, subtyping, and polymorphism.

To conclude this section, an examination of some approaches to testing object-oriente
ware will be presented. Since the approach to be proposed in part II is a specification
testing approach, we will focus on similar methods. This emphasis on specification-base
ing should not however be considered as a dismissal of other techniques.

3.1 TESTING

3.1.1 Purpose of testing

The definition and the purpose of testing give rise to several arguments. For instance,
devotes a whole chapter of his famous book solely to address that issue [112]. Two sch
thought confront each other. 
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For some people, the purpose of testing is 

to provide convincing evidence that there are no [error in a program by executing
it] [70]

whereas other people think that testing is 

the process of executing a program with the intent of finding errors.[112]

Of course, the proponents of the second definition are right in that 

program testing can be used to show the presence of bugs, but never their
absence. [48]

To some extend, the last argument is theoretically false, in that exhaustive testing with a
oracle would allow providing these evidences. However, practically, its opponents are
because the problem of exhaustive testing is both undecidable and intractable for arbitrary pro-
grams. It is intractable as a solution using a computer (or by any means in this case) beca
the inordinate demand for resources (time) required: the number of possible execution
program is usually too large, or even infinite, to allow an exhaustive coverage of all the
gram executions. It is undecidable as there may be cases for which the program does not
(i.e. terminate within a reasonable amount of time). The problem of identifying non-ha
cases itself is classified as being undecidable (no algorithm exists for its solution).

Nevertheless, the test process is generally stopped (notwithstanding economical reason
the first objective, to provide convincing evidences, is attained. We will say that the first
nition defines the aim of testing whereas the second defines its goal. Testing is the process of
finding programmers errors or program faults in the behavior or in the code of a piece o
ware. It is used to give confidence that the implementation of a program meets its spe
tions, although it cannot ensure the correctness of a program. This definition clearly app
object-oriented software development, notwithstanding that object-oriented programs a
tems with multiple entry points.

Since testing a program is in the general case intractable, exhaustive testing is out of th
tion for arbitrary program. Thus, a trade-off must be found between accuracy of testing a
computational effort, that can be carried to bring the problem to some usable concern
trade-off is usually achieved by means of sampling the input domain of the test unit to exercis
the program with interesting cases only, i.e. to select from the state-space of the program
finite subset of states, for instance input data, while keeping a maximal accuracy. The 
of this sampling depends on the coverage of the unit or on a fault hypothesis
section 3.1.3). Thus, the goal when developing testing methods, is to be able to take a
trary program and to produce the smallest number of test data that will give the gr
amount of information about that program.

Even if the compiler is correct and testing is exhaustive, the program may still contain 
for example due to holes in the language definition such as implementation permission
instance, the following Ada program (figure 20), which contains only one path and can 
fore be easily exhaustively tested, can probably work several times before the error is d
ered. 

The error lies in the lack of initialization of the variable X.
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3.1.2 Classification of testing and verification techniques

Testing is only one of the many verification techniques that achieve the goal of detecting
in programs, although it is the most popular ([119], cited in [84]). Verification techniques
pose answers to the following question: 

“Does a program P correctly implement a model M?”, 

and try to find counterexamples that show it does not. For the reasons given above, the
to the question is undecidable, and the question is more like: 

“How well does a program P implement a model M 
according to a sampling criterion C?”.

This question is named the verification requirement.

For testing object-oriented software, the program P can be any object-oriented system, 
described in chapter 2. Models and test methods are described in this section. Sampling
are explained in section 3.1.3

In the traditional taxonomy [84], verification techniques are divided in two fami
(figure 21): static and dynamic methods. Dynamic methods involve the execution of th
gram P, whereas static methods do not.

Static methods are divided in two families: proofs and static analysis. The goal of proof
show the correctness of a program with regard to a formal specification. Proofs are finite set
of inferences. Static analysis can be either manual (code review,...) or automated (com
complexity measures,...).

Dynamic methods include symbolic execution and testing. Symbolic execution is perfo
by executing programs with symbolic input values instead of concrete ones, and yie
results symbolic expressions corresponding to the outputs of the program.

Testing is performed by submitting a set of possible inputs, the test data, to the program
tested, and by comparing the result to the specification. Test data are grouped into tes
each of which exercise a particular aspect of the program, and can be submitted individu
set of test cases constitutes a test set. 

Testing methods are also divided in two families, in function of the way test data are se
specification-based testing and program-based testing.

Fig. 20. Untestable program (Ada 95)

with  Ada.Text_IO;
program  Main is

X: integer;
begin

for  I in  1 .. 10 do
loop

X := X + I;
end  loop ;

Ada.Text_IO.Put_Line (Integer’Image (X));
end  Main;
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 • In specification-based testing, also known as black-box, test data are derived from the
model M regardless of the way the program is coded, i.e. test data are independent
program P. 

The sources for specification-based testing include several kinds of models, such as analysis
and design models, and formal specifications.

Test sets can be selected from the models developed during analysis and design
model, operation model, etc.). These models are usually vague or incomplete, not to
tion that their semantics is weakly defined and can lead to inconsistencies. However t
eminent object-oriented modeling techniques (OMT/Rumbaugh [1
Objectory/Jacobson[75], Booch [31], Fusion[47], etc.) use these models extensively, s
the cost of providing those models is low in an integrated object-oriented software de
ment method. For instance, object models are used as model M in [115] using the OMT
method, using simple testing techniques such as range checks, boundary analys
equivalence classes. The expected results are entered manually by the tester as part 
test sets. (They do not appear in the models.) There is no subclassing, nor subtyping
tution in the described experiment.

A limitation of using design and analysis models for testing is that useful information
distributed over many models, and that it may be difficult to extract from a single mod
information necessary for testing. For instance, in the example of the Fusion metho
specification of the behavior of a system is distributed in all models (see figure 22
testing, it implies that the information about the specification of the system must be
lected from all these models, or that test sets must be selected for each of them. The object
model defines assertions on the state of the objects, that must remain true during the
the program, and the subtype relations between the classes. The operation model defines th
behavior of special methods, the operations, that are visible outside the system and s
interface with the agents, and are defined in terms of pre- and postconditions on th
defined in the object model. The life cycle model defines the order in which system o
tions are allowed to be invoked. The interaction graphs define (incompletely) the beh
of each method, in terms of directed graphs. The inheritance graphs give the subc

Verification

Symbolic
Test

Static Dynamic

AnalysisProof Execution

Specification-
Program-based based

Deterministic Statistic

Fig. 21. Classification of verification techniques

Deterministic Statistic
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relationships. The class descriptions give the syntax of the class interfaces. The data
nary (not shown on the figure) groups information not found in the other models, su
data structures, functions on data types, and predicates.

The complexity of the relations between these models is such that it is obviously diffic
select test cases from a specific model. In the annex C.3, we present a way to deal w
complexity by collecting the information in the models in a CO-OPN/2 specification.

Formal specifications are more effective sources for test sets than analysis and desig
els, because formal specifications are easily mapped to the unit under test, and 
require extra work to gather the information. This self-containment makes it easy to g
ate test sets automatically. It is also easier to infer the expected results from a forma
fication than from analysis and design models. To obtain the formal specification
however often necessary to go through some informal modeling steps like the Fusion

Object Model
Operation Model Life Cycle Model

Interaction Graphs

Visibility Graphs

Inheritance Graphs

Class Description

Interface Model

Program

Analysis

Design

Test Sets and Oracles

Programming

Testing

Assertions

Syntax

Implementation

Message
sequences

Fig. 22. Fusion models and their influence on testing
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these models.

Specifications need not be formal. They can be written in natural language. Howeve
advantage of formal specifications is that it is easier to check their completeness an
consistency. Besides our language of choice, CO-OPN/2, which was described in detail in
section 2.2, the references [57][51], and [66] give an overview of various formal spec
tion languages for object-oriented systems.

Specification-based testing is especially well-suited for testing object-oriented soft
because it allows the reuse of test sets in case of classes with multiple implement
However, the drawback of using formal specifications can be the cost of developing th
mal models.

Several experiments have been performed in testing using formal specification. A
summary of the state of the art can be found in [63]. 

 • In program-based testing, also known as white-box testing, test cases are selected b
ining the internal structure of the program P. 

This approach gives very good results in practice for specific types of errors. How
using programs as models requires more work for the case of multiple implementati
one specification —which happens frequently with hierarchy relationships — whe
specification-based testing can take advantage of this case.

All of these sources can serve to select test cases, and are expected to be complemen
errors caught with one source are not necessarily easily detected with another source. 

These two families of testing techniques are also complementary. Specification-based 
techniques are not sufficient to detect when the software performs undesirable tasks t
not contained in the specification, and program-based testing techniques are not suffic
detect that the software under examination does not perform one of its desired tasks. Th
tion to perform the task may even be missing, and examining the code is unlikely to reve
error. Moreover, the quality of the test cases is heavily dependent on the quality of the s
cation from which they are derived. 

For both families, test data selection is also subject to a categorization, according to th
these data are selected.

 • Selection is probabilistic, when test data are determined a priori, according to a se
choice to satisfy a sampling criterion.

 • Selection is statistical, when test data are selected randomly, either on a uniform pro
the entry domain (random testing) or according to a probabilistic distribution (statis
testing) [130]. 

Random test selection is easy and inexpensive. It can give a good coverage of the who
domain and good results in some specific cases (syntax checkers, etc.). However, this met
is generally considered weak, because random test cases generally do not give a good c
of the domain partitions. However, statistical testing does not have these flaws. Determ
specification-based testing and statistical testing have been compared in [95] and have
similar results. However, since statistical testing is outside the scope of this work, we w
elaborate on this issue for object-oriented software. Interested readers can refer to [129] 
study on that topic.

Whereas specification-based and functional testing are synonymous for algebraic spe
tions, they are slightly different notions, especially in the context of testing object-orie
software. Specification-based testing does not imply that the only available source for t
68
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selection is the specification of functions. Although this may be true for algebraic spec
tions, we can, for object-oriented software development, take advantage of all the spe
tion, including, if it is specified, the state of the objects.

3.1.3 Sampling criteria and test quality

Since exhaustive testing is out of the question, sampling criteria are an essential par
testing approach [65]. There are basically two kinds of sampling criteria: correctness an
hypotheses. The aim of the correctness criterion is to show that the program satisfies its
fication (that it is correct), and the aim of the fault hypothesis is to show that particular c
of faults are not present.

Test selection based on a correctness criterion should include test cases that represent th
essential features of the model, and establish that the test cases are feature-sufficient,
they are sufficiently representative of the tested program that they can give confidence t
program implements its model. There are various ways to compute this representativ
one common method is by using a measure of coverage. For specification-based test
coverage measure is that of the semantics expressed in the specification (axioms,...) for
specifications, or measures of the input domain such as equivalence partitioning, and bo
analysis for other specification formalisms. For program-based testing, coverage measures
include statement coverage, path coverage, and branch testing. Correctness is said
non-specific fault hypothesis [27].

Test selection based on a fault hypothesis criterion should include test cases to exer
aspects of the program in which specific faults are likely to occur, based on the suspici
faults arise in some circumstances. Some authors have created lists of common errors t
arise in object-oriented programs (for instance [60]). However, in practice, the most com
used fault hypothesis is experience. Catalogues have been created that archive these
ences. For instance, Marick [93] contains a catalogue for the language C. Automatic ge
tion may be possible with the appropriate tool that finds coincidences between the cat
and the tested unit.

The quality of a test set is measured by its adequacy, which needs appropriate meas
techniques [27]. Adequacy is usually a function of the coverage of the sampling criteria
test set. Examples of coverage include all methods, all axioms, all statements and all pat
classical mutation analysis is an example of such measurement. In this analysis, fau
injected in a program, and the quality of the test sets is defined as a measure of the number of
faults detected. For object-oriented software, it could be used if an appropriate mutation
ple was defined. However, to our knowledge, there is currently no proposal of object-or
program mutation. In [49], Daran and Thévenod-Fosse have studied the similarity of erro
failures produced by mutations and real faults.

3.1.4 The test process

The test process (see figure 23) usually involves three steps. It is decomposed in:

 • A test selection step, in which test cases are selected that will validate or not the re
ment. The test cases are selected according to a sampling criterion. The test selectio
dure should also decide what the expected results of the test sets are.

 • A test execution step, in which the test cases are executed.
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 • A test satisfaction step, in which the results obtained during the test execution pha
compared to the expected results. This last step is commonly performed through the 
an oracle. 

The results yielded by this comparison give a test result for the verification requirement. 
ble results include yes if it is validated, no it is not, and undecided if the oracle was unable to
analyze the result or if the test execution did not return a result. Therefore, the test proc
be described as a function of the program and the specification (see figure 24). 

With the testing problem being undecidable, there may be cases when the oracle cannot com
pute a result, for example when the program does not halt (that is, terminate within a reaso
able duration). Therefore, the test process cannot return a boolean value, but must ta
undecidability into account, thus the possible yielded value Undecided.

Notwithstanding economic reasons, the test process is generally halted when the test s
not reveal any error.

3.1.5 Levels of testing

The waterfall software development model is organized in two phases: a construction 
that goes from the requirements to the implementation, and an assembly and verif
phase, that goes from the implementation to the software delivery. The two phases mirro

Does the program P implement the model M 

Test cases generation

Test cases execution

Comparison with expected results

Test Requirement 

Test Selection 

Test Execution 

Test Satisfaction 

Yes — No — Undecided Test Interpretation

Test 
Procedure 

Program 
Correction

Fig. 23. The test process for specification-based testing

according to a criterion C?

Fig. 24. The traditional test process

function  Test (P, M, C) return  (Yes, No, Undecided) is
begin

(T, Expected_Results) := Generate_Test_Set (M, C); 
-- run the test set and perform the oracle comparison

Results := Run_Tests (P, T);
return  Compare (Results, Expected_Results);

end  Test;
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other in such a way that each phase of construction is reflected by a verification phas
model is known as the V model (figure 25). 

The first step in the assembly and verification phase is unit testing. To perform this st
tested software is divided into components that can be tested in isolation, and are calle
units [59]. Stubs are provided to simulate the behavior of components used by the uni
test. Then, those basic units are integrated by substituting them progressively for stub
testing is performed to scrutinize the interactions between the integrated units. Once th
gration of all units is achieved, the system testing step checks that the entire system m
requirements, and acceptance testing is performed by the client. 

This decomposition of testing in multiple levels is well-accepted by the practitioners beca
is well-suited for the structured development approaches with functional decompositio
because testing occurs at different levels of granularity and faults are discovered as e
possible. (Faults found late in the development are costlier).

For object-oriented software however, this decomposition is more difficult to apply due 
difficulty to define the levels of granularity. Object-oriented systems could naively be de
posed in three levels:

 • systems, that have a global behavior,

 • objects, that have a self-defined behavior,

 • methods, that have an individual behavior.

This decomposition could match the activities of the verification and assembly phase: m
are tested individually as basic units, then integrated into classes and tested in integrati
all objects form a system which is tested in system testing.

However, this decomposition is too simple to model object-oriented software correctly. 

Methods do not fit the requirements of the definition of unit. Although they are the sm
units with a behavior, they cannot be separately tested. Methods cannot be invoked alon
have to be applied on an object, and their behavior does not only depend on the input d
but also on their history, due to their persistent state. Testing methods individually w
require a lot of tedious stubbing. Measures taken on object-oriented software have shown tha
classes usually exhibit a pattern of a large number of rather small methods. Wilde an
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Fig. 25. V model for waterfall software development

construction assembly and
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[145] have collected data on three object-oriented systems and found that more than fif
cent of methods consist of one or two statements (C++) or four lines (Smalltalk). The ef
generate stubs and drivers for individual methods seems therefore unworthy. Thus, m
should not be considered as basic test units, and they should not be tested as if they w
floating operations, but only in interaction.

There are two trends on how method interaction testing should be performed: the str
trend ([59], [5]), and the behavioral trend ([76]) (see figure 26). 

 • The structural trend is focused on intra-class method interactions. It considers classes as tes
units, and aims at testing the interactions of the methods of a single object. The lev
granularity coincide with the scope of program units, from the compiler point of view
this approach, the basic units of test are the classes, which are integrated into syst
possibly into subsystems.

For instance, for the system of figure 26, each of the three classes would be tested in
ally by testing the interaction of their methods on one object of each class. 

 • The behavioral trend is focused on object communication. Jorgensen and Erickson [7
miss the importance of object and class integration, asserting that software testing is
rily concerned with what the software does—its behavior— and not how it is organ
—its structure. The behavioral trend considers the meaningful subsequences5 of system
operations as test units, and verifies how the methods of different objects interact to p
a system operation.

For instance, for the system of figure 26, the system operation consisting of the sequenc
〈object1.method13, object2.method21, object3.method33〉 would be tested, or, possibly, an
meaningful subsequence.

5. The concept of meaningful subsequence is related to message quiescence, see chapter 3.3.2.3.

Fig. 26. Operation integration vs. object integration

Class 1

method 11 ()
method 12 ()
method 13 () Class 2

method 21 ()
method 22 ()
method 23 ()

Class 3

method 31 ()
method 32 ()
method 33 ()

:Class 2

: Class 3

: Class 1

2: method 33 ()

1: method 21 ()

: Class 2

1: method 21 ()

2: method 22 ()

3: method 23 ()

Operation Integration Object Integration

: Test Driver

: Test Driver

1: method 13 ()
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Those two trends however are not irreconcilable and none of them is really satisfactory.

 • Proponents of the behavioral trend assume that system operations should be tested i
ally, which we argue is not efficient. Moreover, the behavioral trend is based on a c
flow model. However, for a system operation, or any of its subsequences, to be invoked o
a system, it is necessary to put the system in an initial state, in which the preconditi
the system operations are satisfied by the system. This state can only be reached by
ing methods of those objects, or by providing a large number of stubs. The advant
testing the methods of one object in integration first is to reduce the need for stubs, si
methods of the required object can be used to reach the initial state of the system op

 • Object-oriented software development is concerned by reuse, which occurs at a stati
Classes are the basic units of reuse, and at a higher level, subsystems are also r
whereas neither methods nor system operations are reusable. Therefore, it is impo
obtain confidence in classes. Testing based on system operations decomposition is n
cient for that purpose.

 • Proponents of the structural approach presume that if all objects are tested, the integr
the upper levels will happen without problem, which is presumptuous. Moreover, a
upper structuring level, the models for object coordination do not consist in set of classes
but in system operations, i.e. sequences of messages sent from and to objects of diffe
classes. 

 • Besides object communication, that focuses on client/supplier relationships, it is
important to test subtypes relationships. If this relationship is ignored, errors due to w
substitution are likely to occur. In some cases, subclassing also requires testing to check fo
the possible side effects due to methods redefinition (see also section 3.2.3).

 • Objects sometimes mutually depend on each other, so that an object cannot be teste
through its interface. In that case, it may be better to give up individual class testing in
of cluster testing [129]. 

 • Waiting for a complete system to be available to begin testing is problematic. It happe
in the software development, at a time when correction is most difficult and time-con
ing that in the early stages. This delay can happen with the behavioral trend. It is be
test system operations (or subsequences of them) on smaller chunks of the system, 
systems. Subsystems also have an interface which implements services that can b
isolated and which could be tested in a manner similar to classes and objects. Howev
systems are usually only logical constructs, i.e. there is usually no syntactic constr
designate and encapsulate them. The interface of the subsystems is therefore wea
trary to the interface of a class, nothing prevents a user of the subsystem to bypass th
face of a subsystem and invoke a service which was not intended to be exporte
number of these ill invocations and their combinations can be intractable. This is less
lematic if the subsystem is specifically developed for a given system since the only in
tions to be tested are those that actually found in the system. However, if the subsy
intended to become a reusable component, the tester should take care to design a t
that accounts for the misuses.

 • There is more in classes than just objects. As mentioned in section2.1.2, classes also
include a behavior and a state of their own. Thus, it is important to test the object ma
ment part at one level, and the class management part at another level. Whereas
methods interaction on one object is enough, testing the class management part of
requires instantiating several objects, for instance, to test that a different object iden
assigned to objects, or that there are no errors in handling the state shared among in
of a class (the class variables).
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Therefore we postulate that, since methods are not efficient basic test units, and the stru
object-oriented systems does not allow a recursive decomposition that takes all beh
aspects into account, there is no basic unit testing for object-oriented software, but there a
many kinds of integration unit testing: 

 • Object integration tests the cooperation of the methods of the object management p
one class with one object of this class. This kind of testing checks that an object satis
specification (or, of course, to find counterexamples where it does not) for the object
agement part. Object integration testing may of course include creators, which are
methods.

 • Class integration tests the cooperation of the methods of the class management part of one
class with several objects of the same class. The methods of a class are tested in int
to check the class management part of a class. Models from which test data can be 
for object integration and class integration include class formal specifications,...

 • Cluster integration tests the collaboration of all methods of several classes with instanc
these classes. It is required when objects are too closely tied to be tested individually
els from which test data can be derived for cluster integration are the same as for obj
class integration, but cluster integration must consider the union of these models.

 • Hierarchy integration tests the collaboration of classes related by a hierarchy relation
Classes are tested to show that the subtyping and subclassing relationships are satis
models from which test data can be derived for hierarchy integration are part of the
specification.

 • Operation integration tests the collaboration of methods of different related classes to
vide a service at the system level, or possibly at the subsystem level, according to th
the system is specified. The methods are tested in integration to show that one syst
vice satisfies its specification. Models from which test data can be derived for ope
integration include interaction graphs, and operation models. This task can possi
decomposed in testing subsequences, which would be method integration.

 • Subsystem integration tests the interface of a set of classes that provides services. Tes
performed to show that individual system operations satisfy their specification. M
from which test data can be derived include the models for object and class integratio
the models for operation integration.

 • System integration tests the collaboration of system operations. Testing is performe
show that the set of operations offered by the system satisfy their specification in in
tions. Models from which system test data can be derived include use cases (Objecto
Booch [31], OMT [123], Fusion[46]) and system life cycles (Fusion [47]).

These levels of granularity have the advantage of reconciling both the structural view a
behavioral view. Not all these levels require an individual or self-dependent phase of te
For instance, hierarchy integration testing can be performed in conjunction with objec
class integration testing.

Depending on the software development method, these levels of integration can be ma
an adapted V model. For instance, within the framework of the Fusion method, this w
yield the following verification steps (see figure 27). 

Object integration, class integration, and possibly cluster integration are performed fi
reflect the class descriptions. Hierarchy integration testing is also performed in this step
classes are related by subtyping or subclassing. At a higher level, to reflect the op
model, system operations are tested individually to check their conformance to the inter
graphs and the operation model. Finally, the set of all system operations is tested in inte
to verify that the life cycle model is respected. No subsystem integration is proposed, since
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Fusion considers subsystems as systems of a smaller size, and thus subsystems each
verification life cycle of a system.

3.1.6 Order of testing

As was mentioned all along this section, testing can require stubs. However, stubs gene
tedious, and stubs should be avoided as much as possible:

 • Generating stubs requires a deep understanding of classes, and of how their meth
invoked, including inherited methods. This can be as difficult and costly as program
the class itself, and the reliability of stubs is not guaranteed.

 • Since information are dispersed among several classes, and because of the class p
large number of rather small methods”, the number of stubs can be very high. For ins
arguments of methods are also objects, that is they carry their behavior together wit
state, and one would have to consider creating numerous test stubs for parameter
too. 

 • Because of type substitution, stubs may be constantly refined to be adapted to add
types. 

One way to limit the reliance on stubs is to integrate production components as soon as
ble, instead of testing them all separately first, and then to integrate in a bottom-up fash
pairs, in sandwich, or worse to wait for a big bang integration.

Thus, it is better to consider an order of testing, based on component dependency, an
provide stubs for tested components. For instance, supplier classes should be tested befo
their clients because the client can base its behavior on the behavior of its suppliers. D
dant classes should be tested after their parents, to take advantage of the testing alre
formed for the parent. 

Kung et al. [81] and Badri et al. [4] propose algorithms to define an order in which classes 
be tested, and to determine what classes must be tested when another is changed. Th
rithms allow ordering classes for testing, and for optimizing regression testing. A class r
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Fig. 27. V model for Fusion
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sion test model, called object relation graph, must be developed as a first step, to cap
dependencies, such as inheritance and client/supplier relationships. From this graph, cla
walls can be computed. The firewall of a class C is the set of classes that are affected b
change in C. The dependencies of a class C is the set of classes in the firewall of which C
appears. Thus, a test order can be computed by topological sorting of the object relation

Other ways to compute dependency graphs and precedence rules are presented in [1
approach that integrates components in pair and mixes self-test (object and class unit 
tion) and contract-test (pair-wise integration of classes related by a client/supplier rel
ship)—, and in the SASY method [99], which calls for an integration test planning, the wav
front integration, in which integration is planned in function of the construction phase. A 
lem similar to mutual dependencies can arise when dealing with inclusion polymorp
because a descendant class can become a supplier of its parent, i.e. a class A is a subtype of a
class C, while the class C is a client of A.

However, these precedence rules should be followed with care since they are not alway
tical. For example, when dealing with mutually dependent classes, or any circularity 
dependency graph, testing may require stubs, or, as already mentioned, to give up cl
object integration testing in favor of cluster testing. It will only work however if the numbe
classes in the cycle is low, or it will end up in clusters so large that their integration will
resemblance to big bang integration. Note however that since CO-OPN/2 does not allow
mutual dependencies among modules, this problem is alleviated for specification-based testing
with this formalism. For CO-OPN/2, the total order   ⊆ CD × CD (see section 2.2.3.7), tha
is used to induce the semantics, can also be used to order testing. 

Besides reducing the need for stubs, another advantage of performing integration as 
possible is to reduce the need for operation integration testing, or even to remove it. If te
class occur with the production classes instead of stubs, system operations and their
quences will automatically be tested at the object or class integration level, as long as 
operations are mapped onto objects methods.

3.2 PROBLEMATICS  OF TESTING OBJECT-ORIENTED SOFTWARE

As was mentioned in the introduction, object-oriented software introduces mechanism
are not present in traditional software development. These mechanisms are also sou
errors. In this section, we will examine some problems that are induced by object-oriente
ware, and that are not present in traditional structure programming, and compare issues
present in both programming styles. 

What could be a major advantage of object-oriented programming is that it is an unifying
digm: in pure object-oriented programming languages, such as Smalltalk, everything
object, and all statements and communications are stated with messages. Howeve
major object-oriented programming languages, such as Ada 95, C++, Eiffel or Java, are
hybrid fashion, and include values and control structures found in structured programmin
guages, such as while, repeat and loop statements. Thus, they combine the sources 
inherent to both programming styles.

∠
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3.2.1 Objects

3.2.1.1 State

The presence of an encapsulated state in objects seems to be a benefit of object-orien
ware for testing, because it reduces the dispersal of information, and concentrate the ch
that a method may produce, and that should be observed, to its state, i.e. its attributes.

This is shortsighted, for two reasons:

 • The state of an object does not only include the values stored in its local attribut
CO-OPN/2, the algebraic values and the references of sort Aoid stored in places of an
object). The values stored in the attributes of connected objects must also be tak
account, because the behavior of a method may not only have influence on the local 
the object on which it is applied, but on that of connected objects too.

For example, the figure 28 specifies an electronic clerk, who can update all accoun
defined in figure 9) in a bank to add the earned interest. The local state of a clerk is con-
tained in a set of places: #accounts, the number of accounts, accounts, a multi-set of accounts

Fig. 28. Example of mutator methods that do not change the state of their objects (CO-OPN/2)

Class  Clerk
Interface

Use 
Account, Interest-Rate, Booleans, Naturals;

Type 
clerk

Methods
set-rate _ : interest-rate;
insert _ : account;
update;

Body
Places

rate _ : interest-rate;
accounts _ : account;
updated _ : account;
#accounts _ : natural
counter _ : natural;

Initial
counter 0;
rate 0.04;

Transitions
traverse1;
traverse2;

Axioms
set-rate (new-rate):

rate old-rate -> rate new-rate;
insert (a):

#accounts n -> #accounts n+1, accounts a;
update:

#accounts n, counter 0 -> #accounts n, counter n
(: traverse1 is automatically triggered after update is triggered :)
(n>0) = true => traverse1 With  a.get-balance (b)..a.deposit (b*r):

accounts a, counter n, rate r -> updated a, counter n-1, rate r;
(n = 0) = true => traverse2:

updated a, counter n -> accounts a, counter n;
Where

a: account;
n: natural;
r, old-rate, new-rate: interest-rate;

End  Clerk;
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(i.e. of references to objects of the class Account), and rate, the interest rate to apply, plu
some places present for the purpose of specifying the iteration on the multi-set accounts.
The method update, which performs depositing the gained interest, does not change the val
ues in the places of objects of the class Clerk, to which it is bound: all places will have th
same content before and after triggering the method. However, the method update modifies
the state of all connected account objects, by adding the earned interest to their balance.

This dispersal of information is also a source of errors when performing assignmen
copies. For instance, programmers may fail to choose the right copy method, and pe
shallow copy instead of a deep copy.

The method update shows the internal transitions, an interesting property of CO-OPN/2
specifications. By placing a token in the place counter, the transition traverse1 is triggered to
move and update all references in accounts into the place updated. Then, the transition
traverse2 is triggered to move the accounts back into the place accounts. This behavior is
invisible when reading the axiom of update only. This property is another example of wh
testing methods individually should not be done.

 • This first issue may lead to consider the state of an object as the union of its local sta
that of recursively connected objects. However, the state of the object can be mutable
the class of a connected object has subtypes, which may not all be known when se
the test cases, and which may have different state structures.

For instance, two specifications of a class account appear on figure29. The first specifica-
tion, Account, reproduces the figure 9. In that specification, the state of an account is r
sented by a place balance that stores the amount of money the account stores. The me
deposit, withdraw and get-balance are specified by modifying and reading the content of t
place. The second specification, TAccount, is based on transactions. This module makes 
of two ADTs, Transaction and Transaction-List. Transaction is an ADT module that specifies 
sort transaction with a generator, new, that has two arguments, an operator (for which t
generators of a sort operator, plus and minus, are specified) and an amount of money, and t
operations, kind and amount to observe the values of the arguments given to the gener
Transaction-List specifies a sort, transaction-list, to handle list of transactions. Among oth
things, this module defines the generator [ ] (empty) and the operation “ ’ ” (insertion). In
this second specification, the amount stored in the account is not stored in a place,
committed methods deposit and withdraw are remembered. The state of an account cons
in this list of transactions, stored in the place transactions, from which all computations are
made.

Since taccount is a subtype of account, taccount objects can appear anywhere account objects
are allowed. Therefore, the state of any object that is connected to an account can m
function of the type of the account to which it is connected. In the automated clerk exa
the place accounts can hold references to objects of the type account and of the type taccount. 

The specification of TAccount also shows the recursive method calls, another interes
property of CO-OPN/2. The calculation of the sum of the transactions is specified recu
sively by calculating the sum of the last transition in the list plus (or minus) that o
remaining elements in the list.

These two examples show first that although objects are defined in terms of states and
ods, the different relationships among objects (in the two examples above, a containmen
ciation and a subtyping relationship) allow methods of an object to influence the state o
objects. As a consequence, an oracle that limits its observation to one object to test its m
may not be satisfactory. Second, it shows that the state of an object cannot, for ar
classes, be defined as the union of all its local attributes and recursively of the attribute
connected objects. Due to subtyping, the attributes of connected objects may be muta
consist of different sets.
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Fig. 29. Two specifications of the class Account with different bodies (CO-OPN/2)

Class  Account;
Interface

Use 
Money, Booleans;

Type  
account;

Creation
create;

Methods
get-balance _ : money;
deposit _ : money;
withdraw _ : money;

Body

Places
balance _ : money;

Axioms
create : -> balance 0;

get-balance (m):
balance m -> balance m;

deposit (m):
balance b -> balance b + m;

(m <= b) = true => withdraw (m):
balance b -> balance b - m;

Where
m, b : money

End  Account;

ADT Transaction;
Interface

Use Money;
Sorts  transaction, operator;
Generators

plus: -> operator;
minus: -> operator
new _ _: operator money -> transaction;

Operations
kind _ _ : transaction -> operator;
amount _ _ : transaction -> money;

Body
Axioms

operator (new (o, m)) = o;
amount (new (o, m)) = m;

Where o: operator; m: money;
End  Transaction;

Class  TAccount;
Interface

Use 
Money, Account, Transaction, Transaction-List, Booleans;

Type  
taccount;

Subtype  
taccount < account;

Creation
create;

Methods
get-balance _ : money;
deposit _ : money;
withdraw _ : money;

Body
Methods  

sum _ _ : transaction-list, money;
Places

transactions _ : transaction-list;
Initial

transactions empty;
Axioms

create : -> transactions [];

get-balance (b) With  sum (tl, b):
transactions tl ->transactions tl;

(kind (t) = plus) = true => 
sum (tl’t, s + amount (t)) With  sum (tl, s): ->;

(kind (t) = minus) = true => 
sum (tl’t, s - amount (t)) With  sum (tl, s): ->;

sum ([], 0) : -> ;

deposit (m):
transactions tl -> transactions tl’new (plus, m);

(m <= b) = true => withdraw (m) With  sum (tl, b):
transactions tl -> transactions tl’new (minus, m),

Where
s, m, b : money;
t : transaction;
tl : transaction-list

End  TAccount;
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The point of the two issues raised in this section is that an oracle based on direct observation o
the state may be difficult to implement, and that it is therefore better to base the oracle
external observation of the behavior.

Another problem with states, which is beyond the subject of this work, is that of persis
Some may assume then deriving test data from a specification, that, during the executi
system, all objects are created from a creation method. This may not be the case in pe
systems in which objects are automatically retrieved from one execution of a syst
another. 

In most persistent systems however, the state of retrieved objects will only be included in
that are reachable by applying the methods if the objects were not persistent. The test 
persistent systems will have to include test cases to verify the storage/retrieval mechanis
at least for the functional requirements, the interaction of the methods on persistent o
should not be different from that of non-persistent objects.

3.2.1.2 Identity

Besides containing a state, every object carries a unique identity, that makes it possible
ferentiate it from any other object, even from those with the same state. Identity is gen
operated at the class management part level. Test cases could be selected to verify this unique-
ness property for two cases:

 • to verify that an object keeps its identity, and that sending a message to an object does n
result in a corruption of the identity,

 • to verify that no two objects have the same identity. 

However, the management of object identity is generally part of the run-time environm
the system, and can be considered correct. Moreover, identity is not always define
observable in object-oriented languages, and an oracle may be difficult to build.

There are some cases when verification should be performed. These are the cases r
copying objects. When copying an object into another object, or when duplicating an o
verification should be performed to check that the identity of the original object and that 
copy or of the duplicate are different, and that the copy/duplicate method did return a ref
to a new object, and not just a reference to the original object.

3.2.1.3 Hiding

Hiding is a fundamental property of object-oriented programming. Programmers nee
worry about the internals of a class, since they only use the interface to communicat
objects. However, the resulting opacity hinders testing, since the coherence of the s
objects cannot be directly checked after invoking a method of the class. In the presencehid-
ing, the only way to observe the state of an object is through its methods. Therefore, the
fundamental problem of observability, as part of the testing relies on the tested software

Moreover, several programming languages support language-specific mechanisms to
encapsulation:
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 • family-related constructs

C++ has intrusive friends functions to define methods that are not methods of the cla
have visibility on all its features. The child units of Ada 95 are non-intrusive package e
sions, which have a complete view on the private part of their parent package.

 • low-level constructs

Smalltalk’s inspectors and Eiffel’s class Internal provide low-level methods to examine a
the features of an object. These methods break encapsulation by accessing the p
object structure. For instance (see figure 30, left), in Eiffel, the class View provides features
to iterate over the attributes of a class and to examine its attributes. The implementa
the class Oracle allows observing the fields of any object, but also to modify its attribute
those of its connected objects.

 • unchecked type conversion

If the type system of the programming language is weak, or if the language pro
unchecked type conversion, it is possible to break encapsulation by writing another
the data structure of which is a clone of the tested class except that all its properties a
lic, and by casting instances of the tested class to instances of the clone class to acc
features freely. For instance (see figure 30, right), in C++, the class Visible maps the
attributes of the class Hidden. By casting an object of class Hidden to an object of class Visi-
ble, it is possible to view and modify any attribute of this former class.

Of course, all these constructs are bad programming practices. Nevertheless, there is 
tial issue that objects may be modified by ways foreign to their interface. 

Fig. 30. Low-level constructs (left, Eiffel) and unchecked conversion (right, C++)

class  ORACLE
feature

viewer: INTERNAL;

Create (object: CUT) is
local

i: Integer; 
do

viewer.Create;
io.Putstring (viewer.class_name  (object));
io.Putint (viewer.field_count  (object));
from

i := 1;
until

i > viewer.field_count  (object)
  loop

io.Putstring (viewer.field_name  (i, object));
i:= i+1;

 end;
end ; -- Create

end  -- Oracle 

#include <iostream.h>

class  Hidden 
{

private :
int a = 3;
float b = 2.0;
char *c = "hidden";

};

class  Visible 
{

public :
int c = 0;
float d = 1.0;
char *e = "public";

}; 

int  
main ()
{

Hidden H;
Visible *V = (Visible *)&H;

cout << V->c << " "<< V->d << " " << V->e <<"\n";
}
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3.2.1.4 Methods

Some advantages and drawbacks of methods over procedures in traditional structur
gramming have already been discussed in section3.1.5. An advantage of methods over proc
dures is that they are bound to a type, and that their context can be more easily ide
although the previous example of the method update of the class Clerk may be a counterexam
ple (figure 28). Another advantage is that their size is usually short, but this advantage a
mainly to program-based testing. 

The drawback of methods is the difficulty to test them individually, and to guarantee tha
nificant sequences are selected. Some errors can only be revealed by executing a p
sequence. 

3.2.2 Classes

3.2.2.1 Modularity

The notion of class is a blessing for testing since it involves modularity. Modularity effect
simplifies testing because the determination of the components to be tested becomes
depending on the level of interconnection of classes. However, as shown in section3.1.5, mod-
ularity does not imply that each individual class will become a unit of test.

3.2.2.2 Non-instantiatable classes 

Non-instantiatable classes are classes from which instances cannot be created becaus
not contain enough information. The three kinds of non-instantiatable classes are:

 • Abstract classes, the implementation of which is not completely defined and must be 
quently defined in derived concrete classes.

 • Generic (parameterized) classes, some components of which are unspecified to b
general, for instance the type of the items to be put in a class Stack.

 • Mixin classes ([35], [13]), abstract subclasses that can be derived from any parent class to
create a new class.

Since instances of these classes cannot be created, it is impossible to test them as 
Therefore, testing can only be performed on instantiations (for generic classes), or on c
descendants (for abstract classes and mixin classes). However, since these classes hav
ification, it is possible to define test sets (for specification-based testing) for them. These t
sets can then be exercised on the concrete descendant classes.

Some proposals have been made ([97]) that abstract classes could be partly tested by only
keeping the concrete part of them, and removing the abstract methods, or providing st
them. In practice, this removal is cumbersome, because concrete methods can dep
abstract methods. The concrete part that can be tested may end up being very small,
sequence of these methods may be meaningless. Moreover, since abstract classes hav
ator method, such method should be provided, even though the specification includ
semantics for them.

For instance, on figure 31, the classical example of a class Stack is represented in CO-OPN/2
and in Ada 95. This class is at the same time abstract and generic: it will not be possible
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ate instances unless the class is derived into a concrete class and it is instantiated by r
the formal parameter Elem, the type of the objects stored in the stack, by an actual type. H
ever, since the specification is complete (even for push, top, and pop) and the specification of
Elem is known, it is possible to select test sets that will be executed on a concrete class
on that class.

The idea to remove all the abstract definitions of Stack and to test the remaining is flawed. Th
only remaining method would be Size, which cannot be efficiently tested if no elements can
stored in the stack and Clear, the implementation of which relies on the abstract method P
Moreover, since the generator Empty is also abstract, a creation stub for that method wo
have to be generated to test Size.

Fig. 31. Non instantiatable class Stack 
(left: specification CO-OPN/2, right: implementation Ada 95)

Abstract Generic  Adt  Stack (Elem);
Interface

Use Naturals, Booleans;
Sort  stack;
Generators

empty : -> stack;
push _ _ : stack elem -> stack;

Operations
pop _ : stack -> stack;

top _ : stack -> elem;

size _ : stack ->natural;
clear _ : stack -> stack;

Body

Axioms

top (push (s, e)) = e;
pop (push (s, e)) = s;

size (empty) = 0;
size (push (s,e)) = size (s) + 1;
size (pop (s,e)) = size (s) - 1;

clear (s) = empty;

Where
s : stack;
e : elem; 

End  Stack;

generic
type  Item_Type is  private ;

package  Stacks is

type  Stack is  abstract  tagged  private ;

function  Empty return  Stack is  abstract
procedure  Push (S: in  out  Stack; 

Item: in Item_Type) is  abstract ;

procedure  Pop (S: in  out  Stack) 
is  abstract ;

function  Top (S: in  Stack) 
return  Item_Type is  abstract ;

function  Size (S: Stack) return  Natural;
procedure  Clear (S: in  out  Stack);

private

type  Stack is  abstract  tagged
record

Size: Natural := 0;
end record ;

end  Stacks;

package  body  Stacks is

-- push, pop and top are abstract, and
-- have no implementation, even it they
-- have a specification

function  Size (S: Stack) return  Natural is
begin

return  S.Size;
end  Size;

procedure  Clear (S: in  out  Stack) is
begin

while  Size (S) /= 0 loop
Pop (S); -- call to an abstract procedure

end loop ;
end  Clear;

end  Stacks;
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3.2.2.3 Class management part

We mentioned in section 3.1.5 that a distinction had to be carried out between the objec
agement part and the class management part of classes. This division may not always 
tical, since methods may belong to both parts. For instance, the class in figure 32 which is
written in Java and inspired by a piece of code of the CO-OPN/2 test generator, manages 
namespace of identifiers by verifying that no two names exist. If a client of that class wa
create a name that already exists, a natural number is suffixed to that name. The methodupli-
cate creates new names from an existing name, prefixing it by “Copy X of”, where X indicates
the number of the copy.

To avoid having two objects with the same name existing, a reference to all created na
stored in the class variable names, and a private method nameExist is provided to search
whether a name is already in use. The public methods Name and duplicate, and all private meth-
ods make use of this attribute. 

Obviously, object integration testing does not allow performing efficient testing on this c
Selecting all test cases on a single instance of that class would miss most of its subtleties, i.e
the management of unique name identifiers. The only meaningful test cases would be to
one Name object, and then invoke duplicate ad infinitum. This would miss all issues that can 
raised by the two other methods. These test cases are also not sufficient to test the behavior 
duplicate, for instance to verify its behavior when trying to duplicate the name “Untitled”, when
the name “Copy 1 of Untitled” was already inserted in the namespace by a creation me
Name. Therefore, it is mandatory to create several objects of that class to check that th
itself (and not only one of its objects) performs its task successfully.

3.2.2.4 Metaobject protocol

Another issue that is not linked to functional requirements, but is still of interest, is the is
reflection, or of metaobject protocol. Using metaobject protocols is a technique for prov
client control over the internal workings of a system with a base/meta separation [77]. 

For instance, the figure 33, excerpted from [44], shows a use of the Open C++ metaobje
tocol. The metaobject protocol VerboseClass is placed on the class Person, so that any messag
sent to an object will be displayed on the standard output. The protocol VerboseClass redefines
the way method calls are handled by the system. It redefines the method TranslateMemberCall,
which specifies how messages are invoked by the run-time system. 

Other services offered by a metaobject protocol include the definition of before- and 
methods (messages that are sent before and after invoking a specific message), chan
recipient of a message, the values of the arguments and the way they are passed and th
tics of statements.

Thus, metaobjects protocols offer a way to completely change the behavior of a clas
transparent way. The class Person in figure 33 is a usual C++ class, and only the line that starts
with metaclass, defined outside the class, shows the presence of the protocol. 

Metaobjects protocols must of course be taken into account for testing. In their presen
test question becomes

“How well does a program P executed with a metaobject protocol MOP 
implement a model M according to a sampling criterion C?”.
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Fig. 32. Class variables (Java)

import  java.util.Vector;

public  class  Name
{

static  private  Vector names; // instance variable
private  String name = new  String (); // class attribute

static  {
names = new  Vector (); // static initialization of the class (not of its instances)

}

public  Name () { 
name = nextName ("Untitled");
names.addElement (this ); // modification of a class attribute

}

public  Name (String identifier) {
if  (!(identifier == null ))

name = nextName (identifier);
else

name = nextName ("Untitled ");
names.addElement (this ); // modification of a class attribute

}

public  Name duplicate () {
String result = name, original = name;
int  i = 0;

while  (nameExist (result)) {
result = "Copy " + (++i) + " of " + original;

}
return  new  Name (result);

}

public  String toString () {
return  name;

}

private  boolean  nameExist (String identifier) {
boolean  result = false;

if  (identifier == null ) 
return  true ;

for  (int i = 0; i < names.size (); i++)
result = result || identifier.equals ((String) names.elementAt (i).toString ()); 

// observation of a class attribute
return  result;

}

private  String nextName (String identifier) {
int  i = 0;

if  (!nameExist (identifier)) 
return  identifier;

else
while  (true ) {

String id = identifier + " " + (names.size () + (++i));
 if  (!nameExist (id)) 

return  id;
}

} 

protected  void  finalize () throws  Throwable {
names.removeElement (this ); // modification of a class attribute

}
}
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A consequence is that classes tested with a protocol cannot be considered as teste
another metaobject protocol is placed on them, because the program P can be considered a
different. This feature enters the category of multiple implementations of one specific
except that the changes in implementation are not at the class level, but at the run-tim
However, if the metaobject protocol does not modify the functional requirements of the
on which it is placed, the test sets selected for the class should be adequate regardles
protocol, but must be run again.

3.2.3 Inheritance 

As mentioned in section 2.1.4, inheritance is a mechanism that allows a class, the deriveclass
(also called the descendant class), to inherit features, attributes and methods, from one
inheritance) or many classes (multiple inheritance), its parent classes. The derived cla
then be refined by modifying or removing the inherited methods, or adding new prope
Inheritance is the prevailing mechanism in object-oriented programming languages to p
the subclassing relationship.

Since the derived class is obtained by refinement of its parent class, it seems natural to 
that a base class that has been tested can be reused without any further retesting of the
properties. This intuition is however proved false in [114], with the help of Weyucker’s ax
for adequate testing: some of the inherited properties need retesting in the context
derived class. Therefore, to take advantage of testing already completed for the base class to
test the derived class, i.e. to do incremental testing, and avoid to retest the entire set o
ited properties, we must diagnose the properties that need retesting, i.e. the minima
properties the behavior of which are different from the parent class.

Fig. 33. Example of metaobject protocol (Open C++)

metaclass  Person : VerboseClass;

class  Person 
{

public :
Person (int  age);
int  Age

{return  age};
int  BirthdayComes ()

{return  ++age;}
private : 

int  age;
}

class  VerboseClass : public  Class
{

VerboseClass (Ptree* d, Ptree* m) : Class (d,m)
{}

Ptree* TranslateMemberCall (Environment* env, Ptree* object, Ptree* op, 
Ptree* member, Ptree* arglist)

{
return  Ptree::Make (

“ (puts (\“ %p () \”), %p) ”,
member,
Class::TranslateMemberCall (env, object, op, member, arglist));

}

}
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In this section, we will examine how the three refinement possibilities, adding, redefining
undefining properties, can affect the intended behavior of a class.

3.2.3.1 Adding methods — extension inheritance

Extension inheritance is the simplest scheme of inheritance. A derived class is an exten
its parent class if it keeps all methods inherited from its parents without redefinition. Th
inherited properties cannot be modified (i.e. redefined); the derived class can only be r
by adding new properties.

Once more, despite intuition, extension inheritance involves retesting of some of the inh
properties. As discussed before, the advantage of encapsulation is that clients do not have
direct access to the data structure of objects. Inheritance does however break encaps
the derived class has access to the features of the base class, and can modify them. A
encapsulation builds a wall between the class and its clients, it does not prevent the 
class to mess up with the inherited features.

Thus, although the specification and the code of the inherited methods are the same in t
and the derived class, the increments in the derived class can lead to changes in the e
of the inherited methods: the added methods can have an impact on the state of the ob
that the attributes can contain values that could previously not be reached, and portions 
that were previously unreachable, and were thus not tested, may become reachable in 
text of the descendant, and thus need testing.

For instance, on figure 34, the class Counter is a correct implementation. However, it assum
that the counter cannot reach a negative value. When implementing the method Increase, it
uses a way to compute the successor of the current counter value using a function of th
rals. The class TWCounter is a descendant of Counter. It is a form of extension inheritance
because it only adds the method Decrease. The method Increase is inherited without redefi
tion. However, an object of the class TWAccount can now reach negative values, so that a ca
Increase with an object in that state will raise an exception. This behavior of Increase was not
present in the parent class, and thus not tested.

This error is called a history error: the state reached by the two-way counter is not inclu
the states that can be reached from any sequence of methods of the parent. This kind

Fig. 34. Example of extension inheritance (Ada 95)

package  Counters is
type  Counter is  tagged  private ;
procedure  Increase (C: in  out  Counter);

private
type  Counter is  tagged

record
Count : Integer := 0;

end record ;
end Counters;

package  body  Counters is

procedure  Increase (C: in  out  Counter) is
begin

C.Count := Natural’Succ (Natural (C.Count));
end  Increase;

end Counters;

package  Counters.TwoWays is
type  TWCounter is  new  Counter with  private ;
procedure  Decrease (C: in  out  TWCounter);

private
type  TWCounter is  

new  Counter with
null  record ;

end Counters.TwoWays;

package  body  Counters.TwoWays is

procedure  Decrease (C: in  out  TWCounter) is
begin

C.Count := C.Count -1;
end  Decrease;

end Counters.TwoWays;
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can only be detected if the inherited methods are retested in collaboration with the added
ods.

3.2.3.2 Redefining methods — specialization inheritance

Specialization inheritance only allows signature-compatible modifications from the pare
the descendant. Besides the properties of extension inheritance, specialization inhe
allows the redefinition of inherited properties (i.e. to give a new implementation to an inh
method, to be used in the derived class). Redefinition occurs when the behavior of an in
method is not appropriate in the context of the derived class.

Redefinition does of course imply retesting the redefined method. If the programmer fe
need to give a new implementation to a method, it will usually not reproduce the exact b
ior of the inherited code. Moreover, a side effect of redefinition is that it also implies the r
ing of all the methods that invoke the redefined method as part of their implementatio
matter if they are inherited from the class in which the redefined method was first defined o
a latter subclass in the inheritance hierarchy. Since those methods make use of a me
behavior of which has been modified, their own behavior is also modified and they need 
ing.

In the example on figure 35, inspired from Interviews [88], a class Button has two methods,
Redraw and Choose, the implementation of which makes use of Redraw. In the class PushButton,
which is derived from Button, the method Redraw is redefined, but not Choose. However, since
the implementation of Choose makes use of a redefined method, and, because of inclu
polymorphism, it will have to be retested, although its code is not modified.

Fig. 35. Example of specialization inheritance (Ada 95)

with  Coordinates; use  Coordinates;
with  Displays; use  Displays;
package  Buttons is

type  Button is  tagged  private ;
procedure  Redraw (B: in  out  Button; 

C: in  Coord); -- (1)
procedure  Choose (B: in  out  Button);

private
...

end  Buttons;

package  body  Buttons is

procedure  Redraw (B: in  out  Button; 
C: in  Coord) is

begin
...

end Redraw;

procedure  Choose (B: in  out  Button) is
C: Coord := New_Coord (B);

begin
...
Redraw (Button’Class (B, C));
-- dynamic binding: the implementation of
-- Redraw is selected according to the specific
-- type of B (i.e. either (1) or (2)).
...

end Choose;

end  Buttons;

package  Buttons.Push is

type  PushButton is  new  Button with  private ;
procedure  Redraw (P: in  out  PushButton; 

C: in  Coord); -- (2)

private
...

end Buttons.Push;

package  body  Buttons.Push is

procedure  Redraw (P: in  out  PushButton; 
C: in  Coord) is

begin
...

end  Redraw;

-- procedure Choose (B: in out PushButton) is
-- inherited

end Buttons.Push;
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3.2.3.3 Undefining methods — restriction inheritance

Restriction inheritance is a scheme of inheritance in which the derived class is not cons
as a specialization of the base class, but as a completely new abstraction which bases part of its
behavior on part of another class. 

The derived class can therefore choose not to inherit all the properties of its parent. As 
of restriction inheritance, the test set defined for the subclass must be modified to supp
references to the removed properties. The tester must also make sure that no method 
call to a removed method. In statically typed object-oriented languages, this will be cau
the compiler. In dynamically typed object-oriented languages, like Smalltalk or CLOS
will not be caught, and removing methods can result in faults such as unexpected raising
exception “Message not understood”.

Creation methods are usually not inherited, and therefore are undefined in a descend
replaced by an adequate creation method. As a consequence, all test cases starting 
creation of an object are invalid for a descendant.

Restriction inheritance can also introduce other problems that will be discussed in the s
on polymorphism.

3.2.3.4 Multiple inheritance

Multiple inheritance does not introduce problems other than the problems exposed 
unless the properties inherited from the various base classes “step on each other’s fee
case occurs when two or more base classes have homograph methods (i.e. with similar name
and profile), and the language resolves the ambiguity by implicitly selecting which one 
homograph method is inherited for the derived class (for example by a precedence rule
CLOS [77]). 

Fig. 36. Example of multiple inheritance (CLOS)

; definition of class first
(defclass first-class

()
(first-slot) )

(defmethod a-method ((an-object first-class)) 
(format t “Method of First”))

(defmethod first-method ((an-object first-class))
(a-method an-object))

; definition of class second
(defclass second-class

()
(second-slot))

(defmethod a-method ((an-object second-class)) 
(format t “Method of Second”))

; definition of class third 
; (multiple inheritance of second-class and first-class, nothing else)
(defclass third-class

(second-class first-class)
())
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The homograph method inherited from one of the base classes redefines the other hom
methods, even in the classes where those other methods have been defined. Therefor
be used for all calls of this method, changing the behavior of methods that make use of 

In the above example (figure 36), a class third-class is built by deriving from first-class and sec-
ond-class. Both first-class and second-class have an homograph method a-method. In the class
third-class, the method first-method, which is inherited from first-class, and calls a-method defined
in first-class will call a-method defined in second-class. Therefore, any call to first-method with
an instance of third-class will result in outputting “Method of Second”.

In most object-oriented languages that support multiple inheritance (C++, Eiffel), such 
guities must be explicitly resolved by the programmer.

3.2.4 Polymorphism 

Polymorphism is the possibility for a name, i.e. a variable or a reference (called polymorph
name below) to denote instances of various types. In this section we will examine dif
uses of polymorphism that can affect the correctness of a program and cause trouble to

From the four kinds of polymorphism defined in section 2.1.5, only overloading does not
present a singular problem for testing. Overloading is merely a syntactic issue that is sol
the compiler, and the fact two methods have the same name is a question of circum
rather than a question of behavior.

3.2.4.1 Sampling on types and values

For the three other kinds of polymorphism, the main problem is to sample the input d
correctly, because the domain is not defined in term of values, but in terms of types and 
For instance, in Smalltalk, all classes are derived from a root class Object. Therefore, every
time an object of class Object is expected, any object of any class in the system can be
vided, regardless of its state and of its behavior. For the Stack example on figure 31, all types
for which assignment and equality are defined conform to the type elem, and the class Stack
can be instantiated with any type that offers those two methods.

Therefore, in the presence of polymorphism the traditional sampling techniques based 
ues do not apply, because the objects cannot be grouped into subdomains without co
ation of their type. New techniques must be found to take into account the relation
between classes, such as subclassing and subtyping.

For instance, for semantic subtyping, if it can be shown that the implementation of a typ
semantic subtype of the implementation of another type, then it is unnecessary to test thases
where an object of the subtype can be substituted to an object of the parent type. 

3.2.4.2 Undecidability of dynamic binding

Polymorphism brings undecidability to program-based testing. Since polymorphic name
denote objects of different classes, it is impossible, when invoking a method on a polym
reference, to predict before run-time what code is about to be executed, i.e. whether th
nal or a redefined implementation will be selected.
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This problem is very well exemplified in the yo-yo problem, i.e. the problem of impleme
tion of methods to be chosen from all classes in a subtype hierarchy, instead of being con
trated in one class.

For instance, on figure 37, a call to method1 on an object of class One will invoke method3 of
One. A call to method1 on an object of class Two will invoke method2 of Two, method1 of One,
method3 of Two. A call to method1 on an object of class Three will invoke method1 of Two,
method2 of Three, method3 of Three, method2 of Two, method1 of One, method3 of Three, and be
caught in an infinite recursion.

3.2.4.3 Extensibility of hierarchies

A similar problem occurs when testing a method one or more parameters of which are
morphic, i.e. belong to a type that has subtypes. In that case, the input domain of the metho
does not only contain references to objects of the type specified in the signature, but als
ences to objects of any subtype. 

As testing a method consists in checking its effects when executed for various combinat
actual parameters, a test set must ensure that all possible cases of bindings are covere

Fig. 37. Example of yo-yo problem (Ada 95)

package  First is  
type  One is  tagged  private ;

procedure  Method1 (o: One);
procedure  Method2 (o: One);
procedure  Method3 (o: One);

private
...
end  First;

package  body  First is  
procedure  Method1 (o: One) is
begin

Method3 (One’Class (o));
end  Method1;

procedure  Method2 (o: One) is
begin

null ;
end  Method2;

procedure  Method3 (o: One) is
begin

null ;
end  Method3;

end  First;

with  First; use  First;
package  Second is  

type  Two is  new  One 
with  private ;

procedure  Method1 (o: Two);
procedure  Method2 (o: Two);
procedure  Method3 (o: Two);

private
...
end  Second;

package  body  Second is
procedure  Method1 (o: Two) is
begin

Method2 (Two’Class (o));
end  Method1;

procedure  Method2 (o: Two) is
begin

Method1 (One (o));
end  Method2;

procedure  Method3 (o: Two) is
begin

null ;
end  Method3;

end  Second;

with  Second; use  Second;
package  Third is  

type  Three is  new  Two 
with  private ;

procedure  Method1 (o: Three);
procedure  Method2 (o: Three);
procedure  Method3 (o: Three);

private
...
end  Third;

package  body  Third is
procedure  Method1 (o: Three) is
begin

Method1 (Two (o));
end  Method1;

procedure  Method2 (o: Three) is
begin

Method3 (Three’Class (o));
end  Method2;

procedure  Method3 (o: Three) is
begin

Method2 (Two (o));
end  Method3;

end  Third;

Fig. 38. Retesting clients when adding descendant classes to a server

Server 1

Server 2

Client

method (X : Server 1)
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However, given a polymorphic call or a method with one or more polymorphic paramet
is impossible to plan a test set in which the method is verified with parameters of all the
ble types and subtypes, because a hierarchy of subtypes is freely extensible: it is pos
any moment, to add a subtype to a hierarchy, without even causing the recompilation
considered method.

For instance, on figure 38, the method M of the class Client has a parameter of class Server1, or
any subtype of Server1. However, it is impossible to plan test cases for the class Client, because
even an exhaustive test set does not exist. At any time, a subtype of Server1 can be added. 

3.2.4.4 Heterogeneous containers and type casting

Heterogeneous containers are data structures, the components of which may belong to
classes, constrained in the same way as polymorphic names. 

However, some objects do not have the same set of properties as the root class of the h
to which they belong. To let those objects make full use of their properties, it is possible to cast
the objects contained in the heterogeneous data structures to any class in the hierarchy

This can lead to two common faults:

 • an object not being casted to its class and being compelled to invoke another imple
tion of a method than the one defined for it.

For instance, on figure 39, which represents another implementation of the syste
figure 35, the implementation of Choose does not redirect the invocation of Redraw dynami-
cally, but this invocation is statically bound to that of Button. Therefore, any refinement o
Redraw will be lost for the inherited method Choose.

 • an object being converted (casted) to a class to which it does not belong, and therefor
unable to select a feature or to invoke a method, because it lacks these properties. Th
lem is even more acute in the cases where the subtyping and the subclassing hiera
not coincide, and the implementation of an object of a subtype may not have anyth
common with that of its parent type.

Fig. 39. Example of lack of dynamic binding (Ada 95)

package  body  Buttons is

procedure  Redraw (B: in  out  Button; 
C: in  Coord) is

begin
...

end Redraw;

procedure  Choose (B: in  out  Button) is
C: Coord := New_Coord (B);

begin
...
Redraw (B, C);
-- static binding: the implementation of
-- Redraw is always (1) even when 
-- the controlling operand is a PushButton
...

end Choose;

end  Buttons;

package  body  Buttons.Push is

procedure  Redraw (P: in  out  PushButton; 
C: in  Coord) is

begin
...

end  Redraw;

-- procedure Choose (B: in out PushButton) is
-- inherited

end Buttons.Push;
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For instance, on figure 29, an invocation of super.withdraw on an object of class TAccount,
which corresponds to casting this object in an object of the (parent) class Account, would not
be firable, because an object of the class TAccount does not have a place balance.

Since these typing faults can usually not be caught at compile-time, caution must be
when designing test sets to not overlook them.

3.2.5 Summary

The table 4, that shows the advantage and the drawbacks of object-oriented programmi
structured programming, summarizes this section.

Advantages Drawbacks

• the object-oriented paradigm unifies
language constructs.

• most object-oriented languages are
hybrid and use structured statements,
and identity-less values.

• encapsulation makes it easier to define
an interface.

• encapsulated states are not observable.
• the state is not really encapsulated, but

depend on connected objects.
• the state is mutable due to subtyping.
• objects of the same class may share a

common state.
• encapsulation can be broken by family

constructs, low-level features or
unchecked conversions.

• methods are bound to types and not
freely floating.

• methods are shorter in statements.

• methods cannot be tested individually.

• equality, assignment and copy are
defined in terms of identity and value.

• the usual semantics of a class may be
overridden by a metaobject protocol

• Capitalizing on inheritance can reduce
the test sets for derived types.

• The part that need no retesting in diffi-
cult to draw up.

• Inheritance breaks encapsulation

• No simple static analysis can be per-
formed because of run-time binding.

• Subdomain decomposition must take
into account types and values.

• Subtypes hierarchies are freely extensi-
ble.

Table 4: Advantages and drawbacks of the object-oriented paradigm wrt. testing
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3.3 STATE OF THE ART

A few methods have already been proposed for the test selection of object-oriented softw
good survey of the state of the art can be found in [27]. For the purpose of this work, w
however limit ourselves to the methods that are closer to the method that will be prese
part II.

The different methods for black-box testing of object-oriented software can roughly be di
in two families, depending on the criterion of coverage: internal and external coverage. A
mentioned before, specification-based testing is not synonymous with functional te
because every aspect of the specification, such as that of the state, can be taken into ac

3.3.1 Internal behavior coverage based techniques

The internal behavior coverage based techniques are based on a knowledge of the inte
the object. Those techniques are generally inspired from the studies on state machine
for example work performed on protocol conformance testing [138]. In these techn
objects are represented as state machines, methods being transitions between the sta
transition starts from a given state and takes input values, and end in another (or the sam
and can return an output value. 

The internal behavior coverage techniques all have the problem of defining the not
states. There are two schools of thought [33]: implementation states and design stat
implementation based definition is dependent on the structure of the object, thus any ch
the definition of the state of the object, even if the change has no influence on its inte
require changes in the test cases and in the oracle. The design states are based on a
view of the class and do not depend on its representation in the implementation. The
they are less dependent on implementation changes.

3.3.1.1 Turner and Robson state-based testing

The state-based testing approach is one of the most popular approach for testing ob
ented software. This approach was originally designed at the University of Durham by T
and Robson ([131], [132], [133], [134], [135]), and has been adopted by software enginee
practitioners such as Jacobson [75] or Reed [117].

Turner and Robson use implementation states. State-based testing is testing of the inte
within a class by monitoring the changes that take place in the values of the attributes. It
ing point is the observation that object-oriented programming is data-centered, i.e. th
functionality of the program is decomposed with respect to the types of data that will be
with, rather than simply decomposing the functionality into smaller tasks. As its name su
the main emphasis of state-based testing is the values stored in the state of classes. 

The grounds of the state-based testing technique lie in sequential machines. A class under test
is viewed as an automaton the states of which are made by the values of the attributes,
events of which are all the possible messages. A transition is a triplet (s, e, s’), where s is the
initial state, e an event, and s’ the final state. In Turner and Robson terminology, the value 
particular attribute at a certain point in time is called a substate value. Thus, the state
object is made of a set of substate values. 
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Test cases are selected so that every state is visited at least once, and every message i
at least once. (All messages should be able to accept all legal states as input.) Therefore,
state-based testing verifies all of the definitions of attributes along with all the messages. In
addition, it tests for a lack of reaction by messages to certain data member values. Us
approach the exhaustive state-based test set is attained by testing all the methods of a
with all the possible states.

To minimize the size of the test set, the number of states is limited by grouping them in 
alence sets, named general substates. General substate values are a group of substa
that are all considered in the same manner, therefore there is no need to distinguish b
them for the purpose of state-based testing. Specific substate values are substate value
tested for directly, or are described in the design as being of special significance. A sub
values are a collection of specific and general substate values. Moreover, to reduce the 
of test cases, stimuli with no effect on the state —the observer methods— are not consi

State-based testing has a relatively simple fault model, in which it will only detect faults 
final state. Any message has four types of possible responses to a particular state and 
argument combination: i) it can change the object’s state to the appropriate new state, ii)  it can
leave the object’s state as it is, iii)  it can change the object’s state to a wrong valid state, oiv)
it can change the object’s state to an undefined state. It should not be possible to cause
sage to generate an invalid state. The responses iii  and iv are of course erroneous, whereas t
response ii  can be erroneous if a change of state was specified as answer to the stimulu
aim of state-based testing is to detect all occurrences of the erroneous ii , iii , and iv.

The test process is the following: i) the stimuli must be generated; ii)  for each mutator method
in the class, a set of stimuli is generated by generating all possible messages, or, if a p
ing technique can be applied, the messages corresponding to the combinations taken o
set of partitions for the parameters of the method; iii)  the test cases are generated. For ev
initial state s and every stimulus t, an object is created in the state s, and the stimulus t is
applied;. iv) the resulting state s’ is compared with the state predicted by the transition fu
tion. The proposed oracle is intrusive, based on mirror attributes to monitor changes and
methods to run the test cases [135]. A particularity of this approach is that the methods 
tested in interaction, but individually.

Turner and Robson also clarify the place of state-based testing among the traditiona
niques. Specification-based testing is important because it validates the external view
class, whereas state-based testing discards external results. State-based testing places
on the message’s correct interaction with the data representation of the object; whereas
cation-based testing places emphasis on the correct interaction of the messages with 
rounding world (the rest of the program). Specification-based testing therefore concentra
any calculations performed within the messages as the first priority. Thus, Turner and Robson
conclude that state-based testing is not a substitute for specification-based testing, no
tural testing. However, it should be considered as a complimentary technique for testing the
part of programming that is particular and prevalent, and easily accessible in object-or
programming, but which is not so readily visible in programs written in procedural langua

This technique has the advantage of relying on the notion of state, which is pecu
object-oriented testing into account. However, it has some drawbacks. The notion of 
mentation state can be difficult to compute. Turner and Robson limit themselves to state
sisting in sets of values, overlooking that, as mentioned in section 3.2.1.1, the state of an objec
also encompass connections to other objects, and that the state of an on object is muta
assumption that all states can react to all messages is arguable. (Just think of the humdPop
on an empty stack.) The oracle technique has a strong incidence on the test satisfact
cess, because the equivalence relation is based on a knowledge of the inside of the obje
test. Similarly, the creation of the initial state requires a knowledge of the inside of the ob
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Turner recommends adding messages to the class under test to inspect the values of ch
substates, or to augment each message to report changes in the state. This kind of orac
difficult to develop for complex objects, not to mention the problem of its maintenance 
incremental life cycle. Moreover the technique is incomplete with regard to grouping sub
in general substates, for which neither algorithm, nor hints or guidelines are given but “iden
them from the design”, and with regard to selecting a practicable set of stimuli, for whi
partitioning algorithm is given.

3.3.1.2 McGregor state-based testing

McGregor et al. ([96], [97], [99]) propose a specification-based testing approach base
design states, derived from the work of Chow [45]. Its model is a finite state machine
either directly from the class under test, or from a more abstract design or analysis mod

McGregor et al. define states as disjoint sets of constraints on some sets of attribute value
(Thus, they use design states.) This definition is more abstract than the definition of Turn
Robson and it allows specifying states in a way that is compatible with subtyping. A tran
is a triplet (s, e, s’), where s is an initial state, e a method and its actual input parameters
message), and s’ a final state and the method’s output parameters. s’ can be undefined if the
transition raises an exception. Contrary to the approach of Turner and Robson, this ap
does also take into account the output of the methods, and not just monitors the cha
state. Note that this model is not a formal finite automata, because, starting from an initial
state, an event may lead to several different states.

The error model includes i) missing states, ii)  extra states, iii) missing transitions, iv) extra
transitions, v) transitions with incorrect input/output and vi) corruption (wrong state). Severa
coverage criteria are proposed. On top of the standard criteria (all methods, all transitio
all states), McGregor et al. propose the “n-way switch” criterion, a sequence of n consecutive
transitions, and the “all paths followed” criterion, although this last criterion is deemed a
dom being possible. Only the last criterion will detect the five errors of the error model. 
ever, since this criterion is often not practicable, the “n-way switch” is preferred and offers 
good balance of testing cost and coverage. 

The algorithm for test selection is divided in two parts: First, it constructs individual test ases
for observer methods. Second, it constructs test cases for constructors and mutators in
tions. This is done by i) constructing test cases that produce all of the postconditions to
methods, i.e. the valid results and the failure cases, which raise an exception, ii)  performing
transition testing, considering all constructor methods and traversing every transition 
state representation (for the all paths followed criterion), and iii)  checking the class invariant
The second part of step ii  is performed by saving, for each initial state, a sequence of ev
required to reach that state. This technique presents the advantage that, given a state s
tion, it gives a basis for automating an increasing part of the test process. 

This approach corrects many of the drawbacks of Turner and Robson’s approach: sta
defined in a more abstract way that can include connected objects; events failures ar
into account; the creation of an initial state is performed by the constructors of the o
methods are tested in interaction. However, the drawback of this method is that by dist
the state from its concrete value, corruptions may not be detected if the constraints are 
cise enough, for instance if different states are encompassed in a single one. (See belo
tique of the Eqn mechanism of ASTOOT.) Moreover, McGregor et al. do not describe the
oracle, which we assume from [97], is either a human being or similar to Turner and Ro
oracle.
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3.3.1.3 Protocol testing-like approaches

Von Bochmann et al. propose in ([73], [137]) an adaptation to object-oriented software of
approaches for testing protocols [138]. 

For this approach, the specification of an object-oriented system can be viewed as a d
set of extended finite state machines (finite state machines with parameterized events). 

The error model is described by two classes of errors: faults of configuration and faults 
behavior. The first class includes all errors due to the absence or the supernumerary ex
of objects or relations between objects. The second class includes all errors specific to the
behaviors of objects. This includes i) wrong method call, ii)  bad parameter values, iii)  bad
ordering of a sequence of methods, iv) output fault, v) wrong final state, vi) extra state, and vii)
extra or missing method.

Von Bochmann et al. do not propose a modeling technique, nor a specific test selection
method, but they limit their study to objects that can be modeled with finite state automat
they suggest to choose one of the traditional methods based on finite state machines, ac
to the nature of the automata and the specific testing goals. Techniques are given in [
limit the size of the test set, basing the test cases on the output faults only, not conside
final state of the transition, and to define a fault function (usually based on domain know
or on previous experiences). Von Bochman et al. propose to choose the parameter valu
among valid and invalid values, and to monitor the reaction of methods to bad paramet
ues. The proposed oracle is intrusive and necessitates the presence of control and obs
points.

An interesting point is that this approach explicitly manages the presence of connected o
accessible or not from the interface. A strategy is proposed to calculate the coverage
properties of the inaccessible object that are accessed by the client object, and to se
cases accordingly. 

Moreover, von Bochmann et al. distinguish between the test of an object and that of a cl
The test of a class is the verification of the conformance of all instances of classes. 
exhaustive testing of all instances is not possible, two proposed forms of sampling are 
ing objects randomly or according to an equivalence relationship inside a class. 

It is very hard to assess this approach, because some important details are missing, su
definition of the state of an object. Moreover, it rests on the applications of traditional 
niques, without assessing their adequacy to the object-oriented paradigm. However, its
points are the explicit presence of connected objects, and the differentiation object vs. c

3.3.2 External behavior coverage based techniques

The goal of external behavior coverage techniques is to cover the test unit by selecting possible
sequences of invocations of the methods defined in the interface of the class. Instead of
ering classes as state machines, the idea of using external behavior for the test select
weaken the role of the state, and to base the test selection on the external interface of th
i.e. the methods it provides instead. 
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3.3.2.1 ASTOOT 

The ASTOOT method ([52], [53]) proposes a testing strategy and a tool based on trac
for specifications written in an algebraic object-oriented language, LOBAS. A LOBAS sp
cation is a black-box specification of a module which does not refer to the data structur
within the module, but the interface of which includes only functions of two kinds: 

 • V-functions that gives information about part of the data structure, and 

 • O-functions that can change the internal state. O-function can have delayed effects, i.
effects will cause a change in the value of a V-function until some other O-functions
been executed.

In our terminology, V-functions and O-functions correspond respectively to observers
mutators (see section 2.1.3). 

ASTOOT includes tools that allow for substantial automation of the entire test process —
generation, test driver generation, test execution and test result checking. These tools
geted at the Eiffel programming language [103], but could be suited to other languages.

ASTOOT considers the class as unit of test, and focuses on the interaction of methods. T
mat of a test case is a triplet (T, T’, tag) where T and T’ are traces, and tag is “equivalent” if T is
equivalent to T’ according to the specification, and “non equivalent” otherwise. A trace of a
class is a description of a sequence of method calls, applied to an object in an initia
ASTOOT handles traces of two kinds, restricted traces and general traces. Traces
restricted format have the following limitations:

 • methods have no side effects on their parameters,

 • observers have no side effects,

 • observers can only appear as the last method of a trace, and

 • when a trace is passed as a parameter to a method, it must not contain any observer

The advantage of this format is that this kind of trace can be specified in a pure functional way
for instance with LOBAS. However, this format is restrictive and does not always reflec
reality of object-oriented programs, for instance by eliding the potential side effects of ob
ers.

The general format removes these restrictions, and allows mixing observers and mutato
passing traces including observers as parameters. This relaxation allows testing the inte
between the mutators and the side effects of the observers. The price for relaxing theses
tions is that the ability to specify the class under test in LOBAS is lost, and the ASTOOT
will not work on this format.

The fault hypothesis of ASTOOT is non-specific. ASTOOT is a conformance-directed te
strategy, that tries to find cases where an implementation of a class is not equivalent to its spec
ification. A class C is a correct implementation of a specification S if there is a signature-pre
serving mapping from methods of S to those of C such that if for every trace (T1, T2) of S, the
corresponding traces of messages in C give rise to observationally equivalent returned objects.
(The notion of returned objects encompass the target objects of the trace of messages
objects returned by the final observer.) More formally two traces T and T’ of methods of the
specification S are equivalent if the axioms of S can be used as rewrite rules to transform T into
T’. 
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The ideal equivalence function between two objects is that their reactions should be th
for the same trace of methods of C. So the ideal oracle to check for equivalence of two obje
is to send every possible traces of methods of C to change their design states and use obser
of C to perform the comparison.

Unfortunately, this ideal oracle is usually not practicable, and Doong and Frankl requir
the class under test C and each class that is returned by a function of C include a function
called Eqn that approximates an observational equivalence checker. Two proposals are m
build this equivalence function. 

The first approach is to define in the specification of the class under test and in each im
module an equivalence which the implementation are intended to implement. In this app
the equivalence function is based on the design state. For instance, figure 40 shows su
tion for a priority queue.

This first approach is an approximation of true observational equivalence because it ma
look missing state changes. For instances, the equivalence function on figure 40 negle
possible effects of “building up” the priority queues, then removing elements. Thus it m
say that two objects are equivalent when they are not. Also since Eqn calls Largest and Delete,
an error in one of these methods may propagate to Eqn, causing it to mask out the error. 

The second approach is to develop the equivalence function at the implementation level
approach, the equivalence function is based on an explicit description of the state. (In th
ASTOOT use implementation states.)

ASTOOT’s test generation has two parts, the compiler and the simplifier, both of whic
based on an internal representation called an ADT tree. The compiler translates the ax
an algebraic specification into rules for transforming an ADT tree and the simplifier inp
trace, translates it into an ADT tree, and applies the transformations to obtain equivalent 

The compiler takes as input a specification in LOBAS, checks syntax and semantics 
specification, and outputs a files containing a list of ADT tree pairs, in which each pair r
sents both sides of an axiom. 

The test set generation is performed by selecting interesting traces of messages, either ran-
domly or by hand, and generating equivalent traces by term rewriting of the axioms 
specification. This works as long as the specification satisfies the property of finite ter
tion, i.e. that no infinite sequence of rewrites is possible. 

Then, the oracle must check whether the result of the equivalence function on the re
objects is equal to the flag. This approach has the advantage of eliminating the need
oracle to generate the results of the test.

Fig. 40. Equivalence function for a priority queue

A.Eqn (B) ->
if  A.Empty and  B.Empty then

true
else  if  (A.Empty and  not  B.Empty) or  (B.Empty and  not  A.Empty) then

false
else  if  A.Largest = B.Largest then

A.Delete.Eqn (B.Delete)
else

false
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This approach to testing leads to relatively simple test drivers, which operate by reading
cases with traces and tags, one at a time, checking that the traces are syntactically and 
cally valid, sending traces to objects of appropriate types, using Eqn’s to compare the objects
and checking whether the values returned by Eqn’s agree with the corresponding tags. 

The main advantages of ASTOOT are its theoretical grounds, which allow the automati
of the test process, and the way it simplifies the problem of the oracle to a simple boolea
parison, in spite of the limitations of the Eqn approach. Its main drawback however are that 
automatization of the process is restricted to classes that can be specified algebraica
thermore, the process of selecting interesting traces is not described, and, in the experim
performed randomly, with the limitations of this kind of testing with regard to quality.

3.3.2.2 Method and message specification sequences

Another method based on coverage of the external behavior has been proposed by Kir
Tsai [78]. This method is based on a model of the life cycle of the considered objects: 
sequence in which each object invokes its method is important for the proper functioning
object. Therefore, in addition to testing individual methods, it is necessary and important that
all the method interactions are identified and tested. Kirani and Tsai propose a specif
technique called Method and Message Sequence Specification (respectively named Mt
MgSS) that represents the causal relationship between the instance methods of a set of
MtSS and MgSS can be integrated as a part of the contract specification of classes and 
test cases selection. This specification technique describes valid sequences of invoca
methods of classes under the form of a regular expression. 

The Method Sequence Specification (MtSS) of a class C documents the correct causal order
which messages can be sent out to different instances of classes by a method. The MtSS and
MgSS model the dynamic behavior of one single object. MtSS are represented with r
expressions over the alphabet consisting of methods of C. In a regular expression, the m
are separated by the operators ‘.’ (sequence) or ‘|’ (exclusive-or). The regular express
use symbols such as ‘*’ for specifying zero of more instance, and ‘+’ for specifying on
more instances of a method or group of methods. The regular definition associated withclass
defines all the valid method sequences that the object can invoke. An example of MtSfor a
bank account could be:

MtSS => open . deposit . (deposit | withdraw | get_balance)+ . withdraw . close

Those regular expressions can be developed from many kind of specifications such a
transition diagrams, object diagrams, and event diagrams.

Message Sequence Specifications (MgSS) are used to describe the causal order among t
methods supported by different objects. A MgSS is specified for each method that sen
messages. MgSS are useful for objects that behave as client objects to other objects. Th
of a method identifies all the messages it sends out to other domain objects. It also identifie
the causal order in which the messages are sent out. In addition to the MtSS operators, M
introduce a new operator ‘?’ that indicates that a message prefixed to the operator ‘?’ 
optional. MgSS can be built for instance from interaction diagrams and use cases [75]. 

MtSS can help verifying systems at run-time by monitoring the set of messages the 
receives and the sequence in which the object invokes its methods. The run-time verif
system monitors all the methods invoked at an object and compares their order of invo
with the MtSS of the corresponding class. MtSS and MgSS can also be integrated as a
the contract specification of classes and used for test cases selection. Given MtSS and MgSS
expressions, test cases can be selected by selecting possible sequences of invocations
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sequence specification of classes. Like Doong and Frankl, Kirani and Tsai assume the 
terion of correctness. To make the classes completely reusable, all the methods and the
actions must be tested. 

To completely test a class, one has to select all the valid method sequences and ensure
instances of the class behave correctly for each of the method sequence. Because selection and
evaluation of each of the method sequence is expensive, various testing techniques a
duced that reduce the number of sequences one has to test to identify the faults in 
Kirani and Tsai propose several selection techniques for single class or inter-class t
based respectively on MtSS and MgSS. Random test cases can be selected by selectin
set of sequences at random. Methods can be partitioned into groups according to the
(observer, mutator), their use of attributes,... Test cases are then selected from methods belong-
ing to these partitions or on a cross-partition basis. Data flow analysis can be used to se
sets by monitoring the use of attributes. Inter-class test selection is performed with s
techniques (random, partition, data flow testing), or with the help of use cases.

This method has the advantage of proposing selection strategies that are specific to ob
ented systems, such as state partitioning. However, its drawback is that it does not repo
specification of the behavior of a class, but only on its syntax and its life cycle. Further
this method only includes strategies for selecting sequences, and does not cover the c
parameter values and it does not tackle the development of an oracle for his method, nor does it
include suggestions to verify that the methods/messages sequences are conform to their speci-
fication.

3.3.2.3 ASF and MM paths

The work by Jorgensen and Erickson presents an alternative view to the “class as unit 
approaches presented so far [76]. Jorgensen and Erickson reject the structural view to cons
a behavioral view where the method is the unit of test. They postulate that individual me
are units, and that object-oriented unit testing is simply testing these methods individua
which traditional specification-based and program-based testing techniques are fully a
ble. Thus, testing the interaction of methods is left to object integration testing. Jorgens
Erickson define two levels of object integration: message quiescence and event quiesce

 • A method/message path (MM-Path) is a sequence of method executions linked by
sages. A MM-Path starts with a method and ends when it reaches a method which d
issue a message of its own. This point is called message quiescence.

Of course, MM-Paths are not atomic, and they interleave and branch off from 
MM-Paths.

 • An atomic system function (ASF) is an input port event, followed by a set of MM-P
and terminated by an output port sequence. An ASF is an elementary function visible
system level.

An ASF is comparable to a system operation in Fusion [47], and MM-Paths are compar
the message sequencing found in the interaction graphs.

The model for this kind of testing is a directed graph, which can be derived either from
implementation, or from a specification model.

Testing is performed by identifying the MM-Paths and ASFs in this directed graph. Th
MM-Paths are first tested individually, and then in interaction in an ASF.
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This method focuses on the interactions of objects, notwithstanding their membershi
class. As such, it presents an alternative to the traditional levels of testing. This approa
be helpful for well-defined systems, but neglects the testing effort that could have bee
formed on reusable components. Moreover, it starts from the arguable viewpoint that m
are akin to procedures, and can be tested with traditional strategies. Since no indica
given on the actual test process (identification of inputs, oracle,...), it is difficult to asse
value. 

3.3.3 Summary

Table 5 on page 103 shows a summary of this section.
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Table 5: Summary of the state of the art
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Chapter 4
Theoretical Framework

In the previous chapter, we have introduced testing, the problems specific to object-o
software, and we have reviewed some of the proposed methods to solve these problems
second part, we will introduce our approach for testing object-oriented software.

This approach relies on a solid theoretical framework. It is an adaptation to object-or
systems of the BGM method, a theory of testing developed at the LRI (University of Paris-
Orsay) by Gilles Bernot, Marie-Claude Gaudel and Bruno Marre [21] for testing data typ
using formal specifications. However, this theory is oriented towards algebraic specifica
and does not fulfill the needs of object-oriented software development.

In this chapter, we will first issue the requirements of a test method adapted to object-o
software. Next, we will present the theoretical framework of this method, then the overa
oretical test process. We will eventually go into more details for the test selection an
observation phases.

4.1 REQUIREMENTS

In the chapter 3, we have identified several of the issues raised when testing object-o
systems. We will now present the requirement for an approach to testing, that propo
answer to some of these issues. 

These requirements do not constitute a dismissal of other approaches, because not a
can be caught with a single technique. However, these requirements express what we 
the more general and more adapted approach for testing object-oriented software.

The requirements of our approach are:

 • Seamlessness 

The object-oriented paradigm is not only an unifying software modeling approach, in w
everything is centered on two building blocks, objects and messages, and also a u
software development approach. “Object-oriented ideas are meant to be applied to all ste
of software development, including analysis, design, implementation and maintenanc
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to decrease the gaps between those steps” [106]. This is known as seamless software dev
opment [18], and it is desirable to include testing activities in such approach. 

We will satisfy this requirement by proposing a test format that relies on the object-ori
paradigm, by limiting ourselves to the use of messages. This test format will be adap
the cases of interaction testing identified in section 3.1.5, i.e. for the cases whe
receiver is a single object (object integration testing), or a set of objects of a same
(class testing) or of several classes (cluster testing, subsystem testing, system operat
ing).

We will perform hierarchy testing as part object and class integration testing, by takin
account the hierarchy relationships when selecting test cases.

 • Specification-based approach

As stated in section 3.1.2, program-based testing suffers from two weaknesses in compari
son to specification-based testing with regards to object-oriented software developm
will require more work for incremental software development, because it relies on the
of the program, which is bound to change from one increment to another, and it is not
for multiple implementations of one specification.

Thus, we have settled ourselves to a specification-based approach, which does n
these drawbacks, and is more general, because it does not depend on the features of
ular programming language. 

 • Strong theoretical grounds 

Because of the several levels of integration testing without basic unit testing, the num
test cases necessary to verify a system is likely to be large. Therefore, we must design
approach with the goal of being automatable. Automation can only be reached when
ing with models that a computer can understand, excluding specifications in natura
guage (at least for the time being). We will also reject analysis and design models, for the
reason given in section 3.1.2.

Therefore, we will use formal specifications as model for testing. An advantage of fo
specifications is that completeness and consistency are more easily obtained. Also,
formal specifications at our disposal allows us to settle for a testing criteria of correctn

For our approach, we will thus postulate the availability of a complete and valid spec
tion as a means to determine the expected behavior of the tested component.

 • Behavioral observation

As we have seen in section 2.2.3.4 and when reviewing the other approaches, using 
resentation of the state to draw up the oracle is difficult to implement, and does not f
with incremental software development, for the same reasons as given above. Thus, we w
base our oracle on external observation of the behavior of the program.

 • Full object-orientation

Since inheritance and polymorphism are present both in the specification and the 
mentation of object-oriented systems, we will take them into account for test selection and
test observation. 

4.2 THE THEORY OF SPECIFICATION-BASED TESTING

Specification-based testing is an approach to detect errors in a program by verifying its
tionalities, without analyzing the details of its code, but by using the specification of the
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tem only. The theory of testing is elaborated on specifications SPEC, programs PROG and test
cases TEST, and on adequate compatible satisfaction relationships between programs and
fications, |= , and between programs and test cases, |=O. The goal in selecting a test set T is to
uncover the cases where the program does not satisfy the test cases, and thus reveal e
regard to the specification [65]. The goal of testing — to find errors in the program —can b
summarized as the following equation: 

(P |≠O T) ⇒ (P |≠ SP) (i)

i.e. that the test set T run on a program P will reveal that the program P does not implement
correctly the specification SP. The oracle |≠O decides whether the test cases that are produ
from the specification are successful or not. 

The aim of testing — give confidence in the program — can be summarized by the follo
equation,

(P |=  SP) ⇔ (P |=O T) (ii)

i.e. to find a test set T, which is a set of test cases t such that if the program satisfies the test 
T, then it also satisfies its specification SP using the oracle |=O . The final result will be that the
program is acceptable or not for the given specification.

The equivalence relationship ⇔ is satisfied when the test set T is pertinent, i.e. valid and unbi-
ased. A test set is valid if any incorrect program is discarded: the test set accepts only
programs. It is unbiased if it rejects no correct program: no test case should detect an e
correct program.

Definition 33. Pertinent test set TSP 

Given a program P ∈ PROG and a specification SP ∈ SPEC, the test set TSP ⊆ TEST is per-
tinent iff:

 • TSP is valid: (P |=O TSP ⇒ P |=  SP), 

 • TSP is unbiased: (P |=  SP ⇒ P |=O TSP). ◊

As a consequence, the failure for the program P to satisfy a test case t of a pertinent test set TSP
implies that there is an error in P, i.e. that the program does not satisfy the specification SP, and
the success of a test case t of TSP must imply that the program satisfies the specification for 
case expressed by t.

Since the technique we aim our theory at is specification-based testing and the test sele
independent of the program, the test set TSP is a function of SP only. Therefore, under the con
straints expressed above, the test equation (ii)  for specification-based testing becomes: 

(P |=  SP) ⇔ (P |=O  TSP) (iii)

As noted by Weyuker and Ostrand [144], this equation is similar to a proof of correctnes
it can only be correct if TSP includes a complete coverage of SP, i.e. that it contains enough tes
cases to cover all possible behaviors expressed by SP. The only test set that will fit in this equa
tion is the exhaustive test set, because there is no way to guarantee the pertinence o
exhaustive test set. For any input domain and an element d belonging to that domain, there is 
program that processes every element other than d correctly, but which processes d incorrectly
(by simple selecting out d with an if-statement, for example). This is the evil programme
problem (see figure 41): the function “*” will work on the whole domain Integer × Integer, but
for the tuple (354, 71).
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This example shows the complementarity of the different testing approaches. While thi
of error can only be solved with an exhaustive test set for a specification-based strate
program-based approaches will have no difficulty in detecting it (for instance with path o
dition coverage).

However, the oracle |=O can only be constructed for a program P and a test set TSP if TSP is
practicable, i.e.:

 • TSP is tractable, i.e. it has a “reasonable” finite size, which is not the case of the exha
test set for arbitrary specifications, and 

 • TSP is decidable, i.e. it is possible to decide whether the program is acceptable or not for the
given specification.

Selecting tractable test sets, i.e. limiting the size of test sets, is performed by samp
trade-off must be found between size and accuracy. In our theory, this trade-off can be formall
expressed by a set of reduction hypotheses HR applicable on the program P. The hypotheses HR
state under which conditions the satisfaction of the specification is ensured by the satis
of the test set by making assumptions that the program reacts in the same way for so
data. These hypotheses correspond to generalizations of the behavior of the program. 

Selecting decidable test sets is not possible in the general case, because of the halting 
Thus, we will satisfy ourselves with observable test sets, i.e. test sets for which an equiv
relationship must exist between the result of the test and the expected output. We introd
oracle hypotheses, Ho, which states that the oracle knows whether a test case is decided 
and that a test case is either observable, or else the oracle contains criteria to augmen
case to make it observable.

Assuming that hypotheses H have been made on the program, the test equation (iii)  becomes:

(P satisfies H) ⇒ (P |= SP) ⇔ (P |=O TSP, H), H = HO ∪ HR. (iv)

In that case, test selection is a function of the specification and of the hypotheses. The 
lence relationship ⇔ is satisfied assuming some hypotheses on the program and that the test se
TSP, H is pertinent.

A nice property of the equation (iv) is that the quality of the test set TSP, H is only dependent on
the quality of the hypotheses. The drawback however is that proving that a program sa
the hypotheses is not trivial.

Fig. 41. Evil programmer’s problem

function  “*”(Left, Right: Integer) 
return  Integer is

begin
if  Left = 354 and Right = 71 then  -- this is evil !

return  1;
else

... -- the right result
end  if ;

end “*”;
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4.3 THEORETICAL TEST PROCESS

As mentioned in section 3.1.4, the test process is a three steps process. For the equation (iv),
the test process can be instantiated in the following way (figure 42):

Given:

 • SPEC: class of all specifications written in the specification language considered, 

 • PROG: class of all programs expressed in the language used for the implementation,

 • TEST: class of all test sets that can be written,

 • |=  : satisfaction relationship on PROG × SPEC, expressing the validity of the program wit
respect to the specification,

 • |=O : satisfaction relationship on PROG × TEST, deciding if the test cases are successful or no
for the program under test.

The three following steps will be performed:

Oracle:
P satisfies, or not, T ! Test Satisfaction

Step 3

Step 2
Execution of P using T Test Execution

Program Specification

Test Set

P SP

HR

TO

TO,R

T

Does P satisfy SP ?

Test Selection

Test
procedure

Step 1

P satisfies SP !

H

Oracle
hypotheses 
HO on P

Reduction
hypotheses
HR onP

Correction of P

P does not satisfy SP ! Undefined

undecidable

HO

HO

no yes

yesno

P satisfies, or not, H

Fig. 42. Test process

TSP,H ∈ TEST, SP ∈ SPEC, P ∈ PROG
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Step 1 Selection of a test set TSP, H from a specification SP of the system and from a set o
hypotheses H on the program under test P. 

Assuming that we have an oracle O that ensures the observability of the syste
with the oracle hypotheses HO, the first task of the test process consists in sele
ing, from the specification, a test set that validates the equation (iii) . This is theo-
retically achieved by selecting an exhaustive test set which contains all th
cases that are required by the specification. Then a number of reduction hypo
HR is applied to the behavior of the program to obtain a finite test set of “rea
able” size, that validates the equation (iv). We proceed by successive reductions
the number of test cases. Thus, when the test set is successful, the program
rect on condition that it satisfies the oracle and the reduction hypotheses. Th
set quality is a function of the number of oracle and reduction hypotheses sa
by the program under test. 

Step 2 Execution of the program under test P using the test set TSP, H.

Step 3 Analysis of the results obtained during the execution of the program P.

If the test set is successful (P |=O TSP, H), then the test process is completed. In addition, iP
verifies the hypotheses H, then the program satisfies the requirements of the specification P |=
SP). If the test set is not successful, then the program contains faults or omissions, and it
sible to return to the second step of the test process after having corrected P. 

The test process itself is successful if the test set helped detecting as many errors as p
i.e. if the test set is unsuccessful.

To implement the process of the specification-based test approach, it is necessary to an
following questions:

 • “How should we select a test set?”,

 • “How should we determine the success or the failure of a selected test set?”.

First, we will describe in detail the theory of testing to the case of object-oriented system

4.4 TEST SETS FOR OBJECT-ORIENTED SOFTWARE

Test selection is based on the knowledge of the properties of the specification language
must be theoretically well founded. Usually, specification languages have a notion of fo
representing the properties that all desired implementations satisfy, and test cases 
expressed using the same language. 

However in practice it is not necessary to have the same language to express the specific
properties and the test cases. The most interesting solution is to have a specification la
well adapted to the expression of properties from a user point of view, and another langu
describe test cases that can be easily applied to an oracle, as long as there is a full ag
between these two languages.

4.4.1 Test format

The test cases can be expressed with any logic compatible with |= . For the specificati
guage CO-OPN/2, the semantics of which is expressed with transition systems, and w
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allows the comparison of two specifications with the strong bisimulation principle 
section 2.2.4.1), the HML logic introduced by Hennessy-Milner in [71] satisfies this requi
ment because there is a full agreement between the bisimulation equivalence (↔) and the
HML∞ equivalence (~HML). (HML∞ is the HML language with the infinite conjunction ([109
and [72])). Informally, two programs in a transition system are bisimulation equivalent 
amount of experimentation will ever discover a difference between them. One may expe
on a program using the actions or transitions defined in the transition systems. It is of i
for us because it serves as a simple characterization of the expressive power of the la
HML: in a finite branching transition system two programs enjoy the same properties ex
ible in HML if and only if they are bisimulation equivalent. In other words, they can be di
guished by HML if and only if they are not bisimulation equivalent [72].

Thus, we will use CO-OPN/2 as specification language, and HML as language for expressin
test cases.

4.4.1.1 Syntax and semantics of HML

We often use in the next definitions the function EVENT (X) which returns all the events of 
system X expressed in a considered language.

HMLSP formulae are built using the operators Next (<_>), And (∧), Not (¬) and T (always true
constant), and the events EVENT (SP) of the specification SP ∈ SPEC. 

Definition 34. Syntax of HMLSP 

The HMLSP language is defined for a specification SP ∈ SPEC as follows:

 • T ∈ HMLSP

 • f ∈ HMLSP ⇒ (¬ f) ∈ HMLSP

 • f, g ∈ HMLSP ⇒ (f ∧ g) ∈ HMLSP

 • f ∈ HMLSP ⇒ (<e> f) ∈ HMLSP where e ∈ EVENT (SP) ◊

In the concrete syntax, we will use “not”  for the symbol “¬” , and “and” for the symbol “∧”.  For
instance, formulae like 

<cabin.create> <cabin.insert (card)> <cabin.enter (1234)> <cabin.buy (12)> T

<cabin.create> (<cabin.insert (card)> T and <cabin.enter (4321)> (not <cabin.buy (12)> T))

are valid HML formulae. (In this dissertation, we will use literal values, such as 12, 1234
4312 in the above examples, to designate algebraic values that are in fact built upon the
tions of that sort. For instance, 12 stands for succ (succ (succ (succ (succ (succ (succ (succ (succ
(succ (succ (suc (0)))))))))))) and 1234 for new-pin (new-pin (... (first-pin))).)

The semantics of HML is expressed by means of the satisfaction relationship |=HML
SP

.

Definition 35. Semantics of HML and |=HML
SP

 

Given SP ∈ SPEC a specification, G = 〈Q, EVENT (SP), →, I〉 a labeled transition system
with the same events as the specification, and q ∈ Q. The satisfaction relationship
|=HML

SP
⊆ Γ × Q × HMLSP is defined as follows:
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 • G, q |=HML
SP

 T

 • G, q |=HML
SP

 (¬ f) ⇔ G, q / |=HML
SP

 f

 • G, q |=HML
SP

 (f ∧ g) ⇔ G, q |=HML
SP

 f and G, q |=HML
SP

 g

 • G, q |=HML
SP

 (<e> f) ⇔ ∃ e ∈ EVENT (SP) such that
q 

e
→  q’ with G, q’ |= HML

SP
 f ◊

This definition of transition systems is a generalization of the definition 23, in which Q is
MarkSpec, A , and the initial state is that of the specification.

Given f ∈ HMLSP a formula, we write G |=HML
SP

 f when G, I |=HML
SP

 f.

For example, given G the labeled transition system modeling the telephone in figure 13 a
phonecard referenced by the name card and containing the pin-code 1234 obtained with the fol-
lowing creation sequence <card.create (1234)> (1234 is the decimal representation of new-pin

applied 1234 times to first-pin) and the initial balance 20, we have:

 • G |=HML
Telephone

 <cabin.create> <cabin.insert (card)> <cabin.enter (1234)> <cabin.buy (12)> T

because making a call is possible when the identification code is right.

 • G /|=HML
Telephone

 <cabin.create> <cabin.insert (card)> <cabin.enter (4321)> <cabin.buy (12)> T

because making a call is impossible when the identification code is wrong.

4.4.1.2 HML test cases and exhaustive test set

A test is a boolean equation comparing the execution of the program and the expected r
this execution, together with a boolean flag indicating whether the condition must returtrue
of false to satisfy the specification. Generally speaking, this flag has a value of true, b
some cases, it may be necessary to test that some behaviors, such as incompatible seq
methods, are not allowed.

In our context, an elementary test case for a program under test P ∈ PROG and a specification
SP ∈ SPEC is defined as a couple 〈Formula, Result〉 where:

 • Formula is a ground temporal logic formula, such that Formula belongs to HMLSP.

 • Result ∈ { true, false} is a boolean value showing whether the expected result of the ev
tion of Formula (from a given initial state) is true or false.

Formula must be ground, i.e. all their terms must be completely defined. In the ca
object-oriented software, contrary to algebraic formulae, this does not mean that all va
disappear, but that all variables must be defined. Thus it is possible for a test formula to c
references to objects, as long as these references are defined, i.e. that they designate a

A test case 〈Formula, Result〉 is successful if Result is true and Formula is valid in the labeled
transition system modeling the expected behavior of P, or if Result is false and Formula is not
valid in the labeled transition system modeling the expected behavior of P. In all other cases, a
test case 〈Formula, Result〉 is a failure. It is important to note that the test case definition 
allow the test process to verify that a non-acceptable scenario cannot be produced by 
gram (ex: make a call even though the identification code of the phonecard is wrong).

The exhaustive test set contains a finite set of ground formulae that is sufficient to pro
property preservation of a program with respect to its specification
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Definition 36. Exhaustive test set

Given SP ∈ SPEC a specification, G (SP) = 〈Q, EVENT (SP), →, I〉 a labeled transition
system representing the semantics of the object system specification SP and HO the ora-
cle hypotheses. An exhaustive test set EXHAUSTSP, Ho ⊆ TEST is such that: 

EXHAUSTSP, Ho ={〈Formula, Result〉 ∈ HMLSP × { true, false} | 

(G (SP) |=HML
SP

 Formula and Result = true) or 

(G (SP) /|=HML
SP

 Formula and Result = false)}.

◊

For the example of the telephone system, the exhaustive test set contains test cases su

1:  〈<cabin.create> <card.create (1234)> <cabin.insert (card)> <cabin.enter (1234)>
<cabin.buy (12)> T, true〉 

2:  〈<cabin.create> <card.create (1234> <cabin.insert (card)> <cabin.enter (4321)>
<cabin.buy (12)> T, false〉 

3: 〈<cabin.create> <card.create (1234> <cabin.insert (card)> <cabin.enter (1234)>
<cabin.buy (12)> <cabin.insert (card)> <cabin.enter (1234)> <cabin.buy (6)> T, true〉

The two first test cases correspond to an excerpt of the possible combinations of events applie
in one single cycle of telephone usage, whereas the third corresponds to successive u
the cabin. We can also express more sophisticated test cases, including the ∧ and ¬ operators,
such as:

4: 〈<cabin.create> <card.create (1234)> <cabin.insert (card)> not (<cabin.enter (4321)>
<cabin.buy (12)>) T, true〉

5: 〈<card.create (1234)> (<card.deposit (8)> <card.get-balance (12)> T and 
<card.get-pin (4321)> T), false〉

The test case 4 is redundant with respect to the test case 2. They express the same test
result false in the test case 2 is counterbalanced by the operator not in the test case 4), and on
of them can be suppressed from the test set without altering its pertinence (validity and
asedness). In section 4.5, we will explain how to avoid redundancies, while keeping the
nence of the test set, by reducing the exhaustive test set using adequate strategies. 

The test cases can contain several objects of the same class, or of different classes, and can b
run for object, class, and cluster integration testing. For operation, system, and subsyste
ing, the same format can be used, as long as the oracle allows catching the outcoming e

4.4.2 Relationships among test entities

The theory of testing relies on adequate compatible satisfaction relationships betwee
grams and specifications, |= , and between programs and test cases, |=O. We will study in the
following the relationships between the specification of a system and its implementation

4.4.2.1 Satisfaction relationship between programs and specifications

A program P ∈ PROG is said to have the same semantics as a specification SP ∈ SPEC if P sat-
isfies a satisfaction relationship |= . For CO-OPN/2 this relationship is defined with regard t
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the bisimulation equivalence ↔ defined in section 2.2.4.1, and which identifies systems with a
similar arborescent structure. By bisimulation we understand strong bisimulation which is the
adequate equivalence relationship for CO-OPN/2, because the semantics of CO-OPN/2 hide
the internal transitions. 

Definition 37. Satisfaction relationship |=

Let P ∈ PROG a program, SP ∈ SPEC a CO-OPN/2 specification,
G (P) = 〈Q1, EVENT(P), →1, I1〉 and G (SP) = 〈Q2, EVENT(SP), →2, I2〉 two labeled tran-
sition systems modeling P and SP, where the sets of events EVENT (P) and EVENT(SP)
are the same. Assuming there is a morphism of signatures between the signaturesP
and SP, the satisfaction relationship |=  ⊆ PROG × SPEC is such that: 

(P |=  SP) ⇔ (G (P) ↔ G (SP)).

◊

As a consequence, for a program P to be testable by a test set derived from a CO-OPN/2 spec-
ification SP, it is necessary that a morphism of signatures exists between the events of th
ification and those of the program.

4.4.2.2 Satisfaction relationship between programs and test sets

A program P ∈ PROG is said to have the same semantics as a test set T ∈ TSP, H if P satisfies a
satisfaction relationship |=O. This relationship is expressed using the HML satisfaction rela-
tionship |=HML.

Definition 38. Satisfaction relationship |=O

Let P ∈ PROG a program, SP ∈ SPEC a specification, G (P) = 〈Q, EVENT (P), →, I〉 a
labeled transition system modeling the expected behavior of P such that EVENT (SP) =
EVENT (P), TSP, H ∈ TEST a test set, Formula ∈ HMLSP and Result ∈ { true, false}. The
satisfaction relationship |=O ⊆ PROG × TEST is such that:

(P |=O TSP, H) ⇔ (∀ 〈Formula, Result〉 ∈ TSP, H 

((G (P) |=HML
SP

 Formula and Result = true) or 
(G (P) /|=HML

SP
 Formula and Result = false))).

◊

4.4.2.3 Equivalence relationship between the two satisfaction relationships

In [71], Hennessy and Milner have shown the adequacy between the simple equiva
|=HML, and the HML equivalence for labeled transition systems, ~HML.
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Definition 39. HML equivalence

Given SP ∈ SPEC a specification, G1 = 〈Q1, EVENT (SP), →1, I1〉 and
G2 = 〈Q2, EVENT(SP), →2, I2〉 two labeled transition systems, the HMLSP equivalence
relationship (~HML

SP
) is such that:

(∀ f ∈ HMLSP,∞, G1 |=HML
SP

 f ⇔ G2 |=HML
SP

 f) ⇔ (G1 ~HML
SP

 G2).

◊

Therefore, for labeled transitions systems, we can deduce the following theorem that sho
adequacy between the HML equivalence ~HML and the bisimulation relationship ↔.

Theorem 40. Full agreement

Given SP ∈ SPEC a specification, G1 = 〈Q1, EVENT (SP), →1, I1〉 and
G2 = 〈Q2, EVENT(SP), →2, I2〉 two labeled transition systems, we have:

(G1 ↔ G2) ⇔ (G1 ~HML
SP

 G2).

◊

As a consequence of this theorem, we can express the following corollary that expres
full agreement theorem with regard to the entities implied in the test.

Definition 41. Corollary of the full agreement theorem

Let P ∈ PROG an object-oriented system under test, SP ∈ SPEC its specification, and
EXHAUSTSP, Ho an exhaustive test set obtained from SP and from a set of hypotheses HO
on P. We have:

(P satisfies HO) ⇒ (P |=  SP ⇔ P |=O EXHAUSTSP, Ho).

◊

An advantage of this approach is to have an observational description of the valid imple
tion through the test cases. One test case is a formula which is valid or not in the speci
and that must be experimented in the program i.e. a correct implementation behaves s
on the test cases.

The figure 43 summarizes the correspondences between the different theoretical relatio
on which the test process is built, introduced in this section.

4.5 TEST SELECTION

According to our test process, the goal of test selection is to find a test set TSP, H that can be
submitted to an oracle and such that the equation (iv) is satisfied: for the equivalence relation
ship to be satisfied, the test set TSP, H must be pertinent.
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Definition 42. Pertinent test set TSP, H

Given H hypotheses, P ∈ PROG and a specification SP ∈ SPEC. The test set TSP, H ⊆ TEST

is pertinent iff:

 • TSP, H is valid: (P satisfies H) ⇒ (P |=O TSP, H ⇒ P |=  SP).

 • TSP, H is unbiased: (P satisfies H) ⇒ (P |=  SP ⇒ P |=O TSP, H). ◊

The process to achieve that goal is to select from a possibly infinite set of formulae, corre
sponding to all the behaviors of a program, a set of ground formulae which is sufficie
prove the property preservation of a program with respect to its specification. This set 
mulae is called the ideal exhaustive test set. When expressing test cases with HML, several
exhaustive test sets exist, because test cases can be redundant. The ideal exhaustive 
one of those exhaustive test sets, if possible without redundancy. Assuming a complete 
cation of a class is available, convenient strategies can be applied to identify the ideal e
tive test set. This exhaustive test set is then reduced into a final test set by applying re
hypotheses to the program. 

The required property of the final test set TSP, H is to be practicable.

Definition 43. Practicable Test Context

Given a specification SP ∈ SPEC, a practicable test context (H, TSP, H)O is defined by a
set of hypotheses H on a program under test P, a test set TSP, H ⊆ TEST and an oracle O.

(H, TSP, H)O is practicable iff:

 • TSP, H is pertinent and tractable (i.e. it has a “reasonable” finite size).

 • O = 〈 |=O, DomO〉 is decidable (i.e. it is defined for each element of TSP, H (TSP, H
⊆ DomO) (see definition 48)). ◊

To simplify, (H, TSP, H)O is noted (H, T)O in the rest of the dissertation.

A practicable test set can be built from a pertinent test set in a iterative process that u
reduction hypotheses.

As shown in figure 44, we can define this process as the iterative refinement of a c
defined as a couple (H, T) where H is a set of hypotheses, and T is a test set. The selection pro
cess starts from an initial test context (H0, T0)O which has a pertinent test set T0

SP, H
0
 (but not

practicable), and ends when we obtain a practicable test context (H, T)O. Since the exhaustive
test set is pertinent, we can use it for the initial context T0.

↔ ⇔ ~HML

|= |=O⇔

⇔ ⇔

Full Agreement Theorem

Definition Definition

Full Agreement Corollary

Fig. 43. The full agreement theorem and its corollary
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The construction of the practicable test set (H, T)O is performed by successive refinements 
(Ho, To). The introduction of a new hypothesis h provides a new testing context (Hj, Tj), where
Hj = Hi ∪ h, and Tj is a subset of Ti (Tj ⊆ Ti). This refinement of the context (Hi, Ti) into (Hj,
Tj) induces a pre-order between contexts ((Hi, Ti) ≤ (Hj, Tj)). At each step, the pre-order refine
ment context (Hi, Ti)O ≤ (Hj, Tj)O is such that:

 • The hypotheses Hj
 are stronger than the hypotheses Hi: Hj ⇒ Hi.

 • The test set Tj
SP, Hj is included in the test set Ti

SP, Hi: T
j
SP, Hj ⊆ Ti

SP, Hi.

 • If P satisfies Hj then (Hj, Tj)O does not detect more errors than (Hi, Ti)O:

(P satisfies Hj) ⇒ (P |=O Ti
SP, Hi ⇒ P |=O Tj

SP, Hj).

 • If P satisfies Hj then (Hj, Tj)O detects as many errors than (Hi, Ti)O:

(P satisfies Hj) ⇒ (P |=O Tj
SP, Hj ⇒ P |=O Ti

SP, Hi).

Therefore, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 44. Preservation of pertinence

Given a specification SP ∈ SPEC. Given two test contexts (Hi, Ti)O and (Hj, Tj)O such
that (Hi, Ti)O ≤ (Hj, Tj)O. If Ti

SP, Hi is pertinent then Tj
SP, Hj is pertinent. ◊

The context refinement is performed iteratively until we reach a (final) test context (H, T) that
is practicable.

4.6 THE REDUCTION HYPOTHESES FOR TEST SET SELECTION

We present three hypotheses to limit the size of the test set, by reducing the number oases
that must be tested, while preserving the integrity of the test set. These hypotheses are
formity hypotheses, which are strong and correspond to a 1:n generalization of the program
behavior, the regularity hypotheses, which are weaker and correspond to a n:m generalization

Hi

H

H0

...

T0

Ti

...

T

Hj Tj

... ...

Reduction

of the test set

Application

of hypotheses

Fig. 44. Iterative refinement of the test context

(H0, T0)O ≤ ... ≤ (Hi, Ti)O ≤ (Hj, Tj)O ≤ ... ≤ (H, T)O
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of the program behavior, and the incrementallity hypotheses, which take into account the
erty preservation of inheritance.

Since the weights of those hypotheses are unequal, they are not to be applied for the sa
pose (see figure 45). The uniformity hypotheses are usually not applied on the unit und
but on its environment, i.e. primarily on the parameters (either algebraic values or referen
connected objects) of its methods.

The incrementallity hypotheses are particular in that they do not apply for the construct
individual test cases, but for the construction of test sets based on other test sets.

These three hypotheses correspond (possibly in a more formal way) to usual test practic

4.6.1 The uniformity hypotheses

The first hypotheses we apply to the selection of test sets are the uniformity hypothese
class of hypotheses helps limiting the size of the test set by making the assumption th
term may represent all terms.

The uniformity hypothesis can be stated as follows if a test of a formula f, with v ∈ Var (f)6, is
successful for a given value of v, then it is successful for all possible values of v. 

6. For defining the hypotheses, we use a language HMLSP with variables, HMLSP, X that will be intro-
duced later (see section 5.3).

Fig. 45. Hypotheses for reducing the exhaustive test set

Parent class

method1 (...)
method2 (...)

Subtype 1

Subtype 12Subtype 11

Subtype 2

Type

Class under test

Reference : Type
Value : ADT

method2 (...)
method3 (V : ADT; R: Type)

ADT

{Subtyping}

{Inheritance}

Regularity

Incrementallity

Uniformity

Uniformity

{Subtyping}
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Definition 45. Uniformity hypothesis

Given a specification SP ∈ SPEC. Given a test context (H, T)O, a test f of TSP, H, a vari-
able v ∈ Var (f), and the set TERM (SP) of all terms which could substitute v. An unifor-
mity hypothesis on a variable v for a formula f and a program P, Unifv, f (P), is such that:

(∀ v0 ∈ TERM (SP)) ((P |=O f [v0 / v]) ⇒ (∀ v1 ∈ TERM (SP)) (P |=O f [v1 / v])).

The corresponding step of context refinement is the following:

(H, T)O ≤ (H ∧ Unifv, f (P), T - {f} ∪ { f [v0 / v]  v0 ∈ Term (SP)}) O.

Corollary: If TSP, H is pertinent, then the new test set is pertinent. ◊

This hypothesis is underlying in random testing: a randomly selected entry of the input d
stands for all possible entries. However, as for random testing, applying uniformity hypo
may miss interesting cases present in the specification under the form of a family of 
tional axioms. In that case, uniformity hypotheses can be combined with domain decom
tion, so that the generalization 1:n is applied on each subdomain instead of being applied
the whole domain.

For instance, for example of the telephone system, a uniformity hypothesis can be app
the pin-code passed to get-pin, because the specification of PhoneCard does not depend on its
value (no properties of the pin-code are used, but for the equality), but on its existence. 
amount passed to the method withdraw, a single uniformity hypothesis will not be sufficien
since the specification tells apart the case of overdraft from the case where the amoun
eventually withdrawn. 

Since the uniformity hypotheses represent a generalization 1:n of the program behavior, they
are very strong and they are usually not applied to the sort under test, but to the sorts im
into the specification, which we suppose already tested or simulated by correct stubs. 

In CO-OPN/2 (as in most hybrid languages for that matter), these imported units can be 
sorts of ADTs or Class types. As mentioned in chapter 3.2.4, the problem with class types is
that the uniformity hypothesis is not only applied on values, like for ADTs, but also on t
because of inclusion polymorphism. 

The application of uniformity hypotheses, with and without subdomain decomposition, is
ied in chapter 7. The problems related to subtyping are studied in chapter 9.

4.6.2 The regularity hypotheses

The second hypotheses we apply to the selection of test sets are the regularity hypotheses. Th
class of hypotheses helps limiting the size of the test set by making the assumption th
term of a certain complexity may represent all terms of the same complexity or greate
plexity. Whereas the uniformity hypotheses represent a generalization 1:n, the regularity
hypotheses correspond to a generalization n:m. Therefore, they are weaker than the uniform
hypotheses, and we apply them to the class under test.

The regularity hypotheses stipulate that if a program behaves correctly for a property in
ated to a set of terms lower in complexity than a defined bound, then it should behave co
for all possible instantiations i.e. that if a test formula f, containing a term t, is successful for all
terms t which have a complexity less or equal at a bound k, then it is successful for all possible
complexities of t. 
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Definition 46. Regularity hypothesis

Given a specification SP ∈ Spec. Given a test context (H, T)O, a test f of TSP, H, a vari-
able v ∈ Var (f), and the set TERM (SP) of all terms which could substitute v, α (t) a com-
plexity measure of the term t, and k a bound.

A regularity hypothesis of level k on a variable v for a formula f and a program P, 
Regulk, v, f (P), is such that:

(∀ v0 ∈ TERM (SP)) (α (v0) ≤ k ⇒ P |=0 f [v0 / v]) ⇒ 

(∀ v1 ∈ TERM (SP)) (P |=0 f [v0 / v]).

The corresponding step of context refinement is the following:

(H, T)O ≤ (H ∧ Regulk, v, f (P), T - {f} ∪ { f [v0 / v]  v0 ∈ TERM (SP), α (v0) ≤ k}) O.

Corollary: If TSP, H is pertinent, then the new test set is pertinent. ◊

For instance, in the case of an account, a measure of complexity is the number of trans
We could imagine a regularity hypothesis stipulating that if an object reacted correctly
transactions, then it will react correctly to any number of transactions.

The application of regularity hypotheses is studied in chapter 6.

4.6.3 The incrementallity hypotheses 

Given the test set developed for the parent class, capitalizing on inheritance can be ver
in minimizing the effort of testing a descendant class. 

The incrementallity hypotheses take advantage of the complex, but strong relatio
between the test sets of two specifications for two programs, so that unchanged metho
no further testing, and so that test sets defined for a parent class to reduce the test sets 
selected to test the descendant class.

Definition 47. Incrementallity hypothesis

Given two specifications SP1, SP2 ∈ SPEC, two programs P1, P2 ∈ PROG and practicable
test set TSP

1
, H

1
, TSP

2
, H

2
 such that 

 • (P1 satisfies H1) ⇒ (P1 |= SP1) ⇔ (P1 |=o
1
 TSP

1
, H

1
) and 

 • (P2 satisfies H2) ⇒ (P2 |= SP2) ⇔ (P2 |=o
2
 TSP

2
, H

2
), 

then the test set TDiff ((SP1, P1), (SP2, P2)), H1, C
 ∪ H2 is such that 

(P1 |= SP1 and P2 satisfies H1, C ∪ H2) ⇒ 
(P2 |= SP2) ⇔ (P2 |=O

2
 TDiff ((SP1, P1), (SP2, P2)), H1, C ∪ H2

)

where H1, C is the subset of the hypotheses of H1 that apply to the common part of P1
and P2. ◊
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A consequence of this hypothesis is that if the relationship P1 |= SP1 is satisfied by means o
testing, TDiff (SP1, P1), (SP2, P2), H1, C ∪ H2

 will find as many errors in P2 as the test set TSP
2
, H

2
,

while being smaller or equal in size. 

This hypothesis is not interesting in the general case where neither SP1 and SP2, nor P1 and P2,
have anything in common, i.e. in the case in which Diff ((SP1, P1), (SP2, P2)) is empty. How-
ever, this hypothesis is of interest when the two specifications and the two programs are
by a subclassing relationship, i.e. when the inheritance mechanism was used to buiSP2,
respectively P2, from SP1, respectively P1, because in that case, the intersection of the pro
ties of SP1, SP2 does not need further testing (see figure 46). 

However, the whole problem is to define a correct function Diff. As we have seen in the
section 3.2.3, the effects of inheritance is not limited to added and redefined method
include some of the inherited methods, because of history errors and inter-class depen
among methods.

Four cases can occur:

 • Properties are undefined, i.e. they are removed from the parent and do not appea
descendant.

 • Properties are redefined, i.e. they are removed from the parent, and a new definition i
to them in the descendant.

 • Properties are added, i.e. they are not present in the parent, but only in the descenda

 • Properties are unchanged, i.e. they are present in the parent and in the descendant.

For the case of inheritance, these properties are presented on figure 47.

Methods for which a new body is provided must of course be retested. New test cases m
selected for the added methods. For redefined methods, new test cases may possibly b
to take into account the new properties of the methods. Unchanged methods do not au
cally escape to retesting, because their behavior may be modified by changes in the behav
other methods. Finally, methods which do not appear in the above cases do not need re
the test run on the parent type are sufficient to show that those methods meet their sp
tion. 

The incrementallity hypotheses are further studied in chapter 8.

4.6.4 Other test reduction techniques 

Besides the reduction hypotheses, other reduction techniques can be applied to limit the
test sets, for instance correctness assumption of the object management part, or elimin
redundant HML formulae. 

(SP1, P1) (SP2, P2) 

Diff ((SP1, P1), (SP2, P2))

Fig. 46. Diff ((SP1, P1), (SP2, P2))
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4.6.4.1 Class management part

For the class management part (class methods), both the regularity and the uniformity h
esis can be used depending on the confidence on the underlying object management
which creates, destroys and modifies objects. Object integration testing consists in app
uniformity hypothesis on the class, so that one object is enough to represent the behavi
possible objects. Otherwise, if the system can have a different behavior depending on th
ber of objects, hypotheses such as the hypotheses must be applied. 

For instance we can apply a uniformity hypothesis on the class Telephone, assuming that we
have a phonecard referenced by card containing the pin-code (new-pin first-pin) (obtained with
the following creation sequence <card.create (new-pin (first-pin))> T) and the initial balance 20.
This will produce the test set:

T1 = {〈<cabin.create> f, result〉 | 
f ∈ HMLTELEPHONE, result ∈ {true, false} such that the test is valid}

Other test sets shall be applied using the regularity hypothesis if the number of instan
Telephone can produce wrong behavior.

4.6.4.2 HML formulae redundancies

We can apply a reduction technique based on the semantics of test cases, since some tases
imply other test cases. For instance redundant test cases such as 〈f, true〉 and 〈¬(f), false〉 are
equivalent and can be reduced to one test case.

For instance, T1 can be reduced by applying an uniformity hypothesis on the variable f produc-
ing the test set T2 (respectively T3):

Parent Descendant

inherited

redefined

newly defined

properties

properties

properties

kept
properties

modified
properties

added
properties

Fig. 47. Incremental testing

undefined
properties

removed
properties
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T2 = {〈<cabin.create> <cabin.insert (card)> <cabin.enter (pin_1)> <cabin.buy (amount_1)> 
<cabin.insert (card)> <cabin.enter (pin_2)> <cabin.buy (amount_2)> T, result〉 | 
pin_1, pin_2 ∈ pin, amount_1, amount_2 ∈ money, result ∈ {true, false} such that the test is valid}

T3 = {〈<cabin.create> <cabin.insert (card)> (<cabin.enter (pin_1)> <cabin.buy (amount_1)> T) ∧ 
(<cabin.enter (pin_2)> <cabin.buy (amount_2)> T), result〉 | 
pin_1, pin_2 ∈ pin, amount_1, amount_2 ∈ money, result ∈ {true, false} such that the test is valid}

T3 (of complexity 6) covers all test cases (of complexity 4) of the following pattern:

T4 = {〈<cabin.create> <cabin.insert (card)> <cabin.enter (p)> <cabin.buy (amount)> T, result〉 |
p ∈ pin, amount ∈ money, result ∈ {true, false} such that the test case is valid}

which can be suppressed from the test set. 

From T1, a regularity hypothesis of complexity 2 can also be applied on the variable f produc-
ing the test pattern T5.

T5 = {〈<cabin.create> <cabin.insert (card)> T, result〉, 
〈<cabin.create> <cabin.enter (pin)> T, result〉,
〈<cabin.create> <cabin.buy (amount)> T, result〉,
〈<cabin.create> <cabin.insert (card)> <cabin.insert (card)> T, result〉, 
〈<cabin.create> <cabin.insert (card)> <cabin.enter (pin)> T, result〉,
〈<cabin.create> <cabin.insert (card)> <cabin.buy (amount)> T, result〉,... | 
pin ∈ pin, amount ∈ money, result ∈ {true, false} such that the test case is valid}

4.7 TEST OBSERVATION

Once a test set has been selected, it is used during the execution of the program un
Then the results collected from this execution must be analyzed. For that purpose, it is
sary to have a decision procedure to verify that an implementation satisfies a test set. T
cess is called an oracle. The oracle is a program that must decide the success or the f
every test case, i.e. whether the evaluation of test cases are satisfying or if test case
errors.

Ideally, the oracle |=O should be decidable. However, because of the halting problem, this 
oracle cannot be provided. Moreover, the oracle decision can be an undecidable p
depending on the complexity of the proof of the equality between expressions in program
languages [141]. For example, such oracle is very difficult to build for concurrent systems
[37]. 

Definition 48. Oracle

The oracle O = 〈 |=O, DomO 〉 is a partial decision predicate of a formula in a program P.
For each test case f ∈ TEST belonging to the oracle domain DomO, the satisfaction rela-
tionship |=O on PROG × TEST allows the oracle to decide:

 • If f is successful in P (P |=O φ).

 • If the answer is undefined (for instance, a deadlock situation which prevents the
normal termination of P). ◊

The best way to show the equivalence of two objects is to have a well-founded observati
ory. The oracle is based on an equivalence relationship that compares the outputs of the exec
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tion of a test case with the expected results, so that the oracle includes a collec
equivalence relationships which compare similar elements of the scenario derived from the
specification to the program under test; these elements are said to be observable. 

The equality operation provided by the programming languages is not a satisfactory e
lence relationship, because it does not work well with references: instead of comparing o
it will compare their access values. Moreover, in object-oriented systems, an equivalence re
tionship based on equalities can be difficult to build because of data hiding and state mu

Instead, for object-oriented languages, and for CO-OPN/2, the oracle evaluation is performe
using the equality for algebraic part of the language. For the hierarchical Petri nets pa
oracle must handle HMLSP formulae and check the bisimulation property, i.e. events trigg
able in the specification are triggered by the program and that their output values are c
and the events that are not triggerable are not triggered. The bisimulation provides a beh
equivalence: no direct examination of the state of the object is performed.

The problem is that the oracle is not always able to compare all the necessary elem
determinate the success or failure of a test case; these elements are said to be non-obser
This problem is solved using the oracle hypotheses HO which are part of the possible hypothe
ses and collect all power limiting constraints imposed by the realization of the oracle.

Definition 49. Oracle Hypotheses

The oracle hypotheses HO are defined as follows:

 • When a test case φ ∈ TEST is observable (φ ∈ DomO) for a program P, the oracle
knows how to decide the success or the failure of φ: 

(P satisfies HO) ⇒ ((P |=O φ) ∨ (¬ (P |=O φ))).

 • When a test case φ is non-observable for a program P (φ ∈ DomO), the oracle
has a set C of criterion ci allowing observing φ: 

(P satisfies HO ∧ P |=O (∧c
i
 ∈ C ci (φ))) ⇒ (P |=O φ).

◊

The first hypothesis stipulates that for any observable test case, the oracle is able to determi
whether the test execution yields yes or no, i.e. that no test case execution remains undecided.
The second hypothesis stipulates that for any non-observable test case, there are cr
transform it into an observable test case. This second hypothesis will not be applied to 
of classes, but is kept for testing ADTs.

Since the oracle cannot handle all possible formulae that are proposed as test cases
hypotheses must be taken into account to limit the test selection to decidable test for
Thus, it seems rational to put the oracle hypotheses HO at the beginning of the test selectio
part of the test process.

Moreover, another necessary oracle hypothesis is the assumption of a bounded a
non-deterministic call of methods. It involves making a limited number of applications o
same test case.
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4.7.1 Oracle for algebraic specifications

We are able to build an oracle for algebraic specifications given the correspondence of t
gram constructs and the algebraic specification language.

For functions or procedures, the oracle is a direct translation of the axioms into cond
statements. For instance, in the case of exceptions, both sides of the axiom equality m
encapsulated to capture the exception and translate it in a boolean value used to esta
validity of the axiom (the axiom is defined using a boolean value instead of an exception

The problem of the oracle is solved by building the equality of non-observable sorts o
equality defined on the primitive sorts, rather than by direct comparison between values
tested abstract data type, which may be non available. For an equality betwee
non-observable values, a composition of methods which yield an observable result (an o
able context), is added “on top of” each member of the equality. Therefore, the observa
a non-observable equality is performed through a set of observable equalities correspon
the addition of observable contexts “on top of” the right and the left member of
non-observable equality.

4.7.2 Oracle for object specifications

Similarly we have to build an oracle for the program under test which calls the method
lowing the events appearing in the test formulae. Since problems are encountered
branching has to be preserved in the formulae, we need to linearize the formulae. The r
the evaluation is then that the formula is or is not satisfied by the program. Correct pro
have the same answer as the specification to the test formulae.

In the case of object systems, the observation criterion of a test formula expressed
HMLSP logic, which is operational by nature, can be (with a simple oracle) the paths of th
mula. A path is a subformula without And operators. These paths are submitted to the prog
under test that accepts or rejects them. Acceptation or rejection are compared to the e
behavior expressed in the test case by the boolean value Result attached to the logical formula
If they correspond, the test case is successful, otherwise it reveals an error. 

A more sophisticated oracle should introduce state memorization to compute the HML opera-
tor And (∧).

4.8 OUR APPROACH VS. THE BGM APPROACH

As mentioned in the introduction, this theoretical framework is based on researches led b
not, Gaudel and Marre, as defined in ([21], [94]). We have borrowed from the global tes
cess from this framework, including the notions of pertinence, practicability, text co
refinement, and reduction hypotheses.

This framework however has been adapted for the purpose of testing object-oriented so
in many aspects, because the BGM method is strongly tied to algebraic specifications:

 • the test models are algebraic specification,

 • the programs to verify are Σ-models of the specification,

 • the test sets are expressed as algebraic terms,
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 • the problem of observability is solved by augmenting test contexts into observable tes
texts, which is specific to algebraic specifications.

These assumptions are too strong for us. We do not require the programs to be Σ-models of the
specification. We only require an adequation between the specification and the progra
instance that both of them are bisimulable.

Also, we do not require the test sets to be expressed in the same formalism that the spec
tion. Any two formalisms that are compatible with |=  are acceptable for us.

We have separated the oracle from the test selection: in the BGM method, the oracle is no
fixed at the start of the test selection process, but it is generated as part of the selection 
This generation only works however if the program is a Σ-model of the specification, which is
true if an oracle exists. This is a catch-22 situation, and we have preferred to disconn
selection of the test sets and that of the oracle. Instead, we impose that an oracle is 
before the selection process occurs.

Another difference is that we are not only interested in testing valid formulae (for which Result
is true), but also to test components outside their domain of validity, to check that the pr
does not what it is not supposed to do. That’s why we also include formulae for which Result is
false.

Moreover, we have enhanced the BGM method by including hypotheses specific to t
object-oriented paradigm, namely inheritance with the incrementallity hypothesis, and 
sion polymorphism as a special case of the uniformity hypotheses.

We should also mention that through the recent years, the theory of the LRI has been en
in many aspects, to take into account exceptions [62] and bounded specifications [3], bu
enhancements are not introduced in this dissertation.
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Chapter 5
Practical Test Selection

The previous description of the test selection process was mainly concerned with the th
cal justification of the approach’s soundness. In the proceeding sections we will emphas
practical problems that appear when practical test sets have to be produced. Two pr
must be considered:

 • The determination of the test shapes that are appropriate for the considered system a
braic domains. In particular: “What kind of test case is needed for a particular kin
fault?”.

 • The automatization of the test set selection process: “Given an idea of the test shape,
specify such shape and apply it to an operational procedure?”.

The first problem arises from the combinatorial explosion that is introduced by HMLSP formu-
lae and the case exploration of subdomains. The complexity of a test set is O (mk) where m is
the number of different methods that are tested and k is the length of the method exploratio
path. This combinatorial explosion implies to carefully determine that only necessary test
cases are selected. The second question can be answered positively as long as we re
test set reduction principles and we apply programming logic principles that allow exp
the resolution trees in an efficient manner, avoiding to explore unnecessary branches.

Moreover, the test selection process can be significantly improved by providing a way t
gressively focus on successive enrichments of the system specification. For instance
example we will first test the PhoneCard class using ‘weak’ reduction hypotheses (like regul
ity), and, in a second phase of the test process, we will test the Telephone class using ‘strong’
reduction hypotheses (like uniformity) on the use of the PhoneCard events. 

The strength (weak or strong) of a reduction hypothesis is linked to the probability that th
gram satisfies the hypothesis: a hypothesis with a high probability of satisfaction by th
gram is weak whereas a hypothesis with a low probability of satisfaction by the progr
strong. In the present state of the art, we do not dispose of a measure of the strength of th
hypotheses. However, in most cases, test sets selected by uniformity are included in test sets
selected by regularity, because the generalization m:n is likely to include the case of the gene
alization 1:n. That is why we consider the uniformity hypotheses to be stronger than the 
larity hypotheses, even if it is not an absolute rule. 
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5.1 REDUCTION VS. SELECTION

In our theoretical framework, we have defined the test selection process as a reduction process:
starting from a possibly infinite exhaustive test set made of ground test formulae, belong
HMLSP and their results, we apply reduction hypotheses to obtain a practicable test se
theoretical framework is however unlikely to be implementable, because the exhaustive 
to start from cannot be reached in a finite time. 

Thus, the practical test selection process is really implemented as a selection process that emu-
lates the reduction process. The idea is to consider the exhaustive test set as a formula〈f, r〉 in
which f is a formula with variables universally quantified, i.e. f is a variable that stands for it
possible values. The aim of the test selection becomes the reduction of the level of abstra
of f by constraining the instantiation of its variables. Test selection is really a sampling ac
the goal of which is to be able to sample from the possible values of f, those that are the mos
representative of its behavior.

For that purpose, we need to define a new language HMLSP, X, to express formulae with vari
ables, and substitution rules, to define the enrichment of HMLSP, X formulae until obtaining
ground formulae that belong to HMLSP. This new language will be defined in section 5.3.

We select applicable test sets by substituting to this variable f its possible values while limiting
ourselves to the values that satisfy selection hypotheses: to each reduction hypothesis
program corresponds a selection hypothesis, which mirrors in the practical test proce
reduction hypotheses of the theoretical process. A selection hypothesis is expressed by
of a conjunction of constraints that the test cases must satisfy.

For that purpose, we need to define a language of constraints, CONSTRAINTSP, X, to express the
reduction hypotheses in terms of selection hypotheses. This will be the purpose 
section 5.4.

5.2 PRACTICAL  TEST SELECTION PROCESS

We propose the following steps to implement the practical test selection process:

 1. Define the unit of test

Focus on a particular unit of interest, the focus, that we want to test in detail. This un
be an object (object integration testing), a class (class integration testing), or even a
(cluster integration testing). This unit must be:

• an independent unit (which does not use any other unit), or

• a dependent unit which uses other units supposed to work properly (i.e. already te
replaced by stubs).

For instance in figure 48, the focus is A, which uses the units B and C. The unit A can be
tested using already tested implementations of B and C or stubs that simulate the behavior 
B and C. An adequate order of testing may reduce the need for stubs (see section 3.1

 2. Deduce the test environment from the focus

The test environment is the set of all the units visibly (i.e. appearing in the interface
by the focus of interest. This test environment includes all units that are directly and
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rectly used. For instance, in figure 48, the class B uses the class D, and that class must be

included in the environment if it appears in the interface of B, because it may be useful t
create or modify the behavior of B.

The test environment must also include the subtypes of used units, because of the po
of substitutions. For instance, although the classes D, F, and G may not be imported in the
specification of A, they must be integrated in the test environment because C is imported,
and objects of the classes F, G, and H can be substituted for objects of the class C.

For object integration testing, the unit under test will be tested through one of its insta
the object under test. For class integration testing, several objects under test of th
class will be selected. Since CO-OPN/2 has neither a metaclass level, nor class attributes,
several instances of the class will only appear if needed in methods parameters. For
integration testing, several objects under test belonging to the classes in the cluster will be
selected.

 3. Define a system of constraints on the non-ground exhaustive test set with the help o
tion hypotheses. 

The non-ground exhaustive test set, described by 〈 f, Result 〉, where f ∈ HMLSP, X formula,
stands for the set of tuples 〈HMLSP formula, Result〉 built with all the possible HML formu-
lae constructed with all the methods of the environment and with the HML operators (Next
(< >), And (∧) and Not (¬)).

The selection hypotheses are used as follows:

• For the focus of interest: use of weak reduction hypotheses (like regularity) so th
assumptions made on non tested units are minimal.

• For the other units: use of strong reduction hypotheses (like uniformity) to minimize a
much as possible the size of the test set. Uniformity hypotheses can be used on
mains, which implies the computation of the variables’ subdomains of validity (foll
ing a given criterion of test coverage) by unfolding techniques.

 4. Solve the system of constraints previously defined. 

This practical test selection process results in a practicable test set.

Fig. 48. Focus and environment
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Throughout the test process, the test set can be transformed into a minimal test s
section 5.5) and the test cases can be validated by computation of the value of the v
Result: 

 • true if the HMLSP formula describes an acceptable behavior of the program, 

 • false if the HMLSP formula describes a non-acceptable behavior of the program.

5.3 LANGUAGE HMLSP, X AND SUBSTITUTION 

The language HMLSP, X is similar to the language HMLSP but for the presence of non-groun
terms. We will define for this language two concatenation operators, to integrate formula
other formulae, and substitution operators, to progressively enrich a formula by decrea
level of abstraction toward HMLSP formulae.

5.3.1 Language HMLSP, X

The definition of the HMLSP language with variables, HMLSP, X, is build using the operators
Next (<_>), And (∧), Not (¬) and T (always true constant), the events with variab
EVENT(SP, XS) of the specification SP ∈ SPEC, and variables. The variables of the langua
HMLSP, X are 

 • XHML (variables of type HML formula), 

 • XEvent (variables of type event), and 

 • XS = XADT ∪ XC (variables of type ADT and class). 

Thus, the syntax of the language HMLSP, X is defined as follows:

Definition 50. Syntax of HMLSP, X

Given a specification SP ∈ SPEC having a global signature Σ and a S-sorted set of vari-
ables XS (ADTs and classes), given the set of variables XHML of type HMLSP formula
and the set of variables XEvent of type event, the HMLSP, X language is recursively
defined as follows:

 • T ∈ HMLSP, X

 • x ∈ XHML ⇒ x ∈ HMLSP, X

 • f ∈ HMLSP, X ⇒ (¬ f) ∈ HMLSP, X

 • f, g ∈ HMLSP, X ⇒ (f ∧ g) ∈ HMLSP, X

 • f ∈ HMLSP, X ⇒ (<e> f) ∈ HMLSP, X  where e ∈ XEvent

 • f ∈ HMLSP, X ⇒ (<e> f) ∈ HMLSP, X  where e ∈ EVENT (SP, XS)

◊

where EVENT (SP, XS) is defined as follows:
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n-
Definition 51. Terms with variables of EVENT (SP, XS)

Given a specification SP ∈ SPEC having a global signature Σ and a S-sorted set of vari-
ables XS = XADT  ∪ XC. The terms of EVENT (SP, XS) are built as follows:

∀ xc ∈ XC, 
∀ m ∈ METHOD, mc: s1 ... sn,
∀ ti ∈ (TΣ, X

S
)s

i
 (i = 1 ... n), 

xc . m (t1 ... tn) ∈ EVENT (SP, XS)

where (TΣ, X
S
)s

i
 is the set of terms (with variables) of type si built on the global signature

Σ of the specification. ◊

For CO-OPN/2, EVENT (SP, XS) corresponds to E (TΣ, X
), M, (TΣ, X

)
s
, C (see definition 14).

Because it makes no sense to validate a HMLSP, X formula with variables, we define the sema
tics of the language HMLSP, X as the semantics of the language HMLSP [71]. 

The variables of the HMLSP, X language belong to X = XHML ∪ XEvent ∪ XS. We note HMLSP, X
Sthe language HMLSP, X in which X is restricted to XS.

Definition 52. Variables, groundness of HMLSP, X formulae

Let f be a HMLSP, X formulae and X be an S-sorted variable set. Var (f) is the set of vari-
ables occurring in the formula f. When Var (f) = ∅, the formula f is said to be ground. ◊

Ground formulae f ∈ HMLSP, X also belong to HMLSP.

5.3.2 Concatenation

According to the above definitions, we can define two functions of concatenation. 

The concatenation f | g of a HMLSP, XS formula f and a HMLSP, X formula g is a HMLSP, X for-
mula obtained by replacing all T in f by g.

Definition 53. Semantics of the function | : HMLSP, X
S
 × HMLSP, X → HMLSP, X

 • T | g = g

 • ( ¬ f) | g = ¬ ( f | g)

 • ( f ∧ g) | h = ( f | h) ∧ ( g | h) 

 • (<e> f) | g = <e> ( f | g) where e ∈ EVENT (SP, XS)

◊

For instance, the concatenation of the formulae f and g gives the result ( f | g) as follows:

f = (<a> <b> T) and (<d> T)

g = <c> T

f | g = (<a> <b> <c> T) and (<d> <c> T)
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The concatenation f | path g of a HMLSP, X
S
 formula f and a HMLSP, X formula g is a HMLSP, X

formula obtained by substituting g for T in f at the position given by the path path ∈ PATH (f).
A path is a formula without And operator. PATH (f) = {p ∈ PATH | Path (f, p) = true} where the
set PATH and the function Path are defined as follows:

Definition 54. Set PATH

 • [] ∈ PATH -- [] corresponds to T.

 • p ∈ PATH ⇒ Straight . p ∈ PATH -- Straight corresponds to an event.

 • p ∈ PATH ⇒ Left . p ∈ PATH -- Left starts the left member of a and.

 • p ∈ PATH ⇒ Right . p ∈ PATH -- Right starts the right member of a and.

◊

Definition 55. Semantics of the function Path: HMLSP, X
S
 × PATH → {true, false}

 • Path (T, []) = true

 • (p ≠ [])  ⇒ (Path (T, p) = false)

 • Path (¬ f, p) = Path (f, p) 

 • Path (f ∧ g, Left . p) = Path (f, p)

 • Path (f ∧ g, Right . p) = Path (g, p)

 • Path (f ∧ g, Straight . p) = false

 • Path (<e> f, Left. p) = false

 • Path (<e> f, Right. p) = false

 • Path (<e> f, Straight . p) = Path (f, p) 

where e ∈ EVENT (SP, XS). ◊

Now we are able to define the second function of concatenation:

Definition 56. Semantics of | : HMLSP, XS
 × PATH × HMLSP, X → HMLSP, X

 • T | []  g = g

 • (Path (f, p) = true) ⇒ (( ¬ f) | p g = ¬ ( f | p g))

 • (Path (f, p) = true) ⇒ (( f ∧ g) | Left . p h = ( f | p h) ∧ g)

 • (Path (g, p) = true) ⇒ (( f ∧ g) | Right. p h = f ∧ ( g | p h))

 • (Path (f, p) = true) ⇒ (<e> f | Straight. p g = <e> ( f | p g))

where e ∈ EVENT (SP, XS).

In all other cases, the result is undetermined. ◊

For instance, the concatenation of the formulae f and g at the position given by the path p gives
the result ( f | p g) as follows:

f = (<a> <b> T) and (<d> T)
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es
g = <c> T

p = Left . Straight . Straight . []

f | p g = (<a> <b> <c> T) and (<d> T)

5.3.3 Substitution

To define the replacement of the variables of the HMLSP,X language (i.e. X = XHML ∪ XEvent ∪
XS) by terms belonging to HMLSP,X ∪ EVENT (SP, XS) ∪ TΣ, X

S
, we introduce the substitutionθ

[82] as the union of the three substitutions θHML, θEvent, and θS , defined as follows:

Definition 57. Substitution θHML : XHML → HMLSP,X

The application θHML is the identity except on the finite part of XHML , called the domain
of θHML, Dom(θHML) = {x ∈ XHML | θHML (x) ≠ x}. ◊

Definition 58. Substitution θevent : XEvent → EVENT (SP, XS)

The application θevent is the identity except on the finite part of XEvent , called the domain
of θevent, Dom(θevent) = {x ∈ XEvent | θevent (x) ≠ x}. ◊

Definition 59. Substitution θS : XS → TΣ, X
S

The application θS is the identity except on the finite part of XS , called the domain of θS,
Dom(θS) = {x ∈ XS | θS (x) ≠ x}. ◊

Definition 60. Substitution θ = θHML ∪ θevent ∪ θS : X → HMLSP,X ∪ EVENT (SP, XS) ∪
TΣ, X

S
The application θ is the identity except on the finite part of X = XHML ∪ XEvent ∪ XS
called Dom (θ) = {x ∈ X | θ (x) ≠ x}. ◊

If Dom (θ) = {x1 ,... ,xn} where all the xi are distinct, then θ is represented by the set of coupl
variable-term {(x1, θ (x1)) ... (xn, θ (xn))}. We can extend θ to work on HMLSP,X formulae.

Definition 61. Substitution θ : HMLSP,X → HMLSP,X

The application θ is an extension of the application θ from HMLSP,X in itself. θ acts on
HMLSP,X, EVENT (SP, XS), and TΣ, X

S
 as follows:

 • θ (T) = T 

 • θ (¬ f) = ¬ θ (f)

 • θ (f ∧ g) = θ (f) ∧ θ (g)

 • x ∈ XHML ⇒ θ (x) = θ (x)

 • e ∈ XEvent ⇒ θ (<e> f) = <θ (e)> θ (f) 

 • xc . m (t1 , ..., tn) ∈ EVENT (SP, XS) ⇒ 
θ(<xc . m (t1, ..., tn)> f) = <θ (xc). m (θ (t1), ..., θ (tn))> θ (f)

 • x ∈ XS ⇒ θ(x) = θ (x)
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 • g (t1, ..., tn) ∈ TΣ, X
S
 ⇒ θ (g (t1, ..., tn)) = g (θ (t1), ..., θ (tn)) ◊

The set of all substitutions is called SUBS.

Definition 62. Substitution / : HMLSP,X × X × HMLSP,X ∪ EVENT (SP, XS) ∪ TΣ, X
S
 →

HMLSP,X

We define the function of substitution / of a variable x ∈ X by a term v ∈ HMLSP,X ∪
EVENT (SP, XS) ∪ TΣ, X

S
 in a formula f ∈ HMLSP,X as (x/v) (f) = θ(f) such that θ (y) = v for

x = y and y otherwise.

5.4 LANGUAGE OF CONSTRAINTS

We define the syntax and the semantics of CONSTRAINTSP, X, the set of all the constraints appl
cable on the HMLSP, X formulae, by means of elementary constraints applicable either on
events or on the shape of the HMLSP, X formulae (see section 6.1 and section 6.3). The elem
tary constraints are built using numeric functions like nb-events, boolean functions like shape
and HML functions like | (concatenation).

The attributes types appearing in bold in this syntax are the disjoint sets XN, XB and
XHML ⊆ X, respectively the sets of variables names of type Natural, Boolean and HMLSP, X.
METHOD is the set of all methods in the environment.

Definition 63. Abstract syntax of CONSTRAINTSP, X

A constraint of CONSTRAINTSP, X is defined as follows:

 • C1 , C2 ∈CONSTRAINTSP, X  ⇒ C1 ∧ C2  ∈ CONSTRAINTSP, X

 • t1, t2 ∈ term- IN, p ∈ predicate- IN ⇒ t1 p t2 ∈ CONSTRAINTSP, X 

 • t1, t2 ∈ term- IB, p ∈ predicate- IB ⇒ t1 p t2 ∈ CONSTRAINTSP, X 

 • t1, t2 ∈ term-HML, p ∈ predicate-HML ⇒ t1 p t2 ∈ CONSTRAINTSP, X

 • predicate- IN = {“=”, “ <“ , “≤”, ...}

 • predicate- IB = {“=“, ...}

 • predicate-HML = {“=“, ...} ◊

Definition 64. Natural terms term- IN in CONSTRAINTSP, X

 • k ∈ IN ⇒ k ∈ term- IN

 • x ∈ XN  ⇒ x ∈ term- IN

 • t1, t2 ∈ term- IN, o ∈ binary-operator- IN ⇒ t1 o t2 ∈ term- IN 

 • t ∈ term- IN, o ∈ unary-operator- IN ⇒ o t ∈ term- IN 

 • f ∈ HMLSP, X ⇒ nb-events (f) ∈ term- IN

 • f ∈ HMLSP, X, m ∈ METHOD ⇒ nb-occurrences (f, m) ∈ term- IN

 • binary-operator = {“ +“, “ ∗“, ...}
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 • unary-operator = {“-”, ...} ◊

Definition 65. Boolean terms term- IB in CONSTRAINTSP, X

 • b ∈ IB ⇒ b ∈ term- IB

 • x ∈ XB ⇒ x ∈ term- IB

 • f ∈ HMLSP, X, n ∈ term- IN ⇒ depth (f, n) ∈ term- IB

 • f ∈HMLSP, X ⇒ onlyconstructor (f) ∈ term- IB

 • f ∈HMLSP, X ⇒ onlymutator (f) ∈ term- IB

 • f ∈HMLSP, X ⇒ onlyobserver (f) ∈ term- IB

 • f ∈HMLSP, X, p ∈ P (METHOD) ⇒ only (f, p) ∈ term- IB

 • f, s ∈HMLSP, X ⇒ shape (f, s) ∈ term- IB

 • f ∈HMLSP, X ⇒ sequence (f) ∈ term- IB

 • f ∈HMLSP, X ⇒ positive (f) ∈ term- IB

 • f ∈HMLSP, X ⇒ positive-sequence (f) ∈ term- IB

 • f ∈HMLSP, X ⇒ trace (f) ∈ term- IB ◊

Definition 66. HML terms term-HML in CONSTRAINTSP, X

 • f ∈ HMLSP, X ⇒ f ∈ term-HML

 • x ∈ XHML ⇒ x ∈ term-HML

 • f, g ∈HMLSP, X ⇒ f “ |”  g ∈ function-HML

 • f, g ∈ HMLSP, X, path ∈ PATH ⇒ f “ |”path g ∈ function-HML ◊

Definition 67. Semantics of CONSTRAINTSP, X

The satisfaction relationship |=C

II

⊆ CONSTRAINTSP, X is defined as follows:

 • |=C

II

 (C1 ∧ C2) ⇔ ( |=C

II

C1 ∧ |=C

II

C2)

 • |=C

II

 (t1,1 p1 t1,2) ⇔ ΙΙ PIN ( [[ t1,1]] IN,  [[ t1,2]] IN)

 • |=C

II

 (t 2,1 p2 t 2,,2) ⇔ ΙΙ PIB
 ( [[ t2,1]] IB,  [[ t2,2]] IB)

 • |=C

II

 (t3,1 p3 t 3,2) ⇔ ΙΙ PHML ( [[ t3,1]] HML,  [[ t3,2]] HML)

where:

 • C1, C2 ∈ CONSTRAINTSP, X

 • t1,1 , t1,2 ∈ term- IN

 • t2,1 , t2,2 ∈ term- IB

 • t3,1 , t3,2 ∈ term-HML

 • p1 ∈ predicate- IN

 • p2 ∈ predicate- IB
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 • p3 ∈ predicate-HML

 •  [[  ]] ID : term-D -> D, evaluation in the domain D ∈{ IN, IB, HML}

 • ΙΙ  = ΙΙ IN ∪ ΙΙ IB ∪ ΙΙHML ∈ INTER (set of all interpretations)

 • ΙΙPD
 : D × D, evaluation of predicates in the domain D ∈ { IN, IB, HML} ◊

Definition 68. Semantics of term-IN

 • |=C

II

 (t1 o1 t2) ⇔ ΙΙ OIN
 ( [[ t1]] IN,  [[ t2]] IN)

 • |=C

II

 (o2 t3) ⇔ ΙΙ OIN
 ( [[ t ]] IN)

 • |=C

II

 (nb-events (f) = k) ⇔ ( [[ nb-events (f) ]] IN =  [[ k ]] IN)

 • |=C

II

 (nb-events (f) = xk) ⇔ ( [[ nb-events (f) ]] IN = ΙΙ IN (xk))

 • |=C

II

 (nb-occurrences (f, m) = k) ⇔ (  [[ nb-occurrences ( f, m) ]] IN = [[ k ]] IN)

 • |=C

II

 (nb-occurrences (f, m) = xk) ⇔ ( [[ nb-occurrences ( f, m) ]] IN = ΙΙ IN (xk))

where:

 • f ∈ HMLSP, X
S

 • m ∈ METHOD

 • k ∈ IN 

 • xk ∈ XN

 • t1, t2, t3 ∈ term-IN

 • o1 ∈ binary-operator

 • o2 ∈ unary-operator

 •  [[  ]] IN : term-IN -> IN, evaluation in the domain IN

 • ΙΙ IN ∈ INTER, set of all interpretations in IN

 • ΙΙ IN : x -> IN, interpretation of the variable x ∈ XN in the domain IN

 • ΙΙ OIN
 : IN × IN, evaluation of binary operators in the domain IN 

 • ΙΙ OIN
 : IN , evaluation of unary operators in the domain IN ◊

Definition 69. Semantics of term- IB

 • |=C

II

 (depth (f, n) = b) ⇔ ( [[ depth (f, n) ]] IB = [[ b ]] IB)

 • |=C

II

 (depth (f, n) = xb) ⇔ ( [[ depth (f, n) ]] IB = ΙΙ IB (xb))

 • |=C

II

 (onlyconstructor (f) = b) ⇔ (  [[ onlyconstructor (f) ]] IB = [[ b ]] IB)

 • |=C

II

 (onlyconstructor (f) = xb) ⇔ ( [[ onlyconstructor (f) ]] IB = ΙΙ IB (xb))

 • |=C

II

 (onlymutator (f) = b) ⇔ ( [[ onlymutator (f) ]] IB = [[ b ]] IB)

 • |=C

II

 (onlymutator (f) = xb) ⇔ ( [[ onlymutator (f) ]] IB = ΙΙ IB (xb))

 • |=C

II

 (onlyobserver (f) = b) ⇔ (  [[ onlyobserver (f) ]] IB =  [[ b ]] IB)

 • |=C

II

 (onlyobserver (f) = xb) ⇔ (  [[ onlyobserver (f) ]] IB =  ΙΙ IB (xb))
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 • |=C

II

 (only (f, p) = b) ⇔ ( [[ only (f, p) ]] IB =  [[ b ]] IB)

 • |=C

II

 (only (f, p) = xb) ⇔ (  [[ only (f, p) ]] IB =  ΙΙ IB (xb))

 • |=C

II

 (shape (f, s) = b) ⇔ (  [[ shape (f, s) ]] IB =  [[ b ]] IB)

 • |=C

II

 (shape (f, s) = xb) ⇔ ( [[ shape (f, s) ]] IB = ΙΙ IB (xb))

 • |=C

II

 (sequence (f) = b) ⇔ ( [[  sequence (f) ]] IB =  [[ b ]] IB)

 • |=C

II

 (sequence (f) = xb) ⇔ ( [[ sequence (f) ]] IB =  = ΙΙ IB (xb))

 • |=C

II

 (positive (f) = b) ⇔ ( [[ positive (f) ]] IB =  [[ b ]] IB)

 • |=C

II

 (positive (f) = xb) ⇔ ( [[ positive (f) ]] IB =  = ΙΙ IB (xb))

 • |=C

II

 (positive-sequence (f) = b) ⇔ ( [[ positive-sequence (f) ]] IB =  [[ b ]] IB)

 • |=C

II

 (positive-sequence (f) = xb) ⇔ ( [[ positive-sequence (f) ]] IB =  = ΙΙ IB (xb))

 • |=C

II

 (trace (f) = b) ⇔ ( [[  trace (f) ]] IB =  [[ b ]] IB)

 • |=C

II

 (trace (f) = xb) ⇔ (  [[ trace (f) ]] IB =  = ΙΙ IB (xb))

where:

 • f ∈ HMLSP, XS
 • p ∈ P (METHOD)

 • n ∈ IN 

 • b ∈ IB 

 • xb∈ XB

 •  [[  ]] ID : term-IB -> IB, evaluation in the domain D ∈{ IN, IB, HML}

 • ΙΙ IB ∈ INTER, set of all the interpretations in IB

 • ΙΙ IB : x -> IB, interpretation of the variable x ∈ XB in the domain IB

 • ΙΙ IB : IB × IB, evaluation of predicates in the domain IB ◊

Definition 70. Semantics of term-HML

 • |=C

II

 (f | g = h) ⇔ ( [[  f | g]] HML =  [[ h ]] HML)

 • |=C

II

 (f | g = xg) ⇔ ( [[  f | g ]] HML = ΙΙHML (xg))

 • |=C

II

 (f | path g = h) ⇔ (  [[ f | path g ]] HML =  [[  h ]] HML)

 • |=C

II

 (f | path g = xg) ⇔ (  [[ f | path g]] HML =  ΙΙHML (xg))

where:

 • f ∈ HMLSP, X
S

 • g, h, s ∈ HMLSP, X

 • path ∈ PATH

 • xg ∈ XHML

 •  [[  ]] HML : term-HML -> HML, evaluation in the domain HML
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 • ΙΙHML ∈ INTER, set of all the interpretations in HML

 • ΙΙHML : x -> HML, interpretation of the variable x ∈ XHML in the domain HML

 • ΙΙHML : HML× HML, evaluation of predicates in the domain D ∈ { IN, IB, HML}

◊

The former definitions present the kernel of the language of constraints, allowing the con
tion of the most important constraints. Those definitions are not exhaustive. We will intro
some minor extensions in the following text. Moreover, this set of constraints can be up
to add new constraints that reflect new selection hypotheses.

5.5 MINIMAL TEST SET

Because of the definition of a test case as a couple 〈HMLSP formula, Result〉, and because of its
construction mechanism, a test set could contain redundant test cases. To eliminate suc
dancies, a test set can be transformed into a minimal test set during the test process.

A redundant test case is a test case that can be suppressed from the test set without altering it
pertinence (validity and unbiasedness). For instance, the test cases 〈 f, true 〉 and 〈¬ f, false 〉 are
redundant, as well as the test cases 〈 f ∧ g, true 〉 and 〈g ∧ f, true 〉. 

A test set free of redundant test cases is called a minimal test set.

Definition 71. Minimal Test Set

Let SP ∈ SPEC a specification, H a set of hypotheses, TESTSP,H = {T ∈ TEST | ∀ P ∈ PROG,
((P satisfies H) ⇒ (P |=  SP ⇔ P |=O T))}, and Size: TEST → IN a function that returns the
size of the test set.

The test set T Min ∈ TESTSP,H is minimal iff:

∀ T ∈ TESTSP,H, Size (T) ≥ Size (T Min).

◊

Obviously, there is no unique minimal test set, but a bunch of equivalent minimal tes
(equivalent with respect to fault detection). 

An initial test set could be transformed into another test set by applying the following rulR1
to R7. The deduction symbol |−  is defined on TEST × TEST and T |−  T’ means that the test set T’
is deduced from the test set T.

We distinguish between two kinds of rules for removing redundancies. Rules independ
the validation remove redundant test cases when result is not determined, whereas rules depe
dent of the validation remove them with regard to this value.

Definition 72. Rules independent of the validation:

R1: ∀ path ∈ PATH (f), ({〈 f | path g, result〉} |−  { 〈 f | path ¬ g, not result〉})

R2: ∀ path ∈ PATH (f), ({〈 f | path g, result〉} |−  { 〈 f | path (g ∧ g), result〉})
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R3: ∀ path ∈ PATH (f), ({〈 f | path (g ∧ h), result〉} |−  { 〈 f | path (h ∧ g), result〉})

R4: {〈 g, resultA〉, 〈 h, resultB〉} |−  { 〈 g ∧ h, resultA and resultB〉}

where:

 • result, resultA and resultB are boolean,

 • f is a HMLSP, X
S
 formula,

 • g and h are HMLSP, X formulae. ◊

Definition 73. Rules dependent of the validation:

R5: ∀ path ∈ PATH (f), ({〈 f | path <e> T, true 〉} |−  {〈 f, true〉})

R6: ∀ path ∈ PATH (f), ({〈 f, false〉 } |−  { 〈 f | path <e> T, false〉})

R7: {〈 g ∧ h, true〉} |−  { 〈 g, true〉, 〈 h, true〉}

where:

 • e is an event,

 • f, g and h are HMLSP formulae. ◊

Let ∼>
|−

the test set deduction symbol defined on TEST × TEST. T ∼>
|−

T’ means that T’ contains all
the test cases of T plus some test cases deduced from T by the rules R1 to R7. We have the fo
lowing property:

Definition 74. Property

Let T and T’ ∈ TEST two test sets satisfying T ∼>
|−

T’. We have:

T ∈ TESTSP,H ⇒ T’ ∈ TESTSP,H

◊

Thus, the test set T’ obtained from T (which can be called a generator) by T ∼>
|−

T’ is equivalent
in quality (or power to reveal errors) to T but larger or equal in size. For a same power to rev
errors, the smaller generator T is a minimal test set. Coverage criteria must be proposed to
vide a judgement on the quality of the selected test cases. In specification based test
quality criterion is mostly based on the coverage of the different specification case
CO-OPN/2 various constructs induce case distinction: distinct axioms, method param
pre-, postconditions by means of the algebraic semantics, algebraic conditions on the 
ioral axioms as well as synchronization expressions on other objects.
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Chapter 6
Regularity Hypotheses

It is often reasonable to start the test set selection process by applying regularity hypoth
the program, i.e. by constraining the HMLSP, X formulae into HMLSP, X

S
. Then uniformity

hypotheses can be applied, i.e. the instantiation of the remaining variables of the HMLSP, X
Sformulae can be constrained. This section presents different regularity hypotheses an

straints, and the associated strategies used in practice. As mentioned in [3], the strateg
to be carefully built to implement the corresponding hypotheses. The danger is to obta
sets which do not keep the good properties of the initial exhaustive test set: validity and
asedness.

As introduced in section 4.6.2, the regularity hypotheses are m:n generalizations of the pro
gram behavior. For test cases 〈 f, r 〉 in which the formula f ∈ HMLSP, X, they stipulate that if a
test case in which the formula f contains a variable v, is successful for all instances of v satisfy-
ing a constraint C, then it is successful for all possible instances of v. In the theoretical frame-
work, this constraint C is given as a measure of complexity. However, for practical 
selection, we will express this constraint in our language of constraint, i.e. C ∈
CONSTRAINTSP, X. 

Definition 75. Regularity hypothesis

Given a specification SP ∈ SPEC, a test case 〈 f, r 〉 ∈ HMLSP, X × { true, false}, a variable
v ∈ Var (f), a constraint C ∈ CONSTRAINTSP, X. A regularity hypothesis of constraint C on
a variable v for a test case 〈 f, r 〉 and a program P, is such that:

∀ r ∈ { true, false}, 

((∀ (v0 / v) ∈ SUBS, (∀ ΙΙ 0 ∈ INTER, ( |=C

II
0

 (v0 / v) (C) ⇒ P |=O 〈 ΙΙ0 ((v0 / v) (f)), r 〉))) ⇒

(∀ (v1 / v) ∈ SUBS, (∀ΙΙ 1 ∈ INTER, (P |=O 〈 ΙΙ 1 ((v1 / v) (f)), r 〉)))).

◊

This definition means that for all results r of { true, false}, if for all substitutions (v0 / v) the sat-
isfaction of the constraint C implies that the program P satisfies the formula f in which v is
replaced by v0, then for all substitutions (v1 / v) the program P will satisfy the formula f in
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which v is replaced by v1. The role of the two interpretations ΙΙ 0 and ΙΙ 1 is to replace the
remaining variables by values so that the evaluations are performed on ground constrai
formulae.

For instance, if the constraint C and the substitution (v0 / v) force the HML formula f to have
the following shape:

f = <m> g where m is a method name and g a variable of type HML, 

g must be replaced by all its possible interpretations ΙΙ 0 to obtain ground formulae which ca
be evaluated. For instance:

ΙΙ 0, α (g) = <m> T ⇒  f = <m> <m> T

ΙΙ 0, β (g) = (not <m> T) ⇒ f = <m> (not <m> T)

...

To each regularity hypothesis on the program is associated a predicate and a strategy. 
ing to the former definition, the predicate is a constraint C ∈ CONSTRAINTSP, X and the strategy
aims at finding the test cases which satisfy this constraint.

Regularity hypotheses can be defined as a function regul on a variable x in a formula f given a
constraint C.

This function returns a set of HMLSP, X formulae given f a HMLSP, X formula, v a variable of X
included in the free variables of f, and C a constraint belonging to CONSTRAINTSP, X representing
a regularity hypothesis. It corresponds to decreasing the level of abstraction of a formulaf con-
taining a variable v by providing a set of formulae in which the variable terms satisfying
constraint are substituted for the variable v.

Definition 76. Function regul : HMLSP, X × X × CONSTRAINTSP, X → P (HMLSP, X)

Given SP ∈ SPEC a specification, f ∈ HMLSP, X a formula, v ∈ Var (f) a variable of X and
C ∈ CONSTRAINTSP, X a constraint. The function regul is such that:

regul (f, v, C) = 

{ g ∈ HMLSP, X | ∃ w (g = (w / v) (f) ∧ ( ∀ ΙΙ  ∈ INTER, |=C

II

 (w / v) (C)))}

◊

This function will be used in chapter 7. The remaining of this chapter presents different
larity hypotheses (corresponding to the elementary constraints from which the third para
of the function regul can be instantiated) having different constraints applicable either on
events or on the shape of the formulae.

6.1 REGULARITY ON EVENTS

This section gives some examples of hypotheses having constraints applicable on the e
the HMLSP, XS

 formulae.
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6.1.1 Number of events

Hypothesis:

If a test case 〈 f, r 〉 is successful for all instances of f having a number of events equal to
bound k, then it is successful for all possible instances of f.

The number of events is computed recursively with the function nb-events as follows:

Definition 77. Semantics of the function nb-events: HMLSP, X
S
 → IN

 • nb-events (T) = 0

 • nb-events (¬ f) = nb-events (f) 

 • nb-events (f ∧ g) = nb-events (f) + nb-events (g)

 • nb-events (<e> f) = nb-events (f) + 1

where e ∈ EVENT (SP, XS). ◊

Thus the constraint C ∈ CONSTRAINTSP, X is the predicate: nb-events (f) = k 

Strategy:

The strategy used to solve the former constraint C generates all the HMLSP, XS formulae with a
number of events equal to k, without redundancy. This strategy allows generating formu
skeletons. Later, free variables are supposed to be instantiated to events which include m
of the environment.

For instance, the constraint nb-events (f) = 2 produces the twelve following test cases:

T01: 〈 (not (<v0> T)) and (not (<v1> T)), result 〉

T02: 〈 (not (<v0> T)) and (<v1> T), result 〉

T03: 〈 (<v0> T) and (not (<v1> T)), result 〉

T04: 〈 (<v0> T) and (<v1> T), result 〉

T05: 〈 not ((not (<v0> T)) and (not (<v1> T))), result 〉

T06: 〈 not ((not (<v0> T)) and (<v1> T)), result 〉

T07: 〈 not ((<v0> T) and (not (<v1> T))), result 〉

T08: 〈 not ((<v0> T) and (<v1> T)), result 〉

T09: 〈 not (<v0> not (<v1> T)), result 〉

T10: 〈 not (<v0> <v1> T), result 〉

T11: 〈 <v0> not (<v1> T), result 〉

T12: 〈 <v0> <v1> T, result 〉

where the variables v0 and v1 are of type event.

This test set can be reduced in a minimal test by applying the redundancy elimination
given in section 5.5. The test cases T01 and T05, T02 and T06, T03 and T07, T04 and T08, T09
and T11, and T10 and T12 are redundant by the rule R1. Thus, six test cases remain:

T01: 〈 (not <v0> T) and (not <v1> T), result 〉
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T02: 〈 (not <v0> T) and (<v1> T), result 〉

T03: 〈 (<v0> T) and (not (<v1> T)), result 〉

T04: 〈 (<v0> T) and (<v1> T), result 〉

T09: 〈 not (<v0> not (<v1> T)), result 〉

T10: 〈 not (<v0> <v1> T), result 〉

where the variables v0 and v1 are of type event.

The constraint nb-events (f) = 3, nb-events (f) = 4, and nb-events (f) = 5 will produce respec-
tively 72, 720, and 6048 test cases (with redundancy).

6.1.2 Depth of a formula

Hypothesis:

If a test case 〈 f, r 〉 is successful for all instances of f having a depth equal to a bound k, then it
is successful for all possible instances of f. (The depth of a formula corresponds to the length
its paths.)

The number of events is computed recursively with the function depth as follows:

Definition 78. Semantics of the function depth: HMLSP, X
S
 × IN → {true, false} 

 • depth (T, 0) = true

 • depth (T, n) = false if n>0

 • depth (¬ f, n) = depth (f, n) 

 • depth (f, n) = depth (g, n) ⇒ depth (f ∧ g, n) = true

 • depth (f, n) ≠ depth (g, n) ⇒ depth (f ∧ g, n) = false

 • depth (<e> f, n) = depth (f, n-1)

where e ∈ EVENT (SP, XS). ◊

Thus the constraint C ∈ CONSTRAINTSP, X is the predicate: depth (f, k) = true

Strategy:

The strategy used to solve the former constraint C generates all the HMLSP, XS formulae with a
depth equal to k, without redundancy. With this strategy, only skeletons are generated and
ing is imposed by the specification. Later, free variables are supposed to be instanti
events which include methods of the environment.

For instance, the constraint depth (f,1) = true produces the ten following test cases:

T01: 〈 (not (<v0> T)) and (not (<v1> T)), result 〉

T02: 〈 (not (<v0> T)) and (<v1> T), result 〉

T03: 〈 (<v0> T) and (not (<v1> T)), result 〉

T04: 〈 (<v0> T) and (<v1> T), result 〉

T05: 〈 not ((not (<v0> T)) and (not (<v1> T))), result 〉
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T06: 〈 not ((not (<v0> T)) and (<v1> T)), result 〉

T07: 〈 not ((<v0> T) and (not (<v1> T))), result 〉

T08: 〈 not ((<v0> T) and (<v1> T)), result 〉

T09: 〈 not (<v0> T), result 〉

T10: 〈 <v0> T, result 〉

where the variables v0 and v1 are of type event.

After removing the redundant test cases, the following four test cases remain

T01: 〈 (not (<v0> T)) and (not (<v1> T)), result 〉

T02: 〈 (not (<v0> T)) and (<v1> T), result 〉

T04: 〈 (<v0> T) and (<v1> T), result 〉

T10: 〈 <v0> T, result 〉

The constraint depth (f, 2) = true will produce 5812 test cases (with redundancy).

For both the nb-events and the depth constraints, it is very difficult to prove that the progra
satisfies the associated hypothesis. Thus, those hypotheses should only be used as a 
avoid a combinatorial explosion, and the other (semantics-oriented) hypotheses should 
to select meaningful test cases. 

In practice, it is better to use the nb-events and depth constraints to match all formulae lower or
equal in size, respectively in depth, than to choose an exact size or depth, i.e. to select t
icates nb-events (f) ≤ k or depth (f, l) = true, l ≤ k.

6.1.3 Number of occurrences of a given method

Another way to reduce the size of a test set is to constrain the number of occurrences of
method in each test case. 

Hypothesis:

If a test case 〈 f, r 〉 is successful for all instances of f having a number of occurrences of a give
method m equal to a bound k, then it is successful for all possible instances of f.

The number of occurrences of a given method m is recursively computed with the functio
nb-occurrences as follows:

Definition 79. Semantics of nb-occurrences: HMLSP, X
S
 × METHOD → IN

 • nb-occurrences (T, m) = 0

 • nb-occurrences (¬ f, m) = nb-occurrences (f, m) 

 • nb-occurrences (f ∧ g, m) = nb-occurrences (f, m) + nb-occurrences (g, m)

 • nb-occurrences (<e> f, m) = nb-occurrences (f, m) + 1 if e is based on m

 • nb-occurrences (<e> f, m) = nb-occurrences (f, m) if e is not based on m

where:

 • e ∈ EVENT (SP, XS),
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 • METHOD is the set of all methods of the environment. ◊

Thus the constraint C ∈ CONSTRAINTSP, X is the predicate: nb-occurrences (f, m) = k

Strategy:

The strategy used to solve the former constraint C generates all the HMLSP, X
S
 formulae with a

number of events based on the method m equal to k, without redundancy. Depending on th
context, it could be a strong or a reasonable hypothesis. For instance, for a phonecard c we can
do the following assumptions:

nb-occurrences (f, withdraw) = 2 -- 2 occurrences of the method withdraw

nb-occurrences (f, get-balance) = 1 -- 1 occurrence of the method get-balance

nb-occurrences (f, get-pin) = 0 -- 0 occurrence of the method get-pin

The combination of these three assumptions will lead to this kind of test case:

T1: 〈<c.create (v0)> <c.get-balance (v1)> <c.withdraw (v2)> <c.withdraw (v3)> T, result〉

T2: 〈<c.create (v0)> <c.withdraw (v1)> <c.get-balance (v2)> <c.withdraw (v3)> T, result〉

T3: 〈<c.create (v0)> <c.withdraw (v1)> <c.withdraw (v2)> <c.get-balance (v3)> T, result〉

where the variable v0 is of type Pin, and v1, v2, v3 are of type Money.

Those hypotheses seem reasonable to test the interactions with balance. However, the interac-
tions with id are not tested at all.

6.1.4 Event classification

The events used in the test cases are based on the kinds of the methods of the environm
kinds of actions performed by the events are classified into constructor, mutator and observer
(see figure 49 and section 2.1.3).

For instance, in the class PhoneCard of the telephone example, the events based on create are
constructors, the events based on withdraw are mutators and the events based on get-pin and
get-balance are observers.

Hypothesis:

If a test case 〈 f, r 〉 is successful for all instances of f which are a combination of constructo
followed by a combination of mutators and terminated by a combination of observers, the
successful for all possible instances of f.

Thus the constraint C ∈ CONSTRAINTSP, X is the following:

mutatora mutatorb

observera

observerb

constructora

system’s state

Fig. 49. Classification of the operations and evolution of the system’s state
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(f = (fc | (fm | fo))) ∧ onlyconstructor (fc) ∧ onlymutator (fm) ∧ onlyobserver (fo)

where the function onlyi (i = {constructor, mutator, observer}) is recursively defined as fol-
lows:

Definition 80. Semantics of the function onlyi: HMLSP, X
S
 → {true, false}

 • onlyi (T) = true

 • onlyi (¬ f) = onlyi (f) 

 • onlyi (f ∧ g) = onlyi (f) ∧ onlyi (g)

 • onlyi (<e> f) = onlyi (f) if e ∈ EVENT (SP, XS) is a i

 • onlyi (<e> f) = false if e ∈ EVENT (SP, XS) is not a i

◊

Strategy:

The strategy used to solve the former constraint C generates all the HMLSP, XS
 formulae which

are a combination of constructors (used to create the objects of the system) followed by
bination of mutators (used to describe state evolution) and terminated by a combina
observers.

For instance, using this strategy on a phonecard c with the constructor create, the mutator with-
draw and the observers get-pin and get-balance allows generating the following test case:

〈<c.create (v0)> <c.withdraw (v1)> <c.get-pin (v2)> <c.get-balance (v3)>, result〉

where the variables v0 and v2 are of type Pin, and v1 and v3 of type Money.

This constraint allows generating formulae that are similar to the traces of the m
ASTOOT (see section 3.3.2.1), but for the negation and conjunction HML operators.

6.2 STATE CLASSIFICATION

In the above section, we have used the interface of the specification to generate test s
the axioms to classify the methods according to the kind of action they perform (constru
mutators, and observers). However, we did not take advantage of all aspects of the sp
tion, namely of the state of the objects (as defined in the places).

In this section we will present constraints based on the places of interest of the method
common that the methods of a class do not all act on parts of the state of its instances, b
on some of them, and that we can divide the methods of a class in sets according to the
that are connected to them. If there is no interaction between those sets, testing those
tions will not help much in discovering errors. This division can be based on the pre- and
conditions of the axioms, which define how events read and modify the contents of plac

For example, the methods of PhoneCard can be divided in two sets, according to whether th
are based on balance or on id. The method get-pin is involved in the security of the card and 
connected to the place id, whereas the methods get-balance and withdraw are involved in the
accounting of the card, and are connected to the place balance (see figure 50).
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Hypothesis:

Given M (Pi) the set of methods applied to the set of places Pi such that ∀  i, j, i ≠ j, Pi ∩ Pj = ∅,
a formula fi containing only methods included in M (Pi) will not uncover more errors in the
methods of M (Pi) than a formula fj made of fi interleaved with methods of M (Pj), i ≠ j. Thus,
if a set of test cases for M (Pi) and another set of test cases for M (Pj) are successful, all test
cases for M (Pi ∪ Pj) are successful too.

In the above example, we can make the hypothesis that the behavior of M ({balance}), i.e. with-
draw and get-balance, is independent of the behavior of M ({id}), i.e. get-pin, and that those sets o
methods need not be tested in interaction (i.e. we need not generate test cases for M ({balance,
id})). 

The different sets Pi, and the associated methods, can be calculated by a static analysis
specification with the algorithm in figure 51. Note that whereas we are only interested i

covering methods, the algorithm has to take all transitions into account, i.e. to include the inter-
nal transitions.

The algorithm is based on several iterations over the axioms of the specifications to di
sets of transitions linked to a particular place (by observing the pre- and postconditions

PhoneCard

id

balance

get-pin (p)
get-balance (b)

withdraw (m)

b b

b b - m p p

create (p)
p

Methods on balance Methods on id

Fig. 50. Classification of methods according to their state of interest

Fig. 51. Algorithm for state classification

Given SC an empty set of tuples P = (Places, Transitions) belonging to a class C, where Places is a set of 
places of C and Transitions a set of transitions of C

for  each place p in the specification loop
create a tuple P = <{p}, ∅>
for  each axiom A in the specification, such that p appears in the pre- or the postcondition loop ,

insert in Transitions (P) the transition t defined in A
end loop
if Transitions (P) ≠ ∅ then  

insert P in SC
end if

end  loop

for  each transition t of C not in Transitions (Pi),∀ i loop
insert in SC a tuple P = < ∅, {t}>

end  loop

while  ∃ Pi, Pj in SC such that Transitions (Pi) ∩ Transitions (Pj) ≠ ∅ loop
remove Pi, Pj from SC
insert in SC a tuple P = <Places (Pi) ∪ Places (Pj), Transitions (Pi) ∪ Transitions (Pj)>

end  loop

for  each tuple P in SC loop
remove all internal transitions from Transitions (P)

end  loop
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then by merging the sets that contain identical transitions. Transitions with no connecti
places are left alone in separate sets. The result of the algorithm is a set of tuples 〈Places, Tran-
sitions〉, which contains for sets of places the methods of interest. (The internal transitio
removed as the last step of the algorithm.)

For the class PhoneCard, the algorithm will result in 

Thus, as in the previous sections, we will define 

Definition 81. Semantics of only: HMLSP, X
S
 × P (METHOD) → {true, false}

 • only (T, M) = true

 • only (¬ f, M) = only (f, M) 

 • only (f ∧ g, M) = only (f, M) ∧ only (g, M)

 • only (<e> f, M) = only (f, M) if e is based on m ∈ M

 • only (<e> f, M) = false if e is not based on m ∉ M

where e ∈ EVENT (SP, XS). ◊

Good candidates for the second parameter of only are of course the set of methods found by 
algorithm on figure 51.

Thus, the constraint C ∈ CONSTRAINTSP, X is the predicate: only (f, Methods (Pi)) = true 

Strategy:

The strategy used to apply the former constraint C generates only HMLSP, X formulae that are
bound to a particular place or set of places. For instance, applying the constraint on th
balance, i.e. only (f, {withdraw, get-balance}) = true, will provide test cases like

〈<c.create (v0)> <c.withdraw (v1)> <c.get-balance (v2)> <c.withdraw (v3)> T, result〉

However, it will not generate test cases like 

〈<c.create (v0)> <c.withdraw (v1)> <c.get-pin (v2)> <c.get-balance (v3)> T, result〉

because get-pin is out of the methods of interest of the place balance.

This hypothesis is strong, because it assumes that the program follows the specification
the lack of interaction in the specification is conveyed in the program. However, in some 
it can be shown by a static analysis of the program or simply by code review, assumin
there is a simple morphism between the places in the specification and the class compo
the program.

A further step can be to apply jointly the constraints onlyi and only by classifying the methods
retained for a given place, or set of places, with the same criteria as above. For instance, the
constraint

(f = (fc | (fm | fo))) ∧ onlyconstructor (fc) ∧ onlymutator (fm) ∧ onlyobserver (fo)

will suppress test cases like: 

SPhoneCard balance{ } withdraw, get-balance{ },〈 〉 id{ } get-pin{ },〈 〉{ , }=
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1: 〈<c.create (v0)> <c.get-pin (v2)> <c.withdraw (v1)> <c.get-balance (v3)> <c.withdraw (v4)> 
<c.get-balance (v3)> T, result〉

in favor of test cases like:

1: 〈<c.create (v0)> <c.withdraw (v1)> <c.withdraw (v2)> <c.get-balance (v3)> T, result〉

get-balance being an observer and withdraw a mutator.

Although the constraints on the state are easily applied to the class PhoneCard, because its state
represents a kind of database, they do not easily pertain to the class Telephone, because the
places in Telephone are used to specify the history of the cabin, through the moves of the t
i.e. to allow or disallow triggering events in function of past events. The application o
algorithm to Telephone would result in:

In that case, the algorithm would have no effect on the reduction, because its result is a
set containing all methods.

6.2.1 State classification with connected objects

The algorithm on figure 51 does not take into account the possibility for methods to influ
each other through the use of connected objects. We can imagine a shop which buy 
items stored on a platform (figure 52), as long as the purchase-price of the item is no 
than 10.

For the class Shop, the algorithm in figure 51 will result in

omitting that the two methods are bound through the use of the object Platform, and that buy and
sell cannot be tested independently (which would not make any sense in the present cas
no item can be sold, that has not been previously stored on the platform when buying it)

Three cases of connected objects can occur:

 • the object is a static object (defined by a CO-OPN/2 object module); the reference to th
object is known within all the system. For instance, this is the case of the objectcabin
defined in the specification of Telephone, or of the object Platform in the specification of
Shop.

 • the object is a dynamic object; the reference to that object is stored into the tested u
it is shared by the methods of the unit. This is for example the case of the reference
object of class PhoneCard in the class Telephone, which transits to the places wait-for-pin,
wait-for-buy and ready-to-eject, after having been inserted by triggering the method enter, or of
the reference to the object i in the object Platform, which transits in the place stock, and is
loaded, respectively unloaded, by the methods load, respectively unload.

 • the object is a dynamic object; the reference to that object appears in the signature of
ular method, but to which no reference is kept inside the object. This is the case 
object i in the specification of Shop. 

The first case is the most difficult to handle, because such object can be compared to a
variable, which can be modified by classes outside the environment. Within the environ

STelephone
wait-for-pin, wait-for-buy, ready-to-eject, idle{ },

insert, enter, buy, stop-buy{ }
〈 〉

 
 
 

=

SShop bought{ } buy{ },〈 〉 sold{ } sell{ },〈 〉{ , }=
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the algorithm must take this connection into account. The second case is already solved
algorithm in figure 51, since the reference is stored in a place, and its transit will be notic
the algorithm. The third case is solved when applying uniformity hypotheses. To obtain 
ter coverage, uniformity decomposition can be applied.

Thus, to take the issue of connected objects into account, the algorithm in figure 5
require a modification to handle the case of connected objects (while remaining pertine
independent classes). The modified algorithm is shown on figure 53.

Platform
stock

load (i) unload (i)

i i

Shop

buy (i) sell (i)

b s

bought sold

s+pb+p

Class  Shop;
Interface

Use 
Platform, Item, Money, Booleans; 

Type 
shop;

Methods
buy _: item;
sell _: item;

Body
Places  

bought, sold: Money;
Initial 

bought 0; 
sold 0;

Axioms
(pp <= 10) = true) => 

buy (i) With  Platform.load (i) 
.. i.purchase-price (pp):

bought n -> bought n + pp;
sell (i) With  Platform.unload (i)

.. i.selling-price (pp):
sold n -> sold n+pp;

Where 
i: item; n, p: money;

End  Shop;

Class  Item;
Interface

Use 
Money, Booleans;

Type 
item;

Creation
create _: Money;

Methods
purchase-price _: Money;
selling-price _: Money;

Body
Places 

prices _ _: Money, Money;
Axioms

create (p): -> prices p p*1.1;
purchase-price (pp):

price pp sp -> price pp sp;
selling-price (sp):

price pp sp -> price pp sp;
Where  

pp, sp : money;
End  Item;

Object Platform;
Interface

Use
Item, Fifo; 

Methods
load _: item;
unload _: item;

Body
Places

stock: fifo (item);
Axioms

load (i): stock f -> stock insert (f, i);
unload (i): 

stock f -> stock remove (f, i);
Where  

i: item; f: fifo (item);
End  Platform;

Item

selling-price (sp)

prices

purchase-price (pp)
pp sp

sp

..

..

pp

create (p)
p, p*1.1

Fig. 52. Connected objects
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The algorithm is very similar to the algorithm in figure 51, except that it also computes s
connected methods, by recursively applying this algorithm to the connected static o
When merging the sets, it does not only take into account the transitions, but also the c
nected methods.

The application of the algorithm in figure 53 to the example in figure 50 will result in

This result is the same as the one found with the previous algorithm.

Fig. 53. Algorithm for state classification with connected objects

Given SC an empty set of tuples P = (Places, Transitions, Connections) belonging to a class C, where 
Places is a set of places of C, Transitions a set of transitions of C and Connections a set of transitions 
of objects connected to C.

for  each axiom of C containing a synchronization expression loop
for  each event in the synchronization expression loop

if  ∃/  SC’, C’ being the class or object on which the event is based then
build SC'

end  if
end  loop

end loop

for  each place p in the specification loop
create a tuple P = <{p}, ∅>
for  each axiom a in the specification, such that p appears in the pre- or the postcondition loop

insert in Transitions (P) the transition t defined in a
for  each event in the synchronization expression, if any loop

if  the reference on which the event is based is a static object then  
insert Transitions (P’) ∪ Connections (P’) in Connections (P), 

P’ being the tuple of SC’ in which t’ ∈ Connections (P’), t’ being the
transition on which the event is based

end if
end  loop

end  loop
if  Transitions (P) ≠ ∅ then

insert P in SC
end  if

end loop

for  each transition t of C not in Transitions (Pi), ∀ i loop
insert in SC a tuple P = < ∅, {t}, ∅>
for  each axiom a of t in the specification loop

for  each event in the synchronization expression, if any loop
if  the reference on which the event is based is a static object then  

insert Transitions (P’) ∪ Connections (P’) in Connections (P), 
P’ being the tuple of SC’ in which t’ ∈ Connections (P’), t’ being the transition 
on which the event is based

end if
end  loop

end loop

while  ∃ Pi, Pj in SC such that (Transitions (Pi) ∩ Transitions (Pj) ≠ ∅) ∨ 
 (Connections (Pi) ∩ Connections (Pj) ≠ ∅) loop

remove Pi, Pj from SC
insert in SC a tuple P = <Places (Pi) ∪ Places (Pj), Transitions (Pi) ∪ Transitions (Pj), 

Connections (Pi) ∪ Connections (Pj)>
end loop

for  each tuple P in SC loop
remove all internal transitions from Transitions (P)
remove all internal transitions from Connections (P)

end loop

SPhonecard balance{ } withdraw, get-balance{ } ∅,,〈 〉 id{ } get-pin{ }, ∅,〈 〉{ , }=
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In the meantime, for the Shop example in figure 52, the result of the algorithm will be:

effectively showing (contrary to the algorithm in figure 51) that the methods buy and sell can-
not be tested independently.

For the Receiver in figure 18, which is connected to the static object cabin, the result of the
algorithm will be:

For each member of these sets, it is possible to apply the constraint Only on the set of transi-
tions like in the examples of the previous section.

This algorithm gives a way to decrease the size of test sets when global objects appea
specification. It can be very useful for class integration testing, in which, since CO-OPN/2 pro-
vides no metaclass construct, the class variables and methods will be provided as an
connected to all instance of a class. 

These regularity hypotheses show that it is possible to reduce the combinatorial explos
constraining the use of events. Obviously, we can imagine several other constraints 
kind, for instance “the method E1 is always followed by the method E2”.

6.3 REGULARITY ON THE SHAPE OF HML FORMULAE

This section presents a constraint applicable on the shape of the HMLSP, X formulae, i.e. a con-
straint allowing to force the shape of test cases. 

Hypothesis:

If a test case 〈 f, r 〉 is successful for all instances of f having a given shape s, then it is success-
ful for all possible instances of f.

The formulae f of shape s are detected using the function shape (which has two parameters f
and s):

Definition 82. Semantics of shape: HMLSP, X × HMLSP, X → {true, false}

 • shape (T, T) = true

 • x ∈ XHML ⇒ shape (f, x) = true

 • shape (¬ f, ¬ s) = shape (f, s)

 • shape (f ∧ g, s ∧ t) = 
(shape (f, s) and shape (g, t)) or (shape (f, t) and shape (g, s))

 • shape (<e0> f, <e> s) = shape (f, s)  where e ∈ XEvent

 • shape (<e0> f, <e> s) = (eo = e) and shape (f, s)  where e ∈ EVENT (SP, XS)

◊

SShop bought, sold{ } buy, sell{ } load, unload{ },,〈 〉{ }=

SReceiver
wait-for-call, currently-used{ } dial, pulse, hang-up{ }, ,

insert, enter, buy, stop-buy{ }
〈 〉

 
 
 

=
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Thus the constraint C is the predicate: shape (f, s) = true

Strategy:

The strategy used to solve the constraint C = (shape (f, s) = true) ∈ CONSTRAINTSP, X generates
all the HMLSP, X formulae f of shape s. For instance, for a phonecard c containing the pin-code
1234 and the initial balance 20, and an object under test of class Telephone, we can express the
following constraints:

C1: shape (f, <c.create (1234)> <c.withdraw (v0)> <e0> T) = true

C2: shape (f, <c.create (1234)> (f0 and not <c.get-balance (25)> f1)) = true

C3: shape (f, <c.insert (o)> <c.enter (1234)> T) = true

 • Constraint C1:

The constraint C1 leads to the following test case

〈<c.create (1234)> <c.withdraw (vo)> <eo> T, result 〉 

in which the first event c.create (1234) is instantiated, the second event c.withdraw (v0) is par-
tially instantiated (the method is instantiated but not its variable parameter v0 of ADT), and
the third event e0 is a variable.

 • Constraint C2:

The constraint C2 leads to the following test case

〈<c.create (1234)> (f0 and (not <c.get-balance (25)> f1)), result 〉

in which the two variables f0 and f1 are HMLSP, X formulae.

The constraint C2 could be applied in conjunction with other constraints. For instance
conjunction

C2 ∧ (nb-occurrences (f0, get-pin) = 1) ∧ (shape (f1, T) = true)

is a constraint leading to this kind of test cases

〈<c.create (1234)> (<c.get-pin (v0)> T and (not <c.get-balance (25)> T)), result 〉

〈<c.create (1234)> (<c.get-pin (v0)> <get-balance (v1)> T and (not <c.get-balance (25)> T)), result 〉

in which the variable f0 has been instantiated with HMLSP, XS
 formulae obtained by applica

tion of the constraint nb-occurrences (f0, get-pin) = 1 and the variable f1 has been instantiated
by HMLSP, X

S
 formulae obtained by application of the constraint shape (f1, T) = true.

 • Constraint C3:

The constraint C3 leads to the following test case

〈<c.insert (o)> <c.enter (1234)> T, result 〉 

in which the variable o is an object of class PhoneCard.

This section shows that it is possible to reduce the combinatorial explosion by constrain
shape of the HMLSP, X formulae. Obviously, we can imagine several other constraints of
type, for instance “HMLSP, X formulae with a given number of ‘and’ operators” or “HMLSP, X
formulae with a given number of ‘not’ operators”... For instance, we can define a constra
sequence that would only select test formulae without and operators, a constraint positive that
would only select formulae without not operators, and a constraint positive-sequence that
would mix both conditions.
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Definition 83. Semantics of sequence: HMLSP, X → {true, false}

 • sequence (T) = true

 • sequence (¬ f) = sequence (f)

 • sequence (f ∧ g) = false

 • sequence (<e> f) = sequence (f)

where:

 • e ∈ EVENT (SP, XS) ◊

Definition 84. Semantics of positive: HMLSP, X → {true, false}

 • positive (T) = true

 • positive (¬ f) = false

 • positive (f ∧ g) = positive (f) ∧ positive (g)

 • positive (<e> f) = positive (f)

where:

 • e ∈ EVENT (SP, XS) ◊

Definition 85. Semantics of positive-sequence: HMLSP, X → {true, false}

 • positive-sequence (f) = sequence (f) ∧ positive (f) ◊

For instance, the constraint

C5: (nb-events (f) = 3) ∧ (positive-sequence (f) = true)

would result in one test

T1: <e1> <e2> <e3> T

where e1, e2 and e3 are of type event.

We can also define a constraint to express traces as defined in ASTOOT:

Definition 86. Semantics of trace: HMLSP, X → {true, false}

 • trace (f) = sequence (f) ∧ positive (f) ∧ (f = (fc | (fm | fo))) ∧ onlyconstructor (fc) ∧
onlymutator (fm) ∧ onlyobserver (fo) ∧ nb-events (fo) = 1 ◊

6.3.1 Constraints on subformulae

Defining the shape of formula in terms of subformulae allows defining finer levels of 
straints, by permitting the definition of constraints on certain parts of a formula. For inst
the constraint C2 above could be refined in a constraint C5:
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C5: shape (f, <c.create (1234)> (f0 and not <c.get-balance (25)> f1)) = true ∧ nb-events (f0) = 4 ∧ 
nb-occurrences (f0, withdraw) = 2 ∧ onlyobserver (f1)

In this constraint, the general shape of the formula is first given, then constraints are gi
parts of the formula.

6.3.2 Constraints on the initial state

Defining the shape of test formulae as the concatenation of several shapes also has th
tage of allowing setting the state from which the test selection must occur. For instance,
the behavior of an empty phonecard, it is possible to first specify the shape

C5: shape (g, <c.create (v0)> <c.withdraw (20)> f0) = true 

and then to select test cases with, for instance, the constraints

C6: (f = g | h) and shape (g, <c.create (v0)> <c.withdraw (20)> f0) = true and nb-events (g) = 4 and 
nb-occurrences (g, withdraw) = 2

The generated test sets will test the interaction of the methods of PhoneCard, with regard to fur-
ther constraints that can be defined on g, on an empty phonecard.

However, these test cases will reach their goal as long as the first part of f (<c.create (v0)>
<c.withdraw (20)>) is correct.

This strategy could be further enhanced if we had a constraint on the final state of a fo
like for instance a constraint reachPhoneCard (f, (c.balance = 0) and (c.id = 1234)) = true,
where c is an object of type phonecard, which would select one instance of f that satisfies the
constraints, i.e. C6 would become:

C7: (f = g | h) and reachPhoneCard (f, (c.balance = 0)) = true and nb-events (g) = 4 and nb-occurrences 
(g, withdraw) = 2

In this case, in conjunction with a constraint on the shape, it could be possible to selec
esting states in the specification and to test the interactions of methods from that stat
would allow strategies similar to those defined in the approach by McGregor et al.
(section 3.3.1.2).

6.4 CHOOSING REGULARITY HYPOTHESES

During the test selection process, the tester applies regularity hypotheses, called “weak 
eses”, on the unit (class or object) that he wants to test in detail preserving as much as p
the quality of the test set. 

The choice of regularity hypotheses can be guided by the graphical representation 
CO-OPN/2 specification. Indeed, this representation (equivalent to the textual one) allow
intuitive comprehension of the specification and of the behavior of each unit of the sy
This is very helpful for the use of hypotheses like “number of events”, “number of occur-
rences of a given method” and “shape of the HML formula” which require from the tester a
certain understanding of the specification. For instance, the graphical representation
Telephone (see figure 13) shows that a phone call always begins by the insertion of a phon
(method insert) followed by the entrance of the pin-code (method enter). Thus for the test of the
object cabin, the tester can chose to have only test cases satisfying the constraint:
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C8: shape (f, <cabin.insert (o)> <cabin.enter (p)> g) = true.

For the nb-events and the depth constraints, measures of coverage like the n-way switch ca
helpful in selecting the number of events, respectively the exploration depth.

Moreover, other models produced during the development, such as use cases and scenarios
can be helpful in choosing regularity hypotheses.

Other hypotheses less dependent of the tester’s knowledge of the specification, like event
classification” and “state classification”, can be applied systematically, depending on the le
of confidence that the tester has in the satisfaction of the hypothesis. Both hypotheses c
sibly be statically verified on the program.
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Chapter 7
Uniformity Hypotheses and
Subdomain Decomposition

Whereas the regularity hypotheses are useful for limiting the length and shape of test
they are generally not sufficient to effectively minimize the number of test cases, becaus
provide no satisfactory means of selection for variables in a HMLSP, X formula. The application
of constraints on HMLSP, X formulae produces formulae with variables of four types: HMLSP, X
formula, event, object and ADT. These variables can be replaced using various strategi
exhaustiveness or uniformity. Exhaustiveness implies that each variable is replaced by a
possible instances. Exhaustiveness can be very useful, but most of the time it can lead to a
infinite test set or to a test set having an “unreasonable” size. To overcome this problem
formity hypotheses can be used.

For test cases 〈 f, r 〉 in which the formula f ∈ HMLSP, X, the uniformity hypotheses stipulat
that if a test case 〈 f, r 〉 in which the formula f contains a variable v, is successful for a given
value of v, then it is successful for all possible values of v. Thus uniformity hypotheses are pe
formed to limit the test cases selected for the variables in a formula f by selecting a unique
instance of each variable v in Var (f), the set of variables in the formula f. 

Definition 87. Uniformity hypothesis

Given a specification SP ∈ SPEC, a test case 〈 f, r 〉 ∈ HMLSP, X × { true, false}, a variable
v ∈ Var (f). An uniformity hypothesis on a variable v for a test case 〈 f, r 〉 and a program
P, is such that:

∀ r ∈ { true, false} , ∀ (vo / v) ∈ SUBS, 
((P |=O 〈 (v0 / v) (f), r 〉) ⇒ (∀ (v1 / v) ∈ SUBS, P |=O 〈 (v1 / v) (f), r 〉)).

This definition means that for all results r of { true, false} and for all substitutions (v0 / v) we
have: if the program P satisfies the formula f in which v is replaced by v0, then for all substitu-
tions (v1 / v) the program P will satisfy the formula f in which v is replaced by v1.
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Since the uniformity hypotheses are very strong, they are usually not applied to the com
under test, but to the components imported into the specification, which we suppose
already tested or replaced by stubs. 

7.1 KINDS OF UNIFORMITY

Four kinds of variables can occur in a formula f: HMLSP, X formulae (∈ XHML), events (∈
XEvent), objects (class instances) (∈ XC), and algebraic values (ADT instances) (∈ XADT).

The strategy for uniformity on the four kinds of variables is the following:

 • uniformity on HMLSP, X formulae

Any HMLSP, X formula can be randomly selected, with respect to the constraints appli
the enclosing test formula. 

For instance, applying a uniformity on the variable g of a test case 

〈 <c.create (12)> g, r〉 

with a constraint on the enclosing formula nb-events (f) = 3 could result in the test case

〈 <c.create (12)> (<c.get-pin (1234)>T and (not <c.get-balance (15)>T), true 〉.

 • uniformity on events

Any event can be randomly selected, with respect to the constraint that it is applied
object in the focus environment. 

For instance, applying a uniformity on the variable e of a test case 

〈 <c.create (12)> <e> T, r〉 

with a constraint on the enclosing formula nb-occur (withdraw) = 1 could result in the test
case 

〈 <c.create (12)> <c.withdraw (25)> T, false 〉.

 • uniformity on algebraic values

Any algebraic value can be selected by applying randomly a well-formed conjunction 
functions defined in the corresponding ADT. 

For instance, applying a uniformity on the variable a of a test case

〈 <c.create (12)> <c.withdraw (a)> T, r 〉.

could result in the test case 

〈 <c.create (12)> <c.withdraw (25 + succ (succ (43)) - 60)> T, true〉.

Another strategy, which reduces the state space from which the algebraic value is se
is to select generator functions only. In the above example, it would avoid selecting
plex expressions, and limit the uniformity on the generators of the ADT Money. It would for-
bid to use the operations “+” and “-”.

 • uniformity on objects

An object in any state can be selected. Such object is produced by selecting rand
sequence of events including first a creation method, and then a (possibly empty) se
of methods. The latter sequence should only include mutators, because its intentio
alter the state; the observer methods are not relevant for that purpose. Other uni
hypotheses may be recursively applied on the calls to the creation method and the se
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of mutators. The sequence of a creation and mutators events constitutes a subform
must be injected in the formula in construction at a place before the event containi
object to which the uniformity hypothesis is applied, in general in front of the formula.

For instance, applying a uniformity on the variable c of a test case

f = 〈 <t.create> <t.insert (c)> <t.enter (a)> T, r 〉.

could result in the test case 

g | f= 〈 <c.create (4)> <c.withdraw (15)> <t.create> <t.insert (c)> <t.enter (a)> T, r 〉

in which the formula g (<c.create (4)> <c.withdraw (15)>T) has been injected in front of the
formula.

Another uniformity hypothesis should then be applied on the variable a before validating
the test case.

This strategy can be further restricted to creation methods. Instead of applying creati
mutator methods, an uniformity hypothesis could be applied to construct the objects
the creation methods only. However, this hypothesis will probably have a weak cover
the variable, since most states can usually not be reached with the creation methods

The uniformity hypothesis can be defined as a function unif on a variable x in a formula f. The
following semantics assumes that the interpretation  is well-formed, i.e. that ∀ x ∈

, x ∉ Var ( ).

We first define a function choose, that randomly selects a value in a set. 

Definition 88. Function choose: P (HMLSP, X) → HMLSP, X

choose (S) = s with s ∈ S ◊

Then the semantics of the function unif can be defined in two steps. The function unif gives the
general framework of uniformity, and constructs formulae in which a sequence is prefix
the formula to select the sequences of events that must be added for uniformity on obje

Definition 89. Semantics of unif: HMLSP, X × X → HMLSP, X 

 • x ∉ Var (f) ⇒ unif (f, x) = f

 • x ∈ Var (f), x ∉ XC ⇒ unif (f, x) = unif1 (f, x)

 • x ∈ Var (f), x ∈ XC ⇒ unif (f, x) = choose (regul (g, x, c)) | unif1 (f, x)
where c ∈ CONSTRAINTSP, X = (g = (gconstructor | gmutator) ∧ onlyconstructor, x (gcon-

structor) ∧ onlymutator, x (gmutator) ∧ positive-sequence (g)) ◊

The functions onlyconstructor,x:  ×  → {true, false} and onlymutator,x:  ×  →
{true, false} are extensions to the language of constraints CONSTRAINTSP, X, and are similar to
onlyconstructor and onlymutator, except that they limit their choice of methods to methods ap
cable to x. 

The function unif1 performs the uniformity, with rules for the four kinds of variables. Spe
functions are given for the uniformity on references to objects, unifC, and on algebraic values,
unifADT.

II HMLSP X,
HMLSP X, II HMLSP X,

x( )

HMLSP X, S
XS HMLSP X, S

XS
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Definition 90. Semantics of unif1: HMLSP, X × X → HMLSP, X 

 • unif1 (T, x) = T

 • unif1 (¬ f, x) = ¬ unif1 (f, x)

 • unif1 (f ∧ g, x) = unif1 (f, x) ∧ unif1 (g, x)

 • f, x ∈ XHML, x ≠ f ⇒ unif1 (f, x) = f

 • f, x ∈ XHML, x = f ⇒ unif1 (f, x) = 

 • e, x ∈ XEvent, x ≠ e ⇒ unif1 (<e> f, x) = <e> unif1 (f, x)

 • e, x ∈ XEvent, x = e ⇒ unif1 (<e> f, x) = < > unif1 (f, x)

 • x ∈ XC ⇒ unif1 (< o . m (t1 , ..., tn)> f, x) = < unifC (o, x) . m (unifC (t1,x), ...,
unifC (tn, x))> unif1 (f, x)

 • x ∈ XADT ⇒ unif1 (< o . m (t1 , ..., tn)> f, x) = (<o . m (unifADT (t1, x), ..., unifADT
(tn, x))> unif1 (f, x)

where

 • e ∈ XEvent

 • o ∈ XC, 

 • m ∈ METHOD, mc: s1 , ..., sn → s,

 • ti ∈ (TΣ, X
S
)s

i
 (i = 1, ..., n) ◊

Definition 91. Semantics of unifC: TΣ, X
S
 × XC → TΣ, X

S
 • v ∈ XC ⇒ unifC (v, x) = v

 • v ∈ XADT ⇒ unifC (v, x) = v

 • unifC (f (t1 ... tn), x) = f (unifC (t1, x), ..., unifC (tn, x))

where

 • ti ∈ (TΣ, X
S
)s

i
 (i = 1, ..., n) ◊

Definition 92. Semantics of unifADT: TΣ, X
S
 × XADT → TΣ, X

S
 • v ∈ XADT , x ≠ v ⇒ unifADT (v, x) = x

 • v ∈ XADT , x = v ⇒ unifADT (v, x) =  

 • v ∈ XC ⇒ unifADT (v, x) = v

 • unifADT (f (t1 , ..., tn), x) = f (unifADT (t1 , x), ..., unifADT (tn , x))

where

 • ti ∈ (TΣ, X
S
)s

i
 (i = 1 ... n) ◊

As we did for the regularity hypotheses, we can define for uniformity hypotheses a con
C ∈ CONSTRAINTSP, X which is the predicate: Var (unif (f, x)) = Var (f) -{x}.

II HMLSP X,
x( )

II EVENTSP XS,
x( )

II TΣ
x( )
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Applying uniformity on a whole formula consists in applying unif independently to all vari-
ables in the formula, until Var (f) is empty. Since the interpretation functions  are determi
tic, variables with the same name will have the same interpretation. 

Uniformity hypotheses can only be applied with a satisfying coverage when the seman
the method include no calculation based on the value of the parameter on which the hyp
is applied or if the method only considers the reference to the object, and not its state
instance the items stored in container classes—. In some cases, a static analysis of the 
can exhibit the validity of a uniformity hypothesis by examining the use of the object on w
the uniformity hypotheses are applied.

7.2 SUBDOMAIN DECOMPOSITION 

Applying uniformity hypotheses can provide an insufficient coverage of a specification b
cases if, by selecting an unique instance for a variable, cases described in the specifica
not covered, i.e. if the uniformity hypothesis does not take into account the const
imposed by the conditions occurring in the axioms.

For example, the method enter of the class Telephone specifies a different behavior dependin
on whether the condition (pp = p) is true or false, p being the parameter of enter and pp the
pin-code stored on the card: if the condition is true, the telephone will be ready to accept
otherwise, it will eject the card. For a good coverage of the method enter, testing must be per-
formed to verify the behavior by introducing a valid code ((pp = p) = true) and an invalid code
((pp = p) = false). A uniformity on the parameter p of the method enter will only select one
value of pp, and will miss one of the two specified behaviors, although they are obviously
vant. Thus, applying a uniformity hypothesis on pp will result in not covering all specified
behaviors, leading to a test set of low quality. 

To obtain a good coverage of the specification for a formula f whenever constraints exist on th
domain of any free variable v of f, the different domains for which different behaviors are spec
ified must be extracted from the specification according to either the value of v or to the state
of the object referenced by v, and the domain D (v) of every free variables v must be decom-
posed in subdomains Di (v), such that D (v) = ∪i Di (v). The subdomains can be disjoint o
overlapping [43]. 

The subdomains for the different variables that occur are handled in conjunction to deriv
of constraints on which uniformity hypotheses are then applied to select ground formul
applying uniformity hypotheses on each subdomain Di. We have the following relation:

In CO-OPN/2, variables with a domain belong to XS, i.e. to algebraic values (of ADTs) an
objects (of classes), excluding variables in XEvent and XHML, because it is impossible to ana
lyze the possible behaviors — and thus to perform subdomain decomposition — on a fo
if those variables have not been fixed. Thus, the goal of subdomain decomposition on
mula f is to obtain a good coverage of the specification by selecting values for the free
ables xS ∈ XS in f, noted , that cover the choices offered by the axioms of the met
appearing in f.

The formulae f on which subdomain decomposition can be performed must belon
, i.e. such that . Performing uniformity with subdomain decompo

II D

Number of testsf( ) Number of subdomainsi( )

i Var f( )∈

∏≤

VarXS
f( )

HMLSP X, S
VarXS

f( ) Var f( )=
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Similarly to the function unif, we define a function unifsd that performs subdomain decompo
sition on variables belonging to XS. (The function unifsd is applied on each subdomain.)

Definition 93. Semantics of unifsd: HMLSP, XS
 × XS × CONSTRAINTSP, X → HMLSP, X

 • x ∉ Var (f) ⇒ unifsd (f, x, C) = f

 • x ∈ Var (f), x ∈ XADT ⇒ unifsd (f, x, C) = unifsd1 (f, x, C)

 • x ∈ Var (f), x ∈ XC ⇒ unifsd (f, x, C) = choose (regul (g, x, c) ∩ regul (g, x, C))
| unifsd1 (f, x, C)
where c ∈ CONSTRAINTSP, X = (g = (gconstructor | gmutator) ∧ onlyconstructor, x (gcon-

structor) ∧ onlymutator, x (gmutator) ∧ positive-sequence (g)) ◊

Definition 94. Semantics of unifsd1:HMLSP, X
S
 × XS × CONSTRAINTSP, X → HMLSP, X 

 • unifsd1 (T, x, C) = T

 • unifsd1 (¬ f, x, C) = ¬ unifsd1 (f, x, C)

 • unifsd1 (f ∧ g, x, C) = unifsd1 (f, x, C) ∧ unifsd1 (g, x, C)

 • x ∈ XC ⇒ unifsd1 (< o . m (t1 , ..., tn)> f, x, C) = < unifsdC (o, x, C) . m (unifsdC
(t1, x, C), ..., unifsdC (tn, x, C))> unifsd1 (f, x, C)

 • x ∈ XADT ⇒ unifsd1 (< o . m (t1 , ..., tn)> f, x, C) = (<o . m (unifsdADT (t1, x, C),
..., unifsdADT (tn, x, C))> unif1 (f, x, C))

where

 • o ∈ XC, 

 • m ∈ METHOD, mc: s1 , ..., sn → s,

 • ti ∈ (TΣ, X
S
)s

i
 (i = 1, ..., n) ◊

Definition 95. Semantics of unifsdC: TΣ, X
S
 × XC × CONSTRAINTSP, X → TΣ, X

S
 • v ∈ XC ⇒ unifsdC (v, x, c) = v

 • v ∈ XADT ⇒ unifsdC (v, x, c) = v

 • unifsdC (f (t1 , ..., tn), x, c) = f (unifsdC (t1 , x, c), ..., unifsdC (tn , x, c))

where

 • ti ∈ (TΣ, X
S
)s

i
 (i = 1, ..., n) ◊

Definition 96. Semantics of unifsdADT: TΣ(XC) × XADT × CONSTRAINTSP, X → TΣ, X
S

 • v ∈ XC ⇒ unifsdC (v, x, c) = v

 • v ∈ XADT , x ≠ v ⇒ unifsdADT (v, x, c) = x

 • v ∈ XADT , x = v ⇒ unifsdADT (v, x, c) =  such that |= (  / x) c

HMLSP X, S
HMLSP

II TΣ
x( ) II TΣ

x( )
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 • unifsdADT (f (t1 , ..., tn), x, c) = f (unifsdADT (t1 , x, c), ..., unifsdADT (tn , x, c))

where

 • ti ∈ (TΣ, X
S
)s

i
 (i = 1, ..., n) ◊

As we did for the uniformity, we can define for uniformity hypotheses with subdomain de
position a constraint C ∈ CONSTRAINTSP, X which is the predicate: 

Var (unif sd (f, x)) = Var (f) -{x}.

In the remaining of this section, all formulae belong to , unless mentioned otherw

7.3 GENERAL STRATEGY FOR SUBDOMAIN DECOMPOSITION

The general strategy for applying uniformity hypotheses with subdomain decomposition
formula f with free variables  is to divide the domain of validity of f by performing a
case analysis of the axioms of the occurring events. This is performed by finding the beh
encompassed in the formula, and, for each identified behavior, by selecting a test case in wh
the variables in  are assigned values that will cause this behavior. Those po
behaviors reflect the cases defined in the axioms of the specification.

More precisely, identifying the behaviors of a formula f is performed by enumerating the valid
and invalid sequences in the transition system of the specification under test and findin
the constraints on the elements of  that will result in the application of these sequ
Thus, uniformity subdomains are sets of constraints on the variables of a formula f. The union
of all the uniformity subdomains should include all the possible sequences of transition 
able from the axioms of the events in the formula.

The subdomain decomposition process can be seen as building and solving a constrain
CS made of a set of quadruplets csi = 〈Vars, Subdomains, Formula, Result〉 — corresponding
each to an identified behavior, i.e. to a uniformity subdomain — where Var (f) is the set of free
variables in Formula, Subdomain a set of constraints on the HML formula, Formula a 
formula, and Result a boolean value for the result of the test case.

At the beginning of the process, the system is of course

CSinitial (f) = {〈Var (f), ∅, f, Result〉}

Subdomain decomposition on a formula f is a three steps process:

Step 1: Deriving constraints from the specification.
The goal is to find out the possible behaviors of the formula f, i.e. the constraints
on the variables in f found in the behavioral axioms.

Step 2: Compute subdomains from the derived constraints.
The goal is to solve the system of constraints elaborated in step 1 and to u
each member of CS to find uniformity subdomains on algebraic axioms. 

Step 3: Selection of test cases from subdomains.
for each uniformity subdomain, select values for the variables. 

HMLSP X, S

VarXS
f( )

VarXS
f( )

VarXS
f( )

HMLSP X, S
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Since our test method does not handle single events, but events combinations, the sub
decomposition of a variable is in the general case not independent of the other variable
will depend on the relations between the variables. Thus, uniformity with subdomain de
position is not applied individually to a variable, but to a whole formula.

7.3.1 Step 1: finding constraints

The first step of this strategy is to figure out the possible executions of a formula f, and to
determine the constraints that hold for each possible execution. 

These constraints can be gathered from the constraints appearing in the derivatio
obtained by applying inference rules on the formula. The inference rules for CO-OPN/2 are
described in section 2.2.3. These constraints can be divided in two groups: β-constraints and
σ-constraints. 

 • β-constraints — behavioral constraints — are driving the possible executions. The
constraints that can influence the ability to trigger an event. These constraints are ex
from the specification, and can be either algebraic conditions or synchronization cond
For a good coverage of the specification, subdomain decomposition involves applyi
β-constraints existing on the events of the formula.

 • σ-constraints — substitution constraints — are constraints that must hold between ev
function of the β-constraints. σ-constraints make up the “glue” between the different eve
in a formula. The σ-constraints are equalities between the variables in the derivation tr

Therefore, the first step of the subdomain decomposition process can be divided 
sub-steps:

Step 1.1: decide upon β-constraints for each event in the formula. 

To each β-constraint corresponds a possible (valid or invalid) behavior. Since
are not only interested in selecting test cases in the domains of validity of the fo
mula, but also in its possible failures, we will not only consider the cases whe
constraints are satisfied, but also the cases when the constraints are not satisfied
Typically, an axiom of the shape x = true => ... will produce two β-constraints, one
for the case where this condition is true  and another where
not: . We shall see in section 7.5 how to perform step 1.1.

Step 1.2: calculate the σ-constraints corresponding to β-constraints. 

These constraints can be calculated from the derivation tree deducted fro
inference rules in function of the β-constraints.

The result of this first step is a set C of tuples 〈{β-constraint}, {σ-constraints}〉, which encom-
passes the possible behaviors of f regardless of result of the test. 

7.3.2 Step 2: unfolding constraints 

The second step in the strategy is to solve each element ci of C and to unfold the constraints in
each quadruplet csi of CS to extract subdomains. This is performed by extracting salient c
straints, i.e. constraints that involve free variables. The constraints must be solved in co
tion using logical properties such as transitivity to take into account the entire formula a
properties of the axioms.

β1 x true=( )= true=( )
β2 x true=( )= false=( )
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Two cases can occur:

 • The constraint is an algebraic condition. In this case, unfolding is performed as described
[21] (see section 7.4).

 • The constraint applies on the state of a connected object. In this case, another formu
be generated to select an object that satisfies the constraint and concatenated in fron
formula on which the subdomain decomposition is performed.

β-constraints express behaviors that must hold. These constraints are unfolded in their 
of validity, and must remain in the constraints in CS. σ-constraints however express basic su
stitutions, that occur at a single step when calculating the derivation trees. They a
unfolded and they disappear from the constraints appearing in CS. 

During this step, it may appear that some set of constraints ci ∈ C are equivalent, and thus
redundant. Redundant sets of constraints are removed from C.

CS will contain members equal the number of possible executions, regardless of their scess
(i.e. including failures).

After the second step, the uniformity subdomains have been found, the results can b
dated, and CSstep2 is

CSstep2 (f) = {csi = 〈Var (f), ci, f, Resulti〉, i = 1, ..., n}

where 

 • f ∈ ,

 • Resulti ∈ { true, false} is determined.

7.3.3 Step 3: selecting values

The third step in the strategy is to select values that satisfy the subdomains. For each
main csi, values that satisfy the conditions in the uniformity subdomain must be assigned
variables. Uniformity subdomains for which the constraints cannot be solved will be dro
For each free variable, a single instance uniformity hypothesis is applied per uniformity s
main. 

At the end, when all constraints are solved, no free variable remains in the formula, andResulti
has been computed by validating the formula, each quadruplet should be

CSfinal (f) = {csi = 〈∅, ∅, fi, Resulti〉, i = 1, ..., n}

where 

 • each fi is a ground formula (i.e. f ∈ ),

 • Resulti ∈ { true, false} and is determined.

HMLSP X, S

HMLSP
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7.4 SUBDOMAIN DECOMPOSITION FOR ADTS

For ADTs, subdomain decomposition has been described in [21], and it can be applied to ou
method. The general strategy is to draw up subdomains from the preconditions of the a
When several methods arise in the terms of a formula, the strategy must be refined to ta
account the different kinds. This is performed by unfolding defined methods. Given an 
Axf: preconditionf ⇒ conclusionf, where conclusionf contains an instance g ({ai}) specified by one
or several axioms of the form Axg: preconditiong ⇒ g ({ti}) = t (i.e. an axiom the left member o
which starts with g), unfolding Axf by Axg consists in replacing in conclusionf the instance of g
by t and enriching the preconditionf in precondition’f = preconditionf ∧ a1 = t1 ∧ a2 = t2 ∧ ... ∧ pre-
conditiong.

7.5 SUBDOMAIN DECOMPOSITION FOR CLASSES

In this section, we will examine in more details the various β-constraints that can occur for 
given formula, and explain with examples subdomain decomposition for those constraints.

β-constraints are found by performing a case analysis of the behavioral axioms. As men
in section 2.2, each method is specified by one or several axioms of this shape:

Axiomi: Condition ⇒ Event ({Parameter}) With  SynchroExpression: 
Precondition → Postcondition

The case analysis is based on the various constructs found in this formula. Generally, 
discern two choices for each construct: the case of a success (i.e. valid behavior), and the cas
of failure (invalid behavior). Of course, when unfolding the constraints identified from t
choices, several uniformity subdomains can appear, according to the number of va
appearing in the constraints. Moreover the semantics of an event can be described with
behavioral axioms (Axiomi). When enumerating the possible sequences in the transition sy
this leads to as many possible choices for a given method as axioms for this method, un
axioms cover each other, in which case the system is not deterministic, and it may not be
ble to ensure the coverage of all axioms.

 • Algebraic conditions on behavioral axioms (Condition)

An algebraic condition on an axiom limits its domain of validity. Since our method 
considers failures, two β-constraints are drawn up, in concordance with the results of
condition. We include a β-constraint for which the condition yields true and another one for
which it yields false. 

 • Method parameters (Event ({Parameterj}))

Method parameters limit the domain of validity of an axiom to specific values of its pa
eters. Each event name can be followed by parameters, which are expressions to w
effective parameter should be equal to when invoking the method. These equalitie
raise to β-constraints.

Method parameters are handled like algebraic conditions, and also results in two β-con-
straints. For example, the axiom (v = 3) => event (v) : -> ; is the same as event (3) : -> ;
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 • Synchronization expressions on other objects (With  SynchroExpression)

A synchronization expression expresses synchronization of an object with conn
objects, or with itself (recursive method calls). β-constraints can be draw up from synchr
nization expressions by enumerating the possible synchronization cases. 

 • Pre- and postconditions by means of the algebraic semantics (Precondition → Postcondition)

Pre- and postconditions give information on what the state of an object will be after tri
ing an event, assuming that the initial state (i.e. before triggering) satisfies the precon
Thus, they are helpful in selecting β-constraints based on the preconditions, and will a
provide σ-constraints based on an analysis of the relationships between the initial sta
the preconditions. 

Distinct axioms and conditions on behavioral axioms are usually linked for finding constr
behaviors not covered by a particular condition are defined in another one. Moreover, th
ables in synchronization expressions have an influence on the evaluation of algebraic
tions, and the β-constraints may be defined accordingly.

7.5.1 Subdomains on pre- and postconditions

Pre- and postconditions are cumulative in a formula, and can be used to determine eq
that hold between arguments, relatively to their storage in places. For instance, given a f
<e (v0)> <f (v1)>T described as

where m, m’ and m’’  denote states (i.e. markings in Petri nets terminology), e and f events, and
prei and posti the pre- and postconditions for the applied behavioral axiom of the event i, the
state m’’ given by the invocation of this sequence of events, starting from an initial state m, can
be deducted from the initial state m and the pre- and postconditions of the applied axioms e
and f: m’’ = m - pree + poste - pref + postf. Thus, pre- and postconditions show how the state
the object evolves, and helps determining constraints in sequences of events. 

The preconditions and the method parameters may involve implicit equalities. For instan
axiom

get-balance (b) : balance b -> balance b

has the explicit equality b = b between the parameter b and the value b in the place balance in
the precondition. It gives rise to two β-constraints, i.e. this axiom must be interpreted as

(b = v) => get-balance (v) : balance b -> balance b

This constraint can produce the two test cases:

 • <c.create (12)> <c.get-balance (20)> T, in which the equality holds ((b = v) = true), and

 • <c.create (12)> <c.get-balance (10)> T, in which it does not ((b = v) = false).

m m’ m’’
e (v0) f (v1)

m → m - pree + poste m’ → m’ - pref + postf
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Example 1. f = <c.create (v0)> <c.get-pin (v1)>T

We will perform a subdomain decomposition on the test case 〈<c.create (v0)> <c.get-pin (v1)> T,
Result〉, v0 and v1 being free variable (Var (f) = {v0, v1}).

Step 1.1. There are no β-constraints to be found in the axioms of create. However, an implicit
β-constraint can be found in the precondition of get-pin, an equality between the content of th
place id and the value of the parameter v1. So we have two derivation trees to calculate (s
figure 54), corresponding to the case where this equality is satisfied and to the case wh
not. 

We introduce in these trees the symbol ∇ that represents an impossible state. It is used to s
the final marking for an attempt to trigger a transition that is not firable.

R1:

CREATE loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( )

------------------------------------------> loid ′
id   v0

balance  20 c
,〈 〉

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( )

------------------------------------------> loid′
id   v0

balance  20 c
,〈 〉

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R1

CLASS loid″ id   i1[ ]
c′

,〈 〉
c′ .get-pin v1( )

β1
----------------------------------------------> loid″ id  i1[ ]

c′
,〈 〉

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid″
id   i1

balance  b c′
,〈 〉

c′ .get-pin v1( )

β1
----------------------------------------------> loid″

id   i1

balance  b c′
,〈 〉

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( )..c.get-pin v1( )

β1 σ1∧
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid′

id   v0

balance  20 c
,〈 〉

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( )..c.get-pin v1( )

β1 σ1∧
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid ′

id   v0

balance  20 c
,〈 〉

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

β1 i1 v1=( ) t rue=( )= σ1

loid ′ loid″=

c c′=

v0 i1=

b 20= 
 
 
 
 
 

=

R1

CLASS loid″ id   i1[ ]
c′

,〈 〉
c′ .get-pin v1( )

β1
----------------------------------------------> loid″ id  i1[ ]

c′
,〈 〉

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid″
id   i1

balance  b c′
,〈 〉

c′ .get-pin v1( )

β1
----------------------------------------------> loid″

id   i1

balance  b c′
,〈 〉

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( )..c.get-pin v1( )

β1 σ1∧
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid′ ∇[ ]c,〈 〉

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( )..c.get-pin v1( )

β1 σ1∧
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid ′ ∇[ ]c,〈 〉

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

β1 i1 v1=( ) false=( )= σ1

loid ′ loid″=

c c′=

v0 i1=

b 20= 
 
 
 
 
 

=

Fig. 54. Derivation trees and constraints for the test
〈<c.create (v0)> <c.get-pin (v1)>T, result〉

First tree: 

Second tree: 
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Step 1.2. σ-constraints deduced from this derivation tree result from an analysis of the pre
postconditions of the first and second axioms of PhoneCard (see figure 15), thus the following
set of constraints C: 

Step 2. We can now solve this system to extract uniformity subdomains by extracting s
constraints, i.e. constraints that involve free variables. For the first case, we see that ((v0 = v1) =
true), i.e. that the pin-code that gets out of the place id when get-pin is applied, namely v1, is
equal to the pin-code that got into id after calling the event create, namely v0. From the second
constraint, we extract that ((v0 = v1) = false).

The other constraints are not salient and will be dropped:

 • c = c’ expresses that the two events should be triggered on the same reference, which
by definition of the formula;

 • loid’ = loid’’ expresses that the object referenced by c does not change during the sequence
events, i.e. that it keeps the same identity, which we postulate to be true;

 • b = 20 is true as long as the initialization is performed correctly, which could be tested, 
not an observable result of this formula.

Thus, we have the following salient constraints:

No unfolding is performed on those constraints, since they are all equalities. Thus tw
cases are selected, one for ((v0 = v1) = true) and another for ((v0 = v1) = false). This leads to the
two following uniformity subdomains:

1: 〈{v0, v1}, {((v0 = v1) = true)}, f, true〉

2: 〈{v0, v1}, {((v0 = v1) = false)}, f, false〉

Step 3. For each uniformity subdomains, random values are selected within the given
straints. For instance, the following test cases could be selected:

1: 〈<c.create (1234)> <c.get-pin (1234)> T, true〉

2: 〈<c.create (1234)> <c.get-pin (4321)> T, false〉

7.5.2 Subdomains on algebraic conditions on behavioral axioms

Each algebraic condition on an axiom will usually draw up two different cases, one for each
possible result of the condition. If there are distinct axioms for one event, subdomains for eac
axiom can possibly be overlapping. 

C

β1 i1 v1=( ) true=( )= σ1

loid′ loid″=

c c′=

v0 i1=

b 20= 
 
 
 
 
 

=〈 〉 ,

β1 i1 v1=( ) false=( )= σ1

loid′ loid″=

c c′=

v0 i1=

b 20= 
 
 
 
 
 

=〈 〉

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

=

C′
v0 v1=( ) true=( ){ }

v0 v1=( ) false=( ){ }
〈 〉=
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Until now, we have only had one β-constraint per formula. However, it is fairly common tha
sequence of events will have more that one β-constraint, and that those constraints must 
used in conjunction (see example 2 below).

Moreover, as stated in [21], more than two cases can possibly be selected from a co
depending on how the axioms for the condition are defined. For example, when unfoldi
condition ((v0 ≤ v1) = true), the number of uniformity subdomains will usually not be limited
two cases (a satisfying case ((v0 ≤ v1) = true) and an unsatisfying case ((v0 ≤ v1) = false)), but will
include two satisfying cases: a case for ((v0 < v1) = true) and a case for ((v0 = v1) = true). This
decomposition in finer domains results in selecting more interesting cases, as will be sh
the example 3, but is highly dependent on the way conditions are defined (i.e. on how
cases are found by unfolding).

Example 2. f = <c.create (v0)> <c.withdraw (v1)> <c.get-balance (v2)>T

We can define the results and the domains of the test case similarly to the example 1. Th
three free variables in this formula (Var (f) = {v0, v1, v2}).

Step 1.1. We extract from the specification of PhoneCard that withdraw will lead to different
behaviors if the condition in the fourth axiom, (b >= m) = true, yields true or false. Thus, we ca
decide upon two β-constraints, corresponding to whether this condition is satisfied or not
implicit β-constraint can be found in the precondition of get-pin, an equality between the con
tent of the place id and the value of the parameter v1. Hence, we must calculate four derivatio
trees corresponding to the conjunction of those constraints. Two of them appear on fig
and figure 56: the case where the two constraints are satisfied, and the case where th
drawal is forbidden. 

Step 1.2. From the derivation trees, we can extract the following set of constraints C:

Step 2. From the first tuple of C, we extract that when ((20 ≥ v1) = true), ((v2 = 20-v1) = true),
from the second tuple that for ((20 ≥ v1) = true), ((v2 = 20-v1) = false), and from the third and the
fourth tuples, that since Result for that test case will always be false when ((20 ≥ v1) = false),
there is no constraint on v2. The set of salient constraints is the following:

The third and the fourth constraints are equivalent, so we can drop one of them. Thes
straints eventually lead to the three following uniformity subdomains:

C

β
b1 v1≥( ) true=

b2 v2=( ) true= 
 
 

= σ

loid′ loid″=

c c′=

v0 i1=

20 b1= 
 
 
 
 
  loid′ loid′ ′′=

c c″=

v0 i2=

b2 20 v1–= 
 
 
 
 
 

∧

 
 
 
 
 
 

=,〈 〉  ,

β
b1 v1≥( ) true=

b2 v2=( ) false= 
 
 

= σ

loid′ loid″=

c c′=

v0 i1=

20 b1= 
 
 
 
 
  loid′ loid′′ ′=

c c″=

v0 i2=

b2 20 v1–= 
 
 
 
 
 

∧

 
 
 
 
 
 

=,〈 〉〈 〉

β
b1 v1≥( ) false=

b2 v2=( ) true= 
 
 

= σ

loid′ loid″=

c c′=

v0 i1=

20 b1= 
 
 
 
 
 

=,〈 〉

β
b1 v1≥( ) false=

b2 v2=( ) false= 
 
 

= σ

loid′ loid″=

c c′=

v0 i1=

20 b1= 
 
 
 
 
 

=,〈 〉

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

=
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1: 〈{v0, v1, v2}, {((20 ≥ v1) = true), ((v2 = 20-v1) = true)}, f, true〉

2: 〈{v0, v1, v2}, {((20 ≥ v1) = true), ((v2 = 20-v1) = false)}, f, false〉

3: 〈{v0, v1, v2}, {((20 ≥ v1) = false)}, f, false〉

Step 3. For each uniformity subdomains, random values are selected within the given
straints. For instance, the following test cases could be selected:

1: 〈<c.create (12)> <c.withdraw (19)> <c.get-balance (1)>T, true〉

R1:

CREATE loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( )

------------------------------------------> loid ′
id   v0

balance  20 c
,〈 〉

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( )

------------------------------------------> loid ′
id   v0

balance  20 c
,〈 〉

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R2:

R1

CLASS loid″ balance  b1[ ]
c′

,〈 〉
c′.withdraw v1( )

β1
----------------------------------------------------> loid″ balance  b1 v1–[ ]

c′
,〈 〉

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid″
id  i1

balance  b1 c′
,〈 〉

c′.withdraw v1( )

β1
-----------------------------------------------> loid″

id   i1

balance  b1 v1– c′
,〈 〉

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )

β1 σ1∧
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid′

id   v0

balance  20 v1– c
,〈 〉

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )

β1 σ1∧
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid ′

id   v0

balance  20 v1– c
,〈 〉

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R2

CLASS loid ′′′ balance  b2[ ]
c″

,〈 〉
c″.get-balance v2( )

β2
------------------------------------------------------------> loid ′ ′′ balance  b2[ ]

c″
,〈 〉

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid ′′′
id   i2

balance  b2 c″
,〈 〉

c″ .get-balance v2( )

β2
------------------------------------------------------------> loid ′ ′′

id   i2

balance  b2 c″
,〈 〉

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )..c.get-balance v2( )

β1 β2 σ∧ ∧
1

σ2∧
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid ′

id   v0

balance  20 v1– c
,〈 〉

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )..c.get-balance v2( )

β1 β2 σ∧ ∧
1

σ2∧
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid ′

id   v0

balance  20 v1– c
,〈 〉

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

β1 b1 v1≥( ) true=( )=

β2 b2 v2=( ) true=( )=
σ1

loid ′ loid″=

c c′=

v0 i1=

20 b1= 
 
 
 
 
 
 

= σ2

loid′ loid′ ′′=

c c″=

v0 i2=

b2 20 v1–= 
 
 
 
 
 
 

=

Fig. 55. Derivation tree and constraints for the test
〈<c.create (v0)> <c.withdraw (v1)> <c.get-balance (v2)>T, result〉

First tree: 

C′

20 v1≥( ) true=( ) v2 20 v1–=( ) true=( ),{ }

20 v1≥( ) true=( ) v2 20 v1–=( ) false=( ),{ }

20 v1≥( ) false=( ){ }

20 v1≥( ) false=( ){ }

〈 〉=
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2: 〈<c.create (16)> <c.withdraw (17)> <c.get-balance (6)>T, false〉

3: 〈<c.create (16)> <c.withdraw (603)> <c.get-balance (6)>T, false〉

Example 3. f = <c.create (v0)> <c.withdraw (v1)> <c.withdraw (v2)> T

Given the following formula, which satisfies the constraint (nb-occur (f, withdraw) = 2):

f = <c.create (v0)> <c.withdraw (v1)> <c.withdraw (v2)>T

There are three free variables in this formula (Var (f) = {v0, v1, v2}).

Step 1.1. Like in example 2, there is a β-constraint on the method withdraw, which is present
twice. Therefore, the conditional axiom on withdraw, which states that ((b ≥ m) = true) for the
axiom to apply, is used twice in conjunction to decompose the different subdomains. 

Thus, we have the four cases:

where b1 is the state of the place balance after the first event (<c.create (v0)>) and b2 the state of
the place balance after the second event (<c.withdraw (v1)>).

R1:

CREATE loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( )

------------------------------------------> loid′
id   v0

balance  20 c
,〈 〉

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( )

------------------------------------------ loid ′
id  v0

balance  20 c
,〈 〉

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R3:

R1

CLASS loid″ balance  b1[ ]
c′

,〈 〉
c′.withdraw v1( )

β1
----------------------------------------------->∇

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid″
id   i1

balance  b1 c′
,〈 〉

c′.withdraw v1( )

β1
----------------------------------------------->∇

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )

β1 σ∧
1

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->∇

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( ) ..c.withdraw v1( )

β1 σ∧
1

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->∇

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R3

CLASS loid ′ ′′ balance  b2[ ]
c″

,〈 〉
c″ .get-balance v2( )

β2
------------------------------------------------------------> loid ′′ ′ balance  b2[ ]

c″
,〈 〉

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid ′ ′′
id   i2

balance  b2 c″
,〈 〉

c″ .get-balance v2( )

β2
------------------------------------------------------------> loid ′′ ′

id  i2

balance  b2 c″
,〈 〉

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )..c.get-balance v2( )

β1 β2 σ∧ ∧
1

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->∇

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( ) ..c.get-balance v2( )

β1 β2 σ∧ ∧
1

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->∇

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

β1 b1 v1≥( ) false=( )=

β2 b2 v2=( ) true=( )=
σ1

loid ′ loid″=

c c′=

v0 i1=

20 b1= 
 
 
 
 
 
 

=

Fig. 56. Derivation tree and constraints for the test
〈<c.create (v0)> <c.withdraw (v1)> <c.get-balance (v2)>T, result〉 (continued)

Third tree: 

b1 v1≥( ) true= b2 v2≥( ) true=∧

b1 v1≥( ) true= b2 v2≥( ) false=∧

b1 v1≥( ) false= b2 v2≥( ) true=∧

b1 v1≥( ) false= b2 v2≥( ) false=∧
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The four derivation trees for these cases appear on figure 57 and figure 58. 

Step 1.2. From the four final derivation trees on figure 57 and figure 58, we can extract the
lowing set of constraints 

Step 2. As before, we extract a set of salient constraints from C. From the first tuple of C, we
extract that, when ((20 ≥ v1) = true), (20-v1 ≥ v2) = true). From the second tuple, we extract th
when ((20 ≥ v1) = true), (20-v1 ≥ v2) = false). From the third and fourth tuples, we extract th
when ((20 ≥ v1) = false), since b2 is undefined, v2 can take any value. Thus we will keep only
one of the two last tuples.

We perform no unfolding on the subdomains of C’. This leads to the three following unifor
mity subdomains:

1: 〈{v0, v1, v2}, {(20 ≥ v1) = true), (20-v1≥ v2) = true}, f, true〉

2: 〈{v0, v1, v2}, {(20 ≥ v1) = true, (20-v1≥ v2) = false}, f, false〉

3: 〈{v0, v1, v2}, {(20 ≥ v1) = false)}, f, false〉

In the previous examples, we have always assumed that the operator ≥ could not be unfolded
inside its domain of validity. As mentioned in [94], it could be interesting to disting
between two cases for this operator, it can be unfolded in the case equal and the case
greater. Performing unfolding inside the domain of validity of the operator ≥ leads to the seven
following uniformity subdomains:

1: 〈{v0, v1, v2}, {(20 > v1) = true), (20-v1 > v2) = true)}, f, true〉

2: 〈{v0, v1, v2}, {(20 > v1) = true), (20-v1 = v2) = true)}, f, true〉

3: 〈{v0, v1, v2}, {(20 = v1) = true), (20-v1 > v2) = true)}, f, Result〉

4: 〈{v0, v1, v2}, {(20 = v1) = true), (20-v1 = v2) = true)}, f, true〉

5: 〈{v0, v1, v2}, {(20 > v1) = true), (20-v1 ≥v2) = false)}, f, false〉

C

β b1 v1≥( ) true=( ) b2 v2≥( ) true=( )∧= σ

loid′ loid″=

c c′=

v0   i1=

20 b1= 
 
 
 
 
 

loid ′ loid′ ′′=

c c″=

b2 20 v1–= 
 
 
 

∧=,〈 〉  ,

β b1 v1≥( ) true=( ) b2 v2≥( ) false=( )∧= σ

loid ′ loid″=

c c′=

v0   i1=

20 b1= 
 
 
 
 
 

loid′ loid′′′=

c c″=

b2 20 v1–= 
 
 
 

∧=,〈 〉  ,

β b1 v1≥( ) false=( ) b2 v2≥( ) true=( )∧= σ

loid′ loid″=

c c′=

v0   i1=

20 b1= 
 
 
 
 
 

=,〈 〉  ,

β b1 v1≥( ) false=( ) b2 v2≥( ) false=( )∧= σ

loid′ loid″=

c c′=

v0   i1=

20 b1= 
 
 
 
 
 

=,〈 〉

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

=

C′

20 v1≥( ) true=( ) 20 v1– v2≥( ) true=( ),{ },

20 v1≥( ) true=( ) 20 v1– v2≥( ) false=( ),{ },

20 v1≥( ) false=( ){ }

〈 〉=
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Subdomain decomposition for classes
R1:

CREATE loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( )

------------------------------------------> loid ′
id   v0

balance  20 c
,〈 〉

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( )

------------------------------------------> loid′
id  v0

balance  20 c
,〈 〉

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R2:

R1

CLASS loid″ balance  b1[ ]
c′

,〈 〉
c′.withdraw v1( )

β1
----------------------------------------------------> loid″ balance  b1 v1–[ ]

c′
,〈 〉

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid″
id  i1

balance  b1 c′
,〈 〉

c′.withdraw v1( )

β1
----------------------------------------------------> loid″

id   i1

balance  b1 v1– c′
,〈 〉

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( ) ..c.withdraw v1( )

β1 σ1∧
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid′

id   v0

balance  20 v1– c
,〈 〉

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )

β1 σ1∧
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid′

id   v0

balance  20 v1– c
,〈 〉

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R2

CLASS loid″ balance  b2[ ]
c″

,〈 〉
c″.withdraw v2( )

β2
-----------------------------------------------------> loid″ balance  b2 v2–[ ]

c″
,〈 〉

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid″
id  i1

balance  b2 c″
,〈 〉

c″.withdraw v2( )

β2
-----------------------------------------------------> loid″

id   i1

balance  b2 v2– c″
,〈 〉

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( ) ..c.withdraw v1( )..c.withdraw v2( )

β1 β2 σ1 σ∧ ∧ ∧
2

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid ′
id   v0

balance  20 v1 v2–– c
,〈 〉

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( ) ..c.withdraw v2( )

β1 β2 σ1 σ∧ ∧ ∧
2

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid′
id   v0

balance  20 v1 v2–– c
,〈 〉

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

β1 b1 v1≥( ) true=( )=

β2 b2 v2≥( ) true=( )=
σ1

loid′ loid″=

c c′=

v0   i1=

20 b1= 
 
 
 
 
 
 

= σ2

loid ′ loid ′′ ′=

c c″=

b2 20 v1–= 
 
 
 

=

Fig. 57. Derivation tree and constraints for the test
〈<c.create (v0)> <c.withdraw (v1)> <c.withdraw (v2)>T, result〉

First tree: 

Second tree: 

R2:

R1

CLASS loid″ balance  b1[ ]
c′

,〈 〉
c′.withdraw v1( )

β1
----------------------------------------------------> loid″ balance  b1 v1–[ ]

c′
,〈 〉

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid″
id  i1

balance  b1 c′
,〈 〉

c′.withdraw v1( )

β1
----------------------------------------------------> loid″

id   i1

balance  b1 v1– c′
,〈 〉

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( ) ..c.withdraw v1( )

β1 σ1∧
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid′

id   v0

balance  20 v1– c
,〈 〉

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )

β1 σ1∧
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid′

id   v0

balance  20 v1– c
,〈 〉

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R2

CLASS loid″ balance  b2[ ]
c″

,〈 〉
c″.withdraw v2( )

β2
-----------------------------------------------------> ∇

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid″
id   i1

balance  b2 c″
,〈 〉

c″.withdraw v2( )

β2
-----------------------------------------------------> ∇

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )..c.withdraw v2( )

β1 β2 σ1∧ ∧
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> ∇

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( ) ..c.withdraw v1( )..c.withdraw v2( )

β1 β2 σ1∧ ∧
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> ∇

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

β1 b1 v1≥( ) true=( )=

β2 b2 v2≥( ) false=( )=
σ1

loid ′ loid″=

c c′=

v0   i1=

20 b1= 
 
 
 
 
 
 

= σ2

loid ′ loid ′ ′′=

c c″=

b2 20 v1–= 
 
 
 

=
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Subdomain decomposition for classes
R1:

CREATE loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( )

------------------------------------------> loid ′
id   v0

balance  20 c
,〈 〉

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( )

------------------------------------------> loid′
id  v0

balance  20 c
,〈 〉

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R2:

R1

CLASS loid″ balance  b1[ ]
c′

,〈 〉
c′.withdraw v1( )

β1
----------------------------------------------------> ∇

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid″
id   i1

balance  b1 c′
,〈 〉

c′ .withdraw v1( )

β1
----------------------------------------------------> ∇

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )

β1 σ1∧
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> ∇

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )

β1 σ1∧
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> ∇

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R2

CLASS loid″ balance  b2[ ]
c″

,〈 〉
c″.withdraw v2( )

β2
-----------------------------------------------------> loid″ balance  b2 v2–[ ]

c″
,〈 〉

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid″
id  i1

balance  b2 c″
,〈 〉

c″.withdraw v2( )

β2
-----------------------------------------------------> loid″

id   i1

balance  b2 v2– c″
,〈 〉

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )..c.withdraw v2( )

β1 β2 σ1∧ ∧
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> ∇

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( ) ..c.withdraw v1( )..c.withdraw v2( )

β1 β2 σ1∧ ∧
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> ∇

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

β1 b1 v1≥( ) false=( )=

β2 b2 v2≥( ) true=( )=
σ1

loid′ loid″=

c c′=

v0   i1=

20 b1= 
 
 
 
 
 
 

=

Fig. 58. Derivation tree and constraints for the test 
〈<c.create (v0)> <c.withdraw (v1)> <c.withdraw (v2)>T, result〉 (continued)

R3:

R1

CLASS loid″ balance  b1[ ]
c′

,〈 〉
c′.withdraw v1( )

β1
----------------------------------------------------> ∇

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid″
id   i1

balance  b1 c′
,〈 〉

c′ .withdraw v1( )

β1
----------------------------------------------------> ∇

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )

β1 σ1∧
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> ∇

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )

β1 σ1∧
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> ∇

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R3

CLASS loid″ balance  b2[ ]
c″

,〈 〉
c″.withdraw v2( )

β2
-----------------------------------------------------> ∇

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid″
id   i1

balance  b2 c″
,〈 〉

c″.withdraw v2( )

β2
-----------------------------------------------------> ∇

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )..c.withdraw v2( )

β1 β2 σ1∧ ∧
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> ∇

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( ) ..c.withdraw v1( )..c.withdraw v2( )

β1 β2 σ1∧ ∧
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> ∇

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

β1 b1 v1≥( ) false=( )=

β2 b2 v2≥( ) false=( )=
σ1

loid′ loid″=

c c′=

v0   i1=

20 b1= 
 
 
 
 
 
 

=

Third tree: 

Fourth tree: 
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6: 〈{v0, v1, v2}, {(20 = v1) = true), (20-v1 ≥v2) = false)}, f, false〉

7: 〈{v0, v1, v2}, {(20 ≥ v1) = false)}, f, false〉

The third uniformity subdomain cannot be resolved (0>v2), and it must be dropped.

Step 3. For each uniformity subdomains, random values are selected within the given
straints. For instance, the following test cases could be selected:

1: 〈<c.create (12)> <c.withdraw (10)> <c.withdraw (8)> T, true〉

2: 〈<c.create (12)> <c.withdraw (15)> <c.withdraw (19)> T, false〉

3: 〈<c.create (1)> <c.withdraw (603)> <c.withdraw (4)> T, false〉

When unfolding the operation ≥, after dropping the unresolvable subdomain, validating 
formula and applying uniformity on subdomains, the final test cases for this formula cou

1: 〈<c.create (1234)> <c.withdraw (12)> <c.withdraw (6)>T, true〉

2: 〈<c.create (4312)> <c.withdraw (8)> <c.withdraw (12)>T, true〉

4: 〈<c.create (45687)> <c.withdraw (20)> <c.withdraw (0)>T, true〉

5: 〈<c.create (456)> <c.withdraw (12)> <c.withdraw (18)>T, false〉

6: 〈<c.create (0)> <c.withdraw (20)> <c.withdraw (8)>T, false〉

7: 〈<c.create (123)> <c.withdraw (35)> <c.withdraw (14)>T, false〉

If we had not performed this unfolding, we would have missed the cases for which v1 = 20,
which are interesting cases.

Finally, in example 4, we will examine the case where the formula contains the HML operator
And.

Example 4. f = <c.create (v0)> <c.withdraw (v1)> (<c.get-pin (v2)> and <c.get-balance (v3)>) T

Given the following formula, which includes an HML operator And, and satisfies the constrain
(f = ((fc | fm) | fo) ∧ onlyconstructor (fc) ∧ onlymutator (fm) ∧ onlyobserver (fo)) = true:

f = <c.create (v0)> <c.withdraw (v1)> (<c.get-pin (v2)> and <c.get-balance (v3)>) T

There are four free variables in this formula (Var (f) = {v0, v1, v2, v3}).

Step 1.1. There are three β-constraints: one comes from the conditional axiom of withdraw, and
the two other come from equalities between the methods parameters and the precondi
get-pin and get-balance. Thus, we have nine cases to examine. Two of those nine derivation
trees appear on figure 59  and figure 60.
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Subdomain decomposition for classes
Fig. 59. Derivation trees and constraints for the test
〈<c.create (v0)> <c.withdraw (v1)> (<c.get-pin (v2)>T and <c.get-balance (v3)>T), result〉

R1:

CREATE loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.createv0-------------------------------------> loid1

id  v0

balance  20 c
,〈 〉

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.createv0

-------------------------------------> loid1

id   v0

balance  20 c
,〈 〉

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R2:

CLASS loid3 id   i2[ ]
c2

,〈 〉
c3.get pinv2–

β2
---------------------------------------------> loid3 id   i2[ ]

c2

,〈 〉

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid3

id   i2

balance  b2 c2

,〈 〉
c3.get pinv2–

β2
---------------------------------------------> loid3

id  i2

balance  b2 c2

,〈 〉

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R3:

CLASS loid4 balance  b3[ ]
c3

,〈 〉
c4.get balancev3–

β3
-----------------------------------------------------------> loid4 balance  b3[ ]

c3

,〈 〉

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid4

id   i3

balance  b3 c3

,〈 〉
c4.get balancev3–

β3
-----------------------------------------------------------> loid4

id  i3

balance  b3 c3

,〈 〉

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R4:

R1

CLASS loid2 balance  b1[ ]
c1

,〈 〉
c1.withdrawv1

β1
-------------------------------------------------> loid2 balance  b1 v1–[ ]

c1

,〈 〉

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid2

id   i1

balance  b1 c1

,〈 〉
c1.withdrawv1

β1
-------------------------------------------------> loid2

id   i1

balance  b1 v1– c1

,〈 〉

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.createv0..c.withdrawv1

β1 σ∧
1

------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid1

id   v0

balance  20 v1– c
,〈 〉

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.createv0..c.withdrawv1

β1 σ∧
1

------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid1

id   v0

balance  20 v1– c
,〈 〉

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R4 R2

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.createv0..c.withdrawv1..c.get-pinv2

β1 β2 σ1 σ2∧ ∧ ∧
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid1

id  v0

balance  20 v1– c
,〈 〉

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.createv0..c.withdrawv1..c.get-pinv2

β1 β2 σ1 σ2∧ ∧ ∧
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid1

id  v0

balance  20 v1– c
,〈 〉

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R4 R3

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.createv0..c.withdrawv1..c.get-balancev3

β1 β3 σ1 σ3∧ ∧ ∧
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid1

id  v0

balance  20 v1– c
,〈 〉

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.createv0..c.withdrawv1..c.get-balancev3

β1 β3 σ1 σ3∧ ∧ ∧
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid1

id  v0

balance  20 v1– c
,〈 〉

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

β1 b1 v1≥( ) t rue=( )=

β2 i2 v2=( ) true=( )=

β3 b3 v3=( ) true=( )=

σ1

loid1 loid2=

c c1=

v0 i1=

20 b1= 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

= σ2

loid1 loid3=

c c2=

v0 i2=

b2 20 v1–= 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

= σ3

loid1 loid4=

c c3=

v0 i3=

b3 20 v1–= 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

=

R5:

R1

CLASS loid3 balance  b2[ ]
c2

,〈 〉
c2.withdraw v1( )

β2
-----------------------------------------------------> ∇

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid3

id   i2

balance  b2 c2

,〈 〉
c2.withdraw v1( )

β2
-----------------------------------------------------> ∇

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( ) ..c.withdraw v1( )

β2 σ∧
4

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> ∇

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )

β2 σ∧
4

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> ∇

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

First tree: 

Second tree:
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Subdomain decomposition for classes
Step 1.2. From those derivation trees, we can extract the following set of constraints C: 

Fig. 60. Derivation trees and constraints for the test
〈<c.create (v0)> <c.withdraw (v1)> (<c.get-pin (v2)>T and <c.get-balance (v3)>T), result〉 (continued)

R5 R2

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )..c.get-pin v2( )

β2 σ4∧
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> ∇

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )..c.get-pin v2( )

β2 σ4∧
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> ∇

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R5 R3

SEQ loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )..c.get-balance v3( )

β2 σ4∧
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> ∇

STAB loid ⊥[ ]c,〈 〉 *
c.create v0( )..c.withdraw v1( )..c.get-balance v3( )

β2 σ4∧
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> ∇

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

β1 b1 v1≥( ) false=( )=

β2 i2 v2=( ) true=( )=

β3 b3 v3=( ) true=( )=

σ4

loid1 loid3=

c c2=

v0 i2=

20 b2= 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

=

Second tree:
(continued) 

C

β

b1 v1≥( ) true=

i2 v2=( ) true=

b3 v3=( ) true= 
 
 
 
 

= σ

loid1 loid2=

c c1=

v0 i1=

20 b1= 
 
 
 
 
  loid1 loid3=

c c2=

v0 i2=

b2 20 v1–= 
 
 
 
 
  loid1 loid4=

c c3=

v0 i3=

b3 20 v1–= 
 
 
 
 
 

∧ ∧=,〈 〉  ,

β

b1 v1≥( ) true=

i2 v2=( ) true=

b3 v3=( ) false= 
 
 
 
 

= σ

loid1 loid2=

c c1=

v0 i1=

20 b1= 
 
 
 
 
  loid1 loid3=

c c2=

v0 i2=

b2 20 v1–= 
 
 
 
 
  loid1 loid4=

c c3=

v0 i3=

b3 20 v1–= 
 
 
 
 
 

∧ ∧=,〈 〉  ,

β

b1 v1≥( ) true=

i2 v2=( ) false=

b3 v3=( ) true= 
 
 
 
 

= σ

loid1 loid2=

c c1=

v0 i1=

20 b1= 
 
 
 
 
  loid1 loid3=

c c2=

v0 i2=

b2 20 v1–= 
 
 
 
 
  loid1 loid4=

c c3=

v0 i3=

b3 20 v1–= 
 
 
 
 
 

∧ ∧=,〈 〉  ,

β

b1 v1≥( ) true=

i2 v2=( ) false=

b3 v3=( ) false= 
 
 
 
 

= σ

loid1 loid2=

c c1=

v0 i1=

20 b1= 
 
 
 
 
  loid1 loid3=

c c2=

v0 i2=

b2 20 v1–= 
 
 
 
 
  loid1 loid4=

c c3=

v0 i3=

b3 20 v1–= 
 
 
 
 
 

∧ ∧=,〈 〉  ,

β

b1 v1≥( ) false=

i2 v2=( ) true=

b3 v3=( ) true= 
 
 
 
 

= σ

loid1 loid3=

c c2=

v0 i2=

20 b2= 
 
 
 
 
 

=,〈 〉  ,

β

b1 v1≥( ) false=

i2 v2=( ) true=

b3 v3=( ) false= 
 
 
 
 

= σ

loid1 loid3=

c c2=

v0 i2=

20 b2= 
 
 
 
 
 

=,〈 〉  ,

β

b1 v1≥( ) false=

i2 v2=( ) false=

b3 v3=( ) true= 
 
 
 
 

= σ

loid1 loid3=

c c2=

v0 i2=

20 b2= 
 
 
 
 
 

=,〈 〉  ,

β

b1 v1≥( ) false=

i2 v2=( ) false=

b3 v3=( ) false= 
 
 
 
 

= σ

loid1 loid3=

c c2=

v0 i2=

20 b2= 
 
 
 
 
 

=,〈 〉  ,

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

=
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Step 2. As in the previous examples, we drop the constraints on the identities (loid1 = loid2 =
loid3 = loid4) and on the references (c = c1 = c2 = c3) for readability. From the first tuple of C,
we extract that for ((20 ≥ v1) = true), ((v0 = v2) = true) and ((v3 = 20-v1) = true), and from the fifth
tuple, that for ((20 ≥ v1) = false), Result will always be false, whatever the values of v0 and v2 are. 

Since the subdomains five to eight are equivalent, we only keep one of them. The set of
constraints is the following:

If we do not perform unfolding on the operator ≥, this system of constraints leads to the fi
following uniformity subdomains:

1: 〈{v0, v1, v2, v3}, {(20 ≥ v1) = true), (v0 = v2) = true), (20−v1 = v3) = true)}, f, true〉

2: 〈{v0, v1, v2, v3}, {(20 ≥ v1) = true), (v0 = v2) = true), (20-v1 = v3}, f, false〉

3: 〈{v0, v1, v2, v3}, {(20 ≥ v1) = true), (v0 = v2) = false), (20−v1 = v3) = true)}, f, false〉

4: 〈{v0, v1, v2, v3}, {(20 ≥ v1) = true), (v0 = v2) = false), (20−v1 = v3) = false)}, f, false〉

5: 〈{v0, v1, v2, v3}, {(20 ≥ v1) = false)}, f, false〉

Step 3. By applying uniformity hypotheses on each subdomain, we get the following test cases:

1: 〈<c.create (1234)> <c.withdraw (12)> (<c.get-pin (1234)>T and <c.get-balance (8)>T), true〉

2: 〈<c.create (4123)> <c.withdraw (6)> (<c.get-pin (4123)>T and <c.get-balance (5)>T), false〉

3: 〈<c.create (1111)> <c.withdraw (17)> (<c.get-pin (1234)>T and <c.get-balance (3)>T), false〉

4: 〈<c.create (45)> <c.withdraw (17)> (<c.get-pin (5371)>T and <c.get-balance (6)>T), false〉

5: 〈<c.create (53873)> <c.withdraw (50)> (<c.get-pin (53873)>T and <c.get-balance (6)>T), false〉

7.5.3 Subdomains on parameter objects and synchronization expressions on 
connected objects

In CO-OPN/2, cooperation between objects is performed by means of a synchronization 
anism, i.e. each event may request synchronization with the method of one or of a gr
partners using a synchronization expression. Three synchronization operators are defin//”
for simultaneity, “..”  for sequence, and “+”  for alternative. 

Axiomi: Condition ⇒ Event ({Parameter}) With  SynchroExpression: 
Precondition → Postcondition

In the presence of synchronization expression, the subdomain decomposition is quite sim
the one previously presented in section 7.5.1 and section 7.5.2 based on unfolding axi
methods. However, we have to take into account the methods of the synchronization e
sion that allows or disallows the synchronization. 

Subdomains can be draw up from the methods of SynchroExpression. First, each method of the
synchronization expression has to select β and σ-constraints from its axioms, algebraic cond
tions, method parameters and synchronization expressions. Second, pre- and postcond
methods of the synchronization expression have to be considered as follows:

C′

20 v1≥( ) true=( ) v2 v0=( ) true=( ) v3 20 v1–=( ) true=( ), ,{ },

20 v1≥( ) true=( ) v2 v0=( ) true=( ) v3 20 v1–=( ) false=( ), ,{ },

20 v1≥( ) true=( ) v2 v0=( ) false=( ) v3 20 v1–=( ) true=( ), ,{ },

20 v1≥( ) true=( ) v2 v0=( ) false=( ) v3 20 v1–=( ) false=( ), ,{ },

20 v1≥( ) false=( ){ }

〈 〉=
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 • Sequence (SynchroExpression = Event1 .. Event2)

The sequence Event1 .. Event2 generates σ-constraints on the postconditions of Event1 and the
preconditions of Event2: variables shared by those conditions have to be equal to allow
synchronization. 

The preconditions of SynchroExpression are the preconditions of Event1 and the postcondi-
tions of SynchroExpression are the postconditions of Event2.

 • Simultaneity (SynchroExpression = Event1 // Event2)

The simultaneity Event1 // Event2 generates σ-constraints on the preconditions of Event1 and
Event2: parameters shared by those conditions have to be equal to allow the synchroni
Also it generates σ-constraints on the postconditions of Event1 and Event2: variables shared
by those conditions have to be equal to allow the synchronization.

The preconditions of SynchroExpression are a conjunction of the preconditions of Event1 and
Event2 and the postconditions of SynchroExpression are a conjunction of the postcondition
of Event1 and Event2.

 • Alternative (SynchroExpression = Event1 +  Event2)

In the not deterministic case of the alternative, there is no relation between Event1 and
Event2. Two different cases are considered: the case in which Event1 is triggered and the cas
in which Event2 is triggered.

In the first case, the preconditions of SynchroExpression are the preconditions of Event1 and
the postconditions of SynchroExpression are the postconditions of Event1. In the second case
the preconditions of SynchroExpression are the preconditions of Event2 and the postcondi-
tions of SynchroExpression are the postconditions of Event2.

Variables shared by the preconditions of Event and SynchroExpression must be equal to allow
the synchronization (σ-constraints). Also variables shared by the postconditions of Event and
SynchroExpression must be equal to allow the synchronization (σ-constraints).

To handle the case of recursive synchronization expressions, a criterion must be giv
stops the subdomain decomposition. Examples of criteria include depth, number of ins
of a single event (to handle indirect recursion), ...

In summary, the subdomains draw up directly from SynchroExpression come from each method
(considered individually) of SynchroExpression and from a study of the pre- and postconditio
of those methods (considered dependently), SynchroExpression and Event.

Example 5. f = <t.create> <t.insert (v0)> <t.enter (v1)>T

If we change the specification of the telephone so that the card is ejected without even
the pin-code whenever the user inserts an empty phonecard. The specification of Telephone
will change to

ax_insert_1: (b >0) = true => insert (c) With  c.get-balance (b) :
idle s -> wait-for-pin c s;

ax_insert_2: (b >0) = false => insert (c) With  c.get-balance (b) :
idle s -> ready-to-eject c s;

Since the subdomains of the distinct axioms are overlapping, we do not have four con
(two for ax_insert_1 and two for ax_insert_2), but only two. 

Given that modified specification, the formula

f = <t.create> <t.insert (v0)> <t.enter (v1)>T
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corresponding to the constraint shape (f, <t.create> <t.insert (v0)> <t.enter (v1)>T) = true, has two
free variable v0, a reference to an object of type phonecard, and v1, a variable of type pin. 

Step 1. There is a β-constraint on insert, namely that the card is empty ((v0.balance = 0) = true)
or still contains money ((v0.balance > 0) = true), and another β-constraint on enter, namely the
equality (or the inequality) of the entered pin-code with the pin-code of the inserted card

These possible behaviors are calculated in four derivation trees. The first of them (th
where the card is not empty and the entered pin-code is valid) is shown on figure 61.

Step 2. From the four derivation trees, we can extract sets of constraints, which, after s
them, give the four sets of salient constraints: 

in which B1VO stands for the content of the place balance in the object v0 and IVO for the con-
tent of the place Id in the object v0.

Since the third and the fourth set of constraints are equivalent, we can drop one of them
estingly, these constraints include conditions on the state of the phonecard object refere
v0. This decomposition leads to the three following subdomains:

1: 〈{v0, v1}, {(v0.balance > 0) = true), (v1 = v0.id) = true)}, f, true〉

2: 〈{v0, v1}, {(v0.balance > 0) = true), (v1 = v0.id) = false)}, f, false〉

3: 〈{v0, v1}, {(v0.balance > 0) = false)}, f, false〉

Because of the constraints on v0, it is necessary to prefix a positive formula g of the class Phon-
eCard to the formula f. This is achieved by using the function reach that was informally defined
in section 6.3.2. 

Definition 97. Semantics of the function reach: HMLSP × CONSTRAINTSP, M → {true,
false}

Given m such that ⊥ ∗→ 
f

m

reach (f, C) =  positive-sequence (f) ∧ m |= C

where CONSTRAINTSP, M is the set of all constraints applicable on markings, and allow to
stipulate constraints on the values of places. ◊

The constraints become

1: 〈g | f, true〉 such that reachPhoneCard (g, ((v0.balance > 0) = true) and ((v0.id = v1) = true)) = true
and shape (f, <t.create> <t.insert (v0)> <t.enter (v1)>T) = true

v0.balance 0>( ) true= v0.id V1=( ) true=∧

v0.balance 0>( ) true= v0.id V1=( ) false=∧

v0.balance 0>( ) false= v0.id V1=( ) true=∧

v0.balance 0>( ) false= v0.id V1=( ) false=∧

C′

b1v0
0>( ) true=( ) v1 iV0=( ) true=( ),,

b1v0
0>( ) false=( ) v1 iV0=( ) true=( ), ,

b1v0
0>( ) false=( ),

b1v0
0>( ) false=( )

〈 〉=
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R1:

CLASS loid2 balance  b1[ ]
c1

,〈 〉
c1.get balance v2( )–

βββββββββββββββ3
----------------------------------------------------------------> loid2 balance  b1[ ]

c1

,〈 〉

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid2

id  i1

balance  b1 c1

,〈 〉
c1.get balance v2( )–

βββββββββββββββ3
----------------------------------------------------------------> loid2

id   i1

balance  b1 c1

,〈 〉

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R2:

CLASS loid3 idle  j1 t1
,〈 〉

t1.insert v0( ) WITH v0.get balance v3( )–

βββββββββββββββ1
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid3 wait for pin––   v0  j1 t1

,〈 〉

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- R1

SYNC loid3
id   i

balance  b v0

idle  j1 t1
,

 
 
 
,〈 〉

t1.insert v0( ) WITH v0.get balance v3( )–

βββββββββββββββ1 βββββββββββββββ3 σ1∧ ∧
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid3

id   i

balance  b v0

wait for pin––   v0  j1,
t1 

 
 
,〈 〉

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R3:

CREATE loid ⊥ t,〈 〉 t.create
-----------------------------> loid1 idle  0 t,〈 〉

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid ⊥ t,〈 〉 t.create
-----------------------------> loid1 idle  0 t,〈 〉

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- R2

SEQ loid ⊥ t,〈 〉
t.create..t. insert v0( )

βββββββββββββββ1 βββββββββββββββ3 σ1 σ2∧ ∧ ∧
-----------------------------------------------------------------> loid1

id  i

balance  b v0

wait for pin––   v0  0,
t 

 
 
,〈 〉

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STAB loid ⊥ t,〈 〉 *
t.create..t. insert v0( )

βββββββββββββββ1 βββββββββββββββ3 σ1 σ2∧ ∧ ∧
-----------------------------------------------------------------> loid1

id   i

balance  b v0

wait for pin––   v0  0,
t 

 
 
,〈 〉

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R4:

CLASS loid4 id   i2 c2
,〈 〉

c2.get pin v4( )–

β4
--------------------------------------------------> loid4 id  i2 c2

,〈 〉

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

MONO loid4

id  i2

balance  b2 c2

,〈 〉
c2.get pin v4( )–

β4
--------------------------------------------------> loid4

id   i2

balance  b2 c2

,〈 〉

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R5:

CLASS loid5 wait for pin––   c3  j2 t2
,〈 〉

t2.enter v1( ) WITH c3.get pin v5( )–

βββββββββββββββ2
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid5 wait for buy––   c3  j2 t2

,〈 〉

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- R4

SYNC loid5

id   i3

balance  b3 c3

,

wait for pin––   c3  j2 t2
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

,〈 〉
t2.enter v1( ) WITH c3.get pin v5( )–

βββββββββββββββ2 βββββββββββββββ4 σ3∧ ∧
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid5

id  i3

balance  b3 c3

,

wait for buy––   c3  j2 t2
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

,〈 〉

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

R3 R5

SEQ loid ⊥ t,〈 〉
t.create..t. insert v0( )..t .enter v1( )

βββββββββββββββ1 βββββββββββββββ2 βββββββββββββββ3 βββββββββββββββ4 σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4∧ ∧ ∧ ∧ ∧ ∧ ∧
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid1

id   i

balance  b v0

wait for buy––   v0  0,
t 

 
 
,〈 〉

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

STAB loid ⊥ t,〈 〉 *
t.create..t. insert v0( ) ..t.enter v1( )

βββββββββββββββ1 βββββββββββββββ2 βββββββββββββββ3 βββββββββββββββ4 σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4∧ ∧ ∧ ∧ ∧ ∧ ∧
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------> loid1

id   i
balance  b v0

wait for buy––   v0  0,
t 

 
 
,〈 〉

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

βββββββββββββββ1 v3 0>( ) true=( )=

βββββββββββββββ2 v5 v1=( ) t rue=( )=

βββββββββββββββ3 b1c1

v2= 
  true= 

 =

βββββββββββββββ4 i2c2

v4= 
  t rue= 

 =

σ1

v0 c1=

v2 v3=

i i 1=

b b1= 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

= σ2

loid3 loid1=

t t1=

j1 0= 
 
 
 
 
 

= σ3

c2 c3=

v4 v5=

i2 i3=

b2 b3= 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

= σ4

loid5 loid1=

t2 t1=

j2 j1=

loid2 loid4=

c3 v0=

i i 3=

b b3= 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

=

Fig. 61. Derivation tree and constraints for the test
〈<t.create> <.t.insert (v0)> <t.enter (v1)> T, result〉
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2: 〈g | f, true〉 such that  reachPhoneCard (g, ((v0.balance > 0) = true) and ((v0.id = v1) = false)) = true
and shape (f, <t.create> <t.insert (v0)> <t.enter (v1)>T) = true

3: 〈g | f, true〉 such that reachPhoneCard (g, ((v0.balance = 0) = true)) = true 
and shape (f, <t.create> <t.insert (v0)> <t.enter (v1)>T) = true

Step 3. Thus, three test cases selected from these constraints could be:

1: 〈<v0.create (1234)> <t.create> <t.insert (v0)> <t.enter (1234)>T, true〉

2: 〈<v0.create (1234)> <t.create> <t.insert (v0)> <t.enter (4321)>T, false〉

3: 〈<v0.create (1234)> <v0.withdraw (20)> <t.create> <t.insert (v0)> <t.enter (1234)>T, false〉

In the third case, there is no constraint on v1, which can match the second β-constraint or not.

7.6 COMPARISON OF UNIFORMITY AND SUBDOMAIN DECOMPOSITION TECH-
NIQUES

To summarize, figure 62 shows the relation between the different uniformity relation
described in this section.

Exhaustive testing (i.e. the absence of uniformity hypothesis) gives of course the highest qua
ity test set, but it is not practicable. 

Uniformity with single instances provides a low number of test cases, but also the weake
coverage, because it does not explore all cases described in the specification.

Uniformity with subdomain decomposition lies between uniformity on single instances
exhaustiveness, it does not test all possible cases, but only those that matter for a particular for-
mula. Uniformity with subdomain decomposition gives a good coverage of the axioms 
specification, however, it cannot avoid the evil programmer’s problem.

strong

weak

Variable
Coverage

● exhaustive

● uniformity with subdomain

● uniformity with single instance

Number of
Tests

low high

Fig. 62. Relationship coverage vs. number of test cases

decomposition
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Chapter 8
Inheritance and

Incrementallity Hypotheses

The approach presented so far can be applied for testing class-based software. Howeve
not deal with some aspects of the object-oriented paradigm, namely polymorphism and i
ance. 

A promise of object-oriented approaches is to decrease the cost of software develo
through reuse. Reuse can occur at several levels [80]. However, for object-oriented so
categorization and organization into hierarchies are considered as powerful means to a
reuse, and to facilitate development. 

Usually, inheritance is the implementation mechanism provided for that purpose. Inherita
considered as one of the key features of the object-oriented paradigm. It originates 
mechanism in programming languages, but since then it has been integrated in the mo
analysis and design. In pure object-oriented languages like Eiffel or Smalltalk, it is eve
main relationship building block between two classes (with aggregation). Unfortunately, the
presence of inheritance has led to different abuses ([2], [122]), because inheritance is some
times used as a stand-for-all mechanism that encompasses all kinds of purposes, such
aging the namespace and composing abstractions [12].

In this chapter, we will study techniques of incremental testing that capitalize on inheri
when selecting test sets, we will share test information between groups of related c
Classes are built on top of each other, and can thus be tested in a joint fashion, by testing com-
pletely the root of the hierarchy and then only testing increments for descendant classes
mental testing can be very useful in minimizing the effort of testing a descendant class given
testing already performed on the parent class. 

We start by examining the motivations for performing incremental testing. Then, we con
inheritance in the context of testing, present a model of inheritance that is suited to tes
tion and describe the methods already proposed by other authors for that endeavor. 

We then propose the overall process of incremental testing, and focus on test selection. We
explain how to calculate the difference of two classes, and how to exploit this differen
select from the test set of the parent the set of test cases that must be rerun on the desc
189
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Finally, we explain how to select new test cases for the part of the descendant that nee
ing, including how to choose in the parent the methods that must be used for object inte
testing of the descendant.

8.1 MOTIVATIONS

The motivations for considering inheritance in testing are not obvious: a descendant cla
normal class and can be tested as such by flattening its specification and those of its 
Moreover, the importance of inheritance in object-oriented development is very difficu
assess. While many object-oriented zealots insist that inheritance is essential, we lack 
that survey the real use of inheritance in industrial applications. Those that exist seem
contradictory and only consider small applications.

 • In [54], Duncan reports that only ten percent of classes have a hierarchy greater than

 • In [92], Lorenz and Kidd report that ten to fifteen percent of the classes in a typical system
are abstract, which means that they must be derived to be used, and that the maximu
level of inheritance is six.

 • In [146], Wilde, Matthews and Huitt report that the typical depth of the inheritance hi
chies are two to three levels for systems written in C++ and three to four levels for s
written in Smalltalk (in which all objects inherit from the class Object, which accounts for
the difference). However, they also report that, for the projects they measured metrics on
half of the programmers did not follow basic principles of object-oriented approaches.

 • A quick inspection of a widely used object-oriented library, Interviews 3.1 [88], shows that
the depth of inheritance follows those numbers (seven), but that the vast majority of c
are located in leaves of the inheritance trees at a depth level greater or equal to two.

 • In [111], metrics on another reference object-oriented library, the Eiffel library [104], s
that sixty-four percent of the classes are descendant classes, with a average numbe
direct parents, and 22.8 percent of abstract classes.

Thus, by shortage of a sufficient number of measures, it is impossible to assess the rea
of inheritance on object-oriented systems. However, as Tegarden, Sheetz and Monarch
[128], “the use of inheritance and/or polymorphism should decrease the complexity... t
captured by the traditional metrics”. As time goes by, and programmers get more consci
about the object-oriented paradigm, we may expect inheritance to be more used in ind
projects.

Therefore, lacking the appropriate metrics, our motivations for capitalizing on inheritanc
testing are of three different orders:

 • Seamlessness

Inheritance appears at all stages of software development. For example, in the Fusion
method [47], it appears during analysis, in the object model, to describe is-a relation
During design, it appears in the inheritance graphs to model is-like relationships, fou
considering common functionality (reuse of code) and common structure. It is also pr
although in an underlying way, in the object interaction graphs, where a message ca
different meanings according to the specific type of a collaborator object. During im
mentation, inheritance is used to code the subtype relationships found in the analys
design, and to reuse code found in libraries. Thus, inheritance appears at all stage
construction phase of a project, i.e. in the models from which the specification, or
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directly test cases, will be selected. It would be rather idiosyncratic not to take i
account for testing.

 • Process

With prototyping and incremental development getting widely used in the developmen
cycle, the number of iterations and small changes becomes important. It is therefore
tial to integrate testing in the modern life cycle approaches, and to make testing incre
too so that the advantage of this kind of development is not lost during the verificatio
validation steps.

 • Economy

As mentioned earlier, testing object-oriented software requires a very large number 
cases, because of the number of interactions to consider. Hence, we must take adva
all available methods to reduce test sets. 

For example, when reengineered from an object-based language (Ada 83) to object-o
languages (C++ and Ada 95), the size of the Booch Components, a collection of re
software components, decreased from 125,000 non-comments lines of code to respe
12,000 (C++ [32]) and 10,500 (Ada 95 [15]) lines of code while basically keeping the 
functionality. This decrease in size is mainly due to two factors: redesign, — writing
same code twice usually ends up in numerous optimizations — and consistent use of
chies — gathering the components in hierarchies and building components on top o
other by specialization — which leads to both reuse of specification and reuse of cod

Similarly, by capitalizing on inheritance for testing, we may expect reductions in the size of
the test sets for those components. This observation seems intuitive for program-bas
ing, because the size of the code is decreased, but it is less apparent for specificatio
testing, because the flattened specification of the components remains the same. T
take advantage of the decrease in code, it is necessary to have an algorithm to calculate th
differences between two classes. In the previous example, although the size of the c
decreased in tremendous proportions, the functionality and the specification rema
same.

8.2 INHERITANCE FOR TESTERS

We already introduced inheritance in section 2.1.4.2 and the problems it induc
section 3.2.3. In this section we will consider the inheritance mechanism from the point
view of the tester. Inheritance is mainly a syntactical mechanism akin to macro expansio
class into another class. However, for testing, we must consider the semantic prope
inheritance, i.e. how the subclassing relationship to a parent class affects the semantics of th
descendant class, and consequently, what is the behavior to be tested in the descendan

We consider inheritance as a means to create a new class (the descendant class) bas
existing one (the parent class). We consider the new class to be an independent
Although related, especially in programming languages, membership of a class to s
classes, and substitutability are different concepts that we shall discuss in chapter 9. 

We discern three different areas of inheritance between two classes. Each of these are
an effect on how test sets must be selected: inheritance of interface, of semantics, and o
mentation (see figure 63).

Although this does not appear on the figure, the interface of the specification and that
program can be different, when the specification language and the programming langua
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not isomorphic. However, as in definition 37, we assume that there is a morphism of signat
between the interface of the specification and that of the program, and that those two int
are equivalent, but for their concrete syntax. 

In the major object-oriented programming languages, this distinction between areas do
exist, because inheritance is expressed once, usually in the declaration of the type, and
inherited properties (interface, semantics, and implementation) are derived at once acc
to the flavor of the subclassing relationship. However, for languages that support multipl
inheritance, it is not uncommon to see a class inherit its interface and its semantics fro
class, and its implementation from another [67]. In modern object-oriented programming la
guages, like Java, it is even the only allowed use for multiple inheritance.

For each area, properties can be inherited as is, without modification, or be incrementall
ified, to reflect changes from the parent to the descendant. Some properties, such aclass
invariants (in the semantics of the class) can be relative to all the methods of a class, and
just to a single one. New properties can also be added, and some properties remove
some languages, hidden. However, these relationships are orthogonal, and, for testin
important to distinguish between them:

 • Inheritance of interface

The inherited properties are the signatures of methods: their name, their formal param
and, in the case of functions, the type of their result. This legacy can be modified
regard to the parent interface, according to the rules of variance of parameters, even
is no modification of semantics or of implementation. On one side, if a covariance r
applied (like in Eiffel), then the domain space of the parameters in the inherited metho
be smaller than in the parent. On the other side, if a contravariance rule is applied (
CO-OPN/2), the domain space of the arguments in the descendant could grow. Anothe
ple change of interface that does not interfere with semantics and inheritance is the o
case of method renaming.

 • Inheritance of semantics

The inherited properties are the descriptions of the intended behavior and are found
specification’s body. When inheriting the properties of a method, a programmer can 
those properties to modify the behavior of the program. Although the case seldom oc
programmer may wish to keep an interface and an implementation, but define a dif

Descendant classParent class

Interface:
signature of methods

Implementation (program):
effective behavior of methods

Semantics (specification):
specified behavior of Methods

Define, undefine and redefine

Interface:
signature of methods

Implementation (program):
effective behavior of methods

Semantics (specification):
specified behavior of Methods

Inheritance of interface

Inheritance of semantics

Inheritance of implementation

Define, undefine and redefine

Define, undefine and redefine

Fig. 63. Subclassing relationships
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behavior. An example of such practice is the construction of a class Queue based on part of
the interface and on the implementation of a class List.

 • Inheritance of implementation

The inherited properties are the code of the program. Programmers can provide new
mentations of inherited methods, usually to reflect changes in the interface or in the s
tics of the method, but also sometimes to satisfy non-functional requirements. For exa
a new implementation of a method could be programmed in a descendant class to e
its performance, although neither its interface, nor its semantics change.

To validate this model, we can compare it with Meyer’s taxonomy of inheritance usag
[107], Meyer gives probably the most complete taxonomy of inheritance published
although this taxonomy suffers from being programming languages oriented. Of the dif
uses of inheritance he deems proper, Meyer considers three main families:

 • Model inheritance: inheritance reflects an “is-a” relationship in the domain model. M
inheritance is divided in four subcategories:

• Subtype inheritance: the instances of the descendant form a disjoint subset of the
instances of the parent. 

• View inheritance: the descendant gives another view of the parent while being the
abstraction.

• Restriction inheritance: the instances of the descendant are instances of the pa
which a new constraint has been added.

• Extension inheritance: the descendant introduces features not present and not ap
to the parent. 

 • Software inheritance: inheritance reflects a relation within the software. This kind of i
itance includes the following four subcategories:

• Reification inheritance: the descendant gives a complete (or partial) implementation of
an abstract parent.

• Structure inheritance: the abstract parent defines a set of general properties wh
descendant possesses.

• Implementation inheritance: the descendant obtains from the parent features nec
for its implementation.

• Facility inheritance: the parent only exists to provide a set of logically related fea
for the benefit of descendants. Facility inheritance comes in two fashions: constant
itance — in which the properties of the parent describe shared objects — and m
inheritance — in which the properties of the parent are methods which can be view
the methods of an abstract machine—. 

 • Variation inheritance: inheritance is used to describe differences between two classe
three subcategories of variation inheritance are:

• Functional variation inheritance: the body and the signature of methods are redefin

• Type variation inheritance: only the signature is redefined.

• Uneffecting inheritance: the descendant redefines some features of the parent by 
them abstract.
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Bertrand Meyer states that all those eleven categories of inheritance are used extens
software development, and that they are “theoretically legitimate and practically indispens
able”. Actually, the author notes that this taxonomy is based on the idea that “if we accept
classes as both modules and types, then we should accept inheritance as both module 
lation and subtyping”. As a criticism, we should note that not all those eleven uses are or
onal, and that many of them describe different uses of a single relationship. Moreover, al
of inheritance described in this model can be combined (sometimes using multiple in
ance). For instance, extension, implementation, and reification inheritance can be comb
inherit from an abstract list to a concrete list with iterators based on an array. The differe
onomies of inheritance can be expressed as expressions of those three kinds of inherita

The table 6 presents how Meyer’s uses fit in our inheritance model. The initials I, D, R, 
stand for Inherited, Defined, Redefined, and Undefined. Those four flags describe the st
the descendant of the properties inherited from the parent. The flag I indicates that the 
ties are inherited as is, the flag D that they are defined (for instance to show that an a
method becomes concrete, but not to show that new methods are added), the flag R t
are redefined, and the flag U that they are undefined.

Kind
Interface Semantics Implementation

Comments
I D R U I D R U I D R U

Subtype

✓ ✓ (✓) (✓)

 Interface and semantics
are kept as is. The imple-
mentation of those meth-
ods may be kept or
redefined.

View 

✓ ✓ ✓

Interface and implemen-
tation are not inherited,
but the semantics of the
parent is kept (class
invariants). 

Restriction 

✓ ✓ (✓) (✓)

Interface is kept, seman-
tics is refined (possibly
within some constraints)
and the implementation
may be redefined to take
the refined semantics
into account

Extension 

✓ ✓ ✓

All properties are inher-
ited as is. (Of course,
new methods can be
added).

Reification 

✓ ✓ (✓) (✓)

 Interface and semantics
are kept. An implemen-
tation may be provided,
or partially inherited.

Table 6: Adequacy of our inheritance model with Meyer’s taxonomy
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In [140], Wegner and Zdonik propose a taxonomy of inheritance close to ours. Howev
differ in their proposal in that we propose that several classification models may be use
class at the same time.

8.3 STATE OF THE ART 

The first few papers that mentioned inheritance in the context of testing have underest
the effects of inheritance on testing. Fiedler [59] says that, assuming that a class has be
oughly tested, inherited functions require only a basic functionality test. Cheatham and
linger [41] say that a derived class should be tested after the parent class has been thoro
tested. For inherited unaltered methods, they state that little additional testing is needed
been proven later (see 8.3.1) that this assumption is naive in most cases. In both cases
no definition of what thoroughness entails.

Smith and Robson are more cautious than Fiedler, Cheatham and Mellinger. In [125], th
to make a first (basic) distinction between schemes of inheritance, based on encaps
They separate strict and non-strict inheritance: in strict inheritance, you can only add me
whereas in non-strict inheritance, you can refine, remove and add methods. In the firs
testing should be easier, however, extra cases must be added for disruption. 

In [126], the same authors reject the idea of testing derived classes by flattening them, a
ing them in a normal way, because the test cases for the derived classes should be reduced wi
regard to testing performed on the parent. They suggest a strategy that uses regression

Structure 

✓ ✓

Interface and semantics
are inherited but not the
implementation. (The
parent class is abstract
and has no implementa-
tion.)

Implemen-
tation ✓ ✓ ✓

Implementation is inher-
ited, but neither inter-
face nor semantics.

Facility 
✓ ✓ ✓

As for inheritance of
interface, semantics and
implementation. 

Functional
variation 

✓ ✓ ✓
Every property can be
redefined.

Type varia-
tion 

✓ ✓ ✓
Only interface is modi-
fied.

Uneffecting 

✓ ✓
✓

Interface and semantics
are inherited as is, but
implementation is
dropped. (The methods
become abstract.)

Kind
Interface Semantics Implementation

Comments
I D R U I D R U I D R U

Table 6: Adequacy of our inheritance model with Meyer’s taxonomy
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to determine which routines should be tested and to select test cases based on how suc
the parent class was tested. However, in the implementation of this strategy, they flat
class and remove routines that are not affected by inheritance, i.e. those that access part of the
state that the descendant class only accesses via the interface defined in the parent.

8.3.1 Adequate testing and object-oriented programming

In [114], Perry and Kaiser try to finally define what is the minimal testing that Chea
Fiedler and Mellinger introduced. The first intuition that comes to a programmer’s mind 
thinking of minimal testing for descendant classes is that not all inherited properties nee
retested for the descendant class. This intuition is proven wrong: the authors uncover “a flaw
in the general wisdom about object-oriented languages - that “proven” (that is, well-un
stood, well-tested, and well-used) classes can be reused as parent classes without rete
inherited code. [...] There are pitfalls that must be avoided.” 

This result is obtained by applying the Weyuker’s adequacy test criteria ([142], [143
object-oriented systems. A test adequacy criterion is a set of rules used to determine wh
not sufficient testing has been performed, or, in other words, a criterion to evaluate how
(how adequately) a program is tested by a test set (see section 3.1.3). In the two cited
Weyuker has developed a theory to describe—with 11 axioms— the fundamental prope
test data adequacy criteria, and applied them to several well-known program-based ad
criteria to expose their weaknesses. This axiomatic theory is intended to make explicit t
intuition. 

In [114], the authors first describe the criteria selected by Weyuker, and then apply th
quacy axioms to object-oriented software to show why inherited code must in certain ca
retested. Some axioms (applicability, no-exhaustive applicability, monotonicity and inade
empty set, renaming, complexity, and statement coverage) are considered intuitively ob
and the authors do not use them to reach their conclusions. The four remaining axioms 

 • Antiextensionality axiom

“There are programs P and Q such that P ≡ Q and the test set T is adequate for P, but T
not adequate for Q.” If two programs compute the same function (i.e. for each possible 
tor x of values, P (x) = Q (x)), a test set adequate for one is not necessarily adequate fo
other.

 • General multiple change axiom

“There are programs P and Q which have the same shape, and a test set T such th
adequate for P, but T is not adequate for Q.” Two syntactically similar programs requir
different test sets. 

 • Antidecomposition axiom

“There exists a program P containing a component Q such that T is adequate for P, T’
set of vectors of values that variables can assume on entrance to Q for some t of T, a
not adequate for Q.” Testing a program component in the context of an enclosing prog
may be adequate with respect to that enclosing program, but not necessarily adequ
other uses of the component.

 • Anticomposition axiom

“There exists programs P and Q, and a test set T, such that T is adequate for P, and th
of vectors of values that variables can assume on entrance to Q for inputs in T is ad
for Q, but T is not adequate for P;Q. [P;Q is the composition of P and Q].” Adequately test-
ing individual programs in isolation does not necessarily suffice to adequately test the
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program, because the interaction between these program components results in inte
that cannot arise in isolation.

Perry and Kaiser apply these four axioms to the testing of methods, taking into account t
the main paradigms of object-oriented systems: encapsulation, redefinition, and multiple
itance.

 • Encapsulation

As a result of the anticomposition axiom, every dependent unit must be retested, because a
program that has been adequately tested in isolation may not be adequately tested
gration. Encapsulation is helpful because it makes dependencies explicit or obvious
and Kaiser state that when adding a new unit, one only needs to test that unit and its
dent units, i.e. existing units that have been modified to use it or unmodified units tha
viously used an unit that is now masked.

By the antidecomposition axiom, whenever a parent class is modified, it is necess
retest all its descendant classes, and when we add a new descendant class, we m
the methods inherited from its parent classes, because it has an enlarged set of meth
instance variables: the vector T’ of a method Q in a class P is not the same as the vector T’’
of (the same) Q in the derived class P’. Perry and Kaiser describe this as an “unexpected
form of dependency, that is, the dependency is in both directions”. However, they admit that
if the new descendant class is a pure extension of the parent class, retesting inherite
ods is not required. Being a pure extension means that there are no interactions in
directions between the descendant class and the parent class.

 • Redefinition

It is obvious that a redefined method must be retested. A consequence of the antiext
ality axiom is that executing the test cases of the parent method may not be sufficien
descendant context: although a method P and its redefinition method P’ compute semanti-
cally close functions, a test set T adequate for P is not necessarily adequate for the P’. There
are two reasons to develop new test cases: i) if the formulation in terms of statements an
branches are different, and ii)  if the external behavior is affected by the redefinition (chan
of functional specification). 

More generally, by application of the antiextensionality axiom, different test sets ma
needed at every point in the ancestor chain between the class defining the redefined 
and its ancestor class defining the redefined method, and the necessity to create n
cases for some methods does not only depend on its direct parent, but on all its ance

 • Multiple inheritance

The implication of the general multiple change axiom is that programs that are syntac
similar usually require different test sets. An application of this axiom is the problem ca
by multiple inheritance: name conflicts sometimes occur when a method with the sam
file is inherited from more than one parent. In traditional object-oriented programming
guages, like Eiffel and C++, the selection of one method among the conflicting meth
explicitly done by the programmer. However, in other languages, like CLOS, this sele
depends on the order of parent classes in the descendant definition’s inherit clause. T
eral multiple change axiom reminds us that ordering the parent classes differently 
inherit clause may require different testing.

The authors conclude that “(they) expected that retesting object-oriented programs a
changes would be easier than retesting equivalent programs written in conventiona
guages. Our results, however, have brought this thesis into doubt.[...]” Not only redefined
methods can have an effect on the inherited methods, but also changes in the state do
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the descendant class can inject faults in inherited code. As a consequence, most if not a
ods must be retested for the parent class.

This article is without doubt one of the most important paper of the field. It is the first that
a formal approach for describing the problems related to inheritance, and it has had 
influence on all further work on that topic. However, despite his qualities, the paper has
flaws that need to be reported:

 • Because of the dangers of inheritance that the authors have uncovered, they reverse
ditional “optimistic” wisdom (inherited methods need no retesting) to a pessimistic 
“every inherited property must be retested” is the motto of the article. However, the
more cases than the case described in the paper, pure extension, where inherited m
need no retesting. Their view of dependencies is a global view, i.e. redefining one method
affects all other methods, whereas some methods can be unaffected by changes, a
not require any new testing. 

 • As Weyuker states, her adequacy criteria have been developed for program-based 
Her axioms are based on structural, or syntactical properties of programs. However, s
cation-based testing is based on semantic properties. For example, the antiextens
axiom does not apply to specification-based testing. Perry and Kaiser make generalization
of those axioms for specification-based testing. Those generalizations are sometimes argu-
able, for example when the authors try to apply antiextensionality to specification-b
testing by saying that it could be applied to the syntactical properties of the specific
The axiom of anti-extensionality is not a reason for adding new test cases for inh
properties, because anti-extensionality does not apply to specification-based testing
matters is that changes of interface or of semantics are made in the inherited com
The change of implementation would only require the parent test sets to be run 
implementation of the redefined method.

 • The authors do not go far in expressing the relationship between the test set of the
and that of the descendant. They state that different test sets may be needed, but the
describe if the test sets already selected are of any use, and what part of them can be
These are fundamental questions to be considered. This confusion arises beca
authors only have an implementation-oriented view of inheritance. 

 • Perry and Kaiser consider the class as unit of test, and methods as components of that u
Although this definition is correct, they only use the axioms to relate classes with cla
although it would have been possible to use them to describe intra-class testing, whe
can also have a use in justifying how testing is performed. For example, anticomposi
used to justify integration testing and dependencies between classes, but not that m
cannot be tested independently.

8.3.2 The HIT approach

In [69] and, more superficially, in [100], Harrold, McGregor and Fitzgerald attempted to re
the previous conclusions by describing a technique for testing hierarchies of classes 
testing base classes, and then building the test sets for descendant classes upon the test se
the parent classes. This technique is applicable to both main testing strategies (sp
tion-based and program-based). It exploits the hierarchical nature of the inheritance rela
test related groups of classes by reusing the testing information for a parent class and
mentally updating it to guide the testing of the descendant class. 

The authors introduce a testing history, which associates to each test case the attributes
The testing history of a descendant class is incrementally updated to reflect differences fr
the parent. The main benefit of this approach is that completely testing a descendant lass is
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avoided since the test history of the parent class is reused to design a test set for a descendant
class.

Each method is tested i) individually, ii)  in integration with the other methods of the class, a
iii)  in interaction with other classes:

 • To satisfy to the antidecomposition axiom, each method is tested individually. Stub
drivers are used to provide called and calling methods. The authors do not give a tec
for test set selection, but advise that standard techniques are applicable. For each mi,
a triplet (oi , (TSi, rerun), (TPi, rerun)) is introduced in the testing history, where o is the sig-
nature of the method, TS an individual specification-based test set, and TP an individual
program-based test set. The flag rerun indicates whether or not the test case must be tot
run (“Y”), partially run (“P”), or not rerun (“N”).

 • To satisfy to the anticomposition axiom, the interactions among methods in the same
and in different class are tested, this is called intra-class respectively inter-class t
Intra-class testing is guided by a class graph, in which the interaction between one met
and the other members of the class (attributes or methods) are marked (see figu
Those dependencies are obtained by a structural analysis of the program. Thus, f
method i, a triplet (oi , (TISi, rerun), (TIPi, rerun)) is also introduced, where TIS is a specifi-
cation-based integration test set and TIP a program-based integration test set. Inter-cl
testing is similar to intra-class testing and it is not explained further in the paper.

Testing descendant classes is performed by transforming the test history of the parent c
testing history for the descendant class. Different actions can occur depending on the 
member. The authors distinguish six different kinds of members:

 • New, for members not present in the parent class (M5).

 • Recursive, for members inherited without modification (M1, M4).

 • Redefined, for members present in the parent definition, but redefined in the descendant
(M2).

 • Virtual-new, for members which are not present in the parent class and the definit
which is incomplete.

M4

M3

M1

A1

Parent (base) class

M2

M4

M3

M1

A1

Derived class

M2

M5

Virtual

redefined

Fig. 64. Class graphs example
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 • Virtual-recursive, for members the definitions of which are incomplete in the parent, an
left incomplete in the descendant.

 • Virtual-redefined, for members which are incomplete in the parent, and completed 
descendant (M3).

For any new or virtual-new member, new individual and integration test sets must be se
and the rerun flag is set to “Y”.

For any recursive or virtual-recursive member, no new test sets must be selected. The individ-
ual test sets are not rerun, since the members have not been modified. The rerun flag of these
sets are set to “N”. The integration test sets may be rerun, if the class graph indicates that t
member interacts with redefined or virtually-redefined members, or shares attributes wit
or redefined members. In that case, the test cases for the affected part need to be ru
descendant, an algorithm must identify those test cases, and the rerun flag is set to “P”.

For any redefined or virtual-redefined member, new individual program-based test sets
be selected, but specification-based test sets may be reused, since the specification has
changed, leading to a “Y” rerun flag for the TS test cases. The same reasoning is applied
integration testing (i.e. new program-based integration test cases are selected, and specific
tion-based integration test cases are reused).

For example, starting from the class graph on figure 64, the test histories in table 7 can 
developed. For the parent class, new test sets must be selected. Since M3 is virtual and has no
implementation, no program-based test sets can be selected. Since M4 interacts with M2,
intra-class integration test sets must also be run. Since no member of the parent class has previ-
ously been tested, all test sets must be run.

For the descendant class, the member M1 is recursive, i.e. independent and not modified in t
descendant. Thus, no test sets must be selected, and no testing must be performed on
ture. Since the member M3 is implemented in the descendant, program-based test cases m
selected, and both test sets must be run. Since M4 is recursive, no independent test sets must
rerun. However, contrary to M1, this member interacts with M3, and the integration test set
must partially be rerun. M5 is a new member, and all test sets must be selected and run for it.

Parent Class Descendant Class

M1
(TS1, Y), (TP1, Y) recursive (TS1, N), (TP1, N)

M2
(TS2, Y), (TS2, Y) redefined (TS2, Y), (TP2’, Y)

(TIS2’, Y), (TIP2’, Y)

M3
(TS3, Y), (—) virtual-redefined (TS3, Y), (TP3’, Y)

M4
(TS4, Y), (TP4, Y) recursive (TS4, N), (TP4, N)

(TIS4, Y), (TIP4, Y) (TIS4, P), (TIP4, P)

M5
new (TS5’, Y), (TP5’, Y)

(TIS5’, Y), (TIP5’, Y)

Table 7: Test history for the classes of figure 64 (reused test sets are shown in italic
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M2 is redefined, and therefore all test sets must be rerun. Moreover, new program-based te
sets must be selected to take into account the new implementation of M2. Since M2 interacts
with M5 in the descendant by sharing the same attribute A1, integration test sets must also b
selected and run for that member and/or for M5.

The paper concludes with a description of the implementation of this technique for p
gram-based testing, using data flow testing and a “all-uses” criterion. This implementatio
been used to experiment with Interviews [88] (which is written in C++). The results s
some gain in the technique, by comparison to the “retest all” technique. In the experime
number of test cases can be reduced in a range from 0 to 94 percent, depending on the
member. 

In [98] and [96], McGregor further describes a subset of this technique for derived
machines (section 3.3.1.2). Derived state machines describe descendants of classes with 
strict inheritance model, with indication on how a derived state machine is allowed mod
the parent. The implications are that:

 • A descendant class cannot delete a state of its parent class, and any new state mus
contained in the parent state, but it is allowed decomposing a state of the parent in su
Also, a descendant class can add a set of concurrent states, to map attributes and 
that were not present in the parent, and have no influence on the parent. (These con
states can be considered as substates added to each state.)

 • A descendant class cannot delete a transition in the parent class.

From those specifications, test sets for the descendant are derived from test sets for the pa
by

 • Copying from the parent test sets the test cases for transitions the terminating state o
has substates, and modify them to terminate in the possible initial states of the substa

 • Adding new test cases for every new transition in the descendant,

Another adaptation of this technique for state-based testing [132] is given by Turner in [1
contains two algorithms. One of them integrates interclass testing.

The authors conclude that this technique allows testing only “new attributes or the inherited,
affected attributes and their interactions”, thus it “provides a savings both in the time to ana
lyze the class to determine what must be tested and in time to execute test cases”. 

This paper provides a strategy based on the theoretical ground of [114], to the conclus
which it adds some improvement. First of all, the results are refined, and more cases wh
testing is required are outlined. Then, the authors introduce the reusability of test sets. Finally,
they make a clearer distinction between program-based and specification based test
those features are essential to a good testing strategy.

However, the strategy described in this paper is not completely satisfying for our pu
because of the following reasons:

 • It relies on a program-based approach, even for specification-based testing. It requi
construction of a graph, based on a structural analysis of the implementation of the
which requires a deep knowledge of the way it is coded (method invocations and at
usage). 

 • The distinction intra-class testing /independent testing is not very satisfying, because
method is tested twice: once in interaction with stub methods, and once in interactio
production methods. It can be very costly to create drivers and stubs (see section 3.1
201
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 • There is no distinction between the different kinds of inheritance: only implement
inheritance is considered. The authors consider the interface to be inherited without m
cation and they assume that redefined methods keep the same semantics in the pa
descendant classes (although the paper on which this strategy is based does make
ence [114]). Interface inheritance is limited to invariance, à la C++. Methods with the same
names, but differences in attributes are considered as different methods (new), which
true if the methods are really distinct (overloading), but not if the difference in attrib
reflects a covariance/contravariance scheme. In that case, the class graph would be
and this error in dependencies could lead to missing test cases to be partially rerun. 

 • There is confusion upon what can be tested for virtual methods. If the authors admit t
program-based test cases can be selected for virtual methods, because they have no imple
mentations, and that specification-based test cases can be selected but not tested, t
no problems tagging the latter with a “Y” in the examples. Moreover, they do not see
see a problem in testing methods that rely on the virtual methods, although these m
can usually not be tested: testing those methods does not only require a stub for the 
implementation, but also to create the complete structure of the state, which is not a
described in abstract classes. 

8.3.3 ASTOOT

In [52] and [53], Doong and Frankl describe the impact of inheritance on their testing me
ASTOOT. However, they do not describe a conclusive technique for inheritance. They s
binding the relation between the correctness of a parent and its descendant to the rela
between their specifications, which is often but not always the case. 

They differentiate two cases: the case where testing the descendant against its own sp
tion is enough, and the case where it is also necessary to test the descendant against th
cation of its parent.

When testing the descendant against the specification of its parent, they state that it 
unnecessary to perform a complete regression test, but that it is only necessary to exe
test cases that involve methods that have been redefined. Not testing the descendant ag
specification of its parent can occur whenever inheritance is used strictly for conven
(reuse of code), i.e. there is no statement where an object of the descendant class is assigned to
a reference denoting an object of the parent class. Omitting to test the descendant aga
specification of its parent is dangerous and the entire system should be carefully chec
ensure this case.

When testing the descendant against its own specification, the test cases consisting of in
methods from will be dismissed. Thus, it can focus on sequences involving methods th
unique to the descendant and their interactions with methods of the parent. 

As a criticism, we should note that:

 • The authors do not differentiate between the problems encountered by inheritance an
morphism: the need for a descendant to verify the specification of its parent is a con
quence of subtyping, not of inheritance.

 • The way of removing test cases is too optimistic, and does not take into account the possible
refinements of the specification, and is only based on the name of the parent and w
methods are redefined or not.
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8.3.4 The MMSS approach 

In [78], Kirani distinguishes between specialization inheritance (preservation of beha
properties, new methods can be added), refinement (possible modifications), and inhe
of implementation (reuse of code with cancellation, but no redefinition) inheritance, and
poses consistency checks of MMSS based on each of those cases.

 • In specialization inheritance, the MtSS of the inherited methods of the descendant is
to that of the parent.

 • In refinement inheritance, the MtSS of the descendant containing non-redefined meth
equal to the MtSS of the parent with methods non-redefined in the descendant.

 • In implementation inheritance, the C&C rule is the same as for specialization inheritan
long as the methods in the descendant are replaced with a null method in the parent 
descendant MtSS.

However, Kirani does not go further than giving the C&C rules, and does not describe 
optimization can be carried to minimize the descendant test sets based on those rules.

8.3.5 Statistical testing based on inheritance

In [129], P. Thévenod-Fosse and H. Waeselynck propose an incremental strategy for 
integration statistical testing that capitalizes on inheritance. This strategy decomposes te
system in several levels focusing on subset of classes, eliminating the need for stubb
facilitating the localization of errors. The levels are incrementally determined in functio
the inheritance hierarchy. 

To each level corresponds a set of classes. The first level S1 contains the root class of a cluste
and all its dependencies and their parent classes, named SS1, but not their descendants. Th
second level S2 includes a descendant of a class of SS1 and its dependencies and their pare
classes. This process goes on until all descendants have been integrated. 

For each level, test sets are selected according to the expanded control flow graph asso
the classes in the set, using path coverage as sampling criterion. To each level corresp
test cases, as well as test cases which may be redundant with regard to the previous lev
Those test cases cannot however be ignored, because removing from the test set for
level would reduce test effectiveness. Instead, P. Thévenod and H. Waeselynck intro
notion of test quality that guides the required path coverage, so that paths already execu
previous level require a less stringent coverage. 

The advantage of this method is to build incremental test contexts that do not require stu
to facilitate testing in a life cycle where hierarchies are freely extended. To each added s
corresponds a new level of testing for which testing is minimized by only requiring to stro
test new paths, while preserving the regression tests in a manner that their number is re
203
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8.4 INCREMENTAL TESTING

8.4.1 Incremental test process

Incremental testing pursues two goals: limiting the test cases needed for a descendant given the
test sets developed for its parent, and limiting the test cases needed for a class given th
already tested in a previous iteration of the software life cycle. 

The first goal arises from a new mechanism introduced in object-oriented develop
namely inheritance. The second goal arises from the importance taken by prototyp
object-oriented software development. Modern object-oriented software development i
ally based on an evolutionary approach, i.e. the software is developed in small incre
leading from one prototype to another (see figure 65). This approach is often taken to 
risks, by proceeding to a risk analysis before each new increment is added to the softwa
to determine the parts of the software that must be scrutinized before being develope
approach also has the advantage of allowing the software to be validated by the clients
development, and not at its end. 

These two goals are different in terms of software process:

 • The first goal is aimed at facilitating hierarchy testing. Inside a single iteration, classes that
share specification and code are tested accordingly.

 • The second goal is aimed at facilitating regression testing: selective testing is perform
verify that modifications have not caused unintended adverse side effects or to verify
modified system still meets requirements [1]. Algorithms to define which classes need

Coding Testing

Specifying

Specifying

Testing

Coding

Coding

Testing

Specifying

Fig. 65. Regression testing in a spiral life cycle

time
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retested from one iteration to another have been described in [147] and [81]. This sub
also tackled for program-based testing in [121].

However, technically, those goals present the same problem: in the first case, we wish to
the test cases for a descendant class in function of the changes made to its parent clas
the second case from the last iteration of one class to its current iteration. In both cas
want to test a class by taking into account testing performed on another related class. T
question becomes:

“How well does a program P2 implement a model M2 given that the program 
P1 implements the model M1 according to the sampling criterion C?”

We admit that the test criterion C is the same for testing the two programs. Thus, the prob
of test selection becomes finding the set of properties that must be tested for the progP2
with regard to the program P1.

8.4.2 Test selection

The equation (iii)  (on page 109) does not take into account the relationship that may 
among two specifications and among two programs, i.e. it does not consider that if we
some degree of similarity between those items, it may be possible to capitalize on the 
performed for the first program and specification to select test cases for the second. 

More specifically for object-oriented software, this equation does not take into accou
hierarchization of object-oriented programs by inheritance: each program is assumed
independent and to have one specification, which is not shared with other programs, w
in object-oriented systems, specifications are grouped into hierarchies, and thus classes
tested in a joint fashion, by testing completely one class, and then only testing increme
other classes.

Thus, the incremental test selection process must be able to find out what this incremen
to calculate the difference between the two specifications and programs.

The idea behind incremental testing is summarized by the equation (v):

(P1 satisfies H1 ∧ P1 |=O  T1 ∧ P2 satisfies H2) ⇒ 
(P2 |=  SP2) ⇔ (P2 |=O  T2) (v)

Thus, the goal of test selection in an incremental context is to find the least test set T2 such that
the equation (v) is satisfied.

Since test selection is based on the specification and on hypotheses, performing incre
testing and reusing test sets is only possible if the hypotheses for the parent program a
for the descendant program in the part common to the two programs.

Incremental testing relies upon the relationship between the specifications but also the re
ship between the programs. Whereas, in specification-based testing, test sets are selec
the specification and the hypotheses only, incremental testing requires a certain knowle
the implementation too. 

For instance, on figure 66, the class Efficient_Account makes no change to the specification wi
regard to its parent Account.
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However, the interface of the implementation shows that the method withdraw is redefined, for
instance to provide a more efficient implementation. Therefore, the test selection proces
also consider the possible changes of implementation that are not reflected in the specif
However, this dependency to the implementation does not involve that specification-
testing cannot be applied: this dependency can be constricted to the interface of the imp
tation, assuming that a modification of implementation involves redefining the signature 
method in the interface of the implementation.

An incremental specification context ζ contains all information required to calculate the inc
ment function, Diff (ζ1, ζ2), correctly.

Definition 98. Incremental specification context

Given a specification SP ∈ SPEC, and a program P ∈ PROG, the incremental specification
context ζ is a tuple (SP, P), such that there is a morphism of signature between the inte
faces of SP and P. ◊

The test algorithms on figure 23 and figure 24 are modified as follows for incremental te
(see figure 67). 

The test selection is a three steps process. First, the difference between the two incr
specification contexts must be calculated. This difference must detect four kinds of me
methods that are added, methods that are modified, methods that are kept, i.e. inherite
and methods that are removed, in function of changes in the interface, the semantics 
implementation. Methods that are kept as is form the common part of the two increm
specification contexts.

From that difference, the second step consists in selecting from T1 the test cases that are still
needed to test the second program P2. Every test cases of T1 must be grouped in one of th
three following categories:

 • test cases are dropped because they do not apply any more,

 • test cases are dropped because, although they still apply, but that need not be run,

 • test cases still apply, and that must be run for the descendant.

Of course, only the test cases in the third category are kept.

As a third step, new test cases must be selected for the descendant, for the part of the in
tal specification context that is new, either because it is added or because it is redefine
descendant.

With incremental test selection, it should be possible to maximize the number of test cases t
must not be rerun, and to minimize the number of new test cases that must be selected
sense, the set selection process is more than sampling, because the choice is not only
some values in domains, but also to select test cases in predetermined test sets.

Fig. 66. Reliance of test selection onto the interface of the implementation (left: CO-OPN/2, right C++)

Class  Efficient_Account;
Inherit  Account;

Rename  account -> efficient_account;
End  Efficient_Account;

#include “currency.h”
class  Efficient_Account: public  Account
{

public :
void  withdraw (money m);

};
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The execution of the selected test cases, and the oracle comparison are performed lik
traditional test process.

8.4.3 The incrementallity hypotheses 

Thus, we can express the incrementallity hypothesis between two tuples (ζ1, T1) and (ζ2, T2). It
is based on two assumptions: 

 • P1 |=O
1
 TSP

1
,H

1
 • the hypotheses that held for the program P1 still apply for the common part in P2.

 

Fig. 67. Incremental test selection

function  Incremental_Test (ζ1, T1, ζ2) 
return  (Yes, No, Undecided) is

begin
-- test selection
Delta := Difference (ζ1, ζ2);
Reuse := Reusable_Tests (SP2, Delta, T1);

New := Generate_Test_Cases (Delta); 

-- run the test set and perform the oracle comparison
Results := Run_Tests (P2, New ∪ Reuse);
return  Compare (Results, Expected_Results);

end  Test;

Does the program P2 satisfy the specification SP2 given 

Calculate differences between ζ1 and ζ2

Test cases execution

Comparison with expected results

Test Requirement 

Test Selection 

Test Execution 

Test Satisfaction 

Yes — No — Undecided Test Interpretation

Test 
Procedure 

Program 
Correction

that T1 shows that P1 satisfies the specification SP1 ?

Select reused test 
Select new test casescases from T1
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Definition 99. Incrementallity hypothesis

Given two incremental test contexts ζ1 = (SP1, P1) and ζ2 = (SP2, P2), in which SP1, SP2
∈ SPEC, and P1, P2 ∈ PROG, and two practicable test set TSP

1
, H

1
 and TSP

2
, H

2
 such that 

 • (P1 satisfies H1) ⇒ (P1 |= SP1) ⇔ (P1 |=O
1
 TSP

1
,H

1
) and 

 • (P2 satisfies H2) ⇒ (P2 |= SP2) ⇔ (P2 |=O
2
 TSP

2
,H

2
), 

then the test set TDiff (ζ1, ζ2),H1,C ∪ H2 is such that 

(P1 |= SP1 and P2 satisfies H1,C ∪ H2) ⇒ 
(P2 |= SP2) ⇔ (P2 |=O

2
 TDiff (ζ1, ζ2), H1, C ∪ H2

)

where H1,C is the subset of the hypotheses of H1 that apply to the common part of P1 and
P2. ◊

A consequence of this hypothesis is that if the relationship P1 |= SP1 is satisfied by means o
testing, TDiff (SP2, SP1),H1, C ∪ H2

 will find as many errors in P2 as the test set TSP
2
,H

2
, while

being smaller or equal in size. 

8.4.4 Abstract classes

A particular case for the incrementallity hypothesis arises when a class is abstract. Sin
ing such class is impossible, because no object can be created for that class, the relationship P1
|=  SP1 cannot be verified. 

However, abstract classes have a specification, and therefore test sets can be selected 

These test sets are used for incremental testing in the same way as described above. O
calculating the difference will reveal that all abstract methods of the parent that turned co
in the descendant must belong to the category redefined. Moreover, methods that are c
in the parent could not be tested, therefore, all methods of an abstract class must be considere
as belonging to the category redefined for the descendant, and not only those with a 
modified behavior, because the methods which kept their behavior could not be tested 
parent class, and their correctness was therefore not exercised.

Thus, all test cases that would normally be eliminated from the abstract parent’s test se
be kept for its descendants.

8.4.5 Creation methods

Creation methods represent a particular case for incremental testing, in that they are 
not inherited (in Eiffel, Ada 95, CO-OPN/2, and Java, to name a few languages). Thus, s
every test cases must include calls to creation methods, those methods could bring th
obtained from incremental testing down to null.

However, experience shows that the creation methods for the descendant generally inc
behavior of the creation method for the parent, plus the initialization of new attributes
instance, in C++, it is not seldom to see the creation function of a descendant impleme
in figure 68.
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If it can be shown that a creation method in the descendant has the same effect as a 
method in the parent, then the incremental test process can be applied. Otherwise, it w
less to perform incremental testing.

8.5 CALCULATING  DIFFERENCES

The incrementallity hypotheses are not interesting in the general case where neither SP1 and
SP2, nor P1 and P2, have anything in common, i.e. when Diff (ζ1, ζ2) is empty. However, this
hypothesis is of interest when the two specifications and the two programs are related by
classing relationship, i.e. when the inheritance mechanism is used to build SP2, respectively
P2, from SP1, respectively P1, because in that case, the common part of ζ1 and ζ2 does not
need further testing (see figure 69). 

However, the whole problem is to define an adequate function Diff. As we have seen in the
section 3.2.3, the effects of inheritance is not limited to added and redefined method
include some of the inherited methods, because of history and inter-class dependencies
methods.

Four cases can occur (see figure 70):

 • Properties are undefined, i.e. they are removed from the parent and do not appea
descendant.

 • Properties are redefined, i.e. they are removed from the parent, and a new definition i
to them in the descendant.

 • Properties are newly defined, i.e. they are not present in the parent, but only in the d
dant.

 • Properties are inherited, i.e. they are present in the parent and in the descendant.

This scheme lead to four different cases of compatibility between the parent and the desce
dant

 • Some properties present in the parent are removed in the descendant.

Fig. 68. Creation method (C++)

class  Descendant: public  Parent
{

public :
Descendant (param p1, p2): Parent (p1)

{
... // using p2

};
};

ζ1 ζ2

Diff (ζ1, ζ2)

Fig. 69. Diff (ζ1, ζ2)
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 • Some properties present in the parent are kept in the descendant.

 • Some properties not present in the parent are added to the descendant.

 • Some properties of the parent are modified in the descendant.

This last case is the most difficult to handle, because properties can be modified becau
are redefined or because they are altered as a side effect of the redefinition of methods. 
this latter category of properties represent the greatest challenge for incremental testing

Definition 100. Semantics of the function Diff : Incremental specification context ×
Incremental specification context → 〈P (METHOD), P (METHOD), P (METHOD), P
(METHOD)〉

Given two class modules MdC1 = 〈ΩC1, P1, I1, X1, Ψ1〉 and MdC2 = 〈ΩC2, P2, I2, X2, Ψ2〉,
and 

 • DiffInterface (Ω
C1, ΩC2) = 〈RemovedI, KeptI, ModifiedI, AddedI〉, 

 • DiffSemantics (MdC1 , MdC2) = 〈RemovedS, KeptS, ModifiedS, AddedS〉, and 

 • Diff Implementation (P1, P2) = 〈RemovedP, KeptP, ModifiedP, AddedP〉

Diff (ζ1, ζ2) is a triplet of quadruplets of sets of methods

For each result of the function Diffx, Removedx, Keptx, Modifiedx, Addedx form a parti-
tion of METHOD (X ∈ {I, S, P}). ◊

Parent Descendant

inherited

redefined

newly defined

properties

properties

properties

kept
properties

modified
properties

added
properties

Fig. 70. Incremental testing

undefined
properties

removed
properties

Diff ζ1 ζ2,( )

RemovedI KeptI ModifiedI AddedI, , ,〈 〉

RemovedS KeptS ModifiedS AddedS, , ,〈 〉

RemovedP KeptP ModifiedP AddedP, , ,〈 〉

〈 〉=
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The definitions of DiffInterface , DiffSemantics , and DiffImplementation are given and explained
below. 

Since we are interested in external observation of the behavior, we admit that properti
are removed from the interface will not be tested, even though they could just be hidden
larly, we admit that the added methods are those that are added in the specification, eve
were hidden in the parent, and are made public by the descendant.

Moreover, we do not test the subclassing relationship itself. We admit that it is verified 
by a specification checker (for inheritance in the specification), or a programming langu
compiler (for inheritance in the implementation). For instance, a checker will verify that u
fining a method in the descendant does not invalid the specification (for instance because the
axioms of inherited methods include a synchronization to that undefined method.)

8.5.1 Inheritance of interface

As mentioned earlier, in an incremental specification context ζ, we must consider two inter
faces: that of the specification and that of the program. There shall be a conformance of sign
tures between the interface of the specification and that of the program: both interface
define the same public methods, or a morphism of signatures must exist between them. 
similar to the assumption we made between the program and its specification in definitio37.)
Of course, these methods include not only the methods explicitly defined in the interface
also the inherited methods. For instance, on figure 66, the number of methods in both
faces is the same, although only one (withdraw) is explicitly defined in the interface of the pro
gram.

For the interface, the properties to consider are the signatures of methods. Thus, the in
of two incremental specification contexts can differ in three ways:

 • The signature of a method can be removed.

The signature of a method can be removed either by undefining the method from the
face, i.e. by completely removing it from the specification, or by hiding it. 

Fig. 71. Removed method (CO-OPN/2) and hidden methods (Eiffel)

Class  Account;
Interface

Use Money, Booleans;
Type  account;
Creation

create _ : money
Methods

get-balance _ : money;
deposit _ : money;
withdraw _ : money;

Body
...

End Account;

Class  PhoneCard;
Inherit  Account

Rename  account -> phonecard;
Undefine  deposit;

end PhoneCard;

class  Account
creation

create;
feature

create (M: Money) is  do  ... end;
get_balance : Money is  do ... end ;
deposit (M: Money) is  do  ... end ;
withdraw (M: Money) is  do  ... end ;

end  --Account

class  PhoneCard
inherit  Account

export
{Any} get_balance, withdraw

end

end  -- PhoneCard
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For instance, on figure 71, the first column shows how the signature of a method, deposit,
can be undefined (together with its axioms for CO-OPN/2) when developing a PhoneCard
from an Account. The second column, in Eiffel, shows the same example in which the s
ture of the method deposit is not undefined, but hidden from the interface of the descen
by modifying the export subclause of the parent in the inheritance clause of the descen
dant.

 • The signature of a method can be added.

This happens when the signature of a method that was not present in the interface of 
ent is defined in the descendant. 

 • The signature of a method can be modified.

The signature of a method in the interface of the descendant is considered as redefined
long as its signature provides a level of conformance with that of the parent. It mus
the same name, and the same number of arguments. The type of the arguments can
change, either by being restricted to a smaller domain (covariance) or to a bigger d
(contravariance). Methods with the same name, but that do not obey to that confor
rule are overloaded methods, and must be considered as different methods.

For instance, on figure 72, the first column contains the CO-OPN/2 specification of a dis-
play system. First, colors are defined. The monochrome colors black and white are defined as
a subsort of the polychrome colors. Then, a class Terminal is defined, which contains a
method write to output a string of characters, choosing from the two monochrome c
black and white. The class Display is defined by inheriting the properties of Terminal, except
that the interface of the method write is redefined to accept more colors. This is a contrav
iance scheme: the input domain of the second parameter of the method write in Display is a
superset of that of its parent, Terminal.

The second column presents a similar example in Eiffel. After defining colors in the 
way, the class Display is defined with a function write. The class Terminal redefines the class
Display, except that it only allows monochrome colors as a second parameter. This is a
riance scheme: the input domain of the parameter C for write in Terminal is a subset of that of
its parent, Display. 

In most programming languages (Ada 95, C++, Java,...) the only allowed scheme of in
ance is invariance, i.e. the types of the parameters must remain the same.

At this point, we can define the function DiffInterface that calculates the difference between t
signatures of the methods of two CO-OPN/2 class modules.

Definition 101. Semantics of the function DiffInterface : Interface × Interface →
〈P (METHOD), P (METHOD), P (METHOD), P (METHOD)〉

Given two class modules MdC1 = 〈ΩC1, P1, I1, X1, Ψ1〉 and MdC2 = 〈ΩC2, P2, I2, X2, Ψ2〉,
DiffInterface (Ω

C1, ΩC2) is a quadruplet of set of methods

DiffInterface (Ω
C1, ΩC2) = 〈Removed, Kept, Modified, Added〉

which is a partition satisfying the following conditions:

 • Removed is the set of methods { m: s1, ..., sn ∈ Methods (ΩC1) | m: s1, ..., sn
∉ Methods (ΩC2), (1 ≤ i ≤ n)}

 • Kept is the set of methods { m: s1, ..., sn ∈ Methods (ΩC2) | m: s1, ..., sn ∈
Methods (ΩC1), (1 ≤ i ≤ n)}
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 • Modified is the set of methods {m: s1, ..., sn ∈ Methods (ΩC2) | ∃ m : s’1, ..., s’n
∈ Methods (ΩC1) | s’i ≤ si (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and ∃ i | si ≠ s’i , (1 ≤ i ≤ n)} .

 • Added is the set of methods { m: s1, ..., sn ∈ Methods (ΩC2) | m: s1, ..., sn ∉
Methods (ΩC1) and ¬ (∃ m : s’1, ..., s’n ∈ Methods (ΩC1) | s’i ≤ si (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and
∃ i | si ≠ s’i , (1 ≤ i ≤ n))}

Removed, Kept, Modified and Added form a partition of Methods (ΩC1) ∪ Methods (ΩC1).
◊

Note that, in the above definition, we are interested in Methods (ΩCi) and not in
Methods (MdCi), because Methods (MdCi) also includes the internal methods.

For instance, on the CO-OPN/2 example of figure 71, DiffInterface (ΩAccount, ΩPhoneCard) =
〈{deposit}, {withdraw, get-balance}, ∅, ∅〉; on the CO-OPN/2 example of figure 72, DiffInter-
face (ΩTerminal, ΩDisplay) is 〈 ∅, ∅, { write}, ∅〉. In the telephone system, on figure 15 a
figure 16, DiffInterface (ΩPhoneCard, ΩReloadablePhoneCard) is 〈∅, {withdraw, get-pin, get-bal-
ance} , ∅, {reload} 〉.

Of course, adding new methods in the interface of a class can imply consequences
semantics and on its implementation. An added method will be provided a semantics, an
sibly an implementation, as long as it is not abstract.

Fig. 72. Contravariance (CO-OPN/2) and covariance (Eiffel)

ADT Colors;
Interface

Sorts  
polychrome, monochrome;

Subsort
monochrome < polychrome,

Generators
black, white: -> monochrome;
red, green, blue, yellow, brown, purple: 

-> polychrome;
Operations

...;
Body

...;
End Colors;

Class  Terminal;
Interface

Use  Colors, String;
Type  terminal;
Method

write _ _ : string, monochrome;
Body

...
End Terminal

Class  Display
Inherit  Terminal

Rename  terminal -> display;
Redefine  write;

Interface
Method

write _ _ : string, polychrome;
Body
...
End Display;

class  Polychrome 
creation

black, white, red, green, blue, 
yellow, brown, purple

feature
...

end  -- Polychrome

class  Monochrome 
inherit  Polychrome
creation

black, white
feature

...
end  -- Monochrome

class  Display
creation

...;
feature

write (s: String; c: Polychrome) is  do  ... end
end  -- Display

class  Terminal
inherit  Display

redefine  
write

end ;
creation

...
feature

write (s: String; c: Monochrome) is  ...;
end  -- Terminal;
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8.5.2 Inheritance of semantics

For the semantics, the properties to consider are the descriptions of the behavior and
attributes, i.e. for CO-OPN/2, the behavioral axioms and the places. Places are not of m
interest, because they are not testable. However, their influence is taken into account
they appear in the axioms. 

We consider the semantics of a method as a whole, i.e. we do not consider its axiom
rately, but we consider the semantics of a method as the set of all axioms that def
method. 

 • The semantics of a method can be removed.

This case occurs when all axioms of a method or of an internal transition are remove
a specification. If the method is just hidden, the semantics will remain in the class. It i
sible to completely undefine all axioms of a method while keeping the method in the 
face, which makes the method not triggerable. We will consider this case as a c
modification of semantics.

It is possible to undefine only some of the axioms of a method, for instance conditiona
oms, to define the semantics of a method more precisely, for example to remove non
minism introduced by overriding axioms (see section 2.2.3.6). However, since we do not
consider the axioms separately, we consider this as a modification of the semantics
method.

 • New behavior in the semantics of a method can be added.

This case occurs when a new method is defined in the interface, and axioms are g
specify their behavior. Adding new axioms to the set of existing axioms for a method is
sidered as a case of modification.

 • The semantics of a method can be modified.

Modifying the semantics of a method consists in changing the axioms that descr
behavior. Modifying an axiom does not exist as such. However, we will say that the se
tics of a method can be redefined when the axioms in the semantics of the parent ar
fined or if new axioms are introduced. 

Axioms can also be considered as modified if they depend on methods that were red

Thus, removing or adding the semantics of methods is tied to adding or removing meth
the interface.

We can define the function DiffSemantics that calculates the difference between the semantic
two CO-OPN/2 class modules in two ways. The first way, the ideal difference of sema
Ideal-Diff, is based on semantic criteria, i.e. the observational equivalence of two classes
through bisimulation.

The second way, the syntactic difference of semantics, Diff, shown in definition 102, is based
on syntactic criteria, i.e. Diff is calculated by observing the axioms of the specifications syn
tically, without regard to their interpretation.
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Definition 102. Semantics of the function DiffSemantics : Class Module × Class Module →
〈P (METHOD), P (METHOD), P (METHOD), P (METHOD)〉

Given two class modules MdC1 = 〈ΩC1, P1, I1, X1, Ψ1〉 and MdC2 = 〈ΩC2, P2, I2, X2,
Ψ2〉,, and two set of classes C1 = MdC1 ∪ Dep (MdC1) and C2 = MdC2 ∪ Dep (MdC2),
DiffSemantics (MdC1 , MdC2) is a quadruplet of set of methods

DiffSemantics (MdC1 , MdC2) = 〈Removed, Kept, Modified, Added〉

which is a partition satisfying the following conditions:

 • Removed is the set of methods { m: s1, ..., sn ∈ Methods (ΩC1) | ¬(∃ ψ ∈ Ψ2 | ψ
= 〈Eventψ, Conditionψ, Preconditionψ, Postconditionψ〉 and Eventψ is based on
m: s1, ..., sn)}

 • Modified is the set of methods Redefined ∪ Altered, where

 • Redefined = { m: s1, ..., sn ∈ Methods (ΩC2) | ∃ ψ = 〈Eventψ, Conditionψ,
Preconditionψ, Postconditionψ〉 | ψ ∈ Ψ2 and ψ ∉ Ψ1 and Eventψ is based on
m}

and 

 • Altered = { m: s1, ..., sn ∈ Methods (ΩC2) | ∃ m : s1, ..., sn ∈ Methods (ΩC1)
and (∃ ψ ∈ Ψ2 | ψ = 〈Eventψ, Conditionψ, Preconditionψ, Postconditionψ〉
and Eventψ is based on m and ∃ m ∈ Redefined | Eventψ is based on m)} 7

 • Added is the set of methods { m: s1, ..., sn ∈ Methods (ΩC2) | m: s1, ..., sn ∉
Methods (ΩC1) and (∃ ψ ∈ Ψ2 | ψ = 〈Eventψ, Conditionψ, Preconditionψ, Post-
conditionψ〉 and Eventψ is based on m)}

 • Kept is the set of methods of Methods (ΩC2) that do not belong to any other
group.

◊

This second function is a pessimistic approximation of the ideal function. It admits tha
modified methods are those that are redefined in the descendant, and those that make
method that was redefined in the synchronization expression of one of their axioms. Ho
it can happen that the semantics of a method is syntactically modified, without any cha
its semantics. This case will be matched by the first definition, but not by the second.

Proposition 103. Relationship between the ideal difference of semantics and ide
difference of semantics

Given two class modules MdC1 = 〈ΩC1, P1, I1, X1, Ψ1〉 and MdC2 = 〈ΩC2, P2, I2, X2, Ψ2〉, 

Ideal-DiffSemantics (MdC1 , MdC2) ⊆ DiffSemantics (MdC1 , MdC2)

◊

For calculating differences of semantics, we do not rely only on the methods defined 
interface, but also on internal transitions and the internal methods, because modifyin
semantics can also alter the public methods.

7. Redefined is defined recursively, but we are interested in its fix point.
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For instance, on figure 73, inspired by [124], the class Savings, which inherits from Account,
redefines the semantics of one method, get-balance, and adds the semantics for three new
defined methods, set-rate, get-rate, and earn-interest.

Since neither the semantics of withdraw, nor of deposit, are modified by the newly added o
redefined methods, DiffSemantics (MdAccount, MdSavings) = {∅, {withdraw, deposit}, {get-bal-
ance}, {set-rate, get-rate, earn-interest}〉.

On figure 74, the class Checking redefines the method withdraw. The only difference between
Checking and Account is that each overdraft attempt is penalized by deducting a fee from
account. DiffSemantics (MdAccount, MdChecking) = {∅, {deposit, get-balance}, {withdraw}, ∅〉.

8.5.3 Inheritance of implementation

The considered properties here are the statements included in the program for a method. We
will consider these statements as a single block, although in some programming lang
like CLOS ([77]) or Newton ([116]), the code can be separated by way of a before-met
method, and an after-method, respectively using inner statements. If this separation exists,
finer level of granularity could be used in calculating the difference function for the imple
tation. However, in our definition, we will stick to the traditional programming languages.

 • Properties are removed.

This happens when a concrete method in the parent is made abstract, and the impl
tion for the parent disappears for the descendant, or when a method is removed from the
parent interface.

 • Properties are added.

This happens when a method abstract in the parent implementation is given an imple
tion in the descendant, or when a new method is added in the interface, and the corre
ing program is given in the implementation.

 • Properties are modified.

This happens when the implementation in the parent is overridden by a new implemen
in the descendant, or when implementations are altered by side effects, i.e. they depe
redefined method. In that case the algorithm of the method could be altered
section 3.2.3.2). Again, this change is not automatic, but dependent on how the lan
handles events sent to “self”.

For instance, on figure 75, the two programs seem to be the same. However, the evenHan-
dle (MA), respectively MA.Handle, in which MA is an object of type Medium_Alert, have a dif-
ferent meaning. In the case of the Ada 95 program, the method Handle will invoke the
method Display defined for the parent class Alert, whereas in the case of the Eiffel program
the body of Handle will call the method Display defined for the descendant Medium_Alert.
Thus, in the Ada 95 program, the method handle is not altered in the descendant, w
in the Eiffel program, it is indeed altered. (The Ada 95 equivalent of the Eiffel prog
would be to substitute for the call Display (A) the call Display (Alert’Class (A)).)

Since our test method does not rely on a particular programming language, we define th
tion DiffImplementation is general terms:
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Fig. 73. Class Savings 

Fig. 74. Class Checking

Class  Savings;
Inherit  Account

Rename  account -> savings;
Redefine  get-balance;

Interface
Use Financial-Types, Booleans;
Creation

create _ : money
Methods

get-balance _ : money;
set-rate _ : rate;
earn-interest _ : interval;
get-interest _ : money;

Body
Places

interest-rate : rate;
interest : money;

Initial
interest-rate 0.06;
interest 0.00;

Axioms
create (m) : 

-> balance m;
set-rate (r):

interest-rate o -> interest-rate r;
get-balance (b + i):

balance b, interest i -> balance b, interest i;
(b>0) = true => earn-interest (t) With get-balance b:

interest i, interest-rate r -> interest i + b * r * t, interest-rate r;
get-interest (i) :

interest i -> interest i;
Where

i, m, b : money;
o, r: rate; t: interval;

End  Savings;

Class  Checking;
Inherit  Account

Rename  account -> checking;
Redefine  withdraw;

Interface
Creation

create _ : money;
Methods

set-fee _ : money;
withdraw _ : money;

Body
Places

overdraft : money;
Initial

overdraft 10;
Axioms

create (m) : 
-> balance m;

(m <= b) = true => withdraw (m):
balance b -> balance b-m;

(m <= b) = false and (o <= b) = true => withdraw (m):
balance b, overdraft o -> balance b-o, overdraft o;

(m <= b) = false and (o <= b) = false => withdraw (m):
balance b, overdraft o -> balance 0, overdraft o;

Where
o, m, b : money;

End  Checking;
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Definition 104. Semantics of the function DiffImplementation : Program × Program →
〈P (METHOD), P (METHOD), P (METHOD), P (METHOD)〉

Given two class programs PC1 = 〈M1〉 and PC2 = 〈M2〉, DiffImplementation (P
C1 , PC2) is a

quadruplet of set of methods

DiffImplementation (P
C1 , P

C2) = 〈Removed, Kept, Modified, Added〉

where

 • Removed is the set of methods of M1 that do not exist in M2.

 • Modified is the set of methods Redefined ∪ Altered, where

 • Redefined is the set of methods of M2 that override a method in M1

and 

 • Altered is defined recursively as the set of methods that rely on a method
overridden in M1 or that rely on a method that is altered by a redefinition.
(Reliance on a method can vary from one programming language to another
as shown in the example above).

 • Added is the set of methods of M2 which have no implementation in M1.

 • Kept is the set of methods of M2 that do not belong to any other group. ◊

Techniques like HIT (see section 8.3.2) can be used for calculating this function.

Fig. 75. Calls to self (left: Ada 95, right: Eiffel)

package  Alerts is
type  Alert is  tagged  private ;
procedure  Handle (A: in  out  Alert);
procedure  Display (A: in  out  Alert);

private
...;

end  Alert

package  body  Alert is
procedure  Handle (A: in  out  Alert) is
begin

...;
Display (A);
...;

end  Handle;
...

end  Alerts;

with  Alerts; use  Alerts;
package  Medium_Alerts is

type  Medium_Alert is  new  Alert with  private ;
procedure  Display (A: in  out  Medium_Alert);

private
...

end  Medium_Alerts;

package  body  Medium_Alerts is  
procedure  Display (A: in  out  Medium_Alert) is
begin  ...; end;

end  Medium_Alerts;

class  Alert
feature

Handle is  
do  

...;
Display;
...;

end ;
Display is  
do  

...
end ;

end --Alert

class  Medium_Alert
Inherit  Alert

Redefine  Display;
feature

Display is  
do  

...
end ;

end --Medium_Alert
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8.6 TEST SELECTION FROM THE FUNCTION DIFF

The next step in the incremental test process is to select from the test cases defined for the par-
ent that must be run on the descendant. This selection is based on the result of the f
Diff. For this selection, of course, we do not consider added methods, which were not p
in the parent, and therefore not in the test cases, but just removed, kept, and modified method
(The case of added methods is handled in section 8.7.)

We must discern several cases:

 • test cases that are dropped because either they do not apply for the descendant, or be
although they apply, they need not be run because there were no modification from th
ent to the descendant,

 • test cases that are reused, they still apply, and must be run.

Determining whether a test case is reused or dropped is performed by taking in conjunct
status of the different methods that compose the test case, according to the function Diff. If a
test case contains a method for which:

 • The interface is removed.

Such test case must be dropped (since it contains a method that is not accessible.)

For instance, on figure 76, the class Money inherits from the class Float, but it removes the
methods “ * ”, and “ / ”. Since this is the only change, the class Money needs no further testing

 • The interface is kept, the semantics is kept, and the implementation is removed.

Unless such test case contains another method that requires it to be dropped, it 
reused, although it will not be run. This is the case of a method being redefined as abstr
and such test case may be needed to test a concrete descendant of this abstract clas

 • The interface is kept, the semantics is kept, and the implementation is modified.

Unless such test case contains another method that requires it to be dropped, it 
reused, and it must be run on the descendant, because the specification is the sam
implementation is changed.

For instance, on figure 66, the test cases of the class Account that contains an event based o
withdraw must be run on the class Efficient_Account.

 • The interface is kept, the semantics is kept, and the implementation is kept.

Unless such test case contains one or more methods that must be reused and n
method that must be removed, it can be dropped: it still applies to the descendant, bu
there is no modification, the method in the descendant does not need any further test

For instance, on figure 77, the descendant class is a simple renaming of the parent, 
any change. Thus, it can be considered as tested, as long as the parent is tested.

Fig. 76. Only undefine (CO-OPN/2 and Eiffel)

Class  Money 
Inherit  Float;

Rename  float -> money;
Undefine  *, /;

End  Money;

class  Money
inherit  Float

 export  
{Any} “+”, “-”

  end;
end -- Money
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 • The interface is kept, and the semantics is modified.

Such test case is not valid, and it must be dropped from the test set, despite the statu
implementation.

It is noteworthy that if a finer analysis of the axioms of the methods is possible, the ca
semantics decomposition can lead to better results. For instance, for the class Checking (see
figure 74), this rule says that all test cases that contains the method withdraw must be
dropped from the test set for the class Account. However, a finer analysis shows that th
behavior of withdraw is only modified for the cases where an amount of money greater
the balance of the account is withdrawn. In the class Account, the method withdraw could not
be triggered, whereas in Checking, it can be triggered and a fee is subtracted from the 
ance of the account. Thus, it could be possible to reuse the test cases that required al
withdraw to be triggerable, and to select new test cases for the cases where the semantics
changed. 

 • The interface is modified, and the semantics is removed.

This case is the same as the case above (undefining the semantics is considered as 
modification of semantics.) Therefore, such test case is not valid, and it must be dr
from the test set, whatever the status of the implementation is.

 • The interface is modified, the semantics is kept, and the implementation is removed.

In that case, the method becomes abstract.

If the scheme of interface modification is covariance, such test case can be reused fo
sible descendant, unless the parameter is outside the input domain of the descenda
test case contains another method that requires the test case to be dropped. If that lat
the test case must be dropped, unless a new value that is inside the input domain
method in the descendant can be substituted for the parameter.

If the scheme of interface modification is contravariance, then, unless such test cas
tains another method that requires it to be dropped, it can be reused for a possible 
dant. Some more test cases may be needed to take into account the increased input domain
for instance because the extended input domain allows an axiom in the semantics bei
gered when it was not triggerable before. The need for those new test cases depend
hypotheses applied on the parameter the input domain of which is increased. If a unif
hypothesis can be applied on the input domain for the descendant, then no new test c
required. However, if the case analysis of the algorithm for subdomain decomposition
implies new subdomains, then test cases must be selected for those new subdomain

 • The interface is modified, the semantics is kept, and the implementation is kept.

If the scheme of interface modification is covariance, the descendant can be consid
tested, and such test case can be dropped. 

For instance, on the example on figure 72 (Eiffel column), if we assume that the imple
tation of write is kept from Display to Terminal, then the test cases that contain the meth
write can be dropped, because all cases in the interface of write for Terminal are included in
the interface of write for Display.

Fig. 77. Renaming (CO-OPN/2, Ada, and Eiffel)

Class  Money 
Inherit  Float;

Rename  float -> money;
End  Money;

package  Money is
type  Money_Type is  

new  Float;
end  Money;

class  Money
inherit  Float

end  -- Money
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If the scheme of interface modification is contravariance, the test case can be dropp
new test cases must be included if the extended input domain allows an axiom in the 
tics being triggered when it was not triggerable before.

For instance, on the example on figure 72 (CO-OPN/2 column), if we assume that th
implementation of write is kept from Display to Terminal, then the test cases that contain t
method write can be dropped, but new test cases may have to be included for write for Dis-
play, because the test cases with write for Terminal could not take into account any other col
than black and white, and the input domain of write for Display also includes the other poly
chrome colors.

 • The interface is modified, the semantics is kept, and the implementation is modified.

Unless such test case contains another method that requires it to be dropped, if the 
of interface modification is covariance, such test case must be kept. 

Unless such test case contains another method that requires it to be dropped, if the 
of interface modification is contravariance, such test case must be kept and some m
cases may be needed to take into account the increased input domains.

 • The interface is modified, and the semantics is modified.

Such test case must be dropped whatever the status of the implementation is, un
scheme of interface modification is contravariance, and it can be found out that the m
cation of semantics has no influence on the input domain of the parent, but only h
influence on the extended input domain of the descendant. In that case, such test cas
dropped if the implementation is kept, and reused if the implementation is modifie
removed. New test cases must then be selected to test the extended input domain.

These rules obey to the following order of precedence:

 • The test case must be dropped.

 • The test case must be reused.

 • The test case can be dropped, or the test case can be reused.

If the above rules imply that a test case must be dropped and must be kept, it will be d
from the test set. If they imply that a test case must be kept, and that it can be dropped
remain in the test set.
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8.6.1 Examples

8.6.1.1 Account and Efficient_Account

We examine the case of the class Efficient_Account. The specification and the interface of th
implementation of this class and of its parent are shown on figure 78.

First, we perform test selection for the class Account. The constraints corresponding to regula
ity hypotheses are:

HAccount = (f = (fc | (fm | fo))) ∧ onlyconstructor (fc) ∧ onlymutator (fm) ∧ onlyobserver (fo) 
∧ nb-events (fc) = 1 ∧ nb-events (f) = 4) 
∧ positive-sequence (f)

Moreover, we apply subdomain decomposition on the formulae obtained by applyin
above constraints. (There are β-constraints on the axioms of get-balance and withdraw.)

Fig. 78. Account and Efficient_Account (specification CO-OPN/2, implementation C++)

Specification
Class  Account;

Interface
Use Money, Booleans;
Type account;
Methods

get-balance _ : money;
deposit _ : money;
withdraw _ : money;

Creation
create _ : money

Body
Places

balance: money;
Axioms

create (m) : 
-> balance m;

get-balance (m):
balance m -> balance m;

deposit (m):
balance b -> balance b + m;

(m <= b) = true => withdraw (m):
balance b -> balance b-m;

Where
m, b : money

End  Account;

Class  Efficient_Account;
Inherit  Account;

Rename  account -> efficient_account;
End Efficient_Account;

Implementation (Interface)
#include “currency.h”
class  Account 
{

money balance;

public :

Account (money m);

virtual void  deposit (money m);
virtual void  withdraw (money m);
virtual  money get_balance ();

};

#include “account.h”
class  Efficient_Account: public  Account
{

public :

Efficient_Account (money m);

virtual  void  withdraw (money m);
};
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The test set selected for the class Account, T Account, H, is given in table 9.

The only change between Account and Efficient_Account is that the method withdraw is redefined
in the implementation. Thus, we can calculate Diff (Account, Efficient_Account) as 

 • For the methods deposit and get-balance, the interface, the semantics and the implementa
are kept.

 • For the method withdraw, the interface and the semantics are kept, but the implementati
modified.

According to the rules in section 8.5 

 • the test cases that only contain the methods create, deposit and get-balance can be dropped,
although they are still applicable.

 • the test cases that contain the method withdraw must be kept.

The test cases that must be reused for testing Efficient_Account, are shown in table 10. 

〈<a.create (12)> <a.withdraw (6)> <a.withdraw (5)> <a.get-balance (1)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (17)> <a.withdraw (7)> <a.withdraw (4)> <a.get-balance (8)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (9)> <a.withdraw (5)> <a.withdraw (5)> <a.get-balance (3)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (15)> <a.withdraw (20)> <a.withdraw (5)> <a.get-balance (8)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (35)> <a.withdraw (20)> <a.deposit (10)> <a.get-balance (25)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (15)> <a.withdraw (5)> <a.deposit (9)> <a.get-balance (54)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (6)> <a.withdraw (10)> <a.deposit (0)> <a.get-balance (0)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (64)> <a.withdraw (32)> <a.get-balance (32)> <a.get-balance (32)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (16)> <a.withdraw (6)> <a.get-balance (10)> <a.get-balance (12)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (52)> <a.withdraw (2)> <a.get-balance (5)> <a.get-balance (0)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (26)> <a.withdraw (43)> <a.get-balance (12)> <a.get-balance (21)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (73)> <a.deposit (8)> <a.withdraw (22)> <a.get-balance (59)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (68)> <a.deposit (5)> <a.withdraw (70)> <a.get-balance (6)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (58)> <a.deposit (12)> <a.withdraw (80)> <a.get-balance (0)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (54)> <a.deposit (50)> <a.deposit (28)> <a.get-balance (132)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (73)> <a.deposit (5)> <a.deposit (0)> <a.get-balance (75)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (65)> <a.deposit (21)> <a.get-balance (86)> <a.get-balance (86)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (74)> <a.deposit (56)> <a.get-balance (130)> <a.get-balance (6)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (55)> <a.deposit (5)> <a.get-balance (55)> <a.get-balance (0)>T, false〉

Table 9: Test cases for the class Account

〈<a.create (12)> <a.withdraw (6)> <a.withdraw (5)> <a.get-balance (1)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (17)> <a.withdraw (7)> <a.withdraw (4)> <a.get-balance (8)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (9)> <a.withdraw (5)> <a.withdraw (5)> <a.get-balance (3)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (15)> <a.withdraw (v1)> <a.withdraw (v2)> <a.get-balance (v3)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (35)> <a.withdraw (20)> <a.deposit (10)> <a.get-balance (25)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (15)> <a.withdraw (5)> <a.deposit (9)> <a.get-balance (54)>T, false〉

Table 10: Reused test cases for Efficient_Account

Diff Account Efficient_Account,( )
∅ deposit withdraw get balance–, ,{ } ∅ ∅, , ,〈 〉
∅ deposit withdraw get balance–, ,{ } ∅ ∅, , ,〈 〉
∅ deposit get balance–,{ } withdraw{ } ∅, , ,〈 〉

〈 〉=
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The five other test cases are dropped. We consider that running them on the descendan
not reveal other errors than those found when testing the parent class Account.

8.6.1.2 Account and Checking

We will now examine the case of the class Checking. The specification and the interface of th
implementation of this class and of its parent are shown of figure 79.

First, we performed test selection for the class Account as in the previous example.

If we consider the specification on figure 74, and an implementation that redefines deposit and
adds set-fee, the function Diff (Account, Checking) returns the following result:

According to the rules in section 8.5, 

 • the test cases that contain get-balance or deposit can be dropped (although they are still app
cable).

 • the test cases that contain the method withdraw must be dropped.

As a consequence, none of the test cases selected for Account will be reused for Checking.

8.7 ADDING NEW TEST CASES

The last step in the incremental test selection process is to add new test cases. New test case
must be added for methods that are added, or the semantics or the interface of which i
fied. However, since methods are tested in integration, it is also necessary to select from
ods, the interface and the semantics of which is kept, a set of methods that must be t
integration with the former methods.

Notwithstanding the reason that to select meaningful test cases for the added and redefined
methods, other methods must also be included in the test cases, the kept methods mus
included because of the influence that those added and redefined methods may have 
behavior: even if the domain space of attributes is not changed, it is possible that new m

〈<a.create (6)> <a.withdraw (10)> <a.deposit (0)> <a.get-balance (0)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (64)> <a.withdraw (32)> <a.get-balance (32)> <a.get-balance (32)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (16)> <a.withdraw (6)> <a.get-balance (10)> <a.get-balance (12)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (52)> <a.withdraw (2)> <a.get-balance (5)> <a.get-balance (0)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (26)> <a.withdraw (43)> <a.get-balance (12)> <a.get-balance (21)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (73)> <a.deposit (8)> <a.withdraw (22)> <a.get-balance (59)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (68)> <a.deposit (5)> <a.withdraw (70)> <a.get-balance (6)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (58)> <a.deposit (12)> <a.withdraw (80)> <a.get-balance (0)>T, false〉

Table 10: Reused test cases for Efficient_Account

Diff Account Checking,( )
∅ deposit withdraw get balance–, ,{ } ∅ set fee–{ }, , ,〈 〉
∅ deposit get balance–,{ } withdraw{ } set fee–{ }, , ,〈 〉
∅ deposit get balance–,{ } withdraw{ } set fee–{ }, , ,〈 〉

〈 〉=
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reach states that could not be reached by a combination of the methods of the parent. T
is presented in section 3.2.3.1. 

This set of methods can be calculated by several ways:

 • A first criterion is encapsulation: depending on whether a descendant has visibility o
state of its parent, properties can be considered as alterable or not. For instan
figure 80, the two descendants, Heir1 and Heir2 are equivalent, but for the visibility relation
ship toward their parent Parent. The class Heir1 is implemented as a child unit of Parent, and

Fig. 79. Account and Checking (specification CO-OPN/2, implementation Ada 95)

Specification
Class  Account;

Interface
Use Money, Booleans;
Type  account;
Creation

create _ : money
Methods

get-balance _ : money;
deposit _ : money;
withdraw _ : money;

Body
Places

balance : money;
Axioms

create (m) : 
-> balance m;

get-balance (m):
balance m -> balance m;

deposit (m):
balance b -> balance b + m;

(m <= b) = true => withdraw (m):
balance b -> balance b-m;

Where
m, b : money

End  Account;

Class  Checking;
Inherit  Account

Rename  account -> checking;
Redefine  withdraw;

Interface
Creation

create _ : money;
Methods

set-fee _ : money;
withdraw _ : money;

Body
Places

overdraft : money;
Initial

overdraft 10;
Axioms

create (m) : 
-> balance m;

(m <= b) = true => withdraw (m):
balance b -> balance b-m;

(m <= b) = false and (o <= b) = true => withdraw (m):
balance b, overdraft o -> 
balance b-o, overdraft o;

(m <= b) = false and (o <= b) = false => withdraw (m):
balance b, overdraft o -> balance 0, overdraft o;

Where
o, m, b : money;

End Checking;

Implementation (Interface)
with  Currencies; use  Currencies;
package  Accounts is

type  Account is 
tagged private ;

procedure  Deposit 
(A: in  out  Account; 
 M: in  Money);

procedure  Withdraw
(A: in  out  Account; 
 M: in  Money);

function  Get_Balance 
(A: Account) 
return  Money;

private
type  Account is tagged

record
Balance: Money;

end  record ;

end Accounts;

with  Currencies; use  Currencies;
package  Accounts.Checkings is

type  Checking is 
new Account with private ;

-- redefined
procedure  Withdraw

(A: in  out  Checking; 
 M: in  Money);

-- added
procedure  Set_Fee

(A: in  out  Checking; 
 F: in  Money);

private
type  Checking is 

new Account with
record

Overdraft_Fee : Money;
end  record ;

end  Accounts.Checkings;
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has visibility onto the private part of its parent. Therefore, the added method Added must be
tested in integration with the kept method Kept. The class Heir2 is implemented as an inde
pendent unit. Like any client unit, it can only access the public part of Parent through its
public methods. Therefore, there is no possible side-effects from the method of Heir2 onto
the methods inherited from Parent.

Another example of such classes are the mixin classes.

 • A second criterion is state classification. The algorithms for state classification in figu
and figure 53 calculate what are the places of interest of a given method. Thus, if the
hypotheses of conformance between the specification and the program that were pr
in this section can be done, it is possible to restrict the kept methods to test in integra
those that appear in the same set as the modified and added methods.

 • A third criterion is use of attributes. If the same type of conformance hypothesis as 
apply, it could be possible to eliminate the methods that have no effect on the attribut
observer methods.

Those hypotheses can possibly be verified by a static analysis of the program, althou
task is deemed difficult.

8.7.1 Examples

8.7.1.1 Account and Efficient_Account

For this example, as long as the same hypotheses are kept, no new test case must be
Therefore, TDiff (Account, Efficient-Account), H

1,C
 ∪ H

2
 is the set of test cases listed in table 10.

8.7.1.2 Account and Checking

For the classes Account and Checking, new test cases must be selected that include the met
withdraw, which has a modified semantics and a modified behavior, and for the method set-fee,
which is added.

Since the methods of Checking, withdraw and set-fee, have visibility onto the private part of the
parent, they can potentially alter the attributes of Account in a way that was not previously
done. Therefore, we must test those methods in interaction with all methods of Account.

For performing test selection for the class Checking, we use the same regularity hypotheses:

Fig. 80. Strict inheritance vs. non strict inheritance (Ada 95)

package  Parents is

type  Parent is 
tagged private;

procedure  Kept 
(O: in  out  Parent);

function  Kept 
(O: Parent) 
return  Natural;

private
...;

end Parents;

package  Parents.Heirs1 is

type  Heir1 is 
new Parent with private;

procedure  Added
(O: in  out  Heir1);

private
...;

end Accounts.Heirs1;

with Parents; use Parents;
package  Heirs2 is

type  Heir2 is 
new Parent with private;

procedure  Added
(O: in  out  Heir2);

private
...;

end  Heirs2;
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HChecking = (f = (fc | (fm | fo))) ∧ onlyconstructor (fc) ∧ onlymutator (fm) ∧ onlyobserver (fo) 
∧ nb-events (fc) = 1 ∧ nb-events (f) = 4
∧ positive-sequence (f) ∧ nb-occur ({withdraw, set-fee}) >= 1)

This last elementary constraint is similar to the constraint nb-occur presented in section 6.1.3
except that it takes a set of methods from which to choose instead of a single method.

Subdomain decomposition was applied to settle the remaining variables.

The test cases selected for Checking are shown in table 11.

〈<a.create (20)> <a.set-fee (5)> <a.set-fee (10)> <a.get-balance (20)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (10)> <a.set-fee (8)> <a.set-fee (3)> <a.get-balance (10)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (15)> <a.set-fee (8)> <a.withdraw (12)> <a.get-balance (3)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (10)> <a.set-fee (10)> <a.withdraw (8)> <a.get-balance (3)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (20)> <a.set-fee (5)> <a.withdraw (25)> <a.get-balance (15)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (10)> <a.set-fee (5)> <a.withdraw (12)> <a.get-balance (10)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (20)> <a.set-fee (25)> <a.withdraw (30)> <a.get-balance (0)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (15)> <a.set-fee (20)> <a.withdraw (20)> <a.get-balance (15)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (20)> <a.set-fee (5)> <a.deposit (10)> <a.get-balance (30)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (30)> <a.set-fee (12)> <a.deposit (5)> <a.get-balance (20)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (40)> <a.set-fee (8)> <a.get-balance (40)> <a.get-balance (40)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (20)> <a.set-fee (5)> <a.get-balance (40)> <a.get-balance (20)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (35)> <a.set-fee (12)> <a.get-balance (10)> <a.get-balance (0)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (10)> <a.withdraw (8)> <a.set-fee (5)> <a.get-balance (2)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (15)> <a.withdraw (7)> <a.set-fee (12)> <a.get-balance (8)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (25)> <a.withdraw (30)> <a.set-fee (63)> <a.get-balance (15)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (10)> <a.withdraw (12)> <a.set-fee (10)> <a.get-balance (10)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (8)> <a.withdraw (22)> <a.set-fee (13)> <a.get-balance (0)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (7)> <a.withdraw (40)> <a.set-fee (5)> <a.get-balance (12)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (10)> <a.withdraw (5)> <a.withdraw (5)> <a.get-balance (0)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (15)> <a.withdraw (8)> <a.withdraw (6)> <a.get-balance (12)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (35)> <a.withdraw (20)> <a.withdraw (20)> <a.get-balance (5)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (30)> <a.withdraw (15)> <a.withdraw (25)> <a.get-balance (30)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (20)> <a.withdraw (12)> <a.withdraw (25)> <a.get-balance (0)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (15)> <a.withdraw (8)> <a.withdraw (10)> <a.get-balance (15)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (50)> <a.withdraw (55)> <a.withdraw (30)> <a.get-balance (10)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (45)> <a.withdraw (60)> <a.withdraw (25)> <a.get-balance (20)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (30)> <a.withdraw (32)> <a.withdraw (25)> <a.get-balance (10)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (20)> <a.withdraw (20)> <a.withdraw (15)> <a.get-balance (5)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (15)> <a.withdraw (30)> <a.withdraw (8)> <a.get-balance (0)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (18)> <a.withdraw (40)> <a.withdraw (60)> <a.get-balance (5)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (8)> <a.withdraw (15)> <a.withdraw (0)> <a.get-balance (0)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (5)> <a.withdraw (45)> <a.withdraw (0)> <a.get-balance (7)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (3)> <a.withdraw (34)> <a.withdraw (21)> <a.get-balance (0)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (7)> <a.withdraw (26)> <a.withdraw (21)> <a.get-balance (6)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (30)> <a.withdraw (10)> <a.deposit (10)> <a.get-balance (30)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (10)> <a.withdraw (5)> <a.deposit (15)> <a.get-balance (35)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (45)> <a.withdraw (50)> <a.deposit (5)> <a.get-balance (40)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (25)> <a.withdraw (27)> <a.deposit (20)> <a.get-balance (34)>T, false〉

Table 11: Test cases for the class Checking
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There are noticeably no test cases that do not contain a call to withdraw or to set-fee. Those test
cases were already run on the parent (see table 9), and the analysis of the differences
that there was no need to run them again on the descendant.

The large number of test cases is a consequence of the subdomain decomposition, 
three β-constraints can be extracted from that formula: 

 • the case when the withdrawal is allowed,

 • the case when the withdrawal is not allowed, and there is enough money in the acc
pay the overdraft fee,

 • and the case when the withdrawal is not allowed, and there is not enough money
account to pay the overdraft fee.

Moreover, since all calls to withdraw are valid, the number of redundant test sets is a
decreased (see section 7.3.2).

Thus, since there is no test to reuse from Account for Checking (section 8.6.1.2),
TDiff (Account, Checking), H

1,C
 ∪ H

2
 is the set of test cases listed in table 11.

〈<a.create (9)> <a.withdraw (21)> <a.deposit (20)> <a.get-balance (20)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (6)> <a.withdraw (8)> <a.deposit (10)> <a.get-balance (15)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (10)> <a.withdraw (5)> <a.get-balance (5)> <a.get-balance (5)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (45)> <a.withdraw (30)> <a.get-balance (15)> <a.get-balance (8)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (30)> <a.withdraw (12)> <a.get-balance (8)> <a.get-balance (18)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (12)> <a.withdraw (15)> <a.get-balance (2)> <a.get-balance (2)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (20)> <a.withdraw (30)> <a.get-balance (10)> <a.get-balance (12)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (10)> <a.withdraw (24)> <a.get-balance (5)> <a.get-balance (8)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (8)> <a.withdraw (9)> <a.get-balance (0)> <a.get-balance (0)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (9)> <a.withdraw (31)> <a.get-balance (0)> <a.get-balance (45)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (3)> <a.withdraw (59)> <a.get-balance (37)> <a.get-balance (37)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (30)> <a.deposit (51)> <a.set-fee (8)> <a.get-balance (81)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (10)> <a.deposit (0)> <a.set-fee (50)> <a.get-balance (14)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (30)> <a.deposit (13)> <a.withdraw (12)> <a.get-balance (31)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (10)> <a.deposit (25)> <a.withdraw (5)> <a.get-balance (35)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (15)> <a.deposit (8)> <a.withdraw (25)> <a.get-balance (13)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (45)> <a.deposit (25)> <a.withdraw (75)> <a.get-balance (56)>T, false〉
〈<a.create (6)> <a.deposit (2)> <a.withdraw (51)> <a.get-balance (0)>T, true〉
〈<a.create (4)> <a.deposit (3)> <a.withdraw (84)> <a.get-balance (15)>T, false〉

Table 11: Test cases for the class Checking
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Chapter 9
Subtyping and
Polymorphism

In section 2.1.4.2, we pointed out that, in object-oriented software systems, we discern two
kinds of hierarchies: subclassing and subtyping. Subclassing is a relationship among classes as
modules. Subclassing is merely code reuse and implies no preservation of properties
parent in the descendant. Subtyping is a relationship among classes as types. Subtyping
substitution, as described in [89] and [91], and the properties of the supertype must be 
served in its subtypes. Thus, the properties valid for the supertype must be verified for the sub-
type too.

In chapter 8, we have studied the issue of subclassing by analyzing the influence of inheritance
on testing. In this chapter, we will study the issue of subtyping. 

First, we will give an informal definition of the two forms of subtyping (weak and stro
Then we will discuss the issues of testing in presence of subtyping hierarchies. First, w
examine the relationship between the supertype and its subtypes, and second the rela
between a subtype hierarchy and its clients.

9.1 SUBTYPING, INCLUSION POLYMORPHISM AND DYNAMIC BINDING

Subtyping, inclusion polymorphism and dynamic binding are three concepts that are 
object-oriented systems, and that are often confused. We have already discus
section 2.1.5 the concept of polymorphism. Subtyping for CO-OPN/2 was discussed in
section 2.2.4.1. In this section, we shall come back to those concepts and investigate thules
they entice.

Subtyping is a relationship among types that implies that one type, the subtype, preser
properties of another, the supertype. We can discern two usages of hierarchies of subtyp

 • Extension

A subtype extends its supertype if it has extra methods in addition to those of the sup
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 • Restriction

The subtype is more constrained than the supertype, either in what its methods do o
values of attributes or both. In that case, the supertype specification will alway
non-deterministic; its purpose is to allow variations in behavior among its subtypes.

Subtyping allows substitutability, i.e. being able to substitute for an object of the supe
objects of the subtype. Inclusion polymorphism is the ability for a reference to desi
objects of different types related by a subtype relationship. We will call such reference a
morphic reference.

When messages are sent to an object designated by a polymorphic reference, it is not possible
to statically choose the implementation of which method must be invoked, because it m
any method in the subtype hierarchy. This choice is postponed to run-time, when the s
type of the object designated by the reference will be known. Postponing this choice is
dynamic binding.

There are two different schools of thought about the definition of subtyping. 

Some authors ([39], [29], [56]) limit the property preservation to the assurance that subst
will not cause a typing error to occur at run-time. This is the weak form of subtyping, in w
the preserved properties are the signatures of the methods. 

The conditions for weak subtyping are:

 • Methods mapping

To any method m in the supertype corresponds an equivalent method m’ of the same name
in the subtype. This rule guarantees that the subtype can react to all events that the
type can react to.

 • Contravariance rule for arguments

For any method m in the subtype, its equivalent method m’ in the supertype has the sam
number of arguments and the types of the arguments satisfy to the contravariance ru
definition11). This rule guarantees that the method of the subtype accepts no less arg
values than that of the supertype.

 • Covariance rule for result

Either both methods m and m’ have a result, or neither has. If there is a result, the result 
of m must be a subtype of the result type of m’ (m’ ≤ m). This rule guarantees that th
method of the subtype will not return a result that could not be returned by the meth
the supertype.

 • Exception rule

The exceptions signaled by m’ are contained in the set of exceptions signaled by m. This
rule guarantees that a method of the subtype will not raise exceptions that could 
raised by the supertype.

Other authors ([85], [90], [91]) expect that the subtype relationship also ensures that th
and the subtype have the appropriate semantics, i.e. that a program that works correc
objects of the type will have the same effect with objects of the subtype. This is the stron
of subtyping. 

This form assumes that all the conditions of the weak form are satisfied, and that the foll
conditions are also satisfied:
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 • Precondition rule

The method m can be called in any state required by the supertype as well as other 
This rule guarantees that the method m’ does not introduce states that were not reacha
from the method m.

 • Predicate rule

The postconditions of m’ can be stronger than those of m. Hence any property that can b
proved based on the postconditions of m’ also follows from the postconditions of m. This
rule guarantees that the method m’ cannot leave the object in a state that could not be 
duced by the method m.

 • History rule

Any call of a m’ method can be expressed in terms of calls of m or any other type other than
m’. This rule guarantees that a sequence of calls to the methods of m’ cannot be place a sys
tem in a state that cannot be reached by a sequence of methods of the supertype and
classes.

Examples of strong subtypes are: indexed collections (array, sequence, indexed set), 
devices, zoological classification inside one species (African and Asian elephants are su
of elephants [91]), bounded bags and bounded stacks. Counterexamples of strong s
include: set and lists, stacks and queues, unbounded stacks and bounded stacks,...

CO-OPN/2 adopts the strong form of subtyping. For the property preservation of signa
since it has no exception and its methods have no results, only the contravariance rule 
The other rules are subsumed by the strong concurrent bisimulation (see definition31) and the
substitution rule (see theorem 32).

Note that some authors [108] argue against the contravariance rule in favor of a cova
rule. The covariance rule however does not guarantee that all messages sent to the s
are understood by the subtype. This leads either to holes in the type system, or to intrica
tem validation rules [105]. In this dissertation, we will only consider the contravariance ru
for arguments.

9.2 IMPLICATIONS OF SUBTYPING FOR TESTING

In section 3.2.4, we have already surveyed the problems that arise because of polymorphism
We must consider two relationships:

 • the relationship between the supertype and the subtype

In chapter 8, we took advantage of the subclassing relationship to select test sets for 
dant classes. Since the subtyping relationship introduces property preservation, we w
consider it to select test sets for the subtype based on the test sets developed for th
type.

 • the relationship between a subtype hierarchy and its clients

When a client has an argument that is a polymorphic reference, the exhaustive t
includes objects of all types in the subtype hierarchy. However, on top of the proble
tractability, since hierarchies are freely extensible, it is not possible to plan a test s
includes all possible cases.
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9.3 INCREMENTAL TESTING WITH SUBTYPES

Testing a subtype given that the supertype satisfies its specification is akin to testing a d
dant class given that the parent satisfies its specification. This issue can also be solve
the incrementallity hypotheses, and we can use the function Diff that was presented in
section 8.4.3 to select test cases for the subtype from the test cases already selecte
supertype. 

However, there are some noticeable exceptions between incremental testing for subc
and incremental testing for subtyping:

 • Object-oriented programming languages usually do not provide subtyping, that they m
with inheritance. They allow substitution on types related by a subclassing relation
and, for some languages, guarantee the weak form of subtyping in inheritance.

Thus, the preservation of semantics guaranteed by the strong form of subtyping for the
specification does not hold for the implementation8.

 • In CO-OPN/2, the subtype relationship is expressed in the Subtype clause, but it is guaran
teed by the language, as long as the proof obligations deduced from figure 2.2.5 ar
fied. However, syntactically, it is possible to write an incoherent specification that spe
a subtype relationship among two types, but that contains axioms that contradict thi
tionship. 

 • The preservation of semantics is not guaranteed by syntactic criteria, like we used for
itance, but only depend on the semantics, which is, for CO-OPN/2, observable by bisimula-
tion. For instance, on figure 29, TAccount is a strong subtype of Account, but none of the
axioms is syntactically the same. 

Therefore, the function Diffsemantics cannot be expressed in terms of syntax, like we did
inheritance, but must be expressed in terms of semantics.

Thus, the conditions for incremental testing for subtypes are that:

 • The subtype is a true subtype of its supertype (i.e. the specification is coherent).

 • The program for the supertype satisfies its specification.

The first condition is not verified during testing, because it should be verified during the s
fication phase of the software development. Failing to verify this condition will however 

8. A noteworthy exception is Eiffel[103], which includes pre- and postconditions on methods, and class
invariants in the implementation, and which provides inheritance rules on those conditions. However,
the language does not guarantee that these conditions will be verified by the code, but provides
exception mechanism that will raise exceptions when those conditions are not met.

SP’

SP

P’

P

inherits from

verifies

is a subtype of

Fig. 81. Subtype for the specification and inheritance for the implementation

verifies (?)
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a negative influence on testing the subtype, because as a consequence it could result in
dictory test cases. The second condition is verified during the test of the supertype: we hav
as a prerequisite for testing descendant classes that their parents have all been careful
i.e. that Psupertype |=  Specsupertype. Of course, this condition is dependent on the quality of te
ing, i.e. that a “yes” answer to the test process implies the required satisfaction.

9.3.1 Weak form of subtyping

The properties preserved by the weak form of subtyping do not bring much over inheri
because there is no preservation of semantic properties. Thus, weak subtyping only
from inheritance in that subtyping guarantees that the signatures of methods can
removed but can be kept, modified by the contravariance rule, or added. Moreover, sin
cannot apply syntactic criteria for the function Diffsemantics, we must consider that the sema
tics of all methods are either removed or modified. 

As we admitted a morphism of signature between the interface of the specification and 
the implementation, we will admit in this chapter that the conditions for weak subtypin
satisfied by both specifications and both implementations. In statically typed language
Ada 95 or C++, these rules are guaranteed by inheritance. For dynamically typed lang
like Smalltalk, it may be necessary to verify that the implementation of the subtype acce
message accepted by the supertype.

Thus, the decision table 8 is modified as follows:

 • the weak form of subtyping guarantees that no methods are removed from the supe
the subtype,

 • the weak form of subtyping does not imply any preservation of semantic properties fro
supertype to the subtype.

Thus the decision table for weak subtyping is as on table 12:

As we can see, the consequence of weak subtyping is that no test cases for the supertyp
reused for the subtype.

Implementation (inheritance)
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Table 12: Decision table for the function Diff based on weak subtyping only
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However in the case where both inheritance and subtyping are used at the same time, i
possible to use the algorithm for inheritance in the presence of the weak form of subtyping

If we consider the case where the specification mixes weak subtyping of interface, and i
ance of semantics, we get better results (see table 13), because semantics can be preserved
the inheritance rules.

In both cases, new test cases must be selected as shown in section 8.7.

The weak form of subtyping cannot be explicitly specified with CO-OPN/2, which will thus
not allow substitution if the strong form of subtyping is not respected. 

9.3.2 Strong form of subtyping

The strong form of subtyping is much more interesting because it provides guarantees
difference of semantics between the supertype and the subtype (see figure 82).
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Table 13: Decision table for the function Diff with inheritance of semantics
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First of all, it guarantees that all methods of the supertype have a contravariant counte
the subtype, i.e. that no methods can be removed. 

Then it guarantees that the methods of the subtype have the same behavior as thos
supertype, for the domain of arguments of the subtype. Thus, the modification of beha
limited to the new behavior introduced by the modification of the input domain of the a
ments.

Finally the history rule guarantees that the added methods have no side effects on the in
and redefined methods.

Thus, we are able to give a new definition of the function DiffSemantics for the strong form of
subtyping that is based on the interface of the methods only.

Definition 105. Semantics of the function DiffSemantics : Class Module × Class Module →
〈P (METHOD), P (METHOD), P (METHOD), P (METHOD)〉 for the strong form of subtyping

Given two class modules MdC1 = 〈ΩC1, P1, I1, X1, Ψ1〉 and MdC2 = 〈ΩC2, P2, I2, X2,
Ψ2〉,, and two set of classes C1 = MdC1 ∪ Dep (MdC1) and C2 = MdC2 ∪ Dep (MdC2),
such that C2 ≤ C1, DiffSemantics (MdC1 , MdC2) is a quadruplet of set of methods

DiffSemantics (MdC1 , MdC2) = 〈Removed, Kept, Modified, Added〉

where

 • Removed is an empty set.

Supertype Subtype

Inherited methods

Redefined methods

Added methods

(same specification)

(refined specification)

(new specification)

Kept
Behavior

Modified
Behavior

New
Behavior

tested

parent test cases +
new test cases

new test cases

Parent
Inherited 

Redefined 

Newly defined

methods

methods

Methods

 |=

Specification

Program

Descendant
inheritance

subtyping

 |=

≥

Kept
Body

Overriden
Body

Fig. 82. The incrementallity hypothesis

New
Body
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 • Modified is the set of all methods {m: s1, ..., sn ∈ Methods (ΩC2) | ∃ m : s’1, ...,
s’n ∈ Methods (ΩC1) | s’i ≤ si (1 ≤ i ≤ n) and ∃ i | si ≠ s’i , (1 ≤ i ≤ n)}

 • Kept is the set of all methods { m: s1, ..., sn ∈ Methods (ΩC2) | m: s1, ..., sn ∈
Methods (ΩC1), (1 ≤ i ≤ n)}

 • Added is the set of methods {m: s1, ..., sn ∈ Methods (ΩC2) | m: s1, ..., sn ∉
Methods (ΩC1) and ¬(∃ m: s1, ..., sn ∈ Methods (ΩC2) | m: s1, ..., sn ∈
Methods (ΩC1), (1 ≤ i ≤ n))}

◊

Once again, this function is a pessimistic approximation of the function Ideal-DiffSemantics,
because it considers as modified all methods for which the domain of definition of argu
is changed.

Unfortunately, those guarantees only hold for the specification. Since the implementatio
related by inheritance, it is still possible that all problems that arise from inheritance of i
mentation still arise in this case.

Thus the decision table for strong subtyping is as on table 14. Contrary to the decision ta
weak subtyping, this table is not a subset of the decision table for inheritance (table 8)
modified methods keep the semantics of the method in the parent, but can augment the
ior in function of the change of input domains, all test cases valid for the supertype m
valid, by definition of the subtype relationship, for the subtype. Therefore, it is possib
reuse test cases even in case of a modified semantics, because the effects of modifica
limited by the subtyping relationship.

For instance, for the classes Account and TAccount, all methods keep the same interface
the same behavior, although the axioms are syntactically unalike. If we admit that their 
mentations are completely different, i.e. that there are no kept methods, we can ca
Diff (Account, TAccount) as 

This result implies that all test cases for the class Account (see table 9) must be run on the su
type TAccount, and no new test cases must be selected.

If we further add a class MAccount which adds a new method nb-transactions to monitor the
transactions counting the number of performed transactions (see figure 83), and that MAccount,
besides being a subtype of TAccount, inherits from TAccount, the result of the function Diff will
be:

Although the methods deposit and withdraw are redefined, they keep their semantics, and t
they still belong to the category Kept, because there is no change in the arguments of eith
those methods.

Diff Account TAccount,( )
∅ deposit withdraw get balance–, ,{ } ∅ ∅, , ,〈 〉
∅ deposit withdraw get balance–, ,{ } ∅ ∅, , ,〈 〉
∅ ∅ deposit withdraw get balance–, ,{ } ∅, , ,〈 〉

〈 〉=

Diff TAccount MAccount,( )
∅ deposit withdraw get balance–, ,{ } ∅ nb transactions–{ }, , ,〈 〉
∅ deposit withdraw get balance–, ,{ } ∅ nb transactions–{ }, , ,〈 〉
∅ get balance–{ } deposit withdraw,{ } nb transactions–{ }, , ,〈 〉

〈 〉=
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This result implies that only the test cases that imply the methods deposit or withdraw must be
kept from the test cases for the parent subtype, and that test cases that only imply get-balance
must be dropped. Furthermore, new test cases must be added for testing the method nb-transac-
tions in integration with the other methods. 

9.4 SUBSTITUTION AND REDUCTION HYPOTHESES ON SUBTYPES

So far, we have discussed the problem of testing subtypes with regard to their superty
we did not introduce substitution. 

Implementation
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Table 14: Decision table for the function Diff for the strong form of subtyping
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Substitution occurs when a method m of a class c has a parameters of a type t and t has one or
more subtypes t’, t’’, ... . The problem in that case is to decide upon the selection of objec
type t’, t’’, ... in the subtype hierarchy to test the method m, i.e.  

Does one have to reverify the implementation of a type c that has an argument 
of type t when it becomes possible to pass it arguments of subtype t' ≤ t?

Fig. 83. The class TAccount with a transaction counter (CO-OPN/2)

Class  MAccount;
Inherit  Account

Rename  account -> checking;
Redefine  withdraw, deposit;

Interface
Use 

Money, Booleans, Naturals, TAccount, Transaction, Transaction-List;
Type 

maccount;
Subtype  

maccount < taccount;
Creation

create;
Methods

deposit _ : money;
withdraw _ : money;
nb-transactions _ : natural;

Body
Places

#transactions _ : natural;
Initial

#transactions 0;
Axioms

create : -> transactions [];

nb-transaction (n) :
nb-transaction n ->nb-transaction n;

deposit (m):
transactions tl, #transactions n -> transactions tl’new (plus, m), #transactions succ (n);

(m <= b) = true => withdraw (m) With  sum (tl, b):
transactions tl, #transactions n -> transactions tl’new (minus, m), #transactions succ (n);

Where
m, b : money;
t : transaction;
tl : transaction-list;
n : natural;

End  TAccount;

t

s

τ

σ

inherits from

verifies

is a subtype of

verifies

m m
verifies

uses
uses

Fig. 84. Testing substitution
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This question is similar for generic modules that take a type t as formal parameter.

For instance, on figure 84, that shows an excerpt of the specification of a banking syste
method transfer takes accounts as parameters. since TAccount and MAccount are subtypes of
Account, it is possible to pass objects of those former types as parameters to the method transfer.

9.4.1 Exhaustive subtypes testing

One possibility is to test exhaustively the subtype hierarchy, i.e. for each instance of a typ
appearing in a test case, the test case is duplicated with objects of all possible subtypes

For instance, in section 7.5.3, after subdomain decomposition, we selected three test cases f
the formula <t.create> <t.insert (v0)> <t.enter (v1)> T:

1: 〈<v0.create (1234)> <t.create> <t.insert (v0)> <t.enter (1234)>T, true〉

2: 〈<v0.create (1234)> <t.create> <t.insert (v0)> <t.enter (4321)>T, false〉

3: 〈<v0.create (1234)> <v0.withdraw (20)> <t.create> <t.insert (v0)> <t.enter (1234)>T, false〉

in which the variable v0 is of type PhoneCard. However, since the type ReloadablePhoneCard
(see figure 16) is a subtype of PhoneCard, it is possible to substitute for v0 an object of that
former type. Therefore, if we want to test exhaustively the type system, instead of having
test cases, we should include six test cases, three with v0 of type PhoneCard, and three with v0
of type ReloadablePhoneCard.

This example shows that exhaustive subtypes testing can be practicable if both the num
subtypes and the number of test cases are low. 

9.4.2 Uniformity on subtypes

However, these conditions are not always met, and they do not take into account the pos
to freely extend hierarchies.

In section 4.6.1, we introduced uniformity hypotheses on values. We can also introduce 
mity hypotheses on subtypes. This class of hypotheses helps limiting the size of the tes
making the assumption that one type in a subtyping hierarchy may represent all other ty

Fig. 85. Example of method with polymorphic references

Class  Bank;
Interface

Use Money, Account, Booleans;
Type  bank;
Methods

transfer _ _ _ : account, account, money;
Creation

...
Body

Axioms
(m < b) = true =>
transfer (source, target, m) 

with  source.get-balance (b) .. source.withdraw (b) .. target.deposit (b): 
->;

Where
source, target : account;
m, b: money

End  Account;
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Definition 106. Uniformity hypothesis on subtypes

Given a specification SP ∈ SPEC, a test case 〈 f, r〉 ∈ HMLSP, X × { true, false}, a variable
v: t ∈ Var (f). An uniformity hypothesis on a type t for a test case 〈 f, r〉 and a program P,
is such that:

∀ r ∈ { true, false} , ∀ (to ≤ t),
((P |=O 〈(v: to / v: t) (f), r〉) ⇒ 

(∀ (t1 ≤ t) and ∀ (v: t1 / v: t) ∈ SUBS, P |=O 〈(v: t1 / v: t) (f), r〉)).

This definition means that for all results r of { true, false} and for all subtypes (to ≤ t) we have:
if the program P satisfies the formula f in which v is of type to, then for all subtypes t1 ≤ t the
program P will satisfy the formula f in which v is of type t1.

When the subtype hierarchy is of the strong form, this hypothesis is verified by definition

Theorem 107. Theorem of substitution testing

If a type t' is a strong subtype of a type t, then it is not necessary to substitute objects of
type t' to objects of type t in test cases where arguments of type t' appear.

For the proof of this theorem, see [86].

If the subtype relationship has been verified when testing subtypes, then all uses of th
types are summarized by uses of the supertype, and as a consequence, the test sets is
ably reduced in the process of testing clients of the hierarchy. 

Selecting objects of one type in the hierarchy will be sufficient to test the client/supplier
tionship. Thus, it will be possible to test the client with objects of the root type of the hier
only, and the hierarchy can then be freely extended. (Of course, we assume that new s
must be tested.)

9.4.3 Regularity on subtypes

However, for the weak form of subtyping, this uniformity hypothesis is very strong, because
the behavior of a subtype can be very different from that of a supertype.

Thus, for the weak form of subtyping, it is better to use regularity hypotheses on the su
relationship.

Definition 108. Regularity hypothesis on subtypes

Given a specification SP ∈ SPEC, a test case 〈 f, r 〉 ∈ HMLSP, X × { true, false}, a variable
v: t ∈ Var (f), a constraint C ∈ CONSTRAINTSP, X. A regularity hypothesis of constraint C
on a variable v: t for a test case 〈 f, r 〉 and a program P, is such that:

∀ r ∈ { true, false}, ∀ (to ≤ t),

((∀ (v: to / v: t) ∈ SUBS, (∀ ΙΙ 0 ∈ INTER, ( |=C

II
0

 (v: to / v: t) (C) ⇒ 
P |=O 〈 ΙΙ 0 ((v: to / v: t) (f)), r 〉))) ⇒
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(∀ (t1 ≤ t) ∈ SUBS and ∀ (v: t1 / v: t) ∈ SUBS, 
(∀ΙΙ 1 ∈ INTER, (P |=O 〈 ΙΙ 1 ((v: t1 / v: t) (f)), r 〉)))).

◊

This definition means that for all results r of { true, false}, if for all substitutions (v: to / v: t) the
satisfaction of the constraint C implies that the program P satisfies the formula f in which v: t is
replaced by v: t0, then for all substitutions (v: t1 / v: t) the program P will satisfy the formula f
in which v: t is replaced by v: t1. The role of the two interpretations ΙΙ 0 and ΙΙ 1 is to replace the
remaining variables by values so that the evaluations are performed on ground constrai
formulae.

This class of hypotheses implies that, for the weak form of subtyping, it must be possible
perform exhaustive testing on the subtype hierarchy, but to select a few subtypes that s
given constraint as representative of the set of all types.

Examples of constraints on the subtypes can be taken out of the function Diff. For instance, a
constraint could be that the semantics of a given method is redefined, which would hold
client of the hierarchy is based on the implementation of that method, or more stron
straints, like the types the implementation of which contains overridden methods.

Thus, the subtype hierarchy remains freely extensible. However, when extending the hie
with a new subtype, if the substitution for the type by the new subtype in test cases satis
constraint C, it is necessary to test the clients of the hierarchy with that new subtype.
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Chapter 10
Conclusion

In this final chapter, we present a summary of our work, and characterize it with respect
other test methods surveyed in the state of the art, and with respect to the taxonomy of v
tion techniques. We also give perspectives on some of the possible further enhancemen

10.1 EPITOME

The benefits from using object-oriented software development methods can be subs
However, using these methods does not guarantee correctness. Thus we consider as es
develop methods for the verification and the validation of such developments.

In this dissertation, we have presented an approach for unit testing of object-oriented so
based on formal specifications. Although testing object-oriented software has recently
recognized as an important subject of research, all dimensions of object-oriented progra
relevant to testing have not been covered. Previous work has focused on testing clas
systems, and to some extent, inheritance of implementation. We further analyzed the pr
that have already been identified. We also addressed other dimensions such as spec
inheritance, and analyzed the problems that can arise from polymorphism and subtyping

We have presented a theory for specification-based testing of object-oriented softwar
based on the refinements of a testing context from an exhaustive test set into a practica
set that preserves the pertinence of the exhaustive test set. This theory is a generaliza
an adaptation of the Bernot, Gaudel, and Marre theory of testing to object-oriented sof
The key point of this adaptation is that we generalize this theory to systems where the s
cation and the test sets are expressed in different languages. Thus we are able to give 
definition of test sets that can be used for systems having persistent states through th
the HML temporal logic. We also show that the test cases are fully compatible with the
gram satisfaction relationship based on bisimulation. We have presented the pro
required from an oracle for such test cases.

We presented the methodological grounds for applying this theory. We have described a
cal process for test selection, based on the construction of constraints, and the strategies
practice (see figure 86). 
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Starting from a focus and its environment, which contain the class(es) under test and the
dependencies, we reduce the level of abstraction of an universally quantified formulaf into
ground formulae by applying selection hypotheses.

First, we have presented several regularity hypotheses, which are n:m generalizations of the
program behavior. Regularity hypotheses are expressed as constraints on the formula
constraints are used to select the shape of test formulae. We have introduced constra
regularity hypotheses of three kinds:

Exhaustive Test Set

〈universally quantified formula f, universally quantified result r〉

HMLSP, X

and<c.create (v0)>
f

<e0> and
<c.get-balance (v1)> T

not <e1> T

HMLSP, X
S

and<c.create (v0)>
<c.get-pin (v3)> T

<c.withdraw (v2)> and

<c.get-balance (v1)> T

not <c.withdraw (v4)> T

HMLSP 

and<c.create (12)>
<c.get-pin (12)> T

<c.withdraw (15)> and
<c.get-balance (5)> T

not <c.withdraw (8)> T

〈 , r〉

〈 , r〉

〈 , true〉

Fig. 86. Summary of the practical test selection process

Application of regularity hypotheses

Application of subdomain decomposition

Validation of the formula

Application of uniformity hypotheses on HML formulae
and events

on objects and ADTs

Selection of a focus and of an environment
First reduction with incremental testing based on subclassing and subtyping relationships
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 • constraints based on events, (number of events, depth of a formula, number of occu
of a given method, or of methods taken from a set, event classification);

 • constraints based on the structure of objects (state classification, constraints on the
state,...);

 • constraints based on the HML formulae themselves (predefined shape, traces, positive
mulae,...).

Those elementary constraints are combined to form complex constraints. 

We have also shown how the variables not fixed by those constraints can be instantiate
uniformity hypotheses, which are a 1:n generalizations of the program behavior. For variab
that are references to objects or algebraic values, we have also shown how the qualit
test set can be enhanced by performing subdomain decomposition. Subdomain decom
relies on an analysis of the axioms of the specification. Subdomain decomposition
three-steps process:

 • First, behavioral constraints must be extracted from the specification. We have show
to extract behavioral constraints from pre-and postconditions, algebraic conditions an
nected objects.

 • Second, subdomains are calculated from those constraints. Like regularity hypothese
domains are expressed as constraints.

 • Third, values that reflect the subdomains are selected for test cases.

All along this test selection process, redundant test cases can be eliminated, through th
redundancy reduction rules.

To consider inheritance, we have introduced a model that allows considering inheritan
finer level of granularity: inheritance of interface, of semantics, and of implementation
have proposed to determine what test cases for a parent class shall be reused for the desce
dant, and what new test cases must be selected, using a difference function that calcula
properties are removed, kept, modified and added from a parent to a descendant.

To consider subtyping and substitution we have refined the incrementallity hypotheses 
cases where differences in semantics are not based on syntactic criteria, but on the su
relationship, and we have presented uniformity and regularity hypothesis based on subs
of (sub)types instead of values.

10.2 CLASSIFICATION  OF OUR APPROACH

10.2.1 Our approach and the state of the art

Our approach has similarity with some of the approaches described in section 3.3 and 8

First of all, it stands in the class of external behavior coverage based techniques. Like 
we have a way to specify the shapes of test cases, and we use reduction techniques b
the possible sequencing of messages, and reduction techniques based on the properti
methods (kind, use of attributes,...). However, unlike Kirani, but like ASTOOT, we take
axioms of the specifications into account for test case generation, and not just their life cycle,
Thus, we do not suffer from the limitation of Kirani, that all method sequences must be a
able regardless of the parameters, because we can validate our test cases in function o
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oms. Also, we propose techniques to select values from the input domain of paramete
we describe the properties oracles must satisfy.

Like ASTOOT, our method is based on formal specifications and has a rigorous formal
dation. We also have a test cases format that allows selecting valid and invalid behavio
Unlike ASTOOT, we do not limit ourselves to term rewriting, but select longer combina
of invocations corresponding to repetitions and interleaving of events. Also, we take
advantage of the specification by using axioms for classifying methods in function of
state of interest or of their category, and by introducing subdomain decomposition on th
structs appearing in the axioms. Moreover, our oracle is based on an external observa
the program behavior, and does not require to assert the equivalence of two states, but 
that an event could be triggered or not.

ASTOOT also includes a form a subdomain decomposition. Our method is different in th
not limited to algebraic conditions, but also include constraints on the state and on con
objects. (This difference is of course a consequence of the change of specification form
Moreover, whereas ASTOOT considers that testing should focus on the question of whethe
sequence of messages puts an object of the class under test into the “correct state”, we con-
sider that the point of specification-based testing lies in verifying the observable effects
messages rather than the (hidden) final state. The states of the object after an event are
itly verified by the allowance (or disallowance) to trigger the next message. Thus, we ke
functionality of ASTOOT while allowing for a more simple oracle.

Like the internal behavior coverage based approaches, we make use of the specifica
states, as it appears in CO-OPN/2 specifications (design states). However, the state of an ob
is not used as a means of coverage, but it is used to limit the size of the test sets by categorizing
methods. Moreover, it has no influence on the oracle.

Our incremental testing selection technique is a continuation of the works of [114] and
However, we enhanced this technique for specification-based testing by introducing a s
of inheritance with a finer level of granularity that differentiates inheritance of interfac
semantics, and of implementation. 

Our approach differs from the other approaches in that it does not specify what to test, bu
not to test (i.e. which test cases to remove from the exhaustive test set), and basing th
tion of some test sets on the reduction hypotheses. Thus, the quality of the test set is not me
sured by coverage criteria, but it is determined by the hypotheses. 

The summary of testing techniques for specification-based testing of object-oriented so
of table 5 can be augmented with the table 15 below.

Our Approach

Model
CO-OPN/2 specifications (ADT and class modules, based on 

order-sorted algebra and hierarchical Petri nets)

Test units object/class/hierarchy/cluster 

Test case format tuples 〈HML formulae, result〉

Error model correctness

Measure of 
quality

reduction hypotheses

Table 15: Summary of our approach (compare with table 5)
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10.2.2 Our approach in the taxonomy of verification techniques

The traditional taxonomy of verification and validation techniques presents testing and pr
as two irreconcilable techniques, the first one belonging to the family of dynamic verific
techniques, because testing involves program execution, and the second to the family o
verification techniques, because proving does not.

In its revised taxonomy of fault detection techniques ([149], [150]), Young suggests othe
teria that the static versus dynamic criterion.

Both program proving and program testing try to answer the same question, “Does a program
satisfy its specification?”, and only vary by their means to achieve that goal. Exhaustive tes
is in fact a “proof by cases” of program correctness. Proving and testing can be characteri
as searches in infinite spaces, and both must sometimes fail when an unsuccessful sear
minated. In the case of program testing, the search may terminate successfully if an error is
found, while proving terminates successfully if the specification is shown to be a the
When either search is terminated before finding a definite answer, it is subject to inaccu

A particularly useful distinction is between state-space analysis techniques that fold actual exe-
cution states together and those that explore only a sample of possible program behaviors
Folding replaces the complete state-space by a smaller or more regular model, usu
abstracting away some details of execution states, while sampling investigates some po
the state space, for instance by executing a program on selected input data.

Since the question “Does the program P verify the specification S?” is undecidable for arbi-
trary programs and specifications, every fault detection technique embodies some comp
between accuracy and computational cost. The strategies of folding and sampling resul
ferent kinds of inaccuracy (pessimistic and optimistic respectively). Pessimistic inaccur

Sampling 
technique

generalizations of program behavior for values and types
(uniformity 1:n, regularity: m:n, subdomain decomposition 1:ni)

incremental testing

Oracle external observation of the program behavior

Proving Testing

Search Search in the (infinite)
space of theorems about a
program

Search in the (infinite)
space of program states

Successful search Found theorem relating
specification to program;
assurance of correctness.

Found error in behavior,
indicating fault in pro-
gram.

Failed search No definite information;
program may be incor-
rect. (Pessimistic)

No definite information;
program may be correct.
(Optimistic)

Table 16: Proving vs. testing ([150])

Our Approach

Table 15: Summary of our approach (compare with table 5)
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failure to accept a correct program. Optimistic inaccuracy is failure to reject an incorrec
gram.

In this taxonomy, our method borrows aspects from both proving and testing. 

The theory of test selection is based on folding: the reduction hypotheses fold the state space of
the program into models of 1 (uniformity) or m (regularity) elements out of n. In that case, our
method is a proof by cases based on the satisfaction of the hypotheses. The theore
approach combines both the optimistic and the pessimistic kind: as long as a test set 
nent, the properties of validity and unbiasedness should provide optimistic and pessimistic
accuracy.

However, the practical approach is more akin to testing. If the reduction hypotheses a
verified, the selection hypotheses actually perform sampling, and the level of accuracy 
optimistic.

This discussion shows the advantages and the drawbacks of our method: the quality of
sets relies upon the quality of the hypotheses. Our method places a demand on the pa
tester who must select hypotheses and convince himself that these hypotheses are sa
ever, 

 • Hypotheses correspond to “normal” testing practices, and experience can play a 
determining them.

 • Some hypotheses can be statically verified (e.g. by an analysis of the source of the c
nent under test).

 • The decision to apply strong or weak hypothesis can result of a risk analysis of the
component.

10.3 PERSPECTIVES

In our opinion, this work should be continued in four directions:

 • Integration in the software development process

As mentioned, among others, by [99], it is important to plan testing from the beginni
the software life cycle. Testing cannot be performed on an ad hoc basis at the end
development. A possible research direction would be the integration of our testing app
into a complete software development method, which would include testing in the w
process, for instance with modeling rules that facilitate testing.

Another objective would be to determine possible reduction hypotheses from the models
developed during analysis and design.

 • Additional regularity hypotheses 

The selection hypotheses together with subdomain decomposition propose a thoroug
selection strategies. It is however still possible to provide new hypotheses, especially
larity hypotheses that take more advantage of the behavioral axioms, for instance by per-
forming a regression analysis of reachability of certain states. The function Reach (see
section 6.3.2) is a first step in that direction.

 • Operational techniques and tools

This dissertation does not discuss the operational techniques for the reduction of the test se
However, the theory and the method presented also exhibit the advantage of being
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enough to (semi-)automate the test selection. The test selection principles presente
have been designed to be incorporated as specific logical rules in a tool similar to LOFT
[94]. This tool could be extended to handle object-oriented specifications, by codin
HML semantics rules and the CO-OPN/2 class semantics into equational logic. A Prol
tool has already been implemented: resolution techniques allow us to compute test se
a CO-OPN/2 system and a set of the constraints presented in this paper while a fron
written in Java, allows a user-friendly definition of the environment and of the constra

 • Oracle construction

The dissertation presented the requirements for building oracles. However, it did not dcuss
their construction. The observation criteria of our test cases can be the paths of the fo
in that case, the oracle is simple. These paths are translated by the test driver into 
calls of the program under test. While running, the program will accept or reject them
power of such test drivers and oracles are limited, since they do not take into ac
branching in non-deterministic systems.

A perspective is to build test drivers and oracles able to solve the branching and obse
ity problems of object-oriented distributed systems by adding state recording and 
tracking facilities to the test driver and oracle. A basis for that technique coul
checkpointing. This is a semi-intrusive way of implementing a test driver. 

Finally, we should mention that our approach should be validated on examples of realist
A first case study has been undertaken: the production cell, originally defined in [87]. Th
of this case study is to develop a control program for an existing industrial production
taken from a metal-processing plant in Karlsruhe (Germany). This is a realistic industr
ented problem where safety requirements play a significant role, as the violation of a re
ment might result in damage of machines or injury to people. Also, this system is reactiv
control program has to react permanently to changes in its environment. The developm
this production cell addresses all phases of the development life cycle: requirements, a
design, specification, implementation and testing. Requirements come from the original 
tion. Analysis and design are performed with Fusion, specification with CO-OPN/2, imple-
mentation with Ada 95, and testing with two testing methods: the statistical testing m
developed at LAAS-CNRS (see section 8.3.5) and the method presented in this dissertation.
The construction phases have been completed, and some test cases have already been select
successfully with the prototype of the above mentioned tool. However, at the time of writin
is too early to draw conclusions from this work.

10.4 EPILOGUE

We think that our approach to testing object-oriented software has a lot of promises. It
very strong theoretical ground, it is general, and, possibly notwithstanding the theoretica
fications, it is sufficiently easy to be understood by the average programmer. 

It has both a theoretical and a practical value, and we can hope that it is a useful contribu
the validation and verification of object-oriented programs.
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Summary of the UML Notation

is doc-
Annex A
Summary of the UML

Notation

This annex contains a terse summary of the part of the UML notation that was used in th
ument [61].

A.1 STATIC STRUCTURE DIAGRAM

Note that we extend the notation of generalization to include the filled triangle.

Class name

- attribute : type = initial value

+ creation-method (argument list)
+ method (argument list): return type

Descendant 1 Descendant 2

Parent

{discriminator}

Subtype 1 Subtype 2

Supertype

Class

Class Name

Generalization

Source Target

Dependency

visibility
+: public
-: private
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Summary of the UML Notation
A.2 USE-CASE AND SEQUENCE DIAGRAMS

Class A Class B
role Brole A

association 
name

Class
0..1

Class
*

Class
1

exactly one

many (zero or more)

optional (zero or one)

Class
n..m

numerically specified

Class aggregation

Class ordered role

Class composition

{ordered} *

Class A Class B

Association Class

Association

Multiplicities

Association Class

Agent
 System Agent

use case

Agent System Agent
Message (input event)

Message (output event)

Message (input event)

Message (output event)

Message (output event)

Use-Case Diagram

Sequence Diagram
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A.3 COLLABORATION  DIAGRAMS

object name : class

: class object name

1: simple message ()

1.1*: iteration message ()
1.2: [condition] message ()

1.2.1: message to self
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Specifications from the CO-OPN/2 Library
Annex B
Specifications from the

CO-OPN/2 Library

This annex contains the specification of some of the modules from the CO-OPN/2 library used
in this document.

This annex is an excerpt from [24].

B.1 UNIQUE

Adt  Unique;
Interface

Sort  unique;
Generator

@ : -> unique;
Body
End  Unique;

B.2 BOOLEANS

Adt  Booleans;
Interface

Sort  boolean;
Generators

true   : -> boolean;
false : -> boolean;

Operations
not _ : boolean -> boolean;
_ and _ : boolean boolean -> boolean;
_ or _ : boolean boolean -> boolean;
_ xor _ : boolean boolean -> boolean;
_ = _   : boolean boolean -> boolean;

Body
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Axioms
not true      = false;
not false     = true;

true  and b   = b;
false and b   = false;

true  or b    = true;
false or b    = b;

false xor b   = b;
true  xor b   = not b;

(true = true)   = true;
(true = false)  = false;
(false = true)  = false;
(false = false) = true;

Where
b : boolean;

End  Booleans;

B.3 NATURALS

Adt  Naturals;
Interface

Use  Booleans;
Sort  natural;
Generators

0       : -> natural;
succ _  : natural -> natural;

Operations
_ + _   ,
_ - _   ,
_ * _   ,
_ / _   ,
_ % _   : natural natural -> natural;
_ = _   ,
_ <= _  ,
_ < _   ,
_ > _   ,
_ >= _  : natural natural -> boolean;
max _ _ : natural natural -> natural;
even _  : natural -> boolean;
2** _   ,
_ ** 2  : natural -> natural;

;; constants
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20: -> natural;

Body
Axioms

0+x = x;
(succ x)+y = succ (x+y);

;; substraction, if y > x then x-y = 0
0-x = 0;
(succ y)-0 = succ y;
(succ y)-succ x = y-x;

0*x = 0;
(succ x)*y = (x*y)+y;
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;; division, if y = 0 then div x y = 0
x/0 = 0;
x < y  = true => x/y = 0;
x >= y = true => x/y = succ ((x-y)/y);

;; modulo, if y = 0 then mod x y = 0
x%y = x-(y*(x/y));

0 = 0 = true;
0 = succ x = false;
succ x = 0 = false;
(succ x) = succ y = x = y;

x <= y = not y<x;

0<0             = false;
0<succ x        = true;
succ x < 0      = false;
succ x < succ y = x<y;

x > y = not x <= y;

x >= y = not x < y;

even 0 = true;
even succ x = not even x;

2**0 = succ 0;
2**succ x = (succ succ 0)*(2**x) ;

(x >= y) = true  => max x y = x ;
(x >= y) = false => max x y = y ;

x**2 = x*x;

1  = succ 0;   2  = succ 1;   3  = succ 2;   4  = succ 3;
5  = succ 4;   6  = succ 5;   7  = succ 6;   8  = succ 7;
9  = succ 8;   10 = succ 9;   11 = succ 10;  12 = succ 11;
13 = succ 12;  14 = succ 13;  15 = succ 14;  16 = succ 15;
17 = succ 16;  18 = succ 17;  19 = succ 18;  20 = succ 19;

Theorems
(x+y)+d = x+(y+d);
x+0 = x;
0+x = x;
0/x = 0;
(x%y)/y = 0;
0%x = 0;
(x%y)%y = x%y;

Where
x, y, d : natural;

End  Naturals;

B.4 LISTS

Parameter  Adt  ComparableElem;
Interface

Use  Booleans;
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Sort  elem;
Operation

_ = _ : elem elem -> boolean;
Body

Theorems
;; usual equivalence relation properties
;; reflexivity
(x = x) = true;

;; symmetry
(x = y) = true => (y = x) = true;

;; transitivity
(x = y) = true & (y = z) = true => (x = z) = true;

Where
x, y, z : elem;

End  ComparableElem;

Generic  Adt  List (ComparableElem);
Interface

Use  Naturals, Booleans;
Sort  list;
Generators

[]    : -> list;
_ ' _ : elem  list -> list;

Operations
_ | _         : list list -> list; ;; concatenation       
# _           : list -> natural; ;; number of component 
take _ from _ : natural list -> list; ;; first n component   
drop _ from _ : natural list -> list; ;; l - take (n,l)       
head _        : list -> elem; ;; first component     
tail _        : list -> list; ;; l - first component
empty? _      : list -> boolean;
reverse _     : list -> list;
_ = _         : list list -> boolean;

Body
Axioms

([] | l1)  = l1;
((e ' l1) | l2) = (e ' (l1 | l2));

#([]) = 0;
#(e ' l1) = succ (#(l1));

take n from []       = [];
take 0 from e ' l1    = [];
take succ (n) from e ' l1 = e ' take n from l1;

drop n from []       = [];
drop 0 from (e'l1)    = (e'l1);
drop succ (n) from e ' l1 = (drop n from l1);

head (e'l1) = e;

tail ([]) = [];     ;; if is-empty (l1) then tail (l1) = [] 
tail (e'l1) = l1;

empty? ([]) = true;
empty? (e'l1) = false;

reverse ([]) = [];
reverse (e'l1) = (reverse l1) | (e'[]);

([] = []) = true;
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(e'l1 = []) = false;
([] = e'l1) = false;
(e1'l1 = e2'l2) = (e1 = e2) and (l1 = l2);

Theorem
(take n from l) | (drop n from l) = l;

reverse (reverse (l)) = l;

;; usual equivalence relation properties
(l = l) = true; ;; reflexivity

(l1 = l2) = true => (l2 = l1) = true; ;; symmetry

;; transitivity
(l1 = l2) = true & (l2 = l3) = true => (l1 = l3) = true;

Where
l, l1, l2, l3 : list;
e, e1, e2     : elem;
n : natural;

End  List;
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Annex C
Summary of Fusion

Fusion [47] is a second-generation object-oriented development method, which cove
aspects of the software construction life cycle and includes strategies for verification an
dation. It is called Fusion because it synthesizes the best features of the prominent obj
ented development methods: OMT/Rumbaugh [123], the Booch method [31], Objectory
and CRC [148]. Also, it includes some aspects coming from formal specification method
development of a system is based on a waterfall life cycle, but it could also be used for iterativ
development without much modification.

Throughout the whole development, a data dictionary is maintained to collect and che
consistency of the items introduced in the various models, together with some additiona
mation, such as assertions on parts of the models or the initial values of the attributes.

This annex is an excerpt from [6].

C.1 ANALYSIS

Fusion development starts with a phase of analysis, in which the developer elabora
object model, the system interface and the interface model. The object model describes
ferent classes of the system, their attributes and their associations in a fashion sim
entity-relationship diagrams [42]. Among the relationships, one can find the traditional
tionships found in other methods such as inheritance (subtyping), aggregation, and asso

For example, the banking system in figure 87 is composed of a class Bank, which manages sev-
eral Accounts (thus the star in front of this class box). There are three kinds of accounts: simp
accounts, checking accounts and saving accounts. Each account is owned by one Customer
(which can in turn own several accounts). The bank keeps track of all transactions carr
each account (a transaction can involve one or several accounts), so that reports can b
the customer at the end of each month. Relationships can have attributes too. (Here, t
tionship Owns holds the date when the Account was created and attributed to the Customer.) 

The system interface consists of a full description of the set of operations to which the s
can respond, of the events that it can output, and of the list of agents that can interact w
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system. The interface model consists of the description of a life cycle model and an op
model. The life cycle model defines the possible sequences of interaction in which a s
can participate. It lists the various events they can send to and receive from the s
together with their arguments. The operation model defines the effect of each system
tion. This description includes some formal semantics under the form of pre- and post
tions. However, the semantics of those conditions are not very rigorous, since their defin
not completely formalized.

C.2 DESIGN

After analysis comes design. During design, the developer transforms the abstract mode
duced during analysis into software structures. In this phase, the developer must provide
interaction graphs, visibility graphs, inheritance graphs, and finally class descriptions
object interaction graphs attribute each system operation described in the operation mo
class and describe a decomposition of their behavior by distributing their functionality a
the various classes of the system. The visibility graphs show how the system is struct
enable inter-object communication. The inheritance graphs complete the subclassing re
ships already found during analysis by adding information on inheritance of implement
In other words, during analysis, the supertype/subtype relationships are modeled, whe
design the superclass/subclass relationships are found.

For example, the interaction graph of the operation Credit is given in figure 88. This operation
withdraws an amount of money from one account and deposits it in another account, as
that both accounts exist and that the withdrawal is authorized. (This authorization can d
on the type of account.) The operation is completed by keeping track of the transactio
notifying the owners of the account that the transaction was carried out. 

It is decomposed in sending messages to either a particular object (Notify a customer, Create a
transaction, etc.), or to the objects of a collection that fulfil a condition (find the account 
collection of accounts managed by the bank, the account number of which is From, etc
sequence in which methods are invoked is shown on top of the arrow describing the m
invocation and summarized in text below the interaction graph: 

Owns

Creation

Bank

Carry

Transaction Account

Number
Balance

Checking

Overdraft_Fee

Saving

Rate
Interest

0:•

1:1

1:•

0:•

**

Customer
Name

Address

Fig. 87. Part of an object model for a banking system
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Finally, the developer has to gather information coming from all these models and fro
data dictionary to write a description of each class in the system. This description is th
step in coding the application. All information regarding the specification of each cla
given: its various attributes, including their type and visibility information, its operati
including their various parameters and their result type.

Bank

C2: Customer

Credit (From, To: Account_Number; Amount: Money)

Notify (t: Transaction)

Transaction
newCreate (...)

(5)

[Account.Number = AN]

C1: Customer
Notify (t: Transaction)

(8)

(9)

Description:
operation  Bank: Credit (From, To : Account_Number, Amount: Money)
Lookup two bank accounts whose numbers are From and To (1) (2). 
If those two accounts exist, 

Withdraws Amount from the account whose number is From (3)
If the withdrawal was successful, then 

Deposit the amount Amount in the account To (4)
Create a transaction, and add it to the collections of transactions carried 
by the bank. (5)

Find the customers of the transaction (6, 7) , and Notify each of them that the transaction was 
carried out (8,9)

method  Bank: Lookup (AN: Account_Number): Account
Lookup in the bank accounts of the bank the account whose number is AN (1.1, 2.1).

Fig. 88. Interaction graph for the operation Credit

Account

F = Lookup (AN: Account_Number = From): Account
(1)

T = Lookup (AN: Account_Number = To): Account
(2)

Account_Number_Of (): Account_Number
(1.1, 2.1)

Withdraw (Amount: Money): Bool
(3)

F: Account
C1 = Owner_Of (): Customer

(6)

Deposit (Amount: Money)
(4)

T: Account
C2 = Owner_Of (): Customer

(7)
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For instance, the class Account, inspired by the example of Seidewitz [124] would look like t
following:

The subclass Checking would be defined as:

During the implementation phase, the programmer’s job is to implement the class descr
in the target language and code the behavior of each method according to the descrip
the interface model, the operation model, and the interaction graphs.

C.3 DEVELOPPING CO-OPN/2 SPECIFICATIONS FROM FUSION MODELS

A CO-OPN/2 specification can be derived from the Fusion models. However, since Fu
models do not contain enough semantical information, this specification must be refined
erwards. The following translation process can be applied:

Step 1: Identify  CO-OPN/2 Modules

 • There are two kinds of CO-OPN/2 modules, abstract data types (ADTs) and classes. To e
type (kind: type) in the Fusion data dictionary correspond one (or more) ADTs in 
CO-OPN/2 specification. To each class for which a class description exists correspo
class module. 

Step 2: Develop the ADTs

 • The ADTs are built according to the Fusion data dictionary. To each type in the data d
nary corresponds an ADT. The values of the types are given in the associated rubric descrip-
tion. The operations are derived from the functions, plus the implicit functions suc

Fig. 89. Class description of the class Account (Fusion)

type  Money: delta  0.01 digits  15
type  Account_Number: natural

class  Account 
attribute  Number: 

bound  exclusive Account_Number
attribute  Balance: bound  exclusive  Money
attribute  Owner: unbound  shared  Customer
attribute  Transactions: 

exclusive  bound  col  Transaction

method  Create (Initial_Amount: Money)
method  Deposit (Amount: Money)
method  Withdraw (Amount: Money): Bool
method  Balance (): Money
method  Owner_of (): Customer
method  Account_Number_Of (): Account_Number
// other methods

endclass

Fig. 90. Class description of the class Checking (Fusion)

class  Checking isa Account
attribute  constant  Overdraft_Fee: 

bound  exclusive  Money

method  Set_Fee (To_Fee: Money)
method  Withdraw (Amount: Money): Bool

endclass
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equality, comparison operators, and any elementary function not present in the data
nary. New ADTS may be added for the purpose of the specification. Some sorts m
refined (e.g. using subsorts) for the purpose of having total functions.

Step 3: Develop the  CO-OPN/2 classes

 • The  CO-OPN/2 classes are built using the Fusion class descriptions, the Fusion ope
models, the Fusion interaction graphs, the Fusion system life cycleand the Fusion 
model.

Step 3.1: Develop the Header part

 • Each Fusion class (class ) is a class (Class ) in the  CO-OPN/2 specification. 

 • Each Fusion subclassing relationship (isa ) is an subclassing relationship (Inherit ) in the
CO-OPN/2 specification.

Object Model

Life cycle Model

Operation Model

Object Interaction Graphs

Class Descriptions

Data Dictionary

CO-OPN/2
Specification

Types (ADTs)
Functions (Operations)
Predicates (Axioms)

Classes (Classes)
Isa (Inheritance)

Subtyping (Subtyping)

Methods (Methods)
Attributes (Places)

Interaction (Axioms:

Life cycles (Places and 

Synchronization 
expressions)

Axioms (Petri nets))

Assumes and ResultsClauses
(Axioms: Conditions and 
Synchronization expressions)

Fig. 91. Building CO-OPN/2 specifications from the Fusion models
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 • Static objects or classes with a single instance can become  CO-OPN/2 static objects and be
placed in the Object  clause. 

Step 3.2: Develop the Interface part

 • The interface (Interface ) of the  CO-OPN/2 specification is built as follows:

 • The subtype relationships in the Fusion object model can become subtype relationshi
(Subtype ) in  CO-OPN/2. This step has to be refined after developing the body of the sp
fication to verify that this relationship holds.

 • The Fusion creation methods become  CO-OPN/2 creation methods (Creation ) and the
Fusion public methods become  CO-OPN/2 (public) methods (Methods ). When the Fusion
methods are procedures (i.e. they no result type), the  CO-OPN/2 correspondent methods
have the same signature (but for the names and the possible refinements performe
developing the ADTs). When the fusion methods are functions, a parameter is ad
store the result of the function.

 • The modules needed to build the signatures of the creation and public methods are imported
in the use clauses.

Step 3.3: Develop the Body part.

 • The body (Body ) of the  CO-OPN/2 specification is built as follows:

 • The Fusion private methods become  CO-OPN/2 methods (Methods ).

 • Each attribute (attribute ) in the Fusion class descriptions becomes a place (Place ) in the
CO-OPN/2 specification, but for constant data attributes with initial values and not ini
ized in a creation method (i.e. the constants attributes shared among the instances 
class), are placed in a separate ADT and replaced by the definition of constants or fun

 • If the Fusion data attributes (attribute ) have an initial value, the  CO-OPN/2 places are ini-
tialized with the same values (Initial ).

 • For each attribute (attribute ) with the qualifier shared, a method is created to allow ot
objects accessing this reference. 

 • Objects shared among the instances of a class can become objects instead of bein
lated as places.

 • The types of the Fusion attributes (attribute ) and the types needed to build the signatures
the private methods are imported in the use clause specific to the body, if they wer
already used in the interface. 

 • When an object corresponds to a subsystem with a Fusion life cycle, a  CO-OPN/2 Petri net
must be built to exhibit this life cycle.

 • For methods for which an operation model is given, the Assumes  and Result  clauses are
used to build the axioms of the operation. This may require to add methods not pre
the Fusion class descriptions to allow visibility on components of objects. To allow
observation of the system state during the test phase, the axioms of the  CO-OPN/2 methods
are completed using the Fusion operation models. The axioms of the  CO-OPN/2 corre-
sponding method must be completed (by means of conditions and synchronization e
sions) to forbid the execution of the method when the final state of the object is not co
to Result .

 • The axioms are refined using the interaction graphs, which specify a combination of m
calls. This combination of method calls is translated into axioms (Axiom ) of the  CO-OPN/2
correspondent method as follows: (i) the Fusion sequence a (...)(1), b (...)(2) becomes with
a..b in  CO-OPN/2, (ii) the Fusion simultaneity simultaneously  a and  b becomes with  a//b.
This is only possible with simple interaction graphs without loops.
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